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r 
The American 

Record Guide 

December, 1963 

"(I) have found them to 

be smooth and easy -to- 
listen-to...I found the 
top end very smooth and 

silky, notoverbright, and 

also it extended well be- 
yand the 15 -kc. claim of the manufacturer." 

r 
HtFi/Steio Review 

June, 1964 

"...the designers of the 
E -V TWO were aiming 
for a smooth, uncolored 
sound, and they have 
succeeded very well. 
Overall the E -V TWO is 

a very smooth and musi- 
cal reproducer." 

L 

L 

r 
Radio- Electronics 

February, 1964 

"In brief, the E -V TWO's produce a quite spectacular sound 
with a big, low -down bass...that is the best, to my ears, that 
Electro -Voice has yet produced." 

POPULAR 
SCIENCE 

June, taea June, 1964 

"They effortlessly fill my 
large listening room with 
clean, well -balanced sound." 
1964, Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc. 

high fidelity 
April, 1964 

"Reproducing test tones, 
the Model SIX was found 
to have a remarkably smooth, 
clean and uniform response 
across the audio range!... 

But whatever one's personal listening tastes are, it would 
seem there is an E -V model to suit them." J 

AUDIO a Patrician as one can come 

"...the Electro -Voice Model 

SIX is as close in sound to 

April, 1964 

without being a Patrician. 
You listen." 

If Speakers Could Blush, Ours Would! 

E -V TWO 

Read what the critics say about the new E -V TWO, E -V FOUR and E -V SIX acoustic suspension 
speaker systems. Then conduct your own impartial listening test. For a complete set of 

review reprints, plus the name of your nearest franchised E -V hi -fi showroom, write us Today. 

E -V Two, $120.00; E -V Six, $371.25; E -V Four, $151.87 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 944H, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

CIRCLE NO. 180 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

E -V FOUR 

gkeZOICZ 
SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND 
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BUY THIS FIXED -POSITION MICROPHONE ...GET THIS LAVALIER FOR ONLY $5.00 

A SPECIAL OFFER IN THE INTEREST 
OF IMPROVED SPEAKING TECHNIQUES 

This special limited -time of-er applies 
to the famous Unidyne H and III 
series and other fine Shure micro- 
phones listed below.* Unidyne III is 
the only cardioid microphone with 
pick -up pattern symmetrical about 
axis and uniform at all frequencies. 
Outstanding for voice or instruments. 
*Models 300. 315, 330, 333, 55SW, 5'S, 545, 
5455, 546, 5565. 576, 578, 5îe=S. A Shure 
Lavalier for only S5.0) with each, when -ou 
send in your guarantee registaation card. 
Offer expires December 3 1964. 

Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 

November, 1964 

For lecturers, teachers, ministers, 
managers, public speaking requires 
the freedom and flexibility of a sec- 
ond microphone. The ability to move 
around while talking frees the speaker 
for writing on a blackboard or han- 
dling visuals, makes any speaker more 
interesting, more effective. Prove it to 
yourself for only $5.00 when you buy 
a Shure Microphone for fixed -loca- 
tion use. 

Steps to obtain your Lavalier IAlicrophonc 
Purchase any of the microphones listed above :hru your dis- 
tributor or sound installer. 
Remove guarantee registration card from microphone package. 
Specify whether you wish high impedance or low impedance 
lavalier microphone in the comment section of guarantee regis- 
tration card. 

Mail to Shure Brothers, Inc. with your check or money order for 
$5.00. If sending cash please send by registered mail. 

That's all there is to do. Your microphone will be sent to you 
post paid. Sorry, no C.O.D.s. 

CIRCLE NO. 217 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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Silicone Rubber Adhesive/ Sealant 
solves 1000 electronic problems 

...permanently 
New General Electric silicone rubber adhesive sealants are ready - 
to -use, permanent and waterproof. Available in a variety of colors 
( white, black, red, aluminum and translucent) , RTV sealants set 
up in minutes and cure in air to form a tough, flexible bond. They 
won't shrink, crack, harden or peel, even at temperatures from 
-75 °F to +500 °F. Like all silicones, RTV's resist moisture, weath- 
ering and ozone. 

In either the non -sagging form or the free flowing form, RTV 
makes an excellent caulk, gasket, encapsulant, electrical insulator, 
sealer, laminate and general stick-urn. Here are eight ways this 
unique do- it- yourself rubber solves production and maintenance 
problems or reduces manufacturing time. Look around in your 
plant. You'll think of many more. 

1. RTV -108 provides instant, "see - 
through" insulation as well as vibra- 
tion resistance and environmental 
protection. RTV needs no pre- mixing; 
is applied directly from the tube. 

2. RTV seals filament condenser plates 
in dielectric heaters. Reasons: RTV 
resists high temperature, insulates elec- 
trically, locks out conductive con- 
tamination. 

3. RTV seals AN connectors, terminals 
and wire harness joints and other flex- 
ible parts. It will absorb shock and 
vibration, eliminating the fatigue fail- 
ure of connections. 

5. RTV laminates layers of mica sheet- 
ing and plates in production of plate 
condensers. Results: improved opera- 
tional reliability, assembly time cut 
from 24 hours to 20 minutes. 

6. RTV eliminates need for screws 
and drilling when used to affix name 
plates and decorative emblems on any 
surface. Results: no unsightly rust 
drainage; plates stay put indefinitely, 
but can be cut loose when desired. 

RTV comes in 3 oz. and 12 oz. tubes and in poly- 

ethylene cartridges for use with automatic pres- 

sure guns. For more information or a trial 3 -oz. 

tube, use this coupon. 

GENERAL 

2 

ELECTRIC 

7. RTV seals out moisture and dust, 
making cases, cabinets and chassis 
completely and quickly weatherproof. 
An excellent material for vibration 
dampening in electronic equipment. 

4. RTV bonds sheeting into desired 
configuration in low volume production 
of cylindrical air ducts for dielectric 
heaters. Results: production costs cut 
more than 300 %. 

8. RTV bonds vent units and ducts in 
new Hotpoint range, seals areas of 
metal -to -metal contact to prevent 
escape of cooking vapors. RTV is damp- 
ing medium for vent motor, reducing 
sound and vibration. 

I-General Electric Company, Silicone Products Department 
Section BR11124R Waterford, New York 12188 

Send me (quantity) __RTV-102 white, RTV -103 black, RTV -106 red, 

RTV -108 clear, RTV -109 aluminum, at $2.00 per tube. I've enclosed a 

check for $ made out to "General Electric." No C.O. D.'s, please. _ Please send free technical data. 

I Name 

Address 

CIRCLE NO. 135 ON READER SERVICE PAGE ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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NOVEMBER 1964 
VOL. 72, No. 5 

THIS MONTH'S COVER 
shows a collection of various 
types of sem conductor di- 
odes that are employed in 
power supplies. At the upper 
right -hand corner is a pair 
of selenium diodes, the 
larger one is used as a recti- 
fier and the smaller one is 
used as a transient protec- 
tor. The unit at the top left 
is a medium -current (25 a.) 
silicon- rectifier stack. At the 
bottom right is a 250 -a. sili- 
con diode. The group of di- 
odes at the lower left are 
medium- and low- current 
silicon diodes, with the ex- 
ception of the second unit 
from the bottom, which is a 
low- current, fairly high volt- 
age selenium unit 
(Photo: General Electric) 
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1íadio qUalit 

tam on íhe... 

shulin 9s 
A "natural" for serious re- 
cordists, broadcasters and 
sound studios. 

Two speed tape transport 
with automatic sequence 
braking, choice of hyper- 
bolic head configurations, 
hysteresis capstan drive 
and heavy duty reel drive 
motors, remote control 
jacks and 101/2" reel ca- 
pacity. Superbly smooth 
tape handling - inter- 
locked "fool- proof" switch- 
ing - fit fora pro. 

Rack Mount ready from 
$552.00 

Also matching electronics 
and portable cases. 

MADE BY SKILLED 

AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN 

AT 

ing OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC. 

9600 Aldrich Ave. So. Minneapolis, Minn. 55420 

CIRCLE NO. 252 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
4 ELECTRONICS WORLD 

COMING 
NEXT 

MONTH 

PORTABLE TV SETS 

Freed from reliance on the a.c. power 
line, these sets can go anywhere. This 
article covers sets made by Delmonico, 
General Electric, Panasonic, Philco, 
Realtone, Sharp, and Sony. The picture 
screen sizes range from 41/2" to 9 ". 

TRANSISTORIZED 
FM- STEREO DEMODULATOR 
Three engineers from RCA discuss the 
design of a multiplex adapter, using in- 
expensive transistors and featuring 
noise -immunity and automatic mode 
switching. Readily available components 
and coils make this circuit especially in- 
teresting to design engineers as well as 
audiophiles. 

HIGH -SPEED ELECTRONIC PRINTER 
Use of a special CRT and fiber -optic 
techniques make possible an all -elec- 
ronic, completely noiseless printer. A. W. 

Edwards of Century Electronics & In- 
struments, Inc. describes this commer- 
cially available computer adjunct. 

TRIGGERED SWEEP FOR 

IMPROVING SCOPES 
One of the major differences between 

low- and high-pm iced scopes is the very 
accurate sweep and calibration circuits 
found in the latter. The article describes 
a transistorized sweep unit which can 
be added to kit -type and other relatively 
inexpensive models to improve the stabil- 
ity of their sync circuits. 

EARLY VACUUM TUBES 
Historic photographs from Marconi Co., 
Ltd. and the Science Museum in London 
highlight this description of some of the 
early Edison -effect lamps and oscillation 
valves developed by Fleming at the be- 
ginning of this century. 

NEW SCR DEVELOPMENTS 
Some of the recent four -layer, gate -con- 
trolled semiconductor switches are low 
in cost, self -protecting, and transient - 
immune. For these reasons, as Donald 
Lancaster points out, they are adaptable 
to a wide variety of industrial and coin - 
sumer electronics equipment. 

ANNUAL INDEX 
A complete listing of all of the major 
feature articles which have appeared in 
Electronics World during 1964. The In- 
dex covers Volumes 71 and 72 (January 
through December 1964). 

All these and many more interesting and informative articles will be yours 
in the DECEMBER issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD ... on sale November 19th. 
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see what's new for 1965 in 
Watdift6ttl2, Wo'tLct *knight-kits 

$1995 
less 
case 

KG -854 54 -Watt 
Solid -State Stereo 
Amplifier Kit -abso- 
lutely superb perform- 
ance, a pleasure to 

build. No output transformers; pre- 
cision self- resetting circuit breakers; 
printed circuit board and military - 

type terminal board for easy assem- 

bly. Nothing like it at the price! 

$3495 
with 

switchable 
probe 

$9995 
less 
case 

KG -765 All- Transistor 
Stereo FM -AM Tuner 
Kit- delivers the most 
exciting stereo sound 
imaginable. Features 

automatic stereo MX indicator light; 
FM -AM signal- strength tuning meter; 
factory -assembled and aligned IF strip 
and FM front -end. Superb quality - 
incomparably low in cost. 

1995 C -560 5 -Watt CB 
Transceiver Kit -for 
110 -130 v. AC /12v. DC; 

terrific sensitivity; 6- crystal -con- 
trolled channels; 23- channel manual 
tuning; preassembled and tuned Nu- 

vistor RF stage; solid -state power 
supply; 2 -stage IF; adjustable 
squelch, and much more. A super - 

value in latest CB design. 

KG -275 Exposure 
Meter Kit - latest 
super- sensitive cad - 

mium- sulphide type; 
accurately measures 
both reflected and 
incident light; g- 
range meter; push- 
button selection for 
low and high light levels; color -coded 

scales to calculate proper lens opening 
and shutter speed. Professional quality 
-outperforms far costlier units. 

$4995 
with cable 

& leads 

KG -625 6" VTVM Kit - king -sized for accuracy; 11/2-volt full -scale DC range; 
200 microamp movement; reads peak - to -peak AC volts directly; precision 1% film -type resistors; single switchable 

AC- ohms /DC test probe. Terrific value. 

KG -375 Universal Auto Analyzer Kit - great for auto tuneups- checks generator, 
alternator, regulator, wiring, both 6 and 12 -volt, all engines. Big 7" meter; solid - state circuitry: self -powered. Packed with exclusive features -at lowest cost. 

KG -225 Wireless Intercom Kit - transistorized and wireless- newest, finest, most advanced intercom kit you can buy. All units are Masters; 
all originate calls. Squelch circuit eliminates interference. Add stations 
as needed. Amazingly low priced. 

knight -kit 
GUARANTEE 
Buy any Knight -Kit. 
Build it. Operate it. 
You must be satis- 
fied or we refund 
your money. 

o 
see many other great knight -kits' including best -sellers like these! 

KG -870 70 -Watt Solid- 
State Stereo Amplifier 

less case 
Kit - packed with dozens 
of deluxe features to 

bring you spectacular performance at 
low, low cost. The last word in easy 
assembly and breathtaking sound. 

ift, 
$ ` $6995 

C -22 5 -Watt 
ceiver Kit -top 
at lowest price; 

130 v. AC /12 v. DC; 5 crystal 
trolled channels, 22- channel 
tuning; adjustable squelch; 
Pi -net output, and more. 

CB Trans- 
quality 

for 110- 
-con- 

manual 
ANL; 

EnaMIE o ft) 

T -150A 150 -Wa 
CW Transmitter 
covers 80 through 

meter ham bands; controlled- 
modulation; stable VFO; "spot" 
chirp -free cathode keying; front 
key jack. The price is unbeatable. 

t AM/ 
Kit - 

10 
carrier 
switch; 

panel 

F..: .tip 
"Sttar Roamer" 5 -Band 
Su erhet Short -Wave 
Receiver-band- 

switched ranges; electricalbandspread; 
"S" meter; ANL; IF sensitivity con- 
trol -tops for lowest -cost world -wide 
radio reception. 

Famous $888 
F - 1 0 0 

less W a l k i e - 
battery Talkie Kit 

' -all- transistor; range 
up to Y4 mile; crystal- 
controlled xmitter for 
channel 7; fun to build 
and use. Owned by 
thousands. thousands. Lowest - 

priced Walkie- Talkie 
kit available anywhere. 

0 On 

q KG -620 
$2495 4v : "VTVM 

with Kit. 7 
leads ranges 

each, AC v. (RMS & 
P-P), DC v., ohms, and 
db. 11 me ohm input. 
Extended response - response 

P 

=1 db, 30 cps to 3 mc. 
Easy- reading 2 -color 
meter scale. A dollar- 
stretching value. 

- 

1995 
Transistorized 
Eleectronic Ta- 
chometer Kit- 

+rrx registers 
3% rpm, with 3% full - 

+ scale accuracy; y; 
Zener diode regu- 

lation; universal mount. Rugged; reli- 
able. Tops in value and performance. 

ref I -'ere 0'® . ®e 

A 1# 

' ®' 
$ 95 600 -B Tube Tester Kit 

Jd -tests over 2300 types; 
checks for quality, con- 

tinuity, shorts, open elements and gas; 
cathode -emission type; fast setup. Ex- 
cellent value. 

FRee Send for 490 page 1965 

ALLIED CATALOG! 

SEE THE FULL SELECTION OF KNIGHT KITS: 
Stereo Hi -Fi, CB, Hobby, Shortwave, 
Ham, Test Instrument, Intercom - 
PLUS the world's largest selection 
of electronic equipment. 

satisfaction guaranteed or your money back 
EASY TERMS: Take advantage of the Allied Credit Fund Plan 

ALLIED RADIO 
The World's Largest Electronic Supply House 

November, 1964 

Imimisomimimmommilmommill=111 
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. I -LL 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60680 

1 

1 Ship me the following Knight -Kit(s): 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Send FREE 1965 Allied Catalog. 

send for 

r ee 
CATALOG 

PLEASE Pa,H. 

Address 

City State Zip 

1 

-- -- ---- - - - - -J 
CIRCLE NO. 249 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 5 
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The antenna that challenges 
NEW ,u/PíbG 

"COLOR- 
BY 

Finco's Color Ve -Log challenges all competition on color or black and white reception and 
stands behind this challenge with a "Guarantee of Supremacy ". The swept element 
design assures the finest in brilliant color and sharpy defined black and white television 
reception - as well as superb FM monaural and stereo quality. FINCO precision - 
engineered features make these advanced - design antennas indispensable to good home 
sight- and -sound systems. And, of course, they carry the famous unconditional guarantee 
from the leading manufacturer in the field - FINCO. Promote the Color Ve -Log 
Antennas with pride, sell them with confidence, and profit handsomely. 

6 

One -piece cross -over drive line as 

sembly has no joints between adja 
cent driven elements. Eliminates 
loose connections, shorts, broken 
drive line sections. Polystyrene 
snap -lock spacers, with center 'air 
insulator' space. 

Elements are made of triple thick 
aluminum to stand up in severe 
weather. Die stamped bracket fas- 
tened with tough, thick -gauge rivet 
holds proportional length sleeve 
reinforcing shell into which ele- 
ment fits. 

First from Finco and exclusive - 
double contact between drive line 
and driven element bracket assem- 

bly for perfect drive -line support 
and electrical continuity. Positive, 
vibration -free, non -corrosive con- 

tact. 

Boom reinforcing back up brackets 
at elements add triple strength to 

the riveted assembly, mounted on 

a rigid, non -crushable 1" heavy 
duty square boom. Boom rolled 
square from 11/4" diameter round 
aluminum for increased strength. 

Write for color brochure #20-307, Dept. 410 
ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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t 
all competition! 

VL -10 
9 driven elements 
1 parasitic element 
List pi Ice $34.95 

Featuring Finco's Exclusive Go,d Corodizing 

Finco's boom -mast bracket, -ust- 
proofed by zinc plats -golc di -chro- 
mate dip process, is th=_ finest 
available. It has positioned chats 
to assure sag -free positive tiret 
tion of the antenna. Locks tight 
Can't tilt. Antenna stays in proper 
position at all times. 

High impact polystyrene insulators 
are reinforced with strong alumi- 
num shields. This gives quadruple 
strength in supporting triple -thick 
snap -in elements. Lifetime assem- 
bly with fitted aluminum cup to 
hold oversize aluminum rivet. 

V L -5 
5 element VHF-FM 
5 driven elements 
List price $16.35 

VL-15 
15 element VHF-FM 
9 driven elements 
6 parasitic elements 
List price $46.95 

_ - -. 
VL-7 

7 element VHF-FM 
7 dii.en elements 
List r rice $23.95 

I° VL -18 
18 :l ament VHF-FM 
9 d -i ¿en elements 
9 parasitic elements 
Lis: )rice 1i54.50 

The FINNEY Company 34 Interstate Street Bedford, Ohio 
November, 1964 CIRCLE NO. 246 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 7 
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ALL NEW 
better than ever 7 \\ GENUINE 

OISE" 

,70,.. i...- 

Available Only 

In 6 -oz. Spray Cans 

CLEANS, LUBRICATES, 
RESTORES AND PROTECTS 

Volume Controls, Push Button Assem- 
blies, Band Switches, Relays and other 
electrical contacts. 

Conforms rigidly to ALL Federal, State, 
Municipal Laws and Regulations! 

WON'T AFFECT 

PLASTICS 

NON- 

FLAMMABLE 

NON -TOXIC 

NO 

CARBON 

TET 

All NO -NOISE Aerosol Products 
NON- FLAMMABLE, NON -TOXIC, 

NO CARBON TET 

Tuner -Tonic 
with PERMA -FILM 

WON'T 

AFFECT PLASTICS 

Economical - a little does 
a lot. Cleans, lubricates, 
restores all tuners includ- 
ing wafer types. Non -toxic 
and non -flammable. For TV, 
Radio and FM. 

Buy EC -44 FOR 
ALL ELECTRICAL CONTACTS 

IN 6 OZ. SPRAY CAN 

NO PRICE INCREASE! 
NEW 1964 JOBBER PLAN 

Ask Your Rep. For Details 

Only With "NO- NOISE" 
Aerosol Products 

FREE 5" 
PLASTIC EXTENDER 

with push- button assembly 
FOR PIN -POINT 
APPLICATION. 

WON'T CAUSE SHORTS 

ALL PRODUCTS 
FREIGHT PREPAID and SOLD 

with MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP. 
813 Communipaw Avenue Jersey City 4, N. J. 

e1Re1 F NA t 74 AN RFAnFR SERVICE PAGE 
8 

or the FCC()IT!. 
WM. A. STOCKLIN, EDITOR 

PARTS SHOW MOVES TO N. Y. 
IMPORTANT changes have just been announced regarding the 

1965 Electronic! Parts Distributors Show. For the first time since 
1937, the show will be held away from Chicago, and not in the month 
of May. 

Charles C. Fouts, national distributor sales manager for Ii''i' Can- 
non Elcclrïc Company, and the newly elected president of the Elec- 
tronic Industry Show Corporation, announced that plans are to 
rotate this annual show among New York, California, and Chicago. 
The 1965 show will be held between \larch 31 Lind April 4 in 
New York City at the New fork Hilton and Americana Hotels. 

In 1966, the show will be held in San Francisco, returning to 
Chicago in 1967. 

Along with this announcement, many new policies will be in effect. 
Instead of the customary 3 -day run, the show will be extended to 5 
days, opening with two clays of educational forums. The exhibit halls 
will then open on it Friday and remain open through Sunday. 

Exhibit privileges will be extended to any manufacturer who sells 
his products through parts distributors, even though he may not be- 
long to One of the sponsoring associations. 

Admittance to the show will be extended to all companies which 
buy directly from exhibitors. A vigorous effort will he macle to attract 
attendance from original -equipment manufacturers as well as from 
all companies re- selling high -fidelity and commercial sound products. 

Important changes- without a doubt -but they had to come. As 
pointed out in our August editorial, the Electronic Parts Shows in 
the past have had declining attendance. Moving the shows to the 
East and \V'est Coasts will give many of those involved in the elec- 
tronics industry a chance to attend this important event. Parts are 
the basic building blocks of all electronics equipment. and engineers 
and technicians alike should make every effort to keep abreast of the 
new developments by attending the show. 

Allowing two extra days for educational forums will contribute 
materially to the interest of those attending. On the other hand, 
though, if these forums are not well- planned, they could be a draw- 
back rather than an asset to the show. It is our hope that the show 
committee exerts every possible effort to present educational pro- 
grams of worthwhile content to reward those in attendance. 

This coning larch will be a busy month. In addition to this 11CW 

Parts Show, we cannot overlook the IEEE Convention which will be 
held March 22 -25 and, especially for those of us in the New York area, 
there is a lot of industry activity for us to look forward to. 

RAYMOND V. PEPE (1912 -1964) 
Raymond V. Pepe, vice -president of James B. Lansing Sound, 

Inc. and Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Institute 
of High Fidelity, Inc., died suddenly in Los Angeles on August 
15 after what had been considered a mild heart attack. 

Only 52 at the time of his death, he was born in New York 
City and graduated from Columbia University. He served in 
the office of the Comptroller of New York City during Mayor 
LaGuardia's administration. 

Ray received his greatest recognition as a leader in the 
component hi -fi industry. His everlasting efforts to bring an 
air of professionalism to the industry will never be forgotten. 
Whenever any problems arose, either in the States or abroad, 
Ray was available at a moment's notice. 

His most outstanding achievement was as a spokesman and 
his unique ability in diplomacy enabled him to resolve many 
challenging problems within the industry. 

With the entire hi -fi components industry, we mourn his 
passing. -30- 
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BUILD, EXPERIMENT, EXPLORE, DISCOVER 

WITH NRI CUSTOM- DESIGNED TRAINING KITS 

BUILD YOUR OWN 

PHONE /CODE TRANSMITTER 

Here is one of seven training kits you get in 
the NRI Complete Communications Course. 
With 4, you get actual practice in building a 

crysta- controlled phone /code trarsmitter 
and putting it on the air, actual practice in 
many aspects of commercial transmitter 
operation (modulation, "clamping" circuits, 
key fitters, etc.). This kit -as with all NRI 
kits -features the most modern circuits and 
parts. It complies with FCC regulations and 
can be put on the air simply by attaching to 
an antenna. Be a part of the "life line" of 
the Space Age. Enro'l for NRI's Complete 
Communications training 

BUILD ACTUAL ANALOG 

COMPUTER CIRCUITS 

Industry, business offices, the government 
and military all need trained Electronics 
Technicians. In NRI's Complete Industrial 
Electronics Course you progress through 10 
custom -designed training kits, topping off 
your studies by building this analog corn - 
puter with which you solve simple mathe- 
matical problems, experiment with Feedback 
control systems and digital logic elements. 
This kind of practical experience as you 
train prepares you to step into a good paying 
position ready to do your knowledgeable 
best. Prepare now the NRI way for Indus- 
trial Electronics. 

10 !HRI Home -Study Plans 
to Choose From -Mail Card 
Whatever your interest in Electronics . . . whatever your 
education ... whatever your need ... before you decide on 
any school you'll want to investigate NRI's extensive list of 
training plans and practical, thorough, absorbing training 
methods. NRI training equipment and "bite- size" pro - 
grammed texts are the finest money can buy, the finest 
highly skiled instructors and engineers can design and 
perfect for you. Mail the postage -free card for your copy of 
the NRI catalog. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics 
Div., Washington, D.C. 20016. 

Our 50th Year of Leadership 
in Electronics Training 

BUILD A CUSTOM -ENGINEERED 

TELEVISION RECEIVER 

Want to make $3 to $5 an hour in your spare 
time? Want your own full -time or part -time 
business? NRI's complete course in Radio - 
TV Servicing offers these money- making 
opportunities. NRI starts you with the ABC's 
of Electronics. You learn how to install, main- 
tain and service stereo hi -fi, radios, PA sys- 
tems and TV sets (including color). Included 
in your trainingare eight NRI -designed train- 
ing kits; the final one is this complete, 
custom- designed table model TV receiver 
you build yourself. You learn servicing pro- 
cedures you will use on the job -and earn 
extra money as you train. Enroll now. 

r 
SEE OTHER SIDE 

FIRST CLASS 
PERMIT 

NO. 20 -R 

Washington, D.C. 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAIEED IN THE UNITED STATES 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

3939 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
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Get a fast start in Electronics 

Training with NRI's NEW 

ACHIEVEMENT KIT 
The day you enroll with N RI we send you this remarkable, new 
Achievement Kit, worth many times the small amount you 
invest to start your training. And it's only the start, only the 
first example of the unique ability of NRI 
to apply 50 years of leadership in home - 
study Electronics training to the technical 
challenges of today. What's in the Achieve- 
ment Kit? You get your first group of 
lesson texts in the NRI course of your 
choice; a rich, vinyl desk folder to hold 
your work; preprinted lesson 'answer 
sheets; your NRI Student Identification 
Card; the industry's most complete Radio - 
TV Dictionary; valuable reference texts; 
envelopes; imprinted pencils; pen; engi- 
neer's ruler and even your first postage. 
Start your training this exciting, absorb- 
ing way. No other school has anything 
like it. Pick the field of your choice from NRI's 10 training 
plans and mail the postage -free card for your NRI catalog. 
Do it now. 

Join the thousands who gained success with NRI 

"I want to thank NRI for making it all possible," says Robert 
L. L'Heureux of Needham, Mass., who sought our job consultant's 
advice in making job applications and is now an Assistant Field 
Engineer in the DATAmatic Div. of Minneapolis -Honeywell, working 
on data processing systems. 

His own full -time Radio -TV Servicing Shop has brought steadily 
rising income to Harlin C. Robertson of Oroville, Calif. In addition 
to employing a full -time technician, two NRI men work for him 
part -time. He remarks about NRI training, "I think it's tops." 

Even before finishing his NRI training, Thomas F. Favaloro, Shel- 
borne, N.Y., obtained a position with Technical Appliance Corp. 
Now he is foreman in charge of government and communications 
division. He writes, "As far as I am concerned, NRI training is 
responsible for my whole future." 

"I can recommend the NRI course to anyone who has a desire to 
get ahead," says Gerald L. Roberts, of Champaign, Ill., whose 
Communications training helped him become an Electronic Tech- 
nician at the Coordinated Science Laboratory, U. of Illinois, working 
on Naval research projects. 

SEE OTHER SIDE 

National Radio Institute, Electronics Div. 
Washington, D.C. 20016 4 E 

Please send me your catalog. I have checked the field(s) 
of most interest to me. .(No salesman will call.) 

[J TV -Radio Servicing 

LJ Industrial Electronics 

[ Complete Communications 

L[ FCC License 

Li Math for Electronics 

Basic Electronics 

[ Electronics for Automation 

Aviation Communications 

LL Marine Communications 

L Mobile Communications 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip Code 

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 

NOW 10 WAYS 
to train at home with NRI 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

TV -RADIO SERVICING Learn to fix TV sets (including 
color), radios, stereo hi -fi, PA systems, etc. A profitable 
field full or part -time. 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS Learn principles, practices, 
maintenance of Electronic equipment. Covers computers, 
servos, telemetry, multiplexing, other subjects. 

COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS Comprehensive pro- 
gram covering broadcasting, mobile, marine, aviation com- 
munications. Learn to operate, maintain transmitting equip- 
ment. Prepares for FCC License. 

FCC LICENSE Prepares you quickly for First Class License 
exams. Every Communications station must have licensed 
operators. Also valuable to Service Technicians. 

MATH FOR ELECTRONICS A short course of carefully 
prepared texts for engineers, technicians, others needing 
a quick review of math they must use in Electronics. 

BASIC ELECTRONICS Practical, fundamental short 
course of 26 lessons teaching terminology, components, 
basic principles of Electronics. Ideal for salesmen, hobby- 
ists, others. 

ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION Not for the beginner, 
but for the man with some basic knowledge of Electronics. 
Covers process control, ultrasonics, electromechanical 
measurements, other Automation subjects. 

AVIATION COMMUNICATIONS For the man who wants 
to work in and around planes. Learn about direction finders, 
loran, shoran, radar, markers, landing systems. Prepares 
for FCC License. 

MARINE COMMUNICATIONS Much Electronic equip- 
ment is used on commercial ships and pleasure craft. 
Learn operation, maintenance of transmitters, direction 
finders, depth indicators, radar, etc. Prepares for FCC 
License. 

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS Learn to install, operate, 
maintain mobile equipment and associated base stations 
as used by police and fire depts., taxi companies, etc. 
Prepares for FCC License. 

NOTE: You must pass FCC exams on completion of any 
NRI communications course or your tuition payments are 
refunded in full. 

A CUT OUT AND MAIL 
FOR FREE CATALOG 
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your next customer: 

You can't know if he'll be smil- 
ing or angry, wearing a suit or a 
sports shirt, or driving a 6 or an 8. 

One thing you can be reasonably 
sure of, though. You'll be able to 
service his radio with Delco parts. 
That's because nearly half the 

cars on the road -around 
25,000,000 of them -have Delco 
radios. And you can service most 
other kinds of radios with Delco 
parts, too. The line is that broad. 
What does this mean? Simply 
that it makes good sense to stock 
and use genuine Delco parts. For 
better servicing. For fewer cus- 
tomer complaints. For the con- 
venience of getting most of the 
parts you need quickly and reli- 
ably from one source : your United 
Delco supplier. 

Call him today for our big de- 
tailed catalog. (To learn who your 
nearest United Delco supplier is, 
phone any of the numbers listed 
below. Ask for the Zone Service 
Manager.) 
Delco Radio electronic service 
parts and electro- mechanical de- 
vices are distributed nationally 
through United Delco. 

D ele co United V 
Deleo 

Atlanta Cedar 7 -1501 Dallas Fleetwood 2 -8471 Cincinnati Cherry 1 -2310 
Boston Wells 3 -3100 Cleveland 671 -6460 Charlotte Edison 4 -8671 
Chicago 437 -5300 Denver Keystone 4 -0273 Jackson, ille Exbrook 8 -5755 
Detroit 584 -1025 Indianapolis Melrose 6 -4351 Houston Jackson 6 -4338 
Los Angeles Dunkirk 5 -6487 Buffalo TF 2 -5362 Washington, D.0 Juniper 8 -7494 
Minneapolis 331 -4811 Philadelphia Garfield 3 -8200 El Paso Keystone 3 -1651 
Newark 297 -3300 St. Louis Jefferson 3 -4230 New York Judson 2 -3824 
San Francisco Landscape 6 -8221 New Orleans 523 -4281 Kansas City Fairfax 1 -3900 
Seattle Parkway 2 -4477 Pittsburgh Court 1 -6551 

Omaha 558 -0225 
Memphis Jackson 5 -6471 
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LETTERS 
FROM OUR 

READERS 

RADIO TELESCOPES 
To the Editors: 

We read with interest your excellent 
summary on radio telescopes which ap- 
peared in the July issue. It might inter- 
est you to know that our radio telescope 
here at the University of Texas (your 
cover illustration) is now being oper- 
ated at 94 gc. with over 70 -db gain. 
Future plans call for reception of signals 
in the 140 -220 gc. range using highly 
sensitive germanium bolometer detec- 
tors operated at -268.8°C. 

D. GRAHAM GALLOWAY 
Electrical Engineering Research Lab. 
The University of Texas 
Austin, Tex. 

* * o 

MAGNETORESISTANCE TRANSDUCERS 
To the Editors: 

Ray Shiver does a good job in your 
July issue of introducing a wide range 
of industrial transducers. Your readers 
might like to learn about some less - 
known transducers based on the mag- 
netoresistance principle. 

Magnetoresistance is the effect found 
in bismuth, germanium, lead sulfide, in- 
dium antimonide and other materials, 
whereby electrical resistance increases 
with applied magnetic field strength. A 
particular advantage of magnetoresist- 
ance transducers is that the magnetic 
field can be supplied by a permanent 
magnet -no supply source is needed. 
Resistance values are then altered by 
simply moving the magnet. 

All of the major U.S. engine manu- 
facturers are looking into the possibili- 
ties of using the magnetoresistance 
method as a source of trigger pulses for 
electronic ignition. The magnetoresist- 
ance transducer depends for its output 
on the amount of applied magnetic field, 
not on the rate at which this field 
changes. Inductive pickups, of course, 
deliver outputs proportional to the rate 
of change of field, hence don't deliver 
much output at low speeds. The mag- 
netoresistance device delivers the same 
output for stationary crankshafts as it 
does for high speed ones. 

Other applications include machine - 
tool positioning in numerical- control sys- 
tems; elevator control, where the car is 
homed to the correct floor height; and 
automatic weighing machines, where a 
motor adjusts the balance weight until 
the transducer that is employed reads 

zero for proper balance conditions. 
By contrast with the linear differen- 

tial transformer, the magnetoresistance 
transducer operates from a d.c. supply 
rather than 20 kc. a.c. Moreover, the 
magnetoresistance device delivers d.c. 
output, whereas the differential trans- 
former needs an expensive demodulator 
to convert its a.c. output into phase - 
sensitive d.c. 

The usefulness of magnetoresistance 
devices is not confined to electrome- 
chanical transducers. By using an elec- 
trically controlled magnetic field rather 
than a permanent magnet, many types 
of analog control devices can also be 
developed. 

ROBERT M. GITLIN 
Vice President and General Mgr. 
American Aerospace Controls, Inc. 
123 Milbar Blvd. 
Farmingdale, N.Y. 

o * o 

"MUSICOLORTRON" 
To the Editors: 

I have been contacted by Mr. Morris 
Wetzel, Musicolor, Inc., Chicago, in 
reference to my article "Transistor-Pho - 
tocell Color Organ" in the July, 1964 
issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD. Mr. Wet- 
zel took severe objection to the word 
"Musicolortron" which appears in the 
photo of the unit, and to the use of the 
term "dancing lights" in the text. He 
claims that the name ` Musicolor" is reg- 
istered or copyrighted, and that the 
term "dancing lights" in relation to col- 
ored music is his. 

I would like to emphasize that my use 
of the name "Musicolortron" on my pro- 
totype was entirely coincidental, and 
any infringement on his rights was en- 
tirely inadvertent. I had no prior knowl- 
edge of Mr. Wetzel, his products, his 
patents, or his rights to the terms re- 
ferred to. 

FRED BLECHMAN 
Canoga Park, Calif. 

The color organ that was built by 
our author and which he labeled "Musi- 
colortron" was not a commercial product 
intended for sale but was built for his 
own use. Also, we have employed the 
description "dancing lights" for many 
of the color organ displays that we have 
run in years past. In any case, no in- 
fringement was intended. We also un- 
derstand that Mr. Wetzel's particular 

RAVE REVIEW 
ON SONY 600 

-u- - 

Radio- Electronics Maga- 
zine June, 1964 says: 

"This recorder has some very good 
specifications and, although its price is 
above the `cheap' range, one does not 
readily believe such excellent specs for a 
4 -track machine until they prove out. 
This machine fulfilled its promise. With 
it, you can tape your stereo discs and 
play them back without being able to 
detect any difference, which is saying 
something. The physical design of this 
unit is good, for either permanent in- 
stallation or the most complete porta- 
bility. 

"The footage indicator is a footage 
indicator, not merely a place spotter, 
and it keeps its count with all normal 
tape movements. Independent control of 
left and right channels, so one can be 
operated in record, while the other is in 
playback, enables the unit to be used for 
an endless variety of `special' effects. 

"Playback and record functions are 
completely separate, so that a recorded 
program can be monitored immediately. 
Microphone and auxiliary inputs can be 
mixed for combination and re- record 
effects. First stage amplification uses 
transistors, while the main amplification 
uses tubes -a good marriage in this 
particular design. 

"The mikes are very good, compared 
with most of the `inexpensive' types 
used with home recorders. Extremely 
good realism is possible for home record- 
ings. I had my family `act natural' in 
front of the two -mike combination and 
the playback was unbelievably real. 

"The Sony 600 will naturally take a 
little playing around to find out how to 
do various `extra' things you may want. 
But when you get to know it, you'll find 
it a very versatile instrument. It's a re- 
corder with which familiarity brings 
confidence." 

Norman H. Crowhurst 

For further information, or complete 
copy of the above test report, write 
Superscope, Inc. "600 Test Report E, 
Sun Valley, Calif. 

12 ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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The commanding presence of Sony sound 

Now enter the world of the professional. With the Sony Sterecorder 600, 
a superbly engineered instrument with 3 -head design, you are master of the 
most exacting stereophonic tape recording techniques. 

Professional in every detail, from its modular circuitry to its 3 -head design, 
this superb 4 -track stereophonic and monophonic recording and playback unit 
provides such versatile features as: vertical and horizontal operating positions 

sound on sound tape and source monitor switch full 7" reel capacity 
microphone and line mixing magnetic phono and FM stereo inputs 2 V.U. 

meters hysteresis- synchronous drive motors dynamically balanced 
capstan flywheel automatic shut off pause control and digital tape counter - 
all indispensable to the discriminating recording enthusiast. Less than $450,- 
complete with carrying case and two Sony F -87 cardioid dynamic microphones. 

Multiplex Ready! 
Yes, less 
than $450! 

November, 1964 

SONY SUPERSCOPE;; The Tapewny to Stereo 

Sony tape recorders, the most complete line of quality recording 
equipment in the world, start at less than $79.50. 
For literature or name of nearest dealer, write Superscope, Inc., Dept. 25, 
Sun Valley, Calif. In New York, visit the Sony Salon, 585 Filth Avenue. 
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New Bogen sound products 
deliver the message best 

14 

In the factory 
Reach important executives and 
production personnel in noisy areas. 
Provide background music for im- 
proved morale and production. 
Bogen does it best. 

New! 

In the school 
Efficient communications systems 
guarantee. increased efficiency - 
portable players enhance music, 
drama, and extra -curricular pro- 
grams. Bogen does it best. 

New SA" Series Intercom /P.A. 
Systems. High - powered (12w.) in- 
tercoms for 21 or 42 stations; op- 
tional chime and light annunciators; 
emergency all -call paging; inputs 
for music program sources; 25v. 
output; mixes private and non - 
private remotes in any combination; 
provision to add booster amplifier. 

In the office 
Inter -office phones save time and 
steps, keep the telephone switch- 
board from being overburdened. 
Bogen does it best. 

New Bogen VP Series All-Transistor 
Portable High Fidelity Transcrip- 
tion Players. 20 to 40 watts (sine 
wave ratings). Handsome carrying 
cases. Exclusive variable -speed 
control. Automatic cueing. Inputs: 
2 mic., tape, tuner, phono. 

In the church 
Sound systems deliver the "mes- 
sage" loud and clear throughout 
the church -serve to assure suc- 
cessful social events as well! Bogen 
does it best. 

Series "TSL" Telephones. Sell your 
customer the economy of unique 
inter -office telephone. Fast (no dial- 
ing); 100% trunkage; no central 
switchboard; conference calls; desk 
or wall mounting; provision for 
paging thru plant P.A. system. Sys- 

tems for up to 16 phones. 

Bogen MX30A and MX60A Deluxe 
30 -watt and 60 -watt P.A. Amplifiers 
-with 5 mic. inputs; peak limiter; 
power curve -21 to 30,000 cps; 
calibrated low- frequency notch 
filter; 5 speech filters; remote vol- 
ume control and mic. precedence; 
frequency response -10 to 38,000 
cps; wide variety of accessories. 

For Fall Catalog write desk W -11, 

Bogen Communications Div., 
Paramus, N.J. 

BOGEN LEAR SIEGLER, INC. 
COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
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color organ is not similar in any way to 
the device described in the article by 
Author Blechman.-Editors. 

!t C C 

PARTS SUBSTITUTION 
To the Editors: 

I read with the greatest interest your 
first letter in the "Letters" column of 
your August issue. 

This was from James Young of Roch- 
ester, N.Y. He was having trouble with 
the transistor power supply article in 
your Mav issue, which I sent in to you. 
He claimed his only change was to use 
a different transistor in the circuit 
described. 

The parts list with this article showed 
the Dao Corporation of this city as a 

source of both the toroid cores and the 
completed transformers. The trans- 
former is a special item only available 
from Dao -the core is an Arnold product 
but difficult to locate unless you want 
several dozen. 

You will be interested to know that 
Dao has sold 162 cores and 43 trans- 
formers. This seems to be a rather high 
level of interest and it's a satisfaction 
to know that Dao hasn't received a 

single complaint. 
James Young of Rochester, however, 

has not been a Dao customer and this 
is the reason for nay interest. It would 
be interesting to know if the transistor 
substitution is the only one he's made. 

R. L. WINKLEPLECK 
Terre Haute, Ind. 

We did not publish Reader Young's 
letter to disparage Author \% ¿, klepleck's 
power supply in any way. The letter was 
published as an example of a common 
type we receive wanting to know whit 
some of our circuits will not operate 
properly when parts substitutions or 
circuit changes are made. We are sorry 
that we cannot specify substitute parts 
or circuit changes unless these are sug- 
gested by our authors who have actually 
tried out these particular modifications. 
-Editors. 

C C C 

TRIAD FILAMENT TRANSFORMER 
To the Editors: 

Recently you ran a brief article by 
Rufus Turner entitled "Filament Trans- 
former as Audio Substitute" on p. 75 of 
your August issue. This article refers to 
the Triad F -14X as "Stancor F -14X." It 
happens that Stancor has an equivalent, 
the P- 6134, which will be substituted 
by distributors when the customer calls 
for the "Stanc-or F -14X." 

We appreciated 1í1r. Turner making 
the measurements on our unit and men- 
tioning it by number, but a correction 
would be a great help to your readers 
in getting the right transformer, which 
is the Triad F -14X. 

NEWTON CooK, Sales Mgr. 
Triad Distributor Div. 
Huntington, Ind. 
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PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY Total Number 
of Requests 

NAME (PRINT CLEARLY) TITLE 

COMPANY NAME 

COMPANY ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZONE 

I AM EMPLOYED IN: INDUSTRY COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 
MILITARY, GOVERNMENT V OTHER 

Please send me additional information on products I have circled. 
(Key numbers for advertised products also appear in Advertisers Index.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 28 29 32 34 38 

39 41 42 43 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 54 55 57 58 59 

63 121 122 123 128 129 130 131 133 135 136 137 138 

ELECTRONICS WORLD (VOID AFTER NOVEMBER 30, 1964) 11 
P.O. BOX 7842, PHILADELPHIA 1, PA. 

READER SERVICE PAGE 
Since many products and services mentioned are primarily for professional 
use only, we are using two different coupons. 

To get more information, promptly, about products and services mentioned 
in this issue, simply circle the number corresponding to the ad or editorial 
mention and send the proper coupon to us. Your request will be sent to the 
manufacturer immediately. 

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE: In requesting information on products and serv- 
ices listed in this coupon it is necessary to fill out the coupon COMPLETELY, 
stating your company, address, and your function or title. If the coupon is in- 

complete it cannot be processed. 

FOR GENERAL USE: In requesting information on products and services listed 
in this coupon, please use only your home address. 

You can use both coupons, since each contains specific items, if each coupon 
is filled out completely. 

Mail to: ELECTRONICS WORLD P.O. BOX 7842, PHILADELPHIA 1, PA. 

GENERAL USE ONLY Total Number 
of Requests 

NAME (PRINT CLEARLY) 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZONE 

Please send me additional information on advertised products I have circled. 
(Key numbers for advertised products also appear in Advertisers Index.) 

121 122 123 128 129 130 131 133 135 136 137 138 152 154 155 157 

161 162 163 167 170 172 178 179 180 181 182 185 186 187 189 192 193 

194 200 201 203 206 207 213 215 216 217 223 225 229 231 232 233 235 

236 237 238 240 241 242 243 245 246 249 252 253 254 255 256 257 

NEW PRODUCTS & LITERATURE 

2 3 4 5 6 8 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

29 30 31 33 34 35 36 37 38 40 41 44 46 53 56 59 60 61 62 64 

ELECTRONICS WORLD (VOID AFTER NOVEMBER 30, 1964) 11 
P. O. BOX 7842, PHILADELPHIA 1, PA. 
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WE DARED TO COMPARE 
THE CONCERTONE 800 

and heard from 
our competitors, 

Since "an honest tale speeds best being plainly 
told," we would like to make a public apology 
about our first Feature Comparison Chart. The 
Viking 220 tape recorder does have tape lifters 
and transistors. The Freeman 200 does have 
center capstan drive. And, the Tandberg 64 does 
have remote control and tape lifters. Hence, we 
have amended our Chart accordingly and have 

reproduced it again. While contrite, because we 
erred originally, we feel that even with these 
minor adjustments you will still see that the 
Concertone 800 (portable or tape deck) is your 
best value in stereo tape recorders! Furthermore, 
only the Series 800 has double Reverse- o- matic® 
and six heads that combine to give you con- 
tinuous music playback and recording with the 
touch of a button, without reel turnover. Prices 
for this incomparable device start as low as 

$379.95. If you're really interested, send for a 

Concertone brochure and the name of your 
nearest dealer. The brochure is flawless, with 
no accidentally erroneous comparisons. Besides, 

it's free and has a neat drawing of a bird on the 
cover. Write to Concertone, Repentance Depart- 
ment, Box 3866, South El Monte, California. 

FEATURES: 

E 

m _ 

W 

s 

o 

0 
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6 HEADS No Yes No No No No No Na No No No No No 

3 MOTORS No Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes No No No No Yes 

AUTOMATIC REVERSING 
FOR RECORD & PLAY No Yes No No No No No No No No No No No 

PUSH BUTTON 
CONTROLS No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 

REMOTE 
CONTROLLABLE No Yes No No No Yes No Yes No Yes No No Yes 

SOUND ON SOUND Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

BUILTIN 
ECHO CONTROL No Yes No No No No No Yes No Yes No No No 

CENTER CAPSTAN 
DRIVE No Yes No No Yes No No No Na No No No No 

TRANSISTORS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No No Yes 

TAPE LIFTERS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 

OPERATES BOTH 
HORIZONTAL & 

VERTICAL Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 

COSTS UNDER $400 No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No 

kit 
I 
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Go ahead and read the fine print! This is 

ONE RECORD CLUB 
WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS: 

Choose any LP, any label-no pre-selections! 

Buy 1 record or 100 -no yearly quotas! 

Join once for a lifetime-no annual fees! 
Save at least 38%-and much more on special sales! 

This is the way you want it ... a record club 
without restrictions. With the Record Club of 
America you can order any LP available in the 
entire Schwann Catalog (over thirty thousand 
selections) and save on every one! Nobody limits 
you to one label or two. Nobody sends you a card 
that means you get an unwanted record if you for- 
get to return it. Nobody says you have to buy 4, 6, 

or 8 times a year. And nobody asks you to pay an 
annual membership fee. With Record Club of 
America you join once -and belong for a lifetime. 

Here's HOW Record Club of America Works: 
Fill out your Lifetime Membership application. 
Send it, with your check or money order for $5 to 
Record Club of America. By return mail you'll 
receive your membership card guaranteeing you 
our regular discount of 38% off on every record 
you buy. That means you buy at dealer costs: all 
$3.98 LP's at $2.47, $4.98 LP's at $3.09 and $5.98 
LP's at just $3.71 and our publication, Disc., 
which regularly supplements Schwann's listings 
and keeps you informed of the Club's extra - 
saving specials like those featured at right. 
Disc. will also present timely critical reviews 
by any of the nation's leading authorities. 
For your convenience we always enclose an 
order blank. Your order is processed the day 
we get it. Records come to you factory new. 
If not completely satisfactory they can be re- 
turned, immediate replacement guaranteed. 
Over one hundred thousand individual members 
and many of the nation's leading schools and 
libraries are today enjoying tremendous savings 
made possible through Record Club of America. 
Why not join them ... and join us, today? 

GIFT MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL! 
Your membership entitles you to buy or offer 
gift memberships to friends, relatives and neigh- 
bors for only $2.50 with full privileges. You can 
split the total between you -the original mem- 
bership and one gift membership divided equally 
brings your cost down to $3.75; one original 
membership and four gift memberships brings 
your cost down to $3 each. Get a gang together 
-everybody saves! 

TYPICAL SPECIAL SALE! 

LIST PRICE OUR PRICE 

3.98 Capitol 
Bestsellers 

5.98 Urania, Vox, 
Kapp, Westminster 
Classical Albums 

$1.57 

$1.77 
4.98 Verve, 
Folkways Albums $2 49 

CLASSICAL 

JAZZ 

COUNTRY & 

WESTERN 

OPERA 

FOLK 

II1USICAL 

COII1EDY 

Join the more than 100 000 happy members of 

RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA 

FREE 
SCHWANN CATALOG 

Over 30,000 selections 
from more than 300 manufacturers! 
CAPITOL COLUMBIA ANGEL 

RCA VICTOR DECCA MERCURY 

WESTMINSTERDEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 

VOX VERVE LONDON 

ROULETTE ABC PARAMOUNT 

ELECTROLA AND HUNDREDS MORE 

Record Club of America 
1285 Princess Street 

York, Pennsylvania 17405 

Gentlemen: 

O 
E 

Enclosed please find my check or money 
order for $5.00 which will guarantee me Lifetime 
Membership in Record Club of America. 1 

understand that I am under no obligation to 
purchase at any time, and that any purchases 
I do make will be at CLUB SAVINGS. I am 
free to choose any album as listed in the Schwann 
Record Catalog or Record Club of America's 
regular publication, Disc. 

Add Gift Memberships to my 
request. I enclose a check for 
at $2.50 each gift member, and have listed on 
attached sheet their names and addresses. 

Signed 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip Code 
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Find your future faster with RCA "AUTOTEXT" 
-the new, easier way to a profitable career in electronics. 

You can start building a rewarding, lifetime career in electronics, right 
now And the wonderful new ' Autotext" education system and aids - 
exclusive with RCA -will get you started faster and easier in learning 
ELECTRONICS FUNDAMENTALS. " Autotext" is a system of pro- 

grammed instruction, today's modern learning method proven with 
thousands of students. This beginning course in electronics is accu- 
rately planned so that as you read a series of statements, questions, 
and answers, you learn almost without realizing it. And, you get a 

complete set of theory lessons, service practice lessons, experiment 
lessons, ano all the kits you need. 

Even people who have had trouble with conventional home training 
metnods in the past are finding it faster and more fun when they begin 
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their training in Electronics Fundamentals this new easy way. 
Prove it to yourself as others throughout the country are now doing. 

Begin your training the RCA " Autotext" way. You'll find that you are 
ready for advanced studies sooner than you ever thought possible. A'II 

you need to get started is an interest or inclination in electronics. The 
" Autotext" way will help you do the rest! The future is unlimited; the 
jobs are available! The important thing is to get started now! 

RCA Institutes, one of the largest technical schools in the United 
States devoted principally to electronics, offers the finest facilities fcr 
home training. A Service of Radio Corporation of America, RCA Insti- 
tutes, Inc. gives you the technical instruction you need to plan, build. 
and realize a lifetime career in today's fastest growing field. 

RCA Institutes offers both home training and classroom traúning- whichever best fits your needs. See the adjoining page for a dra- 

matic example of how RCA can help you plan for the future you want! Licensed by the New York State Department of Education. 

ELECTRON :CS WORLD 
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RCA CLASSROOM TRAINING 

INDUSTRIAL 
TITLES 

THIS IS THE 
RCA TRAINING 

THAT WILL 
HELP YOU GET IT! QUALIFICATION 

Engineering Aide, 
Lab Technician, 
Field Service 

Engineer, 
Test Engineer, 
Technical Instructor 

Electronics 
Technology (T -3) 

High School Grad 
with Algebra, 
Geometry and 
Physics or Science 
or RCA Preparatory 
Course. 

Electronic Technician, 
Field Technician, 
Computer Technician, 
Broadcasting 

Technician, 
Customer Service 

Engineer, 
Instrument Technician 

Industrial and 
Communications 
Electronics (V -7) 

2 yrs. High School 
with Algebra, and 
Physics or Science 
or RCA Preparatory 
Course. 

TV Serviceman, 
Electronic Tester, 
Junior Technician 

Electronics and 
Television Receivers 
(V_3) 

2 yrs. High School 
with Algebra, and 
Physics or Science 
or RCA Preparatory 
Course. 

Transistor Circuits 
Specialist 

Transistors Radio background 

Color TV Service 
Technician 

Color Television Television 
background 

Industrial Electronic 
Technician 

Automation 
Electronics (V -14) 

Radio and Transistor 
Background 

Computer 
Service 
Technician 

Digital 
Computer 
Electronics (V -15) 

Radio and 
Transistor 
Background 

Console Operator, 
Junior Programmer,, 
Programmer 
(RCA -301, 
RCA -501, 
IBM -1401) 

Computer 
Programming 
(CP -1), (CP-2), 
(CP -3), (CP -4) 

College Grad. or 
equivalent or 
Industry sponsored 

Preparatory (for 
above courses) 

Preparatory ath 
Course (P -1) 

1 yr. High School 

Preparatory (for 
above courses) 

Preparatory 
Mathematics 
And Physics (PO -A) 

1 yr. High School 

DAY OR EVENING CLASSES: Coeducational Classes Start 4 Times Each Year. 

Free Placement Service. RCA Institutes graduates are 
now employed in important jobs at military installations 
such as Cape Kennedy, with important companies such 
as IBM, Bell Telephone Labs, General Electric, RCA, and 
in radio and TV stations all over the country. Many have 
opened their own businesses. A recent New York Resident 
School class had 93% of the graduates who used the 
FREE placement service accepted by important electronics 
companies, and had their jobs waiting for them on the 
day they graduated! 

November, 1964 

RCA HOME TRAINING 

INDUSTRIAL 
TITLES 

THIS IS THE 
RCA TRAINING 

THAT WILL 
HELP YOU GET IT! QUALIFICATION 

Radio aligner, 
Repairman, 
Tester 

"Autotext" course; 
Radio -Electronic 
Fundamentals 

8th Grade 

Black & White 
TV Service 
Technician 

Television Servicing Radio Background 

Color TV Service 
Technician 

Color Television Black and white 
Television Training 
or Experience 

Automation 
Technician 

Automation 
Electronics 

Radio and Electronic 
Fundamentals 

Transistor Circuits 
Specialist 

Transistors Radio and Electronic 
Fundamentals 

Transmitter 
Technician, 

Communications 
Specialist 

Communications 
Electronics 

Radio and Electronic 
Fundamentals 

Communications, 
1st Class 
FCC Licensee 

FCC License 
Preparation 

Radio and Electronic 
Fundamentals 

Communications 
Specialist 

Mobile 
Communications 

FCC License 
Preparation or equiv. 
study or experience 

Nuclear Instrumen- 
tation Specialist 

Electronics 
for Nuclear 
instrumentation 

Radio and Electronic 
Fundamentals 

Industrial Electronics 
Technician 

Electronics 
for Industrial 
Applications 

Radio and Electronic 
Fundamentals 

Liberal Tuition Plan for Home Training Courses. This 
plan affords you the most economical possible method 
of home study training. You pay for lessons only as you 
order them. If, for any reason, you wish to interrupt your 
training, you can do so and not owe one cent. No other 
obligations! No installment payments required! 

You get Top Quality Equipment. All kits furnished with 
home -training courses are complete in every respect and 
the equipment is top grade. You keep all the equipment 
furnished to you for actual use on the job, and you never 
have to take apart one piece to build another! 

SEND POSTCARD FOR 

FREE ILLUSTRATED 

BOOK TODAY! SPECIFY 

HOME TRAINING OR 

CLASSROOM TRAINING 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. EW -N4 
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America, 

350 West 4th St., New York, N. Y. 10014 

The Most Trusted Name In Electronics 
IWY 
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EW 

LAB TESTED 

HI -I'I PRODUCT 
IiF.YOßT 
TESTED IiIRSCII-/IOCCti L:iRS 

"Knight -Kit" KG -870 Amplifier 
Eico Model 2200 FM- Stereo Tuner 

"Knight -Kit" KG -870 Amplifier 
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 60 on coupon (page 15). 

THE "Knight -Kit" KG -870 70 -watt 
transistor amplifier is sold either as 

a kit or factory -wired by Allied Radio 
Corp. It is the firm's most advanced 
solid -state stereo amplifier and has sev- 
eral interesting and novel design fea- 
tures. 

The amplifier uses a total of 22 tran- 
sistors and 4 diodes. Four of the tran- 
sistors are silicon types for maximum 
stability in low -level stages. The output 
transistors are mounted on the bottom 
of the metal chassis which acts as a heat 
sink. They are protected against thermal 
runaway by 6 -volt automobile -type in- 
candescent lamps in the emitter circuits. 
These self -protecting features and other 
design details on this amplifier were de- 
scribed in the June 1964 issue ("Self - 
Protecting Transistor Hi -Fi Amplifier "). 

This is the first transistor amplifier we 
have seen with a direct -coupled output 
stage. No blocking capacitor or trans- 
former separates the output transistors 
from the speaker voice coils. This main- 
tains a high damping factor down to the 
lowest audio frequencies. 

Much of the circuitry is assembled on 
printed boards. The main amplifier 
board is hinged for accessibility. The 
transistors plug into sockets, preventing 
damage to them while soldering com- 
ponents to the board and making tran- 
sistor replacement a simple matter 
should it become necessary. 

The KG-870 is rated at a total of 70 
watts IHF music power output or 28 
watts per channel sine wave (one chan- 
nel driven). It will drive either 8- or 
16 -ohm speakers. The use of 4 -ohm 
speakers is not recommended. The am- 
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plifier has inputs for tape head, mag- 
netic phono cartridge, tuner, and two 
high -level auxiliary. It has separate 
level and loudness controls, which is the 
only correct method of obtaining loud- 
ness compensation for low -level listen- 
ing. The "Level" control is uncompen- 
sated. The "Loudness" control affects 
the volume over a limited range ( about 
30 db), but introduces both bass and 
treble boost as its level is reduced. The 
"Level" control is adjusted to give the 
loudest desired volume with the "Loud- 
ness" control at its maximum setting; 
reducing the "Loudness" setting then 
provides an excellent tonal balance 
down to the softest background listen- 
ing levels. 

The bass tone controls for the two 
channels are concentrically mounted, as 
are the treble tone controls. A balance 
control can cut off either channel with- 
out materially affecting the other. A 
single 4- position "Filter" switch has po- 
sitions for "Flat," "Rumble," "Scratch," 
and "Rumble + Scratch." 

Along the bottom of the front panel 
is a row of slide switches, for tape moni- 
tor operation with a three -head ma- 
chine, stereo channel reversal, stereo/ 
mono mode selection, speaker phase re- 
versal, and power. A headphone jack 
completes the front -panel control lineup. 

This rather completely equipped am- 

3 

2 
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plifier measures only 2%" x 13" x 11" 
and weighs about 20 pounds. It runs 
very cool and has the well known solid - 
state virtues of low current drain and 
freedom from microphonics. 

Driving both channels together, with 
8 -ohm loads, we measured 22.5 watts 
per channel at mid -frequencies, and 
more than 20 watts per channel from 
50 to 10,000 cps at 2% distortion. The 
low- frequency power response was ex- 
cellent with 18 watts available at 20 
cps with 2% distortion. The high -fre- 
quency power output fell off somewhat, 
to 10 watts at 20,000 cps. 

Like most transistor amplifiers, this 
unit had a moderate amount of IM dis- 
tortion at low power levels. It averaged 
about 1% between 1 watt and 10 watts 
output, falling to 0.25% at outputs of less 
than 1 watt. 

Its frequency response was flat from 
a few hundred cycles to 20,000 cps, 
rising about 2 db below 100 cps. The 
phono equalization was accurate to 
within ±1 db of the RIAA curve from 
30 to 15,000 cps. The NAB tape equal- 
ization was within ±2.5 db from 45 to 
15,000 cps. The rumble and scratch 
filters were rather strong in their action, 
with the latter removing a good deal of 
the high- frequency program material. 
The tone controls had a moderate range, 
about 8 to 10 db of boost or cut at 50 
and 10,000 cps. This is adequate for 
any normal listening situation. 

The amplifier was stable with mod- 
erate capacitive loads, but oscillated 
with a 0.65 -, tf. load. Such a condition 
would only be encountered when driv- 
ing an electrostatic speaker. Its hum and 
noise were - 75 db on high -level inputs 
and -50 db on phono inputs (referred 
to 10 watts output) . This consisted 
mostly of hiss and was not audible in 
ordinary listening. 

The KG -870 is a prime example of 
what has come to be known as "tran- 
sistor" sound. With good, but not ex- 

ii. .ga... --- ..___..-- __- --.... .. --..._ 
- 

KNIGHT- KIT -870 
AVERAGE BOTH CHANNELS 

en LOADS 
2% T HD 

iiiiilFi I,. Mill II,IIIM 0111=111 : : :m. = = = =.. =sue.. m :::m:: m_.._B.Bl..___..___..ramoralrailralMo..8. Mme. 
20 30 50 70 100 200 300 500 700 INC. 

FREQUENCY -CPS 
2KC. 3KC. SKC. 7KC IOKC. 20KC. 
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Don't just talk about 
the ideal amplifier. 

A9.ü 

A virtually distortionless basic amplifier 
of virtually unlimited power is no longer 
just a conversational gambit among audio- 
philes. Now they can build one -with the 
Fisher K -1000 StrataKit. 

Here is the most advanced and most 
powerful stereo power amplifier ever pro- 
duced by Fisher. Its 1HF music power 
rating is 150 watts with both channels 
driven. The RMS power rating, again with 
both channels driven, is 130 watts (65 
watts per channel). However, each channel 
will deliver 80 watts at 0.5% IM distortion 
and even lower 1 -kc harmonic distortion, 
thus indicating the extreme conservative- 
ness of the official rating. A home installa- 
tion requiring even greater amplifier power 
is virtually unimaginable. 

The circuitry of the K -1000 is corn- 

November, 1964 
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I= 1 K-1000 =41 

THE FISHER S-rw.aT.nKrr 

Build it! 
pletely original in concept and features 
a host of engineering subtleties that will 
delight the technically sophisticated. Yet 
the unique Fisher StrataKit method of kit 
construction makes it so easy to build that 
your young son can complete it just as 
successfully as a skilled electronic tech- 
nician. 

With the laboratory -type calibration 
meter on the front panel, the K -1000 
can be precisely adjusted by the builder 
to operate under optimum specifications 
and to maintain these at all times. The 
exclusive Fisher StrataBalance -a simple, 
foolproof invention -makes it possible to 
balance the push -pull circuitry for mini- 
mum distortion by means of an ordinary 
light bulb! 

Size: 15í/e" wide x 73/a" high x 12" deep. 

Weight: 70 lbs. Price: $279.50. (Also 
available factory -assembled and tested; 
Model SA -1000; $329.50.) 
r FREE! $1.00 VALUE! The Kit 

Builder's Manual, an illustrated 
guide to high fidelity kit con- 
struction, complete with de- 
tailed specifications of all Fisher 
StrataKits. 
Fisher Radio Corporation 
21 -40 44th Drive, Long Island City, N. Y. 1 i 101 

Please send me 
The Kit Builder's Manual without charge,. 

Name 

lie 
Kit Bull ler o 

Manua. 

Address 

City State 

, LONG i.,En.,,, i., y, . Y. 111..1. CANADIAN REaU, +L WRITE b 1-171 .ILL n5506.nrE5, ETD., 

The Fisher K -1000 StrataKit 
150 -Watt Laboratory Standard Stereo Power Amplifier 
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sooner 

laté`r... 

you will demand the extra 
quality and precision of 
Nortronics tape heads! All 
Nortronics heads feature: 

laminated core structures 
and deposited quartz gaps 
for superior high fre- 
quency response, and .. . 

hyperborc, all -metal faces 
for intimate tape -to -head 
contact -longer wear with 
minimum oxide loading. 

Replace worn 
tape heads with 

Nortronics laminated 
core replacement heads 

-available from your 
Hi -Fi Dealer, Radio - 
TV Serviceman or 

Camera Store! 

Write today for your FREE copy of Nortronics 
Tape Head Replacement Guide. 

8127 Tenth Ave. N., ï.ünn eapotes, Minn. 55427 

CIRCLE NO. 242 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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ceptional measured performance, it nev 

ertheless has a superbly transparent and 
well- defined listening quality. This may 
be due in some measure to the direct - 
coupled output stages, but whatever the 
reason, this low- priced amplifier sounds 
remarkably like some selling for twice 
its price. It is convincing evidence that 
low- priced, high- quality transistor am- 
plifiers can be designed. 

The "Knight -Kit" KG -870 sells for 
$99.50 in kit form and $149.50 factory 
wired. An oiled walnut case is available 
far $12.95 additional. 

Eico Model 2200 FM- Stereo Tuner 
For copy of manufacturer's' brochure, circle No. 61 on coupon (page 15). 

THE new Eico Model 2200 FM- stereo 
tuner is one of the firm's "Classic" 

series of high- fidelity components. Al- 
though it resembles, both in style and 
performance, some of the more expen- 
sive factory -made tuners, it is actually a 
very moderately priced, easy -to -build 
kit (also available factory- wired). 

The front -end is a pre -assembled and 
pre -aligned unit, using an ECC85 dual 
triode as a neutralized r.f. amplifier and 
self -oscillating mixer. It is thoroughly 
temperature -compensated and needs no 
a.f.c. 

The i.f. portion of the tuner is a 
printed -board assembly, with three 
GAU6 i.f. amplifiers, a GAUD limiter, 
and a GALS ratio detector. For mono 
reception, the de- emphasized detector 
output goes directly to the two triode 
output stages (each is J_ 12AU7) . 

Another printed board contains the 
multiplex demodulator circuits. The 

m 
0 

composite detected signal is amplified 
by li 12D \V7, whose output is separated 
into the 19 -kc. pilot carrier and the com- 
posite stereo signal. The pilot carrier is 
amplified and doubled by a 6AUG and 
synchronizes a h 12DWV7 38 -kc. subcar- 
rier oscillator. This oscillator gates a 
two -diode switch, which separates the 
composite signal into left - and right - 
channel components. Encapsulated net - 
works de- emphasize the two stereo out- 
puts individually and filter out any 
38 -kc. carrier which may be present. 

An E\I84 bar -type eye tube is used 
as a tuning aid. A spring -return "Stereo 
Check" switch on the front panel of the 
tuner disables the stereo circuits and 
connects the grid of the eye tube to the 
output of the 19 -kc. amplifier /doubler. 
If a stereo broadcast is being received, 
the eye closes. 

The tuner kit is supplied with all cir- 
(Continued on page 100) 
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE(STEREO) 
' 

10 

20 

EICO 2200 
FM- STEREO TUNER 

AVERAGE OF 80T1-1 CHANNELS 

r,NE -A_iGNED ----- TCJUCr i.--1rP ALIGNED 
30 

20 50 
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09 el 

loo 200 
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su en 
COLOR TV 

HAS A NEW 
RED STANDARD 

Sylvania's new EUROPIUM RED. 

New COLOR BRIGHT 85 picture tube brings more 

The startling news in the television in- 
dustry is Sylvania's new picture tube, 
and its new, truer red phosphor. 

EUROPIUM RED, developed at 
GT &E Laboratories, is the brightest 
red known to the industry. And, to 
match it, now the full brightness of 
blue and green is used. The result is 
a color picture tube that gives the en- 
tire television industry a boost. 

November, 1964 

NEW CAPABILITIES IN: ELECTRONIC 

natural color to television and 

Because the COLOR BRIGHT 85 tube 
is really bright, dealers can demon- 
strate color TV effectively in normally 
lighted showrooms. As the set's bright- 
ness is adjusted, the colors remain 
true -not shifting to unnatural tones 
in the highlights of the picture. 

Another thing, black and white per- 
formance is far better than you've 
ever seen before in a color tube. Be- 

TUBES 

increases monochrome brightness 43°ío.* 

sides the increased brightness, there's 
improved contrast in a sharp, vivid 
picture. 

The new exciting COLOR BRIGHT 
85 picture tube is a product plus from 
Sylvania for the entire color television 
industry, and particularly for dealers. 
In color, as in black and white, you 
know it's good business to handle the 
Sylvania line. 

SYLVAN I1 
SUBS,DiARY Or 

GENERALTELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS GTE 
SEMICONDUCTORS MICROWAVE DEVICES SPECIAL COMPONENTS DISPLAY DEVICES 

'Tests show the COLOR BRIGHT 85 tube is 43% brighter, on the overage, thon standard color picture tubes. 
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No other solid state stereo 
tuner /amplifier kit has EICO's 
$500 -$60o quality... 

88 90 92 94 96 98 100 102 104 106 108 

and looks it. (for only $2299S) 
Introducing the new 3566 all transistor F.M. MPX Stereo 
Tuner /Amplifier. Designed throughout to the quality level 
of the costliest Tuner /Amplifiers on the market. 
SUPERIOR TRANSISTOR SOUND: Perfect deep bass fidelity, the clarity 
and detail of exactly reproduced transients ... the sweet, airy quality 
achieved with extremely low distortion and extended frequency response. 
Plus plentiful reserve power -for orchestral crescendos (even with ineffi- 
cient speaker systems) -all against a velvet quiet background: This is the 
new transistor sound that is taking over in high fidelity...This is the 
sound of the superior new EICO 3566. 

UNSURPASSED FM STEREO TUNER PERFORMANCE: Entirely new FM 
"Front End" and 4 -Stage IF Strip with wideband ratio detector, developed 
only after the practical requirements of optimum FM Stereo performance 
were established by experience with earlier transistor designs in the field 
...Achieves Minimum Bandwidth Variation with signal level for consist- 
ently high quality reception regardless of signal strength ....Handles even 
abnormally strong signals without overloading (a strong local signal won't 
"blanket" the dial) ... Unsurpassed usable sensitivity with only slightly 
more signal required for full 40db quieting. Time -switching transistor 
multiplex circuitry, incorporating separation and balance adjusts, achieves 
outstanding 38db channel separation ...completely effective filtering of all 
types of interference. Noiseless, purely electronic Automatic Switching 
between FM Stereo and FM Mono (controlled by the pilot frequency in 
stereo broadcast signal), with defeat. Stereo Indicator Light gives instantly 
visible indication of stereo broadcasts... D'Arsonval tuning meter gives 
exact center -of- channel tuning indication ...Adjustable -threshold inter - 
station noise muting gives you silence between stations while tuning, and 
infallible stereo program indication. Convenient Muting -Off Switch for 
weak station reception...Exactly right AFC pull -in range permits you to 
tune in stereo stations accurately with ease. Convenient AFC -Off switch for 
tuning in weak stations. 

UNSURPASSED STEREO AMPLIFIER /PREAMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE: En- 
tirely new amplifier /preamplifier circuitry, designed with the highest per- 
formance objectives. Phenomenally low noise, low distortion RIAA phono 
preamplifiers with maximum overload resistance. Low distortion, variable 
inflection feedback tone controls permit boost or cut at the extremes of 
the range without affecting mid -range response or the volume level. Iso- 
lated from power amplifier by buffer stages to eliminate loading distortion. 
Unique, very low distortion drive of power amplifier output stages, plus 
36db of overall feedback to reduce distortion to an inaudible level. No out- 
put transformers -giving unrestricted bass response and eliminating tran- 
sient distortions normally occurring due to output transformer characteris- 
tics. 

SIMPLIFIED KIT ASSEMBLY: You wire only non -critical audio and power 
supply circuits, mostly on military -style terminal boards for easy check- 
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out... FM "Front End," 4 -stage FM IF strip, and entire multiplex circuit 
pre -wired and pre -aligned ...Transistor Sockets eliminate risk of transistor 
heat damage... This kit can be recommended to beginners! 
CONTROLS: Input Selector, Mode (incorporates FM stereo defeat), Volume, 
Balance, Bass, Treble, Loudness Compensation, Muting -off, AFC -off, Power 
on -off. INPUTS: Mag. Phono, tape, auxiliary, 300 SÈ antenna. OUTPUTS: 
left and right speakers, tape, headphones. INDICATORS: Illuminated 
tuning dial, tuning meter, stereo program indicator light. FUSES: Line, 
Left Speaker, Right Speaker, SIZE (HWD): 5 x 161/2 x 131/4 inches. 

AMPLIFIER /PREAMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS: POWER: 66 watts total IHF 
music power output. IM DISTORTION: 2% at 30 wpc (watts per channel); 
1% at 25 wpc; 0.3% at normal listening level. IHF POWER BANDWIDTH: 
20- 20,000 at 25 wpc, 0.5% harmonic distortion. HARMONIC DISTORTION: 
0.16 % -at normal listening level. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: ± ldb 10- 60,000 
cps. HUM & NOISE: 70db below 10mV on mag. phono; 70db below rated 
power on other inputs. SENSITIVITY: 3mV on mag. phono, 180mV on other 
inputs. SPEAKER CONNECTIONS: 8 -16 ohms. 

FM MPX STEREO TUNER SPECIFICATIONS: SENSITIVITY: 2 microvolts for 
30db quieting (IHF Standard), 2.7 microvolts for 40db quieting. IHF HAR- 
MONIC DISTORTION: 0.5%. CHANNEL SEPARATION: 38db. FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE: ± ldb 20- 15,000 cps. IHF SIGNAL -TO -NOISE RATIO: 60db. IHF 
CAPTURE RATIO: 4.5db. IMAGE REJECTION: 50db. IF & SPURIOUS RE- 
JECTION: 80db. SCA REJECTION: 40db. 38 KC SUPRESSION: 55 db. 19 KC 
SUPRESSION: 45db. 
EICO 3566 also available factory wired (includes oiled walnut cabinet) 
$349.95... optional oiled walnut cabinet for kit $14.95. 

Visit the EICO exhibit in the Pavilion of American Interiors at the World's Fair. 

-7E/COZ EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. 
131 -01 39th Avenue, Flushing, N.Y. 11352 

Send new 1965 catalog featuring more than 230 FICO Products. 

Name 

Address 

City lone State 
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Fig. 1. Exploded view of a typical 20 -amp. 
silicon rectifier. These are available 
with either press -fit or stud -type mount. 

WHILE transistor circuits and 
highly regulated and sophisti- 
cated power supplies have 

monopolized the semiconductor spot- 
light in recent years, the workhorse of 
the electrical and electronics industries 
has continued to be the unregulated d.c. 
rectifier power supply. Often termed the 
"brute- force" type of power supply, its 
function arises from the simple fact that 
most electrical power is generated and 
distributed as alternating current, but 
that many uses for electrical power re- 
quire direct current for proper opera- 
tion. Typical d.c. uses include "B +" 

By F. W. GUTZWILLER 
Rectifier Components Dept. 
General Electric Company 

SEMICONOUCTORS 

FOR 

POWER 

SUPPLIES 

for TV and radio sets, computers, lab- 
oratory experiments and measurements, 
electroplating, motor controls, and bat- 
tery charging. While motor -generator 
sets have been used in the past, today 
the static rectifier power supply usually 
acts as the vital conversion link between 
a.c. and d.c. systems. 

Rectifier power supplies rely on a one - 
way "valve" of some kind for their 
power -conversion action. The ideal rec- 
tifying "valve" conducts electrical cur- 
rent in its forward direction with zero 
resistance and hence no voltage drop 
across it. In the opposite, or reverse, 

Solid -state rectifiers are fabricated from copper oxide, selenium, germanium, 
and silicon. Here is a comparison of various types and applications of each. 
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direction the ideal rectifier presents an infinite resistance to 
the flow of current, and hence no current flows when the 
voltage in the rectifier circuit is reversed. With this combina- 
tion of characteristics, the ideal rectifier device operates 
without internal power losses and is therefore 100% efficient. 

Vacuum and gas rectifier tubes furnish rectifying action by 
the unilateral conduction characteristics of an electron -emit- 
ting cathode and an electron -collecting anode. This action 
depends, however, on a precisely controlled environment 
( gas or vacuum) as well as a heater of some kind to "boil" 
electrons off the cathode. The tube cathode has inherent 
limitations as a source of electrons and, as a result, eventual 
replacement is almost inevitable in any long -term application. 
While tubes are excellent in their reverse -blocking charac- 
teristics, their forward resistance causes at least 15 to 20 
volts drop when conducting. 

Because of the obvious limitations of motor- generator sets 
and tube -type rectifiers, the solid -state or semiconductor rec- 
tifier with no moving parts or filaments has assumed a major 
role among rectifying devices in recent years. Semiconductor 
rectifiers in common use today are made from four different 
types of materials: selenium, copper oxide, silicon, and ger- 
manium. These materials receive the general classification of 
"semiconductors" because they exhibit alternately the char- 
acteristics of both insulating and conducting materials de- 
pending on their impurity content and temperature. While 
silicon's characteristics have led it to the forefront of semi- 
conductor rectifiers for most applications, certain traits of 
selenium, copper oxide, and germanium have earned these 
types their own unique application areas. 

Copper Oxide and Selenium 
The first semiconductor power rectifiers used in any sig- 

nificant number were made of copper oxide. Developed in 
the early 1920's they are used today only in very specialized 
low- voltage applications. However, from this beginning 
sprang the development of selenium rectifiers in the 1930's. 

While several methods are employed today for manufac- 
ture of selenium rectifiers, the following is representative of 
the general method used. Selenium material is evaporated in a 
controlled vacuum atmosphere and is deposited on an alumi- 
num back -plate. On this layer of selenium is deposited a layer 
of cadmium sulfide, thus forming the rectifying junction. A 
counter -electrode (see Fig. 2) made of cadmium is then de- 
posited by evaporation or spraying. To improve ( form) the 
rectifying characteristics of the broad area junction between 
the selenium and the cadmium sulfide, a voltage is applied in 

Fig. 2. Cutaway of selenium- rectifier cell. 
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the blocking direction of the cell for a period of time under 
controlled conditions. Certain types of selenium cells can then 
conduct up to 300 or 400 ma. per square inch of active junc- 
tion area on a continuous basis under low ambient tempera- 
ture conditions. At 130 °C ambient, some designs are still ca- 
pable of handling 160 ma. /in.'. The size of plate as well as 
the ambient temperature determine the total current rating of 
a cell. Plates as large as ten inches by twelve inches are com- 
monly used, and these can handle 30 amperes on a continuous 
basis, and substantially more on an intermittent basis. 

The ability of the "formed" cell or plate to block reverse 
voltage in a rectifier circuit depends on the particular process 
used to make it and the life expectancy desired. Maximum 
ratings of 45 volts r.m.s. (63 volts peak) are typical. For 
higher voltages, plates are stacked in series on studs, in 
cartridges, or in clip -type packages as shown in Fig. 3. 

With rated current flowing, a voltage drop of about 1.2 
volts is developed across a selenium junction. Under rated 
load conditions, this voltage drop slowly increases with time. 
The rate of this increase is a function of the manufacturing 
process and the current, voltage, and temperature at which 
the cell is operated. In time the rectifier heating due to the 
increasing voltage drop and the loss in d.c. voltage across 
the load may require the rectifier to be replaced. Under nor- 
mal conditions of operation, a tvell- fabricated, conservatively 
used selenium rectifier will have a useful life expectancy of 
at least 80,000 hours of operation. 

Silicon 
The past ten years have seen silicon move into the fore- 

front of all rectifying devices. While it is one of the most 
common materials in the earth's crust, silicon must be re- 
fined to an extremely high degree before it is suitable for 
rectifying junctions. For high -performance rectifier units 
made from silicon, impurity levels less than one part in 
10,000,000,000 must be attained. A small wafer of refined 
silicon, typically 0.01 -inch thick, acts as the parent material. 
Into this wafer is carefully alloyed (melted) or diffused 
( gaseous penetration) another material such as aluminum 
or boron. The interface or junction between the parent sil- 
icon and the added material exhibits the rectifying charac- 
teristics. When mounted to a suitable cooling medium such 
as an air- cooled fin, a silicon rectifying junction can oper- 
ate at current densities of 1000 amperes per square inch 
without overheating and with less than one volt developed 
across the wafer. A small chip of silicon less than 0.2 inch 
on a side is sufficient for the heart of a 30 -amp device. 

Fig. 3. Selenium rectifiers come in a variety of sizes and shapes as shown. 
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In its reverse or current -blocking direction, well -built sil- 
icon rectifiers can block as high as several thousand volts 
with a leakage current of only a few microamperes although 
typical commercial -grade silicon devices are usually designed 
and fabricated for operation at considerably lower voltages, 
such as 200 or 400 volts peak. 

Because the full circuit voltage must be blocked across 
only a few thousandths of an inch of creepage distance on 
the surface of the rectifying junction, this surface must be 
protected against contamination by moisture and other for- 
eign substances. Hence the basic rectifying junction is sealed 
in an impervious housing of some type. While plastic en- 
capsulations are used for some types made today, maximum 
reliability and life expectancy is attained only by true her- 
metically sealed housings. One such type is shown in cross - 
section in Fig. 1 for a typical 20- ampere silicon rectifier. 

Properly designed and fabricated silicon rectifiers can op- 
erate indefinitely without measurable change in their char- 
acteristics provided the hottest spots at their rectifying junc- 
tions do not exceed 175 to 200° C. In spite of their ex- 
tremely good efficiency (less than 1% losses in typical appli- 
cations), the heat developed at the small junction must be 
carried away efficiently if the junction is not to overheat 
and thus fail. For this reason some types of silicon rectifiers 
are furnished with a stud or knurled housing for bolting or 
pressing into a cooling fin. Other types come from the semi- 
conductor manufacturer already attached to cooling fins with 
several fins on a common mounting base and connected for 
the particular circuit requirements. Silicon rectifiers with 
current ratings below approximately 1h amperes require no 
cooling fin. Fig. 4 shows examples of several silicon rectifier 
types. Individual silicon rectifier diodes with current ratings 
up to approximately 500 amperes are available. 

Generally the heat sink or housing of the rectifier is com- 
mon with the cathode connection of the rectifier, although 
reverse- polarity types are also available from some makers. 

Germanium 
Germanium rectifiers, like silicon, use single- crystal metal 

for their basic junction material, unlike selenium and copper - 
oxide rectifiers which use polycrystalline material. The de- 
velopment of the germanium type actually preceded the 
silicon by about five years and was stimulated by the devel- 
opment of the transistor. Both externally and internally, ger- 
manium rectifiers look much like silicon devices. The recti- 
fying junction is formed by alloying a dab of indium metal 
into the surface of a germanium chip. Chemical or electro- 

Fig. 4. Various types of silicon rectifiers. 
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lytic etching is usually necessary to optimize the reverse 
blocking characteristics of the device. 

In its reverse blocking ability, the germanium rectifier is in- 
ferior to silicon, being capable of about 400 volts maximum. 
However, in its forward or conducting direction, germanium 
rectifiers develop only about one -half of the voltage drop 
of silicon. Maximum operating junction temperature of ger- 
manium rectifiers is limited to about 125 °C since the indium 
alloy melts at 155 °C. Today individual germanium rec- 
tifier diodes are available with ratings up to 2 amperes. 

Table 1. Comparison of characteristics of typical semiconductor rectifiers. 

COPPER SELENIUM SILICON GERMANIUM 
OXIDE 

Average Current 
Density (amps /sq. in.) 0.1 0.2 1000 200 

Peak Reverse Voltage 
(volts) 25 63 1200 300 

Forward Voltage Drop 
at Rated Current New 0.5 1.2 0.9 0.5 
(volts) Aged 0.55 2.4 0.9 0.5 

Max. Junction Temperature 
( °C) 65 130 200 105 

Size Large Large Very small Small 

Ability to Recover from 
Voltage Transients Excellent Excellent Poor Quite poor 

Unforming (loss of rectifier 
characteristics on shelf) None Some None None 

Overload, Fault Capacity Excellent Good Poor Poor 

Frequency Response Poor Poor Good Good 

Life Very long 60,000 to Very long Very long 
100,000 hrs. 
normal 
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Table 1 lists a comparison of the main characteristics 
and application considerations of the four types of semicon- 
ductor rectifiers. 'While the features of silicon and its attrac- 
tive component cost, which is as low as 30 to 40 cents per 
kilowatt of rectified energy in medium -current applications, 
make it the best choice for most applications, the other 
three types have maintained their superiority in a good 
many areas in electronics where applications are more highly 
specialized. 

Compared to silicon, selenium is much less subject to 
damage from overloads and overvoltage transients. Its large 
junction area can absorb the additional heating of momen- 
tary surge currents. Also, a selenium junction can heal itself 

Table 2, A listing of the major rectifier circuits in common 

after an otherwise damaging voltage transient has occurred, 
unlike typical silicon and germanium cells which can de- 
velop a short circuit across the junction under the influence 
of a momentary transient. For this reason, selenium continues 
to be used often in such applications as relay and transformer 
switching circuits where severe transient voltages are com- 
monly developed, and in garage -type battery chargers where 
common practice is to short circuit the d.c. terminals of the 
charger to determine if the charger is operating. Because 
large numbers of small- diameter selenium punchings from 
a larger plate can be economically stacked in series, selenium 
is also the most economical method of rectification for very 
high voltage at low currents (Continued on page 114) 

use along with their most important operating characteristics. 

TYPE OF CIRCUIT 

I 
I 

PRIMARY 

SECONDARY 

SINGLE -PHASE 
HALF -WAVE 

SINGLE - 
PHASE 

CNT R -TAP 

SINGLE -PHASE 
BRIDGE 

THREE -PHASE 
STAR (WYE) 

THREE -FRASE 
BRIDGE 

ONE CYCLE WAVE OF 

RECTIFIER OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE NO OVERLAP) 

o 

ASSUMES ZERO 
FORWARD DROP AND 
ZERO REVERSE CURRENT 
IN RECTIFIERS 
AND NO A.C. 
LILLE OR SOURCE 
REACTANCE 

TO DETERMINE 
ACTUAL VALUE 
OF PARAMETER 
IN FIRST COLUMN, 
MULTIPLY FACTOR 
SHOWN BY 
VALUE OF 

NUMBER OF RECTIFIER 
ELEMENTS IN CIRCUIT 

AVERAGE D.C. 
VOLTS OUTPUT 

R.M.S. D.C. 
VOLTS OUTPUT 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

I I 

X 
I .00 VOLTAGE 

AVERAGE 
OUTPUT 

1.5] 1.02 IXI AVERAGE D.C. t.0o VOLTAGE OUTPUT 

VOLTS OUTPUT 3.14 1.57 1.57 1.21 
X AVGNASG U.C. 

1.05 VOLTAGE OUTPUT 

PEAK REVERSE 
VOLTS PER 

RECTIFIER ELEMENT 

= 3.14 3.14 I.57 2.09 1,05 X AVERAGE D.C. 
VOLTAGE OUTPUT 

1.41 2.82 1.41 2.45 2.45 X 
R.M.S. SECONDARY 
VOLTS PER 
TRANSFORMER LEG 

1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41 X 
R.M.S. SECONDARY 
VOLTS 
LINE -TO -LINE 

AVERAGE D.C. 
OUTPUT CURRENT 

_ 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 X AVERAGE D.C. 

OUTPUT CURRENT 
AVERAGE D.C. 

OUTPUT CURRENT 
PER RECTIFIER ELEMENT 

= 1.00 0.500 0.500 0.333 0.333 X AVERAGE D.C. 
OUTPUT CURRENT 

R.M.S. CURRENT 
PER RECTIFIER ELEMENT 

I RESISTIVE LOAD) 
= 1.57 0.785 0.785 0.587 0.579 X AVERAGE D.C. 

OUTPUT CURRENT 

R.M.S. CURRENT 
PER RECTIFIER ELEMENT 

(INDUCTIVE LOAD) 
= 0.707 0.707 0.578 0.578 X AVERAGE D.C. 

OUTPUT CURRENT 

PEAK CURRENT 
PER RECTIFIER ELEMENT 

( RESISTIVE LOAD) 
= 3.14 1.57 1.57 1.21 1.05 X AVERAGE D.C. 

OUTPUT CURRENT 

PEAK CURRENT 
PER RECTIFIER ELEMENT 

(INDUCTIVE LOAD) 
= 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 X AVERAGE D.C. 

OUTPUT CURRENT 

RATIO PEAK TO 
AVERAGE CURRENT 

PER ELEMENT 
(RESISTIVE LOAD) 

3,14 3.14 3.14 3.63 3.15 

RATIO PEAK TO 
AVERAGE CURRENT 

PER ELEMENT 
)INDUCTIVE LOAD) 

2.00 2,00 3.00 3.00 

°ó RIPPLE 
(R.M.S. OF RIPPLE /AVER- 

AGE OUTPUT VOLTAGE) 
121.o 48% 48% 16.3% 42.0 

RESISTIVE LOAD INDUCTIVE LOAD CR LARGE CHOKE INPUT FILTER 

TRANSFORMER 
SECONDARY R.M.S. 

VOLTS PER LEG 
= 2.22 1.11 

TO C.T.I 
1.11 

TOTAL, 
0.855 

TO NEUTRALI 
0.428 

ITO NEUTRAL, 
X AVERAGE D.C. 

VOLTAGE OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMER 
SECONDARY R.M.S. 

VOLTS LINE -TO -LINE 
= 2.22 

I 

2.22 1.11 1.48 0.740 X AVERAGE D.C. 
VOLTAGE OUTPUT 

SECONDARY LINE CURRENT = 1.57 0.]0] 1.00 0.578 0.816 X AVERAGE D.C. 
CURRENT OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMER SECONDARY 
VOLT -AMPERES PER LEG 

_ 

_ 
3.49 I.s] 1.11 1.43 1.05 X D.C. WATTS OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMER PRIMARY 
P.M.S. AMPERES PER LEG 1.5] I.00 I.00 0.4]I 0.816 X AVERAGE D.C. 

CURRENT OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMER PRIMARY 
VOLT-AMPERES PER LEG 

_ 
3.49 1.11 1.11 1.21 1.05 X D.C. WATTS OUTPUT 

AVERAGE OF PRIMARY AND 
SECONDARY VOLT- AMPERES 3.49 1.34 1.35 1.05 

1.5] 
PRIMARY LINE CURRENT 

1.00 1.00 0.817 I.41 

X D.C. WATTS OUTPUT 

AVG. LOAD I x X SEC. LEGE 
PRI. LINE E 

LINE POWER FACTOR 0.900 0.900 0.826 0.955 
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PHASE shift is usually measured by 
using the cathode -ray oscilloscope 
method. In this method, a refer- 

ence -phase alternating voltage is one in- 
put and the unknown -phase alternating 
voltage is the other input. The combina- 
tion of these two alternating voltages re- 
sults in a pattern produced on the screen 
of the scope. The pattern produced is a 
straight line, circle, or ellipse depending 
upon the phase difference. The phase 
shift is calculated by using the formula: 
sin O = B /A, where the ratio B/A is the 
ratio of the intercept B to the maximum 
A, as shown in Fig. 2. 

To use this method, adjust the unde- 
flected beam to the center of the CRT as 
shown by the midlines of the grid. Apply 
the unknown voltage to the vertical in- 
put and adjust the gain for any conven- 
ient deflection. Disconnect this input 
and apply the reference voltage to the 
horizontal input. Adjust the gain so that 
the amplitude is the same as for the 
vertical input. Reconnect the unknown 
voltage without changing the amplifica- 
tion. See Fig. 1. Measure A and B in 
any equal units. The angle whose sine is 
the B -to -A ratio is the desired angle of 
the unknown phase shift. 

The nomogram of Fig. 2 facilitates 
this calculation. A solution can be ob- 
tained by using the scales A, B and O. 

Place a straightedge between the pattern 
height value on the A scale and the in- 
tercept value on the 13 scale. Read the 
unknown angle on the O scale. 

The nomogram shows that two ans- 
wers may be obtained for each pattern. 
Several methods have been developed 
to determine if the angle is "leading" or 
"lagging." 

The simplest way to resolve this prob- 
lem is to delay the unknown phase by a 
small amount. This can be done by 
means of a phase -shifting network con- 
nected in series between the source and 
the scope. The small additional delay 
will change the pattern. This change 
will be toward different limiting patterns 
depending on the beam rotation. For 
example, a 40- degree ellipse will be- 
come rounded and tend toward a circle 
when delayed, where on the other hand 
a 320 -degree pattern that looks similar 
will shift toward a straight line when the 
delay is added. 

As an example of the use of the nomo- 
gram, assume that the maximum deflec- 
tion is 4 units and the intercept is 2 units, 
the ellipse major axis tilt is to the right 
and the beam rotation is clockwise. Con- 
struct a straight line from 4 on the A 
scale to 2 on the B scale. This line in- 
tercepts the O scale at the 30, 150, 210, 
and 330- degree points. By the tilt of the 
ellipse the choice is reduced to either 
30 or 330 degrees. For clockwise rota- 
tion of the beam select 30 degrees. Thus 
there is a 30- degree phase difference be- 
tween the applied voltages. 

OSCIL LATOR DEVICE UNDER 
TEST 

SCOPE o-- 
V H 

o 

Fig. 1. Equipment setup employed for the measurement of phase shift on scope. 
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Graphical method of determining phase shift by 

measuring 1:1 Liss -ajous pattern on oscilloscope. 

Fig. 2. Phase -shift nomogram and method of measuring the oscilloscope pattern. 
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audio- compression preamplifier 

The circuit was constructed on a 3" x 4" piece of fiber board 
which was mounted with the battery in a small utility box. 

By JESS C. WRIGHT/ Cubic Corp. 

Circuit using negative feedback to produce 20 db of compression with low distortion and wide 
frequency response. Can be used with low -level mikes in p.a., recording, or modulator applications. 

THIS article will cover the theory and design of a nega- 
tive- feedback audio -compression preamplifier. The cir- 
cuit is designed as a modular microphone preamplifier 

with wide frequency response and 20 db of audio compres- 
sion. The circuit is relatively simple, using only three transis- 
tors and three diodes as active elements. 

The limiting of audio dynamic range is usually accom- 
plished by one of two basic methods. Fig. 1 illustrates the 
waveform produced by these two methods and compares it to 
the waveform of the audio -compression preamplifier. Let Fig. 
lA be the input signal. Fig. 1B shows the output of a conven- 
tional audio limiter. The peaks of the output are clipped, thus 
creating gross harmonic distortion. This type of limiting can 
be achieved by a shunt pair of diodes. The circuit is very 
simple but for most uses the distortion is undesirable. 

Fig. 1C is the output waveform caused by varying the bias 
to a transistor amplifier stage (audio a.g.c. ). The harmonic 
distortion in this case need not be as severe as the limiter. 
However, the distortion is still too high for good quality audio 
signals. Various complex circuits and LC filters have been 
used to reduce this distortion to acceptable levels. Fig. 1D 
illustrates the output of the compression preamplifier to be 
described below; note the absence of gross distortion that 
is obtained without resorting to any filters. 

Theory of Operation 
The theory of operation is very simple. It has been shown 

that for a transistor voltage amplifier, gain is: G= (approx.) 
RL/ (L+R,,), where RL is the load resistance, R,- is the unby- 
passed emitter resistor, and R,, is the emitter -base diode re- 
sistance. If R. is much larger than Rh, the gain reduces to 
G= (approx.) RL /R,.. Stage gain can clearly be controlled by 
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controlling R,., but changing RQ also changes the circuit oper- 
ating point. If a circuit is designed with RL = R then the gain 
is unity (this is a split -load phase inverter). However, if Re 

is bypassed by a large capacitor, the gain is RL/Rb, a very 
much higher value. 

Fig. 2 is the basic feedback circuit. In this circuit R,. =2RL, 
therefore with no emitter bypassing the amplifier, gain is ;2. If 

Fig. 1. Typical limiter and compressor waveforms are shown. 

(A) 

(e) 

(C ) 

(D) 

CONVENTIONAL LIMITER OUTPUT 

OUTPUT WITH AUDIO A.G.C. 

OUTPUT OF COMPRESSION PAEANS? 
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AUDIO 
INPUT 

VCC 

H AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

2 IORL 
FEEDBACK 
CONTROL 

Fig. 2. Basic circuit arrangement em- 
ployed in audio compression preamp. 

R1 -5000 ohm pot 
R2,R14,R15,- 18,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R3- 72,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R4,R10,R16 -2700 ohm, Ii w. res. 
145 -6800 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
I26,R13 -680 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R7- 47,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 

Fig. 3. Three inexpensive transistors are used in the circuit. Output voltage 
is rectified by D2 and D3; resultant d.c. changes resistance of the diode Dl. 

R8- 100,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
129 -3300 ohm, 1 n. res. 
R11 -4700 ohm. I2 ,,. res. 
R12 -210 ohm, 1,2 W. res. 
CI -10 µf., 15 v. electrolytic capacitor 
C2.C8- 100µf., 25 v, elec. capacitor 
C3,C9 -15 µf., 15 v. elec. capacitor 

a large variable resistor is placed in series with the bypass 
capacitor, the effective value of R,. can vary from 0 to nearly 
2R1, and the gain can, in theory, be changed from RI /R), to 

the derivation of this formula, the assumption was made 
that h1,. of the transistor was large compared to the gain, 
therefore in practice a maximum circuit gain in the order of 
approximately 10 to 30 is practical. 

Practical Circuit 
The circuit of Fig. 3 is one built by the author to prove the 

theory of operation and to provide a microphone preamplifier 
for an A\1 modulator. The variable resistor of Fig. 2 has been 
replaced by a diode ( D1) . The resistance of the diode is con- 
trolled by a d.c. voltage of an amplitude proportional to the 
output level. 

The first amplifier stage is used as the control stage. With 
no input signal, the diode D1 is biased to saturation by the 
47,000 -ohm resistor (R7). In this condition Q1 is fully by- 
passed and has maximum gain. For small input signals then, 
Q1 has full gain, Q2 further amplifies the signal to a useful 
level, and Q3 provides a low- impedance emitter -follower 
output. 

As the input signal increases, diodes D2 and D3 rectify a 
portion of the emitter -follower output and apply a positive 
potential to diode D1. This voltage brings D1 out of satura- 
tion and increases its resistance. This reduces the gain of Q1 
and holds the output level constant. The output level is thus 
held constant until the gain of Q1 is reduced to its minimum 
value. At this point the output of the amplifier again linearly 
follows the input, but at a reduced gain slope. Fig. 4 is the 
output characteristic of the amplifier shown in Fig. 3. Note 
that signals up to 1.5 mv. have a gain of approximately 1200 
times. 

The output is then relatively constant until an input of 
about 27 mv. At this point Q1 has reached minimum gain and 
the amplifier takes on the gain slope of 120. Thus the reduced 
gain at large signal levels prevents early overloading of the 
amplifier and adds a further amount of compression of large 
signals. 

The control voltage is really negative feedback. Care must 
be taken to assure that the amplifier does not "motorboat." 
For this reason the interstage coupling capacitors are small to 
limit low- frequency response. The dotted line in Fig. 5 shows 
the frequency response with the control loop open. Notice 
that gain drops to unity at about 42 cps. The filter time con- 
stant of the feedback loop (R9 and C5) is T= RC =3.3 k x 25 
ftf. = 82.5 milliseconds, or the feedback loop bandwidth is f = 
1/T= 12 cps. A criterion for a stable feedback amplifier is: if 
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C4-1 µf.. 15 v. elec. capacitor 
C5- 25 µf., 6 c. elec. capacitor 
C6 -.1 µf. capacitor 
C7 -100 µf., 6 v. elec. capacitor 
S1- S.p.s.t. toggle sw. 
D1,D2,D3 -1N270 diode 
QI,Q2,Q3- 2N1305 transistor 

the amplifier gain is unity at a frequency above the feedback 
loop bandwidth, the amplifier will be stable. Since 42 cps is 
almost two octaves above the loop bandwidth, the amplifier is 
unconditionally stable. 

The solid line of Fig. 5 shows the closed -loop frequency 
response. Note how the feedback has improved the bass re- 
sponse. The 3 -db point has gone from 190 cps to 58 cps. While 
this is not high fidelity, this unit is designed for communica- 
tions where the bandpass is more than adequate. It is as- 
sumed that for voice communications where a 300 to 3000 
cps bandpass is desired, the band limiting would occur in 
the modulator or driven amplifier. (Continued on page 79) 
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RECENT 

DEVELOPMENTS 

in ELECTRONICS 

Powerful X -ray Tube. (Above) A 
new x -ray system, so powerful it 
can "watch" the shifting patterns 
of atoms during the making of 
man -made diamonds, has been 
developed at the Westinghouse 
Research Laboratories. Scientists 
will use the system to study the 
structural changes that occur in 
crystalline materials under very 
high temperatures and pressures. 
Heart of the new system is a spe- 
cial high- intensity x -ray tube 
which produces extremely in- 
tense beams of x -rays. The tube's 
high power comes from a water - 
cooled, rotating anode, or target, 
where the x -ray beam originates. 
The beam passes through the 
crystal sample and strikes a photo 
film or electronic x -ray detector. 
A slight diffraction of the beam 
as it passes through the sample 
gives a visual pattern that shows 
the crystal structure. The tube 
has developed a beam of 140 mil- 
liamperes at a voltage of 50 kv. 
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Round -the -clock Space Tracker. (Above) This 84 -foot radar an- 
tenna, housed within a giant white radome at Moorestown, N.J., 
is the only instal ation in the U.S. performing round -the -clock 
space- tracking service. All data on satellites and satellite debris, 
both the Western Allies' and the Russians', is fed into the USAF 
Air Defense Command headquarters at Colorado Springs. Utiliz- 
ing data in a computer at the headquarters, the giant antenna 
locates and tracks the satellite and transmits its information 
back to the computer. Should a satellite's orbit change or 
should an unrecorded object be detected, this information is 
flashed to Colorado Springs for checking. Inside the facility, an 
operations director and eight technicians -all RCA employees - 
are on duty at all times under the direction of USAF personnel. 

Automated Cardiac Survey. (Left) 
Five hundred Alexandria, Va. peo- 
ple, some with known heart ail- 
ments, are participating in a 

project described as the first au- 
tomated at -home cardiac survey 
on a community -wide basis. Elec- 
trocardiograms are being made 
with a 7 -lb., battery- operated 
Honeywell "Cardioiew" carried 
into homes by public -health 
nurses. The heart impulses are 
transmitted by telephone directly 
to an instrumentation and data - 
processing center in the nation's 
capital across the Potomac river. 
Through similar and larger sur- 
veys, the incidence in a city or 
region of various types of heart 
disease for different age groups 
can be learned and thus lead to 
preventive measures. The EKG's 
are stored on magnetic tape and 
monitored with an oscilloscope. 
The photo shows a 13- year -old 
rheumatic -fever victim having 
his electrocardiogram taken. 
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Simple Communications Satellites. (Above) The sim- 
plicity of design for communications satellites is ob- 
served by Hughes technicians on the first "birthday" of 
Syncom II, still in its 22,300 -mile -high orbit -well 
above harmful radiation. Company scientists predicted 
a 10 -yr. life for future such satellites, including the Ad- 
vanced Technological Satellite (ATS) at lower left, 
Comsat's "Early Bird" (center), and Syncom Ill (right). 

Underwater Mechanical Arm. (Above) This ragged underwater 
mechanical arm designed to recover objects from the ocean's 
depths is shown being tested prior to delivery to the Navy. 
The arm consists of a 10- foot -long hydraulic structure whose 
operation is electronically controlled by means of an ACF In- 
dustries control system. The arm is now attached to the un- 
derside of the bathyscaphe Trieste, and can be used to pick 
up from the ocean floor objects weighing in excess of 500 lbs. 

All- weather Landing Aid. (Below) Those white dots outline an air- 
port runway as a pilot "sees" it with "Microvision," a new all - 
weather landing aid demonstrated by Bendix. Electronic beacons 
placed parallel to the runway emit microwave signals received by 
the plane and appear on a viewing window in the cockpit just as 

normal runway lights show up in clear -weatl-er night landing. 

ow 

Commercial Inertial. (Above) Framed by the gimbals of a subma- 
rine inertial navigation system, Sperry engineer is shown holding 
similar equipment to be used in commercial airlines' first iner- 
tial navigation system. The compact arborne system is to be 
installed beginning next summer in Pan American's entire fleet 
of 707 jet aircraft. Design of both the gyroscope and the micro- 
circuit computer in the system resulted in a major reduction in 
the initial price and the cost of maintenance. Even so, the entire 
purclase contract amounts to $L2.5 million. In the beginning, 
maintenance will be done by Sperry but it is expected that 
the airline's maintenance technicians will be trained to take 
over the maintenance function after a certain period of time. 
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These interconnecting cables are the nervous 

system of most electronic hookups. There are many 

types of cables and the choice 

should be made with a full understanding of 

their particular characteristics. 

WEIENEVER we consider electronics systems -be it 
a home stereo system, space telemetry equipment, 
or a business computer -little attention is usually 

paid to the cables which interconnect the various parts of 
the system. We tend to take these interconnecting devices 
for granted, never realizing that they are the nerves, the 
vital signal paths, without which the entire system could 
not function. Yet, rocket and satellite launchings have failed 
because of a faulty cable, and anyone working with home 
electronics knows that broken or frayed cables account for 
a surprising number of defects. In this article we want to 
focus attention on the many types of cables available and 
the vital role they play in over -all equipment operation. 

Single- conductor wires are usually used only within a 
cabinet or chassis. Whenever signals are brought from one 
unit to another, shielded cable is frequently required. De- 
pending on the signals and their frequency, this may be a 
coaxial cable, or simply one or more wires surrounded by a 
metal shield. The type of cable usually determines the type 
of connector used with it, but because of space limitations, 

/ / / / / / / /GROUND' // // // 
138 4D Z0= - L0Gi0 Z0= 

138 
L0Gi0 d 

(Q) (e) 
Fig. 1. Some basic transmission lines and their impedance 

this article will consider only the actual cables that are used. 
Since World War II, the number of different cable types 

has increased just as rapidly as the rest of the electronics in- 
dustry so that today we have a choice of over 100 military 
standard cables, identified by the familiar RG.... /U no- 
menclature, and at least as many different types of cables 
for civilian and special- purpose applications. One interesting 
fact is that some of the basic characteristics have remained 
at the standard values. Impedances of r.f. coaxial cables, for 
example, are limited to a nominal 50, 75, or 93 ohms. Cables 
differ greatly in size, frequency and attenuation character- 
istics, environmental capability, and in the effectiveness of 
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the shield. This latter factor has particular importance in 
applications such as audio and industrial instrumentation 
where low -level, noise -free signals must be transmitted. 

In the following paragraphs, the reader will find the basic 
factors which must be known to select the right type of 
cable, and a description of coaxial and other shielded cables 
with emphasis on special performance characteristics of the 
latest cable types. While this article cannot claim to make 
the reader an expert on shielded cables, it contains the funda- 
mental concepts necessary for choosing a cable for either 
new equipment or for replacing existing cables. 

Why Shielded Cable? 
The problem of connecting two electronic circuits or two 

different equipments together is as fundamental and also as 
important as Ohm's Law. In many instances, Ohm's Law 
determines the method of interconnection. But at radio fre- 
quencies, it may be Maxwell's equations that define the in- 
terconnecting device. In every case, however, the correct 
method of interconnection is a vital part of the over -all elec- 
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equations. The symbol "e" is the insulator dielectric constant. 

trunk operation. If the connection between the phono pickup 
arm and the preamplifier were simply a pair of separate wires, 
excessive hum and noise could ruin the signal. If the con- 
nection between the antenna and a short -wave receiver were 
made of even the best grade of audio cable, little r.f. signal 
might reach the receiver. 

Many factors, in addition to frequency, will determine 
the type of connecting cable which will give the best per- 
formance. Signal losses may not be important in the audio 
cables which drive the speakers of a stereo system, but in a 
community -TV system, the losses due to the cable become 
critical if a high signal -to -noise ratio must be maintained. 
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It may seem that any shielded cable would assure noise - 
free signals between the microphone and its amplifier, but 
measurements show that different types of shielded cables 
may vary as much as 20 db (a hundred times the power) in 
the amount of noise picked up. 

Whether a new design or arrangement of different equip- 
ment is involved, or if a substitute cable is needed for re- 
placement, the same considerations go into the selection of 
the proper cable. For the reader's convenience, we have listed 
eight basic factors which will determine the choice of a 
cable, or at least narrow the choice down to a few different 
types. These factors can be used as a check list in practically 
every type of electronic system in which shielded cable is 

used. 
Frequency: The frequency band which must be trans- 

mitted is of prime importance. Frequency affects not only 
the attenuation due to the cable, but also the power rating, 
the amount of phase shift, reflections or ghosts, and the im- 
pedance. 

Impedance: The characteristic impedance or surge im- 
pedance of cables is discussed in more detail in a later para- 
graph, but impedance matching between the output of one 
and the input of another device is a general requirement in 
all electronic work. Therefore the impedance of a cable is 

usually a very important factor. 
Attenuation: We know that every conductor has some 

losses. Depending on the frequency, the length of the trans- 
mission path, power levels of the signals, and the construction 
of the cable itself, the attenuation or reduction in power due 
to the cable must be determined. We shall see that attenua- 
tion varies greatly with frequency and with different cable 
construction. Generally speaking, the attenuation consists of 
losses due to the resistance of the copper path, radiation 
losses, and dielectric losses in the insulator. The latter is espe- 
cially dependent on signal frequency. 

Power: Transmitted power will determine the dimensions 
of the cable, together with such considerations as permissible 
attenuation, frequency, and length of line. In the 
watt range, range, small- dimensional cables are sufficient, but when 
watts or kilowatts of power are to be sent over the cable, the 
size of the conductors and, therefore, the over -all size of the 
cable will increase accordingly. 

Noise and Radiation: The main reason for using shielded 

Capacitance: A certain capacitance theoretically exists be- 
tween any two conductors, and in shielded cables this can 
be quite substantial. When pulse signals with steep sides 
are transmitted, this capacitance has the effect of rounding 
off the corners. A square wave can be changed to look almost 
like a clipped sine wave. Careful consideration must be 
given to this effect and, if necessary, compensating circuits 
may be used with the cable. 

Size and Weight: There are few instances where the size 
and weight of a cable are not important. Usually outdoor 
cables must be supported somehow, or the available space 
in the equipment is limited. Connectors, which depend on 
the type and size of the cable, are another important factor, 
but in this article, connectors will not be considered. 

Environmental Conditions: These words usually make us 
think of such extreme environments as outer space or high- 
flying aircraft. Actually, the use of cables outdoors presents 
very severe environmental conditions, too. A community -TV 
cable exposed to average weather conditions can suffer quite 
a bit over the period of just one year. The effects of the sun's 
radiation, chemical air pollution in metropolitan or industrial 
areas, or the abrasion encountered in ice or due to storms all 
require careful cable selection. 

All of these factors combine to require an amazing variety 
of cables. To give an idea of the different sizes of available 
coaxial cable, they range from one having an outside diameter 
of 0.039 inch ( smaller than #18 wire) to others having an 
outside diameter of 1.5 (or more) inches. 

Coaxial Cables 
This is probably the type of shielded cable that first comes 

to minci when we consider transmission of higher frequencies, 
or reduction of radiation and noise. Yet, coaxial cable is but 
one of the many types of transmission lines which are covered 
by classical transmission -line theory and for which precise 
equations have been derived. The basic transmission line is 
really a single wire spaced a fixed distance from an ideal 
ground, as illustrated in Fig. 1A. When the ground path was 
wrapped around the wire at a fixed distance, the coaxial cable 
was born. The equations for the basic coaxial cable shown in 
Fig. 1B include the dielectric constant e which would be 1 

if free air were used between the center conductor and the 
shield. In some dielectrics, particularly when the construction 

Fig. 2. This special Phelps -Dodge "Styroflex" coaxial 

cable is to keep the transmitted signal in and undesirable 
signals out. The effectiveness of the shielding properties 
against noise are particularly important when dealing with 
low -level signals such as audio from the microphone, video 
from the camera, or r.f. from the receiving antenna. Radiation 
becomes a problem in applications where the signals from 
one cable must not interfere with other signals in the equip- 
ment. Even in telephone or other communications systems, 
crosstalk due to coupling between cables can be a serious 
problem and radiation has to be kept to a minimum. We shall 
cover special audio cables, such as the "Beldfoil" construc- 
tion, which have extremely low radiation and noise levels, 
in a later paragraph. 
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cable has very low losses at ultra -high frequencies. 

Fig. 3. For maximum energy transformation, the impedance of 
the entire system, including cable, must be properly matched. 

ZOUT -ZIN ZOUT -ZIN 

ZANT. 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

Zo 

?ANT.' Z ' ZIN 

RECEIVER 

ZIN 
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Fig. 4. Some special coaxial cables use a perforated insulator. 

includes a lot of air space, this constant is very close to 1. In 
other cable types, as will be shown later, the constant can be 
2, 3, or higher, allowing the outer diameter to be much closer 
to the inner conductor for the same impedance. Two wires 
balanced above ground and its shielded equivalent are shown 
in Figs. 1C and Ill. 

At this point, the definition of the vital parameter "char- 
acteristic impedance," "surge impedance," or Z might be 
repeated to remind those of our readers who are somewhat 
removed from theory. To transfer maximum power from one 
circuit to another, the input and output impedance must be 
the same, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Every amplifier, trans- 
former, loudspeaker, antenna, and transmission line has its 
own "characteristic" impedance. Impedance can be capaci- 
tive or inductive, but at resonance only the resistive com- 
ponent remains. For transmission lines this resistive com- 
ponent is called the characteristic impedance, or surge 
impedance, or Z,,, and it is essentially constant over the fre- 
quency range for which the cable is designed. We could 
simplify the definition by saying that a line "works best" 
when both ends are terminated by a circuit which has the 
same impedance as the "characteristic impedance" of the 
transmission line. As we have seen from Fig. 1, coaxial cable 
can be made for different characteristic impedances, based 
on the ratio of the inner and outer conductor sizes and the 
dielectric used. 

A typical example of a large r.f. cable would be the RG- 
221/U cable which has an inner conductor of 0.26 inch and 
uses polyethylene, which has a dielectric constant of 2.29. 
The impedance is 50 ohms, which means that its shield must 
have an inner diameter of about 0.910 inch. It has a poly- 
vinyl jacket, producing a total o,d. of 1.195 ". 

One important characteristic in r.f. cable is its attenuation 
as a function of frequency. For the RG- 221/U, taken as an 
example here, the losses range from 0.17 db per 100 feet at 
10 mc. up to 7.7 db per 100 feet at 3000 mc. The primary 
reason for this is that polyethylene becomes more lossy at 
the higher frequencies. By reducing the amount of insulating 
material and introducing air spaces, the attenuation can be 
greatly reduced. Shown in Fig. 2 is a cut -away view of %-inch 
diameter "Styroflex" cable which has a loss of only 0.2 db 
per 100 feet at 3000 mc. Its characteristic impedance is 50 
ohms, its capacitance is 24 picofarads per foot, and its di- 
electric constant is 1.35. 
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The per which a cable can carry is limited by the size 
of the inner and outer conductors, just like the wire size in 
house wiring limits the safe current. In addition, the dis- 
sipation of r.f. power in the dielectric becomes an important 
factor. It is safe to say that larger diameter cable can carry 
greater power, but for exact values for a particular cable, the 
manufacturer's data must be checked. 

Coaxial cables vary greatly in every aspect of their con- 
struction. Inner conductors are made of solid or stranded 
wire and occasionally of specially woven thin strands of cop- 
per wire. Outer conductors range from the familiar braided 
shield, armored or corrugated shields, or solid tubing to 
such novel arrangements as aluminum -coated \Iylar tape. 
Aluminum foil is used in many lightweight cables, but this 
has the drawback that you cannot solder to the outer shield. 
To overcome this limitation, one or more copper wires are 
usually carried between the outer shield and the outer insula- 
ting jacket. These copper wires then serve as a solderable 
contact for the outer shield. Where flexibility Nvith low r.f. 
attenuation is important, the dielectric may be made of per- 
forated Teflon tape as in the cable shown in Fig. 4. Where 
extra shielding is required, a separate shielding braid may 
be used in addition to the outer portion of the coaxial struc- 
ture. The type and thickness of the jacket which usually 
covers the outer shield will depend on the environmental 
conditions for which the cable has been designed. 

For spacecraft installation, the cables must also be very 
light, more efficient, and able to withstand greater tempera- 
ture variations. Teflon has a dielectric constant of about 2.1 
and can withstand temperatures up to 200 degrees C. The 

SPECIAL FOLD TO OBTAIN 
MAXIMUM SHIELD EFFEC- 
TIVENESS AT R.F. 

STRANDED TINNED 
COPPER CONDUCTOR 

METAL FOIL SHIELD 

..... JACKET 
INSULATING L AVER 

\N 

INSULATOR 

GROUND (DRAIN) WIRE 
TINNED CADIUM BRONZE 
RIBBON 

Fig. 5. Belden "Z" fold as used on a single coaxial cable. 

miniature cable cited earlier for its outside diameter of 0.039 
inch ( "HiTemp" 50 -29 CWXTC) has a 50 -ohm impedance, 
an attenuation of about 10 db per 100 feet at 100 mc., and 
uses Teflon as dielectric. Its inner conductor is 0.011 -inch 
diameter copper -covered, silver -plated steel, giving it the 
necessary strength as well as good electrical properties for 
r.f. use. The outer conductor is thin, flexible copper tubing 
rather than a braided shield used in larger cables. 

Other Shielded Cables 

Coaxial cables are essential in r.f. interconnections, but 
there are also a host of applications where shielding is 

required for signals which are much lower in frequency. Elec- 
tromechanical transducers, photocells, thermostats, micro- 
phones, and other devices used (Continued on page 111) 

Fig. 6. When each pair of wires is individually shielded, 
it reduces possibility of cross modulation between them. 

Outer edge of Mylar 
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By ROBERT P. DEVANEY 
Systems Engineer, Roanwell Corp. 

communicating in a 

H 1G H -NOISE 
environment 

What is noise, what are its effects on a human 
being and a communications system, and what are 
the relative merits of different types of circuits, 
earphones, and microphones for use in establishing 
reliable communications in a high -noise situation? 

WHEN Alexander Graham Bell succeeded in commu- 
nicating over a length of wire, he set off a sequence 
of developments that, taken together, rank as a won- 

der of the modern world. Almost as impressive is some of the 
misunderstanding that has grown with it. 

For example, a "telephone system " -a limited, station -to- 
station affair -is considered distinctive from a "voice commu- 
nications" system -a multi- station, multi -channel operation. 
Yet telephone hardware is liberally used in advanced com- 
munications systems. Such special situations, on the other 
hand, like those found in aircraft, ships, and armored vehicles, 
have evolved rather unique communications systems. 

These special systems relate to another assumption: that 
system design is an academic problem, involving a series of 
black boxes that include the necessary switching, amplifying, 
and patching functions. Then one merely specifies standard 
headsets, handsets, or headset- microphones, and other items; 
the difference between one system and another being mostly 
in packaging. 

One problem, always present but now difficult to ignore, is 
forcing reconsideration of such a simple approach. The prob- 
lem is noise. Its effect on communications is easily overlooked 
because people have the inherent ability to adapt to noisy 
situations. In an extreme case, like that of a crew in an ar- 
mored tank, voice is abandoned altogether in favor of foot or 
hand signals. 

But noise has been guilty of more than mere interference 
with communications. Studies have shown that, although 
effects are not immediately noticed, considerable hearing im- 
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pairment may result. As the ambient noise level increases, the 
problem becomes more critical. Consider, for example, the 
noise environments of modern weapon systems. Even brief 
exposures can result in severe and permanent hearing loss. 
Recommendations now considered standard on maximum 
exposure levels and time durations are indicated in Fig. 1, 

along with levels for some typical noise sources. 

Ear Defenders 

From the need to protect personnel against the extreme 
noise of let engines and rockets, there evolved the "ear -de- 
fender" headset configuration. It consists of rigid -plastic, 
large -volume cups, resilient earcushions, and a headband. 
Such a rigid cup acoustically sealed to the head (by the cush- 
ion) will indeed reduce noise reaching the ear. The greater 
the volume enclosed by the cup, the greater the attenuation. 
Currently available earcups range from 110 cubic centimeters 
to over 350 cubic centimeters. Fig. 2 shows attenuation vs 
frequency. 

This grossly oversimplifies the rather complex design of ear 
defenders, which is not our main point. The point is that they 
were chiefly developed to provide protection rather than facil- 
itate communications. As a secondary consideration, the direct 
mating of large -volume defenders with earphones and micro- 
phones has been used with varying success in extreme noise 
environments (over -all sound pressures from 125 to 145 db), 
to improve intelligibility. 

In the area from 90 to 125 db, however, communications 
may seem adequate and hearing loss is cumulative rather than 

.41 Fig. 1. Conditions for noise exposure levels establish recom- 
mended practices where adequate ear protection must be applied. 

Fig. 2. Differences in attenuation for a small volume and a 
large volume earcup show their characteristics. Increased 
volume does not mean increased attenuation at all frequencies. 
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Modern headset- microphone assembly for improved communications. 

immediate. Ignoring the latter effect, system engineers pro- 
ceed to black -box design techniques without considering am- 
bient noise. We must first appraise the environment, then 
work back to the black boxes. The objectives, in order of im- 
portance, should be: (1) to protect personnel against hearing 
losses, immediate or cumulative; and (2) to provide maxi- 
mum intelligiblity in speech communications. 

The first goal requires that the noise environment be de- 
fined early. Is noise continuous or transient? Where in the au- 
dible spectrum is acoustic power concentrated? Are there any 
dominant, pure -tone components? What is the over -all sound 
pressure level? These are but four of the questions to be 
answered. 

Such analysis establishes how much protection is needed. 
The need is, in turn, weighed against physical limitations im- 
posed by operational requirements, such as wearing of pro- 
tective head -gear or face masks. These are limitations that can 
complicate design for a noisy environment. 

Intelligibility 
The second aim is intelligibility. Can we measure it? It is 

generally accepted that high intelligibility in speech commu- 
nications is associated with a low message repetition rate, i.e., 
one in which information is received with few errors. The 
problem does not sound formidable, especially since the tele- 
phone industry has pursued this objective for years. Tele- 
phone conversations, however, are not usually received or 
transmitted in noise. 

40 

Although accepted tests for intelligibility do exist, they are 
rarely performed. It is common practice to breadboard a com- 
munications system and "talk it out." If it "sounds" good, 
incorporates necessary switching and other functions, and 
meets applicable environment -specification requirements, it 
is approved. See Fig. 3. 

The accepted test procedure is similar to a "talk -out" test 
-but has important differences. First, both talkers and lis- 
teners are trained. Second, the test material consists of stand - 
ized word, number, or nonsense lists. The phonetically 
balanced word lists in ASA Standard S3.2 -1960 are the most 
common test material. 

Trained talkerstread the word lists. The answer sheets of 
trained listeners are scored, with the average being the intel- 
ligibility score for the system. The greater the number of sub- 
jects and test runs, the more reliable will be the results. 
However, even a dozen runs involving two or three subjects, 
done under actual or simulated noise conditions, will indicate 
whether the system meets the communication requirements. 

With the environmental problem measured and the objec- 
tives clear, let us see how one attains them. 

As for protection, this is strictly a function of the noise -at- 
tenuating headset. There has been experimental work with 
filter networks and circuits to sample environmental noise, 
then invert its phase. To date the results have been costly and 
unimpressive: The author knows of no practical electronic 
circuitry for reducing ambient noise at the human ear. The 
only remaining approach is the ear -defender cup. 

As stated, cup volume, configuration, and cushion design 
depend on both the degree of desired protection and limita- 
tions imposed by operating conditions. The rule is to try for 
maximum possible suppression because it serves both goals: 
in addition to personnel protection, it enhances intelligibility 
by improving the signal -to -noise ratio. 

When intelligibility is also considered, microphone and re- 
ceiver elements come into the picture. Forsaking a detailed 
study, we will evaluate some common acoustical transducers 
in terms of this objective. As to microphones, a list of basic 
types, not necessarily complete, would include carbon, mag- 
netic ( balanced armature) dynamic ( moving coil) crystal, 
ceramic, and ribbon. The first three types of microphones - 
carbon, magnetic, and dynamic -are the most widely used 
in telephone and communications systems. 

Microphones 
Until lately, the carbon microphone has been the type used 

exclusively in telephone circuits and most frequently in other 
communications systems. It is rugged, inexpensive, gives 
years of excellent service, and its power output level is usually 
very good. Frequency response of popular types tends to 
range from 300 to 3500 cps. 

Drawbacks that can be overlooked in common telephone 
practice, however, become serious in conference -type systems, 
particularly when operated in noisy environments. Inherent 
to all carbon units is a relatively high, self -noise content. Also 
known as burning noise or thermal agitation, it is primarily 
due to random motion and arcing between carbon granules. 

Because carbon microphones are non- linear devices, har- 
monic and intermodulation distortion is high, sometimes run- 
ning up to 15 %. When used in noisy environments, they are 
additionally susceptible to non -linear distortion due to gran- 
ule agitation by the noise field. 

In another aspect of non -linearity, equal and progressive 
drops in sound pressure applied to the microphone do not re- 
sult in equal drops in electrical output. Also, if several carbon 
elements are to operate on one channel input simultaneously, 
their high combined current drain can create a problem. Fi- 
nally, these types age over a period of time, with such marked 
effects on their characteristics as reduced output level while 
self -noise and distortion rise. 

Magnetic or "sound- powered" microphones, widely used 
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in shipboard intercom systems, do not need d.c. power to 
function. Nor, as a rule, do they need amplification between 
stations. This efficient type can deliver power levels in excess 
of 1 or even 2 mw. It achieves this by concentrating its power 
into a narrow bandwidth that limits intelligibility. Neverthe- 
less, it makes an excellent emergency or maintenance micro- 
phone. If ambient noise is high, however, there are no pres- 
ently available sound- powered microphones with noise -can- 
celling features. 

Although dynamic or moving -coil microphones are not 
new, they have been applied to communications system de- 
sign only within the last decade. An early application was the 
AIC -10 Aircraft Intercom System for t1ì Air Force. Like the 
sound -powered tyre, the dynamic is a self -generator that does 
not need a power source. There is no self -noise content and 
distortion is negligible, usually below 1 %. While frequency 
response varies with individual design, it is usually wider and 
more uniform than that of carbon and magnetic types. 

The response of typical units will range from about 200 to 
over 5000 cps. Electrical power output, low enough to require 
system amplification, ranges from -50 dbm to -72 dbm (0 
dbm =1 mw.). These elements are quite linear over a wide 
range of sound -pressure input. The small size and mass of 
modern versions suit them ideally for mounting on headset 
booms, leaving the operator's hands free. 

A final aspect of microphone design is the ability of certain 
types, popularly known as noise -cancelling microphones to 
discriminate against ambient acoustic noise. This ability is 
one of the two most important design considerations of a 
headset microphone assembly to be used in high -noise envir- 
onments. 

With differential noise -cancelling microphones, the effect 
is greatest at the low -frequency end of the spectrum. Fortu- 
nately, most military and industrial noise situations are strong 
in this area. Fig. 4 shows the discriminatory characteristic of 
one type of differential microphone. 

Another noise- discriminating type finding wide application 
is the directional cardioid. Although no true noise cancella- 
tion occurs, it can be oriented to reject unwanted sound origi- 
nating from the rear. Such types are frequently installed in 
gas and oxygen masks. They may also be used with noise -at- 
tenuating mouth cups, which are popularly known as "mush 
mouths." 

As with microphones, there are many basic earphone types, 
but only two, the magnetic and the dynamic (moving coil) 
earphones, are used in telephone and communications sys- 
tems. 

The history of the magnetic earphone parallels that of the 
carbon microphone. Popular magnetic earphone elements are 

Fig. 3. Sound pressure must be increased in the presence of 
noise to maintain intelligibility. As noise level approaches 
20 -db threshold, curve rises slightly. For 40 db or more the 
change is directly proportional to the masking noise level. 
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substantially uniform from 200 to 3500 cps. This is also true 
of most of the popularly used carbon microphones. 

Frequency Response 
Having touched on frequency response, let's digress to 

make a point. Restricting telephone transducers to about 3500 
cps has not been a matter of accident. The limit was best 
suited to obtaining the maximum number of speech channels 
on wire and low- frequency radio carrier systems. Neverthe- 
less, Air Force studies have established that response should 
extend to about 5500 cps for greatest intelligibility, with 
higher extensions adding little improvement. Although, most 
acoustic power in speech is concentrated in the lower fre- 
quencies (vowels), higher frequencies (consonants) contrib- 
ute much to intelligibility. 

just as the carbon microphone and magnetic earphone are 
looked upon as mates, so is the dynamic microphone a mate 
for the dynamic receiver element. Distortion in the latter is 
very low. Its relatively wide frequency response may range 
from 200 to 5000 cps or better, depending on individual de- 
sign. In addition, its acoustic impedance is quite low, as com- 
pared to the high -impedance magnetic receiver. 

That is an important difference. In lieu of an involved dis- 
cussion of acoustic impedance, its nature, and its effects, we 
will confine ourselves to stating this accepted principle: the 
higher the acoustic impedance of a receiving element, the 
more closely it should be coupled to the human ear; the lower 
the impedance, the better is the element's ability to work into 
large volumes. Thus the dynamic unit is a good choice for use 
in large -volume, ear -defender cups mentioned earlier. 

We now approach a frequently overlooked problem. It is 
customary to specify the frequency response characteristics of 
the receiver element in accordance with certain standard 
practices, which were established many years ago in the tele- 
phone industry. The transducer is mounted on what is known 
as a 6 cm.' coupler fixture. This volume approximates the 
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Fig. 4. Characteristics of a conventional and differential 
microphone, both located 4 ft. from a noise source. Shaded 
portion shows difference in the amount of noise transmitted. 

cavity of the human ear as enclosed by the telephone hand- 
set receiver cap. 

Unfortunately, the frequency response of receiver elements 
tested in this way gives no indication of their characteristics 
when used in large -volume rigid earcups. Recent studies with 
various artificial ears and artificial heads have produced re- 
sults markedly different from those obtained with the stand- 
ard 6 cm.:r coupler. Yet engineers continue to use the present 
standard as a guide in specifying earphone elements for ear - 
cup mounting. The difference between the performance de- 
sired and that obtained can be substantial. 

Equally important, engineers specify on the assumption 
that the output level they see on their data, taken with the 
standard fixture, is what will be presented to the subject's 
ear. So- called cavity loss, however, which increases with the 
size of the cavity in which the transducer is mounted, takes 
place. It is not unusual for a system design engineer to pick 
a receiver element that (Continued on page 80) 
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COMMENTS ON 

(hø new fit rules 
SPLATTING off and restricting channels in the 27 -mc. 

band is the most provocative change introduced by the 
recent tightening of the CB rules. Its impact is imme- 

diate, promising to affect more CB -ers than any other pro- 
vision of the new rules. Yet, it is just one of a series of amend- 
ments devised by the FCC to recast the band into its original 
mold first set down in 1958; namely, the CB is a communica- 
tions tool, not an end in itself. The overhaul of the regula- 
tions does not spell fundamental change. ;ore properly, it 
serves to expand and clarify an FCC intent expressed some 
half -dozen years ago. But the very newness of the current 
amendments has precipitated mild confusion among some 
CB -ers. It can be traced to two sources: (1) the belief that 
the original FCC proposals, widely circulated for nearly two 
years, were adopted as today's law; and (2) that the new 
amendments are solely restrictive. Closer examination of the 
new Part 95 reveals that both are incorrect. 

Band -Splitting Rule 

Consider the band -splitting rule. The Commission initially 
proposed five channels for use by "different" stations ( that 
is, units operating under different call signs, as opposed to 
"same" stations -a base and its mobile units, for example, 
operating under a single call). The five channels, in the final 
rule, were expanded to seven (9 through 14 and 23). 

But the unwritten part of the new law is also significant. 
For one, it does not deny the use of those seven channels to 
same stations. Also, the lumping together of different sta- 
tions in the band's mid- section distinctly favors communica- 
tions among similar stations. If restricted frequencies were 
intermixed throughout the band ( as petitioned by some CB 
interests), all stations would experience a given amount of 
adjacent -channel interference. The mid -channel grouping, 
however, effectively isolates the kind of activity which tra- 
ditionally produced the greatest congestion; that of different 
stations. The hunter, plumber, or Boston's pizza -dispatching 
service may still freely utilize any channel for expediting its 
activities. It would appear, however, that channels 1 -8 and 
15 -22 would be preferable for same -station use. Such de- 
centralization has already tended to occur in the past. In 
many areas mid -channels are over -utilized. 

Silent Periods 
This favoring of same stations also appears in another 

one -sided provision of the recent law. Not readily apparent 
is the full ramification of the new "silent period." In the 
earlier rule, a station had to observe a two- minute radio 
silence after five minutes of transmission. The silent period 
is now extended to five minutes. But stations under the same 
license are not included in the tighter regulation. In fact, 
they may now communicate for as long as 15 minutes with- 
out even uttering a station identification. Clearly, this burdens 
different stations with frequent silent periods and station 
identification. ( Such stations do have a minor escape clause 
during silent periods; they can transmit a brief acknowledge- 
ment of an incoming call to tell a calling station that a silent 
period is being observed at this time.) 

Ground -Wave and Skip 

Several other amendments, which apply to everyone, also 
temper certain operating excesses of the past. There was, 

for example, some ambiguity in the quasi- technical terms 
"ground -wave" and "skip." Parked atop a mountain, a mobile 
might work at distances upwards of 100 miles. On the other 
hand, a short path via sporadic -E propagation might cause 
skip distances of a mere few dozen miles. And to compound 
the problem of definitions, some would argue that practical 
ground -wave coverage is non- existent for CB. With v.h.f. 
characteristics the wave path is more correctly termed line -of- 
sight. Thus the vague "short- range" designation is now re- 
placed by a precise figure; a maximum radius of 150 miles. 
Reference to ground -wave or skip was dropped entirely. 

Abbreviations & Language 
This definitive treatment has also been applied to several 

minor operating details. The Commission feels that no 
undue hardship is imposed by the new requirement which 
states that call signs must be said in English, although com- 
munications are conducted in some other language. The 
ubiquitous use of "10" and other non -official codes or ab- 
breviations is still acceptable- provided that a copy of their 
plain -language definitions is a part of the station records. 
Transmissions do not have to be impeded during station 
identification with words like "this is" or "from." 

One of the most widely known restrictions in CB radio - 
the one forbidding profanity, obscenity, and indecent lan- 
guage -has been formalized. Surprisingly, it had no specific 
reference in the earlier rules. (It is hidden in the fine print 
on the back of the license. The Commission depended on the 
Communications Act of 1934 to proscribe such activity.) Not 
only is this restriction written into the new CB law, but it 
tacks on an additional proviso. The meaning of such language 
is now prohibited. It appears to be aimed at the story- telling 
CB -er who can evoke "indecent" meanings without saying 
an indecent word directly. 

Remote & Selective Calling 

Now consider several changes which strike closer at the 
technical aspects of the CB radio. Again there is evidence of 
clarification, but also there appear subtle signs of relaxation. 
Take the matter of phone -patching. In its original proposals 
the Commission wished to outlaw such devices with a spe- 
cific CB rule. The new rules contain no phone -patch refer- 
ence. Nevertheless, the Commission points out that intercon- 
necting CB with public telephone equipment may be in 
violation of other laws. (This would appear to follow the 
de facto recognition of phone patching in amateur radio.) 

Remoting CB equipment is still prohibited, but a newly 
introduced definition of "remote control" permits such con- 
trol between points on the same premises, craft, or vehicle. 
Thus, legal approval is now granted recent "control heads" 
which have appeared for CB, floor -to -floor remoting, or re- 
mote control between buildings of a single plant or construc- 
tion site. 

Direct connections into public- address equipment con- 
tinues to be prohibited, but the Commission informally ex- 
plains that CB can be used in conjunction with p.a. Informa- 
tion heard on a CB receiver (during a sports event, for 
example) can be utilized for p.a. announcements. Preventing 
direct connection, it was argued, avoids prolonged frequency 
tie -ups and the risk of something undesirable being said over 
a p.a. system. 
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Although the FCC has tightened up the rules, the CB -er 

who has been operating within the intended letter and 

spirit of the previous regulations will have little 

difficulty in complying with the newly adopted rules. 

Another new rule limits on- the -air testing to one minute 
out of five (not "brief" periods as before). 

The term "selective call" enters CB regulations for the 
first time. The rule imposes a 15- second limit on the signaling 
period, but will not affect call systems now in use, even the 
3 -tone sequential devices which take several seconds to com- 
plete a calling cycle. Allowance is also made for sub -audible 
calling tones. Such calling tones are defined as any frequency 
that is below 150 cycles per second. 

Maximum Power 
A new FCC position on r.f. power is introduced. According 

to the old law, the 5 -watt maximum was measured indirectly; 
a product of final plate voltage and current. Today, a second 
limit appears alongside the 5 -watt figure. It is a 4 -watt maxi- 
mum r.f. output. The output rating, in itself, is not startling. 
Transmitters in other services are frequently rated in this 
fashion and, in fact, Canada's "CB" (the General Radio 
Service) places the output figure at 3 watts. 

The FCC's reason for an output rating is to accommodate 
its field personnel. It is more convenient to connect a power 
output meter to a suspicious transmitter, than to cope with 
the diverse connections and systems for reading input power. 
But the outstanding feature of the new rule is 4 watts. A 
quick calculation indicates that a 5 -watt final must operate 
at 80 percent efficiency to deliver 4 watts output. Since 80 
percent is highly optimistic even for a class C amplifier, the 
Commission originally based its output figures on 70% effi- 
ciency (or 3.5 watts) . 

Several CB manufacturers balked at the low figure. They 
claimed their units could achieve efficiencies up to 80 %. Re- 
sponsive to these comments, the Commission ultimately 
adopted the 4 -watt figure. No existing equipment should be 
affected by the new rating. 

Also under the heading of power comes the first formal 
rule making which provides official approval of CB sideband. 
Is is worded this way: "Class D stations in this service are 
authorized to use amplitude voice modulation, including 

* single sideband and /or suppressed carrier " But of 
greater technical interest is how the old power rating chart 
was revised and footnoted to accommodate sideband. just 
below the earlier "Power Input" heading we now find the 
crucial, qualifying entry "Average Watts." This provides for 
large peak powers of single sideband transmission, much in 
excess of the customary 5 -watt maximum. 

A newly added footnote on the power chart specifies the 
type of meter to be used for measuring average power (2% 
accuracy, maximum time constant of 0.25 second). No set 
limit, however, is given for peak power. The Commission, in 
a comment apart from the actual rules, states: "For single 
sideband operation, peak envelope power will exceed the 
average power by an amount which is dependent upon the 
peak -to- average characteristics of each station operator's 
voice." (The italics in the preceding quotation are ours.) 

Antennas 
On antennas, the Commission made several comments, 

but its final ruling little affects the status quo. Nearly all the 
amendments in this section are aimed at misinterpretation of 
what is meant by a man -made or natural formation (which 
still may not be exceeded by 20 feet). Most important is a 

By LEN BUCKWALTER 

new definition which is phrased somewhat negatively: that 
a man -made structure is other than a tower, pole, or mast. 
This precludes utilizing it exclusively as a CB antenna mount. 
There is also a new rule aimed at defeating the practice of 
mounting a CB antenna atop a tower already bearing a TV 
or other receiving antenna. Although a receiving tower may 
be used for a CB mount, the tower then would also have to 
comply with the fundamental rule: it may not rise higher 
than 20 feet over a man -made or natural formation. 

Another feature of the new antenna rules narrows down 
the limits for mounting a CB antenna on an existing trans- 
mitting tower ( one that is already under FCC jurisdiction) . 
Here the CB antenna may not exceed the height of the 
existing antenna. 

The rationale behind the 20 -foot rule and the other height 
restrictions originated not with the FCC but with the FAA. 
The aeronautical agency advises that 20 feet over a natural 
or man -made formation poses no potential hazard to aircraft. 
There are, of course, countless exceptions where heights ex- 
ceeding 20 feet would not endanger aircraft. Nevertheless, 
the Commission feels that case -by -case consideration (done 
in many other services) is impractical for CB. The number of 
licensees, now approaching one million, is simply too great 
to handle with existing resources. So, the blanket FAA- recom- 
mended rule remains in force. 

A number of comments filed with the FCC when the an- 
tenna proposals were under consideration pressed for some 
relaxation in limits. Some suggested a 30- or 40 -foot height 
restriction to permit antenna types of lower radiation angles 
-for better ground -wave, less skip. It was rejected as offering 
too little advantage in the face of the recognized 20 -foot rule. 
One recommendation, however, was given significant con- 
sideration by the Commission. The comment suggested that 
the present rule is inequitable; some CB antennas are at a 
disadvantage due to the shielding effects of nearby obstacles. 
It recommended that CB antennas be permitted a mounting 
height at least as high as trees, natural formations, power 
lines, etc. within a specified radius. This does not appear in 
the new rules. What is important, however, is that the Corn - 
mission expressed its awareness of the problem and decided 
to continue studying it. There is a good possibility that it 
may be treated in future rule making. 

What could be a precedent and possible solution to the 
antenna problem has already been promulgated by Canada 
in its handling of CB's equivalent, the General Radio Serv- 
ice. Canadian rules permit an antenna to be mounted as high 
as 30 feet above a natural or man -made formation which lies 
within a radius of 1000 feet. This would allow, for example, 
a tower to be erected for clearing a nearby obstacle of com- 
parable height. To protect low -flying aircraft, the Canadian 
rules go on to say that the antenna may be as high as 75 
feet off the ground provided that the station in question is 
more than six miles from an "aerodrome." 

Thus the revised edition of Part 95, as we have seen, attacks 
certain abuses in CB, singles out specific areas for correc- 
tion, and generally ties loose ends which have tended to cause 
misunderstanding among some CB operators in the past. Yet, 
the single most important feature of the new rules is clear: 
if a CB -er had been operating his station within the intended 
spirit of the old law, he should experience little difficulty in 
complying with the new one. 
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By BRICE WARD 

A high -performance capacitive- discharge type system 

employing the original ignition coil. High -speed switch- 

ing of current is done with a silicon controlled rectifier. 

SCR IGNITION 

THIS ignition system is unique in that it uses the very 
desirable capacitive- discharge system along with semi- 
conductor devices. It achieves the goal many have been 

working toward for several years, and it achieves it with a 
minimum of parts. What is more, this system will operate with 
the car's ballast resistor in the circuit. Also, it is not neces- 
sary to replace the original ignition coil with a special type, 
as this circuit uses the coil presently installed in the car. 

The entire circuit can be built inside a 3" x 3" x 5" heat - 
sink housing. Only four connections are required from the 

circuit and the total installation time is only about 10 minutes. 
The original ignition system can be restored for testing in 
just 1 minute. 

A rise time on the order of 2 microseconds greatly enhances 
the ability of the unit to fire fouled plugs, and the total pulse 
energy is retained at a high level to eliminate the "lean - 
mixture surge" and other problems that sometimes occur in 
other capacitive- discharge systems. 

The circuit (Fig. 1) can be divided into three major sec- 
tions: the inverter section (transistors Q1 and Q2), the con- 

Fig. 1. Arrows in this schematic show the direction of cur- 
rent flow in the circuit with the breaker points open. The 
voltages designated "O" are those obtained with the breaker 
points open; those marked "S," with points shorted or closed. 
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BREAKER Illl 
POINTS 

RI, R2 -220 ohm, I w. res. ± 10% 
R3. R4 -39 ohm, 1 w. res. ± 10% 
R5, R6 -1000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. ± 10% 
R7 -470 ohm, /t w. res. ± 10% 
R8 -100 ohm, 1 w. res. ± 10% 
R9 -330 ohm, I/2 w. res. ± 10% 
RIO- 330,000 ohm, 1,2 w. res. ± 10% 
Cl -1 af., 400 v. capacitor (Good -All 663UW °) 
C2 -.47 µf., 100 v. capacitor (Mallory PVC 

1047 °) 
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5 -750 ma., 400 v. silicon recti- 

fier (Sarkes Tarzian F -4 °) 
TI-Special inverter trans. (Delta Products, avail- 

able separately) 
TBI, TB2- Terminal board 
SCR1 -5 amp., 400 p.i.v. silicon control rectifier 

(Sarkes Tarzian 5TCRH °. Approx. price 
$18.00) 

Q1, Q2- 2N456A power transistor 
Q3 -2N696 transistor (Texas Instruments") 

°Printed circuit board is designed for parts listed. 
Other manufacturers' parts may be used if me- 
chanically and electrically equivalent. 

Note: A complete kit of parts to build the ignition 
system is available from Micro -Kits, Co., P.O. 
Box 494, Paramount, Calif. 90724 at $34.95 com- 
plete. This company will also supply separately 
the special transformer ($6), the chassis, heat 
sink, end and bottom plates ($2.50), and the 
printed- circuit board ($1.70). 
Factory -assembled units are available as the 
"Thunderbolt Mark 10" from Delta Products, Inc., 
P.O. Box 974, Grand Junction, Colo., 81502 at 
$49.50. 
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trol section (SCR1), and a trigger section (transistor Q3). 
The inverter is a transistor power oscillator which changes 
the 12 volts d.c. from the car's battery into alternating cur- 
rent. This a.c. is rectified by a full -wave bridge which delivers 
about 350 v. d.c. to the SCR and storage capacitor Cl. Every 
time the breaker points open, trigger transistor Q3 conducts 
and applies a positive pulse to the SCR gate electrode. The 
SCR then fires rapidly and discharges the storage capacitor 
through the ignition coil, thus producing the high voltage 
for the spark plugs. A'hen the capacitor voltage is reduced 
to zero or swings negative (during the oscillatory discharge), 
the SCR cuts off and the high -voltage pulse terminates. When 
the points close, neither Q3 nor the SCR is conducting and 
the storage capacitor recharges. 

The Inverter Circuit 
Simplicity has been achieved in the inverter portion of 

the circuit by making it a common -collector circuit with resis- 
tive starting, which means that in an automobile circuit the 
collectors can be mounted directly on the heat sink without 
insulating washers. Elimination of the insulating washers 
and the safety factor designed into the transistors allow the 
transistors to operate at case temperatures very near maxi- 
mum junction temperature ratings. 

In addition to this major advantage, the transistors stop 
oscillating if a short is accidentally applied across the inverter 
output. As well as inverter transistor protection, this self - 
protecting factor leads to still another not -so- obvious ad- 
vantage. With no filtering in the output of the rectifier circuit, 
the SCR shorts the inverter each time it fires and stops the 
oscillator. 

This serves a two -fold purpose: 1. It removes "B +" which, 
in turn, assures that the SCR will be reliably turned off each 
time it fires. 2. It allows the inverter frequency to be modified 
upward as the number of pulses from the distributor increases 
with rpm. 

The nominal operating frequency of the inverter is 55 cps. 
This means that more output pulses than distributor pulses 
will be obtained up to approximately 1100 rpm. At and above 
this frequency, the load reflected to the primary of Ti modi- 
fies the oscillator frequency upward. At 6000 rpm in an eight - 
cylinder engine this frequency will be 400 cps. 

Capacitive -Discharge Feature 
Cl is the energy- storage capacitor. In a standard ignition 

system, energy is stored in the inductive (magnetic) field of 
the coil. In an inductive circuit, voltage could rise to an 
extremely large value with an open load circuit. The arc at 
the spark plug reflects a low impedance to the primary of 
the ignition coil to limit the voltage rise to something less 
than 400 volts, and a capacitor is used in the distributor to 
act as a buffer as the points open, thus preventing arcing. 
Should an open occur in the secondary circuit, the voltage 
can rise sufficiently to damage or destroy the coil, points, 
or capacitor. 

On the other hand, with a capacitive- discharge system and 
a conventional 90:1 turns -ratio ignition coil, the voltage can 
only rise in this case to 350 v. X 90 or 31.5 kv. This voltage 
is well within the design ratings of the high- voltage compo- 
nents in modern ignition systems. 

This is one of the reasons for recommending that a conven- 
tional coil be used rather than a high turns -ratio coil. An- 
other reason is that the standard coil is already installed in 
the car; hence it is not necessary to purchase and install a 
special coil. 

It has been pretty well established that a minimum of 30 
milliwatt- seconds of energy is required at the spark plug in 
modern ignition systems. Cl has been chosen to give 80 
milliwatt- seconds, allowing ample reserve energy. The pur- 
pose of resistor R10 shunting the storage capacitor is to 
serve as a bleeder resistor to (Continued on page 82) 
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The entire SCR ignition system is built within a heat sink to 
which the two inverter transistors are bolted. The inverter 
transformer and printed- circuit board with all its components 
fit under the heat sink. Two 3" x 3" metal plates cover the 
ends. Four connections from circuit are tied to two termi- 
nals pads or boards which are bolted to coil primary terminals. 

CIRCUIT 
BOARD 

Bottom view of the heat sink showing how the printed board 
slides into ribs of the heat sink and showing the location 
of inverter transformer (top). Connections between the trans- 
former and the board and between the board and the external 
leads will be made later using the eyelets at end of board. 

The component side of the printed circuit board used is shown. 

C2 
05 
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Li 

C nt ro i er This solid -state controller 
can maintain a liquid bath to within a few 
hundredths of a degree for a 24 -hour period. 
By WILLIAM D. SCOTT / University of Washington 

THE economical, sensitive, solid- state, proportional 
temperature controller to be described has a stability 
of ±0.1 °C per month. With reasonable consideration 

in the placement of heater and thermistor sensor and ade- 
quate stirring, the temperature of a water or oil bath can be 
controlled to within a few hundredths of a degree for a 24- 
hour period. Control can be varied from a nearly proportional 
type of control to ordinary on -off control by changes in the 
sensitivity of the control circuit. The circuit shown Nvorks 
quite well between 60 °C and 200 °C with some loss in sensi- 
tivity at the higher temperatures. With proper choice of ther- 

mistor and other bridge components, almost any temperature 
range can be obtained. With appropriate circuit modifica- 
tions, other devices such as positive temperature coefficient 
thermistors, tungsten wire elements, light- sensitive resistors, 
and even solar cells could probably be used to control an un- 
limited number of variables. 

The schematic is shown in Fig. 1. Temperature preset pot 
R3 has its dial marked in temperature in degrees after the 
controller is calibrated against an accurate thermometer. 

As the temperature of the bath rises, the resistance of 
thermistor sensor R4 decreases and current through the ther- 

mistor increases, drawing off some of the 
base current from QI. This drastically 
reduces the eniitter current o Q1, and 
to maintain a constant common emitter 
voltage, this necessitates an equivalent 
increase in the emitter current of Q2, re- 
sulting in an increase in current through 
R7. This increase in current results in a 
decrease in the charging voltage of ca- 
pacitor C3, thus the firing voltage of 
unijunction transistor Q3 is delayed, sili- 
con controlled rectifier D6 fires later in 
the positive half cycle, and a smaller 
r.m.s. voltage reaches the heater load. 
The temperature of the bath therefore 
decreases and the resistance of the ther- 
mistor increases. This increases the 

R14 
power being supplied to the heater 
therefore the bath temperature goes up. 
The system xvil1 then cycle about the pre - 

7v, set (by R3) operating temperature. 
A.C. The heater rating is a function of the 

SCR conducting current. *D5 The value of R6 is quite critical and 
depends upon the absolute magnitude 
of the zener voltage, the exact value of 
R5, R7, RS, RU, RI I. and the properties 
of Q1, Q2, and ():3. Resistances R5 and 
R7 should be matched to within All 
other resistors are 1í`,r tolerance, 1. -watt 
except where noted. Wirewound resis- 
tors could be used in the bridge although 
they are not necessary. RI I is the tem- 
perature compensating resistor for uni- 
junction transistor Q:3. Theoretically, 

Fig. 1. The schematic and parts list for the proportional temperature controller. 

111 -2200 ohm, 1,z w. res. I approx., see text) 
112 -500 ohm, 1 w. res. 
113 -I00,000 ohm, 10 -turn pot 
114- 100,000 ohm thermistor i Femvall G.- 15íP81 
115, 117 -10,000 ohm ! 1 «. res. ( matched ± 1%) 
116- 3000 -10,000 ohm, '2 W. res. (see text) 
1(8- 15,000 ohm, l: vv. res. 
119 -501)0 ohm. 4 w. res. 
RI0 -22110 ohm, í w. res. 
R11 -470 ohm, , W. res. 
1512 -20 ohm, !: W. res. 
R13-2000 (ihm, 5 w. res. 
R14- 100,000 ohm, 1z w. res. 
C -.approx. 0.1 µf. 1 see text) 

C2 -See text 
C3 -0.1 µf., 6110 v. paper capacitor 
C4 -- -.005 µf., 600 v. paper capacitor 
LI -See text F1 -See text 
PL1 -NE.51 neon pilot light 
l)1 -1N536 silicon diode 
02 -18 v., 1 -watt zener diode (1N1526) 
1)3 -1N91 diode 
D4 -200 p.i.s., 0.1 amp diode I1N1695) 
DS -Th} rector voltage suppressor I G -E 

20SP4B4) 
D6- Silicon controlled rectifier I G-E C22B) 
Q1. Q2-- 2N2712 transistor 
Q3- 2N2646 unijunction transistor 

6RS 

HEATER 
LOAD 
RI5 
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R11 could be adjusted to compensate the circuit perfectly 
for thermal fluctuations in the temperature of the room. How- 
ever, the unijunction transistor introduces little thermal drift 
in comparison to Q1 and Q2. R2 limits the current flow 
through the thermistor R4, and D1 limits the inverse voltage 
to Q2 should R3 (the temperature control preset pot) be set 
at a low value. 

Ordinary paper capacitors are used. The diodes need not 
be the equivalent of the diodes listed as long as they have the 
proper voltage and current ratings. Diode D1 should be sili- 
con but inexpensive diodes, a zener diode, and even an inex- 
pensive SCR will suffice. 

The value of R6 is found as follows: After the circuit com- 
ponents are in place, a carbon resistor of about 5000 ohms is 

substituted for thermistor R4 and a 10,000 -ohm rheostat is 

substituted for R6. The heater, or a substitute for it, must 
be in its place or the SCR will not fire owing to lack of current 
-a 100 -watt light bulb makes a good substitute. The rheostat 
is set at 10,000 ohms and the circuit is connected to the a.c. 
supply. Temperature preset control R3 is adjusted until the 
base voltages of the two transistors are nearly equal. (The 
heater should now be on. ) The value of R6 is then lowered 
until the heater just turns completely off. One of the leads to 
R10 is unsoldered (with the a.c. supply disconnected) and 
the collector voltage of Q2 is measured using a vacuum -tube 
voltmeter. This is the required r.m.s. firing voltage of Q3. R6 
and R3 are now adjusted until the collector voltages of both 
transistors are equal to the required firing voltage. R3 should 
not require much adjustment. If it does, it may be necessary 
to replace one of the transistors (Q1 or Q2) to obtain a better 
match. R3 adjusts the relative magnitude of the two collector 
voltages and R6 adjusts the absolute magnitude of the two 
collector voltages. Finally, R6 is replaced by a fixed resistor 
(or resistors) equivalent to the value of the rheostat, and R10 

is reconnected. 
Capacitor C3 is listed as 0.1 µf. However, it can have any 

value from 0.02 µf. up to nearly 1 tttf. In 
the former case, the control is nearly on- 
off; in the latter, the heater voltage 
varies over a large range. With larger 
value capacitors, the charging current is 
so great that it is an appreciable part of 
the collector current of Q2. Thus, some 
method of compensation is necessary. 
This is the purpose of R1 and Cl. This 
network compensates by drawing an 
appropriate charging current from the 
collector of Q1 during the first cycle of 
unijunction Q3. Once Q3 has fired, there 
is no need for compensation. With the 
smaller value of C3, the charging cur- 
rent is so small that it is greatly influ- 
enced by transients in the a.c. supply. 
These effects can be partially eliminated 
by bypassing the a.c. portion of the 
wave by capacitor C2 which should 
have approximately twice the capaci- 
tance of C3. 

Inductor L1 in series with the SCR 
consists of roughly 65 turns of # 16 
enameled wire wrapped on a 3h" ferrite 
rod. In conjunction with C4 it helps to 
cut down the radio- frequency noise gen- 
erated by the SCR. L1 also should help 
to delay the surge of current created if 
the heater leads should be shorted out. 
It could delay the current long enough 
for the fuse to blow and save the SCR. 
For this reason, the fuse should have as 
low a current and voltage rating as pos- 
sible. If the load has appreciable induct- 
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ance, a diode should be installed in parallel with it to elim- 
inate high -voltage surges. Thyrector diode D5 should also 
be used to eliminate voltage transients. 

The thermistor specified is a 100,000 -ohm nominal resist- 
ance, glass- coated type. Ordinary disc, washer, and rod 
thermistors can be used but with decreased stability. In se- 
lecting a thermistor, care should be taken that the operating 
point is well below the maximum safe r.m.s. voltage of the 
thermistor. 

Positive temperature-coefficient thermistors (such as the 
Westinghouse Type 83401 ) can also be used to increase the 
sensitivity of this unit. 

However, PTC thermistors have a rather narrow tempera- 
ture range and require inversion of the Q1 -Q2 bridge. 

Care should be taken in modifying the bridge that the re- 

I/4 O.D. STAINLESS 
STEEL TUBE 

SMALL TEFLON EPDXY CEMENT, HOOD TO PROTECT 
SPAGHETTI RTV SILICON THERMISTOR 

SAUERE, OR 
SAUEREISEN 
CEMENT 

% %% \I - 
daumíN 

USE HARD SOLDER OR HIGH- TEMPERA-URE SOLDER ON THERMISTOR LEADS FOR 
USE ABOVE 150C 

Method of mounting the thermistor in a protecting metal probe. 

verse voltage rating (5 v.) of the base -emitter junctions is not 
exceeded. 

Another silicon shunting diode in parallel with D1 but with 
opposite polarity provides one way of limiting the reverse 
voltages. 

If full -wave control is desired, the "RC Diode Slaving Cir- 
cuit" (page 61 of the G -E "`SCR Manual ") is ideal. This cir- 
cuit has the advantages of half -wave control over full -wave 
power. 

An easier method of increasing the power control is to use 
a larger capacity SCR. 

This version of the temperature controller was built in a small metal box having several 
ventilation holes drilled in it. The temperature con /rolling potentiometer has its dial 
calibrated in degrees C. The thermistor probe is ready to be affixed to tank of liquid. 
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By HOWARD H. 
Motorola Inc. 

RICE TRANSISTORS 

VERSUS TUBES 

FOR TWOWAY 

RADIO 

nsistors, in unit at right, replace the dynamotnr, 
vibrators, and tubes in radio on left. Both radios of- 
fer comparable operating specifications, but transis - 
torization has provided quite a few real advantages. 

Tubes still play an important role in mobile radio systems, but transistors are providing greatly 
reduced size and current drain as well as lower maintenance costs and higher over -all reliability. 

GREAT deal has been said lately about the relative 
Aadvantages of the transistor over the vacuum tube. 

Not too long ago the transistor was looked upon, in 
some circles at least, as little more than a novelty. But today, 
solid -state electronics is allowing us to communicate with 
artificial satellites while high -fidelity enthusiasts are praising 
(or damning) "transistor sound." In general, the transistor 
appears to be well on its way toward challenging the very 
existence of the vacuum tube. 

The tube, however, is far from dead. For this reason, 
a single sweeping statement to the effect that the transistor 
(or the tube) is superior makes as little sense as saying that 
Scotch is better than Bourbon. The individual application ( or 
taste) is the most important consideration. And if both de- 
vices are capable of providing essentially the same result in 
a particular circuit, the question boils clown to which -the 
transistor or the tube -will do the better job at a reasonable 
cost. 

In two -way radio applications there are some very special 
factors which are vital to the economic, efficient operation of 
a radio communications network, and these requirements are 
what determine how well either device is suited for this type 
of equipment. As it turns out, transistors are doing some two - 
way radio jobs which could never have been handled by 
tubes while, at the present state of the art, the vacuum tube 
is still doing a better -than- adequate job in applications which 
cannot be considered for a solid -state device. 

Base- Station & Mobile Equipment 
An example of this use of tubes can be found in present - 

day high -powered base -station equipment. Two -way radio 
base station vacuum -tube final r.f. amplifiers are providing as 
much as :300 watts and more into the antenna; it will be some 
time before we can do this at a reasonable cost with transis- 
tors. The station is either placed indoors, or outdoors in some 
type of weatherproof cabinet; space is usually not a limitation. 
The station has Nvhat can be considered a virtually limitless 
source of power (117- or 230 -volt a.c. line). The receiver, 
transmitter, and power supply are built around time -proven, 
highly reliable circuitry. Nlost "bugs" have been ironed out 
years ago and new, improved industrial tube types provide 
longer life at a considerably reduced per- hour -of- operation 
replacement cost. 

But the communications radio installed in an automobile - 
the mobile unit -is a different story. The very fact that a radio 

set is to be put into a vehicle aid isolated, so to speak, from 
the rest of the world creates all kinds of problems. To under- 
stand how these problems must be met, either by tubes or 
transistors, we should consider how a mobile unit operates as 
part of the communications network. 

The need for some kind of communication between a cen- 
tral point and the driver of the vehicle is probably the basic 
reason for installing a two -way radio system; this communica- 
tion may be for closer control of drivers on the road, or merely 
for the exchange of information. Nevertheless, the need to 
contact a driver at a moments notice demands that the mo- 
bile receiver be energized at virtually all times. The message 
must reach the driver; otherwise the effectiveness of the radio 
system is destroyed. And behind this requirement lies several 
rather serious implications. 

In tube -type equipment, the requirement that the receiver 
be fully operative means that tube filaments are being heated, 
crystal heaters are intermittently drawing additional current, 
and high voltage is being applied to the plates of all receiver 
tubes. Furthermore, the transmitter tube filaments and crys- 
tal beater must also be energized so that the driver can re- 
spond to or initiate a radio message. Considering that all this 
power -to keep the radio in a "standby" condition -is derived 
from a 12 -volt d.c. source (or perhaps even a 6 -volt d.c. 
source), the total standby current drain can be rather heavy, 
while current drain during actual transmission is many times 
higher. And where does this current come from? the batierIJ 
-the one component in an automotive electrical system which 
is already recognized as its weakest link. 

Because of this excessive battery drain, the installation of 
a mobile two -way radio -particularly one with a transmitter 

Table 1. Typical receiver specifications for tube, transistor models. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency band 

Channel spacing 

Sensitivity (EIA- SINAD) 

Selectivity 

Spurious & Image Rejection 

Audio output @ 10% dist. 

Current drain @ 13.6 v.d.c. 

Standby 

Receive 

TUBE MODEL 

25.50 mc. 

20 kc. 

0.25 µv. 

TRANSISTORIZED MODEL 

25-50 mc. 

20 kc. 

0.25 µv. 

-100db@ ±15 kc. 100db@ =15 kc. 

more than 100 db more than 100 db 

2 watts 5 watts 

7.5 amps 

7.5 amps 

0.35 amp 

2.2 amps 
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output rating on the order of 50 to 100 watts -often necessi- 
tates the additional expense of a heavy -duty battery as well 
as an alternator or a heavy -duty generator. Such a radio also 
entails some other costs to the operator, costs which are not as 

apparent as the new battery and generator. As an example, 
the fuel cost to idle the average passenger car 30 minutes a 

day, 22 days a month, just to keep the battery from discharg- 
ing while the radio is in operation, can amount to approxi- 

" mately $16.50 per year. Cost of idling a truck for the same 
amount of time may run as high as $60.00 per year. Extensive 
idling is hard on the engine, too, which may be responsible 
for an engine overhaul at an average cost of about $75.00 or 
more. 

If the battery ever goes dead because of the additional 
drain placed on it by the radio, towing charges added to the 
owner's increased blood pressure may provide the proverbial 
"last straw" as far as the radio system is concerned. These, of 
course, are the extremes of the situation; there are thousands 
of tube -type mobile units performing satisfactorily through- 
out the country. These extremes are not unrealistic, as your 
local police chief or police communications officer can readily 
testify from his own personal experience. 

All- Transistor Receiver 

In 1958, the introduction of an all- transistor mobile re- 
ceiver contributed greatly toward overcoming the problems 
of battery drain. Transistors have no filaments to be heated so 

a major portion of the "standby" current drain was eliminated 
in the transistorized receiver. However, an important crite- 
rion for any transistor equipment is that it offer performance 
specifications which are comparable to its older tube -type 
counterpart. Table 1 is such a comparison which shows how 
this criterion has been met. 

The two receivers are both "top -of- the -line" units. Notice, 
particularly, the difference in current -drain figures; the drains 
are actually not for the receiver itself, but for the entire radio 
set. This means that transmitter tube filaments are also re- 
sponsible for part of the drain in both cases. Of course, the 
vacuum tube draws no more current in the "receive" mode 
than it does during standby, whereas the current drain of a 

transistorized receiver is increased when a message is actually 
being received. The bulk of this increased power drain in the 
transistorized unit during "receive" operation can be attrib- 
uted to the audio power amplifier. Notice that the tube -type 
unit provides only 2 watts Of audio output power against 
5 watts of output power in the transistorized unit. 

More Reliability 

Among two -way radio users, transis- 
torization has come to mean added reli- 
ability. When applied to a police or fire - 
department communications system, 
this reliability could be equated with the 
preservation of life or property. In busi- 
ness applications, added reliability 
means being able to depend on commu- 
nications when they are needed most, 
perhaps to fill a need which could affect 
a large sum of money or expensive 
equipment. 

At first glance, the claim of "added re- 
liability" may seem a bit nebulous. As 
we have seen, transistors do contribute 
to a reduction in battery drain. But what 
about the over -all dependability of the 
radio unit; will it stand up under the 
kind of punishment inherent in indus- 
trial and public- safety use? 

Heat has always been a problem in 
all types of electronic equipment, but es- 
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pecially in two-way radio applications. Many mobile units 
are mounted in the trunk of a car with only the control head 
and the loudspeaker installed under the dash. It gets hot in 
the trunk of a car; 140 °F is not at all unusual In such 
cases, heat dissipation can be a real challenge and the 
more heat the radio generates, the more the radio con- 
tributes to its own destruction. Transistors, because they 
have no heater filaments and because they have higher effi- 
ciency ratings (i.e., less power is lost in the form of heat), 
generate less internal heat and thus keep the inside of the 
radio set some 25 to 40 degrees cooler than comparable tube - 
type equipment. 

Heat can work against transistors, too, and we should not 
overlook this fact. Transistors are very temperature -sensitive. 
Unlike the vacuum tube, the transistor's characteristic oper- 
ating curves are a function of temperature. Therefore, if a 
transistorized unit is designed to operate at 25 °C (room tem- 
perature), the transistors may be operating on a different por- 
tion of their characteristic curves when the radio is inside a 
hot automobile trunk. This is not really a problem, however, 
as well -designed equipment and commercial transistorized 
mobile radios will operate within EIA and FCC tolerances 
over the ambient temperature range of -30 °C to + 60°C. 

Transistors, by nature, are a "permanent" type of compo- 
nent, just as resistors, capacitors, coils, and so forth. Certainly 
transistors fail, as do a certain percentage of any component 

41111111111111111111116.. 

In this new solid -state two -way radio, not only are all tubes 
replaced by transistors, but switching and crystal temperature 
compensation functions are performed by solid -state devices. 

Older type tube portable is contrasted 
with equivalent all- transistor unit. The 
smaller unit weighs 6 pounds as against 
19 for tube model and provides 75 -80 
reduction in battery replacement costs. 

used in electronic equipment. Generally 
speaking, though, transistors do not fail 
in or of themselves. They will fail, as an 
example, because of a current which ex- 
ceeds their rated value, but such a fail- 
ing is not due to inherent properties of 
the transistor itself; it is due to some 
other circuit malfunction outside the 
transistor. On the other hand, tubes fail 
because of their very makeup. They lose 
emission, filaments burn out, elements 
are susceptible to vibration and may be- 
come short- circuited. 

Statistics gathered from service sta- 
tions throughout the country have shown 
conclusively that transistorized radio 
units require less maintenance and serv- 
ice than do equivalent tube -type units. 
The cost of maintaining transistorized 
equipment has averaged better than 10% 
less than the cost of keeping a similar 
tube -type radio operating properly. And 
the cost of "down time," to a user who is 
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really depending on his radio, is an in- 
tangible but significant factor in judging 
the value of reliability. 

Additional Features 
A newly developed Motorola all- solid- 

state mobile radio provides some addi- 
tional interesting features contributed 
by transistor circuitry. All mechanical 
switching in this unit has been replaced 
by solid -state switching devices. The 
functions of the "push -to- talk" relay and 
its slave, the antenna relay, are both 
handled by solid -state electronics. Thus, 
what used to be done by mechanical 
switching is now done without the need 
for moving parts. Contact corrosion and 
pitting are eliminated. Mechanical fa- 
tigue is gone. 

Solid -state electronics has, in this new 
radio, provided extreme stability. The 
oscillator voltages are regulated by zener 
diodes to compensate for varying pri- 
mary power voltages. Solid -state com- 
pensating circuitry keeps the crystal 
oscillators within ±0.0005% of the oper- 
ating frequency, and this is accomplished 
without crystal ovens or heaters, despite 
an ambient temperature variation be- 
tween -30°C and +60°C. Further- 
more, frequency drift due to crystal 
warm -up cycling has been eliminated. 
With this particular radio, the user can 
transmit -on his exact frequency -the moment the radio is 
turned on. 

The solid -state transmitter (50 watts in the 25- 50 -mc. re- 
gion and 30 watts at 150 mc.) has eliminated power slump 
problems often associated with vacuum -tube final r.f. ampli- 
fiers. And this consistent power output is a long -term affair; 
the final r.f. transistors can be considered a much more per- 
manent component than even the best industrial -rated vac- 
uum -tube r.f. amplifier. 

Transistors have also made some refinement in mobile 
radio design. Because of the extremely compact size of solid - 
state circuitry, a transistorized preamplifier can be fitted 
right into the microphone housing. Such a preamp allows 
the low -level signal from a dynamic microphone element to 
be boosted to the level of the signal from a carbon mike. Not 
only does this allow the user to take advantage of the supe- 
rior signal quality of the dynamic mike, it also gives the audio 
signal a "head start" over any hum or noise which could be 
picked up by the mike cable. Thus, if the transmitter is in- 
stalled in the trunk of a car, a clean, high -level audio signal 
is introduced into the modulator stage. 

The Power Supply 
Another refinement contributed by the transistor is in the 

mobile radio power supply. Replacing the vibrator and dy- 
namotor supplies, a solid -state multivibrator circuit ( using 
power transistors to handle high currents) changes the low - 
voltage d.c. from the vehicular electrical system to a high - 
voltage square wave. The square wave is stepped up further 
by a saturable core transformer and the waveform is recti- 
fied and filtered to provide the necessary high voltages. Rec- 
tification, incidentally, is performed by silicon diodes, thus 
eliminating vacuum -tube rectifier heater current and the asso- 
ciated radiation of heat within the radio, while providing im- 
proved rectifier efficiency. 

The transistorized power supply was actually the first appli- 
cation of transistors in mobile radio design, predating the 
transistorized receiver by a year. The most important bene- 

Completely transistorized hand -held two - 
way radio. Radio circuitry occupies little 
more than half of total volume, while 
battery accounts for rest of the 8" case. 

fit is, once again, the elimination of mov- 
ing parts. If you will remember some of 
the vibrator troubles you have experi- 
enced with your car broadcast -band re- 
ceiver, you can appreciate the contribu- 
tion transistorized power supplies makes 
toward over -all reliability. Vibrators also 
cause a certain amount of "hash" inter- 
ference which has been eliminated by 
the transistorized multivibrator circuit. 
Dynamotors, on the other hand, repre- 
sent their own brand of trouble; they 
are expensive, heavy, and require a 
good deal of maintenance. This, too, has 
all been eliminated by the simple, 
straightforward transistor circuitry. And 
such a power supply is able to provide 
sufficient power to units that are rated 
as high as 100 watts of transmitter out- 
put. 

In portable communications equip- 
ment, transistors have made a dramatic 
difference. A good deal of the size and 
weight of a portable communications 

n. radio is due to the battery complement 
alone. 

With the reduced primary power re- 
quirements of transistorized circuitry, 
the physical size of the battery has al- 
lowed a distinct reduction in the size 
and weight of the radio. Also, transis- 
tors themselves are far smaller than sub- 
miniature vacuum tubes and allow a 

further reduction in radio size. We are quickly approaching 
the goal of Dick Tracy's famous wrist -watch two -way radio. 

Equipment Cost 

Which brings us around to the final consideration -cost. 
How do the benefits of transistorization affect the user's 
pocketbook? The initial cost of transistorized gear is, admit- 
tedly, somewhat higher than the price of a comparable tube - 
type unit. But over -all cost must be integrated over three 
factors: initial price, operating costs, and maintenance cost. 
Furthermore, most industrial and business users are also 
interested in the equipment trade -in value at the end of a 
5 -year (or whatever length of time) write -off interval of 
time. 

We have already shown many areas in which transistorized 
mobile and portable communications equipment offer sig- 
nificant reductions in both operating and maintenance costs. 
And it might be well to reiterate the idea that the cost of 
"down time," although it is not as easily measured, is a factor 
to be considered very carefully in evaluating the merits of 
transistorized equipment. On the used -equipment market, 
transistor communications radios can be expected to bring 
a much higher percentage of trade -in return, simply because 
they will be that much less obsolescent at the time the equip- 
ment is traded than will vacuum -tube gear. This trend is 

already quite noticeable and the gap will undoubtedly widen 
considerably over the next few years as more and more tran- 
sistorized equipment comes into use. 

Tube -type equipment is still being purchased by many 
owners of new two -way radio systems. But in equipment 
which offers a choice between tubes and transistors, the 
prospective user should give serious consideration to all the 
factors involved before making his final selection. Tubes 
aren't dead -not by a long shot -but transistors are here to 
stay in radio communications equipment, and they are pro- 
viding tangible benefits. The most important of these include 
greatly reduced equipment size and battery- current drain, 
less maintenance, and more reliability. 

Receiver module for hand -held radio. Spec- 
ifications include .035 µv. sensitivity for 
20 db quieting and ±0.0025 % stability, 
unusual for such a small sized receiver. 
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QL?IETl \G 
AUDIO SWITCHI \G 

TRANSI H 
By RONALD L. IVES 

Some simple methods of eliminating switching 
noises that may occur during audio transfers. 

FREQUENTLY when switching in an audio circuit, there 
is a loud and unwanted "plop" in the speaker. Elimina- 
tion of this annoyance has been found quite difficult, 

so that many audio circuits are transferred by fading, rather 
than by switching. Happily, as a switch is very much cheaper 
than a fader, audio switching, in most instances, can be 
quieted so that the transfer "plop" is almost or entirely 
inaudible. 

Most of the transfer noise in audio circuits is due to a 
small difference in d.c. potential across the switch. Condi- 
tions leading to this difference of potential are shown in 
Fig. 1. Here when the switch is open, the output side of the 
plate capacitor acquires a positive charge approximately 
equal to that on the plate of the tube. This charge will be 
greatest with a high -grade well- insulated capacitor, and 
least with one which leaks to ground. Leakage across the 
capacitor will then complicate this picture still further. 

The grid of the following tube will be slightly negative 
with respect to ground, due to "contact potential." Depend- 
ing on the tube characteristics and the grid resistance, this 
can be anything from a few millivolts up to perhaps two volts, 
the higher value being attained only when the grid circuit 
resistance is extremely high. 

When the switch is closed, the charge on the output side 
of the plate capacitor is applied to the grid of the following 
tube, driving it positive for a few microseconds, and pro- 
ducing the unwanted "plop" in the system output. 

The annoying switching transient can be greatly atten- 
uated, usually by more than 20 db, by use of a variety of 
potential equalizing circuits. The circuit shown in Fig. 2 
is one of the simplest of its type. Here, the interstage coup- 
ling capacitor is replaced by two capacitors in series, each 
of double the original capacitance. The switch is placed 
between them. The switch side of each half of the coupling 
capacitor is grounded through a relatively high resistance, 
such as 4.7 megohms. As both sides of the switch are at sub- 
stantially the same potential, both before and after switch 
closure, no transient due to d.c. potential differences can 
occur as a result of switching. 

Values of the grounding resistors are not very critical. 
In very general terms, resistance must be low enough to drain 
off charges plus leakage (all capacitors leak, but good ones 
may have a leakage resistance considerably in excess of 100 
megohms) . Resistance must also be high enough so that the 
grounding resistors do not load the audio circuit appreciably 
and "bleed off" the signal. Values from 1 to 10 megohms arc 
usually suitable for low -level audio systems; from 0.1 to 1 

megohm for high -level systems; and as low as 1000 ohms for 
low- impedance circuits, such as cathode -follower outputs. 

(Editor's Note: A simple technique that is often successful 
is to shunt the switch with a large resistor, on the order 
of 10 megohms. In order to prevent excessive signal leak - 
through, however, this can be done only if the following 
grid resistor is one -tenth or less of this resistance value.) 

An alternative circuit, which is usually equally effective 
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and which uses about the same number of components, is 
shown in Fig. 3. Here, the load side of the plate blocking 
capacitor is held to the potential of the grid of the following 
tube by the two resistors shunted across the switch. Signal 
"sneak through" is greatly attenuated by the large capacitor 
from the junction of the two resistors to ground. Resistor 
values should be in about the same range as the previous 
circuit. The "signal dumping" capacitor should be as large 
as convenient, preferably several microfarads, although a 
value as low as 0.1 µf., used in conjunction with 4.7 megohm 
resistors, is quite effective. 

A number of other circuits are about equally effective and 
almost any rational arrangement that keeps the two sides 
of the switch at the same d.c. potential while not loading 
the circuits excessively and bleeding off the signal will be 
effective in reducing transients to a low, negligible, or un- 
detectable value. 

B + -.1(--N 

Fig. 1. Potential differences that exist across the switch. 

2C 

SEE TEXT -t- -r 

Fig. 2. Potential -equalizing circuit for switching transients. 

Fig. 3. An alternate circuit for reducing the transient effects. 
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COMPUTER 
INPUT - OUTPUT 
EQUIPMENT,. «. d,,E, 

A typical data -processing system showing, 
left to right, a card reader and punch, the central processing unit, 
a magnetic disc memory file, a high -speed printer, 
and four magnetic type drive (transport) units. 

The central computer communicates with its human user by means 
of punched cards, magnetic tape, and various high -speed printers. 

UCH of the "hardware" of a computer installation is 
input /output equipment. It is through this I/O 
equipment that the central computer receives data 

and instructions, and communicates the results of its data 
processing. A complete computer system therefore consists of 
(1) the central computer, also known as the processor or cen- 

tral processing unit, which contains the memory, arithmetic, 
logic, and control circuitry; and (2) the peripheral devices, 
serving as I/O units for the central computer. Typical instal- 
lations are shown in the photos and in block form in Fig. 1. 

PUNCHED - 
CARD 

EQUIPMENT 

PAPER -TAPE 
PUNCH AND 

READER 

MANUAL 

KEYBOARD 

Fig. 1. Computer installa- 
tion consists of computer 
and peripheral devices. 

MAGNETIC - 
TAPE 

UNITS 

PRINTER 

CENTRAL 

COMPUTER 

Peripheral devices may be used either on -line or off -line. 
Off -line devices are not electrically connected to the central 
computer and therefore are not under its direct control. These 
units prepare cards or tapes for later use by the computer. 
On -line devices are connected to and controlled by the central 
computer. This mode of operation permits the central com- 
puter to communicate directly with the peripheral devices 
and to call for such operations as card punching, magnetic 
tape search, and reading paper tape. 

Punched -Card Machines 

The punched card is a familiar medium for introducing 
data into a computer. In one of its popular forms, it is a 33 " 
by 7 %" piece of flexible cardboard with holes punched 
through it in various positions. It is the positions of these 
holes that represent the data. Fig. 2 shows a card punched to 
represent the digits and alphabetic characters. The standard 
IBM card has 80 columns and can, therefore, be punched to 
represent as many as 80 digits, alphabetic characters, punctu- 
ation marks, or special symbols. Numerical data is represented 
by a single punch per column, and alphabetic characters re- 
quire two punches per column. Some special symbols are rep- 
resented by three punches per column. 

The card reader is a machine which examines the cards and 
interprets the data represented by the holes. The deck of 
cards to be read is placed in a hopper, and a card transport 
mechanism feeds them past the reading station one at a time. 
Reading can be accomplished either by means of wire brushes 
that contact a metal roller through the holes in the card, or by 
photocells illuminated through the holes. Reading speeds up 
to 2000 cards per minute are attained in some machines, but 
250 to 1000 cards per minute is more typical. 

The machine that produces the holes is known as a punch. 
In this machine a deck of blank (unpunched) cards is trans- 
ported -one card at a time -to the punching station. Here, the 
punches are activated to produce the desired pattern of holes. 
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After each card is punched the card transport mechanism 
moves it to a stacking bin. Some machines have a manual key- 
board to permit the operator to punch -in the desired data, 
others are designed to be controlled by electrical signals from 
the central computer. As might be expected, card punching 
is a slower operation than reading. A typical maximum speed 
for the punching operation is 250 cards per minute. 

Another useful card -handling machine is the sorter. As 
implied by its name, the sorter can in- 
spect a deck of cards and sort them in 
numerical sequence according to the dig- 
its in specified columns. 

In business -data processing, for ex- 
ample, a card may be punched for each 
transaction. The card may show the date 
of sale, amount of purchase, and the cus- 
tomer's account number. Assume that 
each customer is assigned a six -digit ac- 
count number, and that the first 6 col- 
umns of the card are punched accord- 
ingly. A group of columns punched to 
represent a specific item of information 
is known as a field. At some time during 
the data processing it may become de- 
sirable to sort a deck of cards into numer- 
ical sequence according to one of the 
fields. 

Assume, for example, that the cards 
are to be sorted according to customer 
account number. The deck of sales cards 
is placed in the hopper of the sorter, and 
the brush or photocell sensing unit is set 
to read column six of each card. The 
sensing unit controls an electromagnet 
to "steer" each card into one of several 
bins. In this manner, the cards are 
stacked in separate bins according to the 
right -most digit (6th column) of the cus- 
tomer account number. All cards having 
a 0 in the 6th column are stacked in one 
bin, those having a 1 in the 6th column 
are stacked in the next bin, etc. 

The operator now takes the cards from 
the bins and places them back in the 
hopper. This time the reading brush or 
photocell is set to read column 5. As a re- 
sult, the cards are sorted again into sep- 

arate bins, but this time on the basis of the digit in column 5. 
The process is then repeated for columns 4, 3, 2, and 1. The 
end result is a deck of cards in numerical sequence according 
to customer account number. Sorting can also be accom- 
plished on the basis of alphabetic characters. 

Another useful card -handling machine, the collator, can be 
used to merge two separate decks into a properly sequenced 
single deck which facilitates the processing. 

Perforated Tape 
Punched paper tape is a popular item 

for storing programs and data and for in- 
troducing these into the computer. The 
punched tape, also known as perforated 
tape, is a long strip of paper with holes 
punched through it to represent digits, 
alphabetic characters, and special sym- 
bols. Several different paper tape codes 
are in use: two typical examples are 
shown in Fig. 3. One of these is a five - 
channel or five -level tape, and the other 
has seven levels. 

The five -level code was originally de- 
veloped for teletypewriter equipment. 
This code is ambiguous in the sense that 
a given configuration of holes can repre- 
sent either of two characters depending 
on whether it has been preceded by an 
"upper- case" or a "lower- case" signal. 
The same hole configuration, for exam- 
ple, can represent either "B" or "$." 

An interesting feature of the seven - 
level code shown in Fig. 3 is that each 
character is represented by an odd num- 
ber of holes. This feature of the code is 
useful for error -detecting purposes -a 
configuration containing an even num- 
ber of holes would be recognized in the 
machine as an error. 

Reading of paper tape can be accom- 
plished either mechanically or optically. 
Mechanical reading involves wire 
brushes or pins that contact a metal 
plate through the holes in the tape, and 
the optical type employs light sources 
and photocells for converting the hole 
configurations into corresponding elec- 

Magnetic tape is widely used for data stor- 
age. This magnetic tape transport shows 
tape loops hanging in vacuum columns. 

Fig. 2. Punched card showing hole configura- 
tions for digits and letters of alphabet. 
Every other column has been left un- 
punched for clarity, but could be used. 
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Another typical computer system. Operator's console is at center, punched -card machine at left, 
and tape machines at right. The "wall'' in left background is central processor used with system. 

trical impulses. The smaller, evenly spaced holes in the tape 
are used to control the movement of the tape through the ma- 
chine. These are known either as feed or sprocket holes. 
Punching and reading functions are frequently combined in 
a single machine and controlled by a typewriter keyboard. A 
typewritten copy and the punched tape can therefore be pro- 
duced simultaneously by the operator. 

Tape -reading speeds vary greatly according to the design 
of the machine, and range all the way from as low as 10 to as 
high as 1000 characters per second. 

Magnetic Tape 
Magnetic tape is used extensively in computer installations. 

Because magnetic tape can be read much faster than either 
paper tape or cards, the paper tapes and cards are often con- 
verted "off -line" to magnetic tape. The data can then be read 
into the computer very rapidly. A further advantage of mag- 
netic tape is that it can later be reused for other data. Except 
that it is of better quality and is manufactured to much closer 
tolerances, computer tape is essentially similar to the mag- 
netic tape used for audio applications. 

Instead of the hole or no -hole type of representation of per- 
forated tape, data is represented on magnetic tape by mag- 
netizing the tape in one direction or the other. The 0 and 1 of 
the binary system, for example, can be represented by oppo- 
site directions of magnetization. In another recording tech- 
nique, the direction in which the tape is magnetized is re- 
versed for each binary 1 and left unchanged for each binary 
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O. Information is recorded in many parallel tracks along the 
length of the tape. Typically, a tape one -half inch wide has 
seven parallel tracks- analogous to a seven -level perforated 
tape. 

Computer tape is made up in reels of 1200, 2400, or 3600 
feet, and between 200 and 800 characters can be recorded 
along each inch of tape. Literally millions of characters can 
therefore be stored on a reel of tape. 

Information stored on magnetic tape is organized into 
groups known as blocks or records. Each block may contain 
one or more computer words, and the tape is left unmagnet- 
ized between successive blocks. These unmagnetized gaps are 
about % inch in length. The block is the smallest separately 
addressable unit of information on the tape. A counter circuit 
keeps track of the passing blocks of information and activates 
the readout circuitry when the desired block has reached the 
reading station. 

Because the relatively heavy reels of tape cannot be started, 
stopped, or reversed fast enough, the tape is allowed to hang 
loosely on each side of the read -write heads. Servo controls 
prevent the tape loops from becoming too long or too short. 
These loops constitute a low- inertia supply of tape that can 
be accelerated or decelerated very rapidly, and the motor - 
driven reels "catch up" a short time later. This arrangement 
permits starting and stopping times on the order of 2 to 5 
milliseconds. 

Tape -handling speed is generally in the range of 50 to 200 
inches per second, but even (Continued on page 113) 
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Fig. 3. Perforated tape is used to store programs and data for computers. Positions of holes represent digits, letters, punctuatioi. 

This data -processing system employs an input -output typewriter shown at the right of console, perforated tape punch and reader, left. 
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The automated engine room shows how one man can observe and control the entire operation of the engïine room of a modern 
ship. This vessel was built by Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., a division of Litton Industries, for the Moore- McCormack Lines. 

AUTOMATED SHIPS 
By using electronic transducers and systems, it now becomes possible to 
have one man run the engine room of a modern cargo or passenger vessel. 

THE SS Mortnacargo (named for the constellation Argo) 
is the first vessel in U.S. maritime history to be cen- 
trally controlled by the use of electronics and repre- 

sents a breakthrough in American vessel construction and 
operation. The vessel also carries the usual complement of 
conventional electronic radio and navigation gear. 

For the first time, a ship's throttle ( thus speed) can be con- 
trolled directly from the bridge; the main engine and boilers 
automatically respond to the movement of the bridge throttle 
lever, making it possible for the ship to go from zero to full 
speed in less than five minutes. The engine room can override 
the bridge at any time. 

Transfer of throttle control cannot be accomplished in 
either direction unless the throttle levers are matched in com- 
mand, otherwise there may be an engine -damaging "bump" 
during the transfer. Angle- measuring devices are coupled to 
each throttle with output displayed on a meter at each con- 
sole. Besides the visual indication (meter) when the throttle 
positions are matched, an indicator lamp also comes on upon 
proper matching. 

The engine room watch location (shown above) is the main 
control center. Here are located all the meters and gauges 
that formerly were scattered about the engine room and other 
sections of the vessel. Electronic transducers are used to sense 
the hundreds of points that formerly were monitored by the 
engineer on watch. 

A tachometer on the propeller shaft senses shaft rpm and 
displays it both in the engine room and on the bridge consoles, 
while 108 separate points in the engine room are automat- 
ically scanned every five minutes for temperature, pressure, 
liquid levels, or motor failures. The results are read out on 
panel meters and on a system of print -out recorders. In the 
event of a dangerous condition, an alarm sounds and the con- 
sole displays the source of the alarm condition. 

Thermistors are scattered about the ship at various tem- 
perature- sensitive points, such as refrigerated holds, kev ht- 
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brication points, and other temperature -sensitive areas. These 
points are scanned hi sequence and are alarm indicates when 
one exceeds its predetermined level. Readout is by meter and 
print -out recorders. 

An infrared- sensitive Fame scanner is used to sense the 
condition of the flames heating the water in the boilers. If for 
some reason the flame changes color (due to changes in either 
fuel or air characteristics ) the electronic circuit shuts down 
the boilers to avoid damage. A water -level detection circuit 
monitors water level within the boilers and shuts them down 
in the event of low level. 

This centralized control console reduces engine -room per- 
sonnel walking time by an estimated 85% and relieves the 
personnel of more than 150 former manual operations. 

The new look in ship's bridges. Usine electronic circuits, 
the ship's throttle can row be controlled from the bridge. 
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VIBRATION 

INSTRUMENTATION 
Excessive vibrations can destroy most machinery. Fortunately, there are 
several electronic methods of detecting and measuring their types and 
amplitudes before they become serious. By SIDNEY L. SILVER 

WITH the increasing use of high- precision instruments 
and electronic devices in automatic control proc- 
esses, it is necessary to determine the existence of 

any dangerous modes of mechanical resonance which may 
be excited by the normal motion of industrial machinery. The 
mechanical vibration of component parts of the machinery 
may limit the accuracy of sensitive and delicate instruments 
and also result in the generation and transmission of unde- 
sirable acoustic noise. In addition, excessive vibration be- 
comes a destructive force which can cause malfunction of 
equipment, or if the stress is sufficiently high, damage the 
equipment by structural fatigue. 

To meet these problems, a suitable instrumentation sys- 
tem must be employed to continuously monitor the vibration 
patterns so that unwanted vibrations can be quickly detected 
and located under various operating conditions. The most 
common method of vibration measurement uses electronic 
techniques to convert the vibration component into an equiv- 
alent electrical signal. When the vibration exceeds a pre- 
determined level, the signal may be used to trigger an alarm 
device or actuate a relay to shut down the equipment. To 
permit a detailed and precise study of the vibration modes, 
it may also be necessary to measure and analyze the direc- 

Fig. 
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1. (Al Simple harmonic motion of a mass -spring system. 
(B) Graphical representation of displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration for a simple harmonic motion as shown in (Al. 
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tions of motion as well as the amplitudes of such vibration 
so that effective means may be devised for its elimination. 

In military and commercial applications, shock and vibra- 
tion measuring systems are often encountered in the dynamic 
testing of all modern vehicles to determine the magnitude of 
the forces acting on the vehicle under actual operating con- 
ditions. Such measurements are required, for example, to 
determine the riding qualities of railroad cars and automo- 
biles. In the analysis of missile and aircraft data, vibration 
studies are frequently made in conjunction with airborne 
telemetry systems. From these investigations, the vibration 
characteristics can be evaluated and any modifications neces- 
sary to improve the structural design can be made. 

Vibration Characteristics 
Vibration is a phenomenon that describes a continuing 

periodic motion, or oscillation, in a mechanical system. The 
periodic motion, usually unintentional and often undesirable, 
results in a change in the magnitude of a displacement of a 
solid structure from its position of equilibrium. It may be a 
simple sinusoidal motion having a single frequency com- 
ponent, or it may be of random frequency and magnitude 
where the vibration pattern is a combination of several sinus- 
oidal quantities, each having a different frequency and 
amplitude. 

The frequency range of solid -borne, or mechanical vibra- 
tions -such as those produced by unbalance of rotating 
machinery -commonly extends from one cps to 2000 cps 
( corresponding to rotational speeds of 60 to 120,000 rpm) . 

Mechanical vibrations, such as those produced by powerful 
engines, may also involve the transfer of energy to the sur- 
rounding air in the form of sound waves in the audible fre- 
quency range (20 to 20,000 cps). These airborne vibrations 
create acoustic noise which is a source of annoyance and dis- 
comfort. If the intensity of the noise level is sufficiently high, 
equipment failure may occur due to damage to electrical or 
electronic components. 

In general, vibration problems lie in six basic modes of 
motion which may occur linearly along the lateral, vertical, 
and longitudinal axes of a mechanical structure; or in a rota- 
tional motion along the corresponding axes. These modes 
may be excited by vibratory forces individually or in any 
combination. 

In the simplest case, where the vibratory motion is a 
straight line (rectilinear), there is one particular mode of 
motion, referred to as simple harmonic motion, which forms 
the basis of studies of vibration. This motion is essentially a 
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vibratory displacement with variable acceleration. As shown 
in Fig. 1A, the vibrating part may be represented by a spring 
securely clamped at its lower end, with a small mass or body 
attached to its free end. It is assumed that the spring is 
sufficiently long and the displacement is sufficiently small, 
so that the vibratory motion of the mass -spring system is es- 
sentially linear. A disturbing force displaces the spring to 
the left from the position of equilibrium to a maximum ampli- 
tude A. If the applied force is now removed, a restoring force 
is exerted by the spring which directs the mass toward the 
equilibrium position. The mass accelerates toward the origin, 
but since the rate of increase is not constant, the accelerating 
force decreases as the body approaches equilibrium. When 
the mass reaches the origin the restoring force has decreased 
to zero, but since the body now possesses some velocity it 
overshoots the position of equilibrium and moves toward the 
right. At the point of maximum amplitude A', the restoring 
force again comes into play but now is directed toward the 
left. Theoretically, if there were no loss of energy due to air 
resistance or internal friction of the spring, the vibratory mo- 
tion would continue indefinitely. Since the motion is repeated 
in equal time intervals, it is described as a periodic motion, 
and since it traverses the same path over and over again, it is 
also an oscillatory motion. 

To help visualize harmonic motion, the displacement, 
velocity, and acceleration may be represented graphically 
with the parameters plotted against time. As shown in Fig. 
113, these quantities are sinusiodal functions of the same fre- 
quency but displaced along the time axis. The time curves 
indicate that the magnitude of acceleration is proportional 
to the magnitude of displacement, but the direction of accel- 
eration is always opposite to that of displacement. However, 
the velocity reaches a maximum value when the displacement 
is zero, i.e., at the origin, and zero when the displacement is 
a maximum. 

The magnitude of motion of the vibrating part or displace- 
ment, follows the sinusoidal function d = A sin o t, where d 
is the displacement in inches, A is peak amplitude, o, is 277 

times the frequency of vibration, and t is time in seconds. 
The time rate -of- change of displacement, or velocity, is 

expressed by the formula v = o A cos co t, where u is velocity 
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measured in inches per second and A is peak amplitude. 
Acceleration is the derivative, or time rate -of- change of 

velocity, and is given by a = - 02A sin o t, where a is accel- 
eration in inches /second /second. 

The negative sign indicates that the vibrating part experi- 
ences a restoring force which is always opposite in direction 
to the displacement. To obtain r.m.s. values of displacement, 
velocity, or acceleration in the above equations, the peak am- 
plitude A is multiplied by .707. 

Transducer Systems 
Transducing devices for translating mechanical vibrations 

to electrical signals may be divided into three classes accord- 
ing to whether displacement, velocity, or acceleration is the 
parameter to be measured. In the study of low- frequency 
vibrations, velocity and acceleration have very small values 
so that displacement is the most easily measured quantity. A 
measurement of displacement is desirable when the ampli- 
tude of motion is critical, such as in assemblies where parts 
must not contact each other. Where excessive motions are 
involved, for example, structural components may tend to 
stick together and cause serious damage due to rattling. 

To measure the magnitude of motion of a vibrating body, 
it is common practice to employ a proximity pickup as the 
sensing element of the transducer. With such a device, no 
physical contact is made with the vibrating surface to be 
measured so that the transducer does not mechanically load 
the vibrating object. 

Fig. 2 shows a proximity pickup based on the mutual in- 
ductance principle. In this configuration, a primary coil (L) 
and a secondary coil (L.,.) are wound on a nonmetallic form 
in such a way that the length of an air gap between the coils 
and a vibrating surface is changed. To energize the trans- 
ducer, the primary coil is excited by a regulated high -fre- 
quency oscillator (of the order of 2 mc.) . The magnetic field 
produced by the primary coil opposes the eddy -current field 
induced in the vibrating surface, and the resultant magnetic 
field determines the voltage induced in the secondary coil. 
If the metallic surface to be measured is stationary with re- 
spect to the sensing probe, the output voltage is zero. If the 
surface is vibrating, however, the output contains an a. c. 

HOUSING VISCOUS DAMPING 
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PIEZOELECTRIC ELEMENT 

VIBRATING SURFACE 

LOW -NOISE CABLE CATHODE 
FOLL. 

AMPLIFIER V.T V 

Fig. 4. Self- generating transducer system for measurement of 
acceleration -proportional vibrations uses a ceramic element. 

component which is directly proportional to the amplitude of 
vibration. As the vibrating part moves closer to the windings, 
for example, the opposing eddy -current field increases and 
the effective output voltage is reduced. The rectified output 
of the transducer, which is amplified and read on a v.t.v.m., 
thus provides a direct indication of the spacing between the 
sensing element and the vibrating surface. 

When the vibrating surface is a magnetic metal or a non- 
conducting material, a strip of copper or aluminum foil may 
be cemented to the portion of the surface under the pickup. 

In many vibration problems, a knowledge of velocity is 
essential when a vibrating part radiates sound energy in a 
manner similar to that of a loudspeaker. Velocity measure- 
ments are generally employed in acoustic and noise problems 
where the radiated surfaces are large compared with the 
wavelengths of the sound in air. Under these conditions, the 
vibrating part produces a sound pressure which is directly 
proportional to the velocity of vibration. 

To measure the velocity of vibration, seismic devices are 
employed which are based on the mass -spring principle. In 
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Fig. 5. (A) Functional block diagram of a typical vibration 
meter. (B) Simplified schematic of a two- section integrator. 

these self -generating units, the two principal elements are a 
coil of wire and a permanent magnet. As shown in Fig. 3, 
the magnet is seismically coupled to the case of the instru- 
ment by means of springs, while the coil (integral to the 
case) is loosely wound on the seismic mass. The pickup is 
designed with a low resonant frequency characteristic (about 
10 cps ) so that the operating range of the instrument lies 
above the natural frequency of the seismic system. 

If a vibratory motion is now applied along the sensitive 
axis of the transducer, a change in flux linkage is affected 
between the coil and the magnetic field produced by the 
magnet. Since the frequency of vibration is higher than the 
natural resonance of the mass- spring system, the suspended 
magnet remains essentially fixed in space. Thus, the relative 
motion between the magnet and the coil causes a voltage to 
be generated in the coil, the magnitude of which is di- 
rectly proportional to the rate -of- change of displacement, or 
velocity. 

Generally, seismic instruments are rigidly attached to the 
vibrating surface to be measured. Sometimes, however, the 
correct fastening point is not obvious and it may be neces- 
sary to explore the vibration pattern to determine the proper 
orientation of the pickup with respect to the direction of 
vibratory motion. For this purpose, a hand -held pickup may 
be employed in which the transducer may be rapidly posi- 
tioned to measure vibration in any desired direction. 

A typical commercially available hand -held pickup de- 
signed for vibration testing of components in applications 
where pickup weight is critical, adds only about one gram of 
mass to the vibrating structure so that undesirable shifts in 
mechanical resonance are avoided. To operate the device, a 
small metal rod or probe incorporated on the pickup is held in 
contact with the vibrating surface. The vibratory motion is 

transmitted along the probe to actuate a pivoted coil which 
is free to move in a magnetic field provided by a pair of 
permanent magnets. The voltage generated by the motion of 
the coil accurately reflects the amplitude and natural fre- 
quency of the structure under test. Since the unit is essentially 
a low- impedance device, a long cable may be used to run the 
output signal to a vibration meter for readout. 

In many cases of vibration disturbances, small parts of 
machinery or equipment vibrate at relatively low frequencies 
so that the wavelength of the sound in air is larger than the 
front -to -back distance of the vibrating part. Since the vi- 
brating surfaces are comparatively small, very little sound 
energy is radiated. In this situation, a knowledge of accelera- 
tion provides a better indication of emitted noise than does 
a velocity measurement. 

Acceleration measurements are also useful in determining 
the forces and stresses produced by vibrating parts, espe- 
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cially when mechanical failure is a possibility. If a disturbing 
force continues to act at periodic intervals upon a body, the 
result is a forced vibration which is sustained indefinitely. 
When the frequency of the disturbing force coincides with 
the natural frequency of the vibrating part, a condition of 
resonance arises which results in vibrations of extremely large 
magnitude. Since the destructive force is equal to the product 
of the mass and the acceleration of the vibrating part, an ac- 
celeration measurement gives a direct indication of the mag- 
nitude of the force involved. 

Fig. 4 illustrates a typical acceleration transducer or ac- 
celerometer based on the ability of a piezoelectric substance 
to generate an electrical charge when it is subjected to physi- 
cal stress. The sensing element of the accelerometer is a small 
disc of piezoelectric ceramic material, such as barium titinate, 
which is bonded with a conductive cement between the mass 
and the frame of the instrument. In this type of transducer, 
the piezoelectric element serves as a stiff spring in a mass - 
spring system, which is designed with a high natural 
frequency as compared with the maximum vibration fre- 
quency of interest. Although viscous damping is sometimes 
incorporated between the mass and the frame of the device, 
many designs of piezoelectric transducers do not use damping 
so that no phase -shift error is introduced. 

To operate the device, the transducer is rigidly attached 
to the surface of the vibrating object to be measured. If the 
vibrating part moves with a given acceleration, the mass is 
also subjected to this acceleration, and the accelerating force 
is thus transmitted through the ceramic element. The com- 
pressional and tensile forces exerted upon the sensing element 
are directly proportional to the acceleration of the frame of 
the instnunent, and because of the piezoelectric property of 
the material, a corresponding electrical potential appears 
across the element. 

To obtain high sensitivity and good response at low fre- 
quencies, it is desirable to feed the output signal (via low - 
noise coaxial cable) to a high -impedance device, such as a 
cathode follower. Since the accuracy of low- frequency meas- 
urements is a function of the time constant of the piezoelec- 
tric element and the input impedance of the cathode follower, 
sensing elements with large internal capacity (on the order 
of 50,000 pf. ) are preferred. Thus, the input impedance re- 
quirements of the cathode follower are reduced and also the 
shunting effect of the cable capacity is kept to a minimum. 
The output of the cathode follower may then be amplified 
and fed to a v.t.v.m. calibrated in terms of G's. 

Meters and Analyzers 

To provide a simple, accurate instrument for the quantita- 
tive measurement of vibration, it is convenient to employ a 
self -contained measuring system capable of being calibrated 
to read displacement, velocity, or acceleration amplitude. 
Such a system comprises a vibration pickup and a vibration 
meter which includes an adjustable attenuator, wide -band 
amplifier, suitable filter networks, internal calibration cir- 
cuitry, and a direct- reading indicator. 

Fig. 5A shows a block diagram of a typical vibration meter 
designed to accommodate a wide variety of input transducers. 
This instrument is capable of filtering out extraneous signal 
components which may obscure the desired vibration read- 
ing. For example, unwanted low- frequency vibrations are 
introduced by any motion of the hand when hand -held probes 
are employed. To attenuate these values, a high -pass filter is 

switched in to limit the response below 20 cps. The electrical 
signal from the vibration pickup is fed to a calibrated attenu- 
ator and then passed through a low -noise, adjustable -gain 
amplifier ( A ) . 

If the signal source is assumed to be an acceleration pickup, 
the output of the amplifier is fed to a linear network designed 
to produce a flat response at the output of the meter. To 
determine the velocity component (Continued on page 116) 
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Using ohmmeter to check control taper 

STA -LOC technician kit J 

There's more to replacing a volume control, "pot ", or 
trimmer than simply selecting the proper value in ohms 
and watts. Naturally you need the proper value, but you 
also need the correct taper or the circuit won't per- 
form properly. 

What's taper ? Briefly, it's the way resistance changes as 
you rotate the shaft. There are three basic tapers 
normally used which match the needs of different kinds 
of circuits. The chart shows how each of the three works. 

Audio taper (often called left hand logarithmic by people 
who like big words) gives you a small increase in re- 
sistance at the beginning of shaft rotation and a faster 
increase toward the end (clockwise rotation). This 
matches the response of the human ear and is the reason 
audio tapers are generally used in volume controls and 
similar shunt circuits. 

Linear taper is just that. Resistance change is exactly 
proportional to shaft rotation. All standard wire -wound 
controls have linear tapers. Carbon controls with linear 
tapers are commonly used in tone controls, sweep controls 
and other straight voltage- division uses. 
Reverse taper (right hand logarithmic) is the opposite 
of an audio taper. You'll get a big change in resistance in 
the first half of shaft rotation and very little in the last 
half. This taper is used with cathode voltage controls 
such as TV contrast and many bias voltage controls. 
In the Mallory STA -LOCO control system, it's easy to 
remember which taper is which. Linear controls end with 
"L ", and audio with "A ", and reverse with "R ". 
You can check which taper is used in an unknown control 
by connecting an ohmmeter as shown in the drawing. 
First, measure total resistance. Then turn the shaft to 
50% of rotation. If resistance is 50 ',"c of total, you have a 
linear taper. If it is 10% to 20',",, of total you have an 
audio taper. If it is around 80% of total you have a 
reverse taper. 

To be sure you have the exact control when you need it, 
ask your Mallory distributor to show you one of the 
STA -LOC technician kits. With a STA -LOC kit you can 
make exact on- the -spot replacements of any of literally 
thousands of single, dual, push -pull, tandem, or clutch 
controls. Pieces snap together and stay together. STA -LOC 
kits are sensibly priced and are real money- makers and 
time- savers. See your Mallory distributor for everything 
you need in controls, capacitors, batteries, switches, 
resistors, and semiconductors. 
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RADIO 
17. 

TV NEWS 

WHEN we hear the word "laser," it 
usually conjures up an electronic re- 

search laboratory with several engineers 
gathered around a glowing glass tube. 
We tend to think of this new light source 
as a laboratory curiosity and as a feature 
in the Sunday supplements. However, 
that is not the case. The laser is coming 
into its own as an everyday working tool, 
and its use has macle a number of 
changes in many commercial areas. 

In the field of machine shop practice, 
the laser makes an excellent micro per- 
forator, micro machining tool, and a mi- 
crowelder, and is being presently used in 
these areas. The fine size of the output 
beam, coupled with the high beam en- 
ergy, makes the laser an excellent tool for 
performing the type of machining here- 
tofore considered impossible. The laser 
tools are provided with a magnifying 
viewing screen so that the operator can 
see the work being performed. 

The laser is presently being tested in 
hospitals as an excellent welder of de- 
tached retinas. 

The U.S. Army is presently field -test- 
ing laser rangefinders that can perform 
rapid, highly accurate range determina- 
tion from a single location with a degree 
of security not obtainable with the more 
conventional radar devices. In this case, 
the laser uses a ruby rod as the lasering 
element, pulsed into operation by having 
a rotating mirror (part of the laser oscil- 
lation system ) operate the rod. 'When the 
plane of the mirror is parallel to the lon- 
gitudinal axis of the ruby rod, the laser 
fires. Like radar, the time that the light 
pulse requires to travel to the ranged - 
upon target back to the rangefinder is 

measured to obtain the range of the un- 
known. 

Another use for the laser is in a minia- 
ture gas laser gyroscope being developed 
by Sperry Rand. In this new approach, 
three helium -neon gas lasers eight inches 
long are mounted around a square ring 
with one side open. The output of the 
lasers are mixed together, and as long as 
all the lasers are on the same frequency, 
there is no difference frequency gener- 
ated. When the path lengths change, 
due to rapid rotation of the platform, an 
i.f. proportional to the rate of rotation is 
generated. 

C.W. lasers, both gas and solid- state, 
have been successfully modulated with 
broadband video signals, thus opening 
up a new area in interference -free trans- 
mission mediums. They would be ideal 
for close -haul operation as the use of tele- 
scopes at both ends would reduce inter- 
ference to a minimum. Because these ra- 
diations are not broadcast like radio 
waves, they make for a very secure com- 
munications system, and because of the 
tight beams involved, a tremendous 
number of them could be operated si- 
multaneously in the same area without 
mutual interference. 

It has been suggested that a relatively 
low- powered laser, coupled with a pow- 
erful optical system, would be ideal for 
communication over lunar distances. 

Monotony Tester 
One of the byproducts of this modern 

electronic age is that humans are being 
replaced by machines, mostly of the elec- 
tronic variety. However, there is still the 
necessity of humans checking the out- 
puts of some types of these devices. 

Because there is sometimes a very 
long wait between the outputs, the hu- 
man being tends to become lethargic 
and, in many cases, falls asleep. 

Engineers at the NBS Institute for Ap- 
plied Technology (U.S. Department of 
Commerce) have come up with a human 
testing machine called a Vigi]ometer 
that simulates a large variety of visual 
and auditory monitoring tasks and meas- 
ures the response of the monitoring per- 
sonnel under a variety of conditions. 

The testing program is recorded on 
punched tape and includes the turning 
on of an indicator lamp, producing a 
1 -kc. tone, changing the display on an 
oscilloscope, deflecting a particular me- 
ter needle a couple of scale divisions, 
and changing the order of a five -digit, 
alphanumeric display. These changes 
do not occur with any period or in any 
particular order. Monitoring personnel 
respond by operating a switch. A built - 
in timer prints out the delay time be- 
tween the stimulus and the response. 

The test console can be placed at dif- 
ferent locations to ascertain the effect of 
local distractions such as light, noise, and 
temperature, among others. 
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FITE 
Experienced technicians must resist the tendency to work 
mechanically just because the job may seem to be routine. 

"LATTER -DAY" ENEMIES 
BARNEY whistled merrily as he snapped off the switch 

of the humming little radio, deftly removed the knobs 
and chassis bolts, and slid the chassis out of the cabinet 

and flipped it over on its back. Still whistling, he snipped 
loose the ends of the filter capacitor leads, being careful to 
leave enough colored insulation on the stubs to indicate the 
circuit connection points, and removed the capacitor and 
tossed it with a graceful basketball free -throw motion into the 
defective -parts barrel in a corner of the shop. He continued 
to whistle while he anchored a new capacitor in the chassis, 
snipped the leads to proper length, stripped the ends, and 
soldered them in place. But the happy whistle died abruptly 
when he turned on the switch and was greeted by an un- 
diminished loud hum. 

Mac, Barney's employer, watched out of the comer of 
his eye while the youth double -checked his soldered con- 
nections against the color -coded stubs of the old leads. Next 
Barney picked up a 40 -4. cartridge -type capacitor and suc- 
cessively bridged it across each unit of the filter capacitor. 
There was no change in the hum. Finally he turned the set 
over and removed the 5005 output tube and tried a new 
one. That did it. There was no longer a trace of hum from 
the speaker. Barney glanced at the barrel with frowning in- 
decision. 

"Yes," Mac said softly; "fish the old capacitor out of the 
barrel and put it back in the set." 

Barney's startled face flushed a brick red, but he obeyed. 
"I was just thinking maybe the filter capacitor was old enough 
to need replacing anyway," he muttered. 

"That's not very good thinking," Mac said mercilessly. 
"Making a mistake in judgment is bad enough, but it be- 
comes serious when you start trying to rationalize it as 
really no mistake at all. That radio is only a couple of years 
old, and we have both seen many sets in which original 
capacitors have gone four or five times that long. We can't 
take the fact that a few do fail in the first few months and 
blow it up into a sound argument for replacing a capacitor 
that shows no signs of failure simply to justify our removal 
of it as a result of a wrong diagnosis, now can we? Our 
customers deserve better than that from us. You know, I 
think you're about ready for my `Latter -Day Enemies Lec- 
ture.' " 

"Guess I've got a lecture coming," Barney admitted. 
"It won't hurt too much," Mac promised, " and I prob- 

ably need to hear it as much as you do. Actually, when I 
say you're ready for the lecture, I'm tacitly admitting you're 
an experienced technician. Only a fellow with considerable 
experience and training can appreciate the real truth of it." 

"Okay, okay; let's get with it!" Barney interrupted. "Don't 
cat- and -mouse me." 

"Try to think back to those days when you first started 
working for me as a green kid," Mac suggested. "Recall what 
you were afraid of. Can you remember ?" 

"I guess so," Barney said slowly. "I had no experience 
whatever and precious little theory. I was horribly afraid of 
failure. You'll never know how I knotted up inside when 
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you turned a radio over to me. I didn't know how to begin. 
I had a terrible fear I wouldn't be able to find out what was 
wrong or be able to repair the trouble if I did blunder on 
it. And I was ashamed of how awkward I was in handling 
the tools and service instruments. You did things so easily 
and smoothly. I was all thumbs. I hated having you watch 
me work." 

"Hev, that's good!" Mac applauded. There's hope for you 
when you can recall so vividly how you felt in the be- 
ginning. We agree, then, that the beginning technicians 
`enemies' -the things that keep him from being a good tech- 
nician -are: inexperience, lack of theory, lack of skill, and 
fear of failure; right ?" 

"Yeah, that's right," Barney answered. "Thanks to Your 
patient, although prodding, tutoring. I've whipped all these 
enemies. When you turn a radio or TV set or tape re- 
corder over to nie now, I know I can fix it. Success with 
hundreds of other jobs tells nie 1 can. I know how to rec- 
ognize and diagnose symptoms. I know how to proceed in 
an orderly fashion to ferret out the trouble. Once T've found 
it, I know how to make repairs. Tools no longer feel awk- 
ward in my hands." 

Barney stopped for breath and then went on, a little 
smuggly, "In fact, I've reached the place where I can do a 
lot of my work without really thinking, except in a super- 
ficial way. Experience has reduced much of my work to a 
cut -and -dried procedure. And then I've learned a lot of 
short -cuts that cut clown on the time it takes me to reach 
a diagnosis or make a repair. I don't have to go from `A' to 
`C' by way of `B.' I can jump right from `A' to `C.' 

"Boy, you need this lecture eu en more than I realized!" 
Mac exclaimed. "The whole point of the lecture is this: a 
technician defeats his early enemies, just as you have clone; 
but he roust be aware there are latter -day enemies lying in 
wait for him down the road that can prevent his ever be- 
coming more than a mediocre technician." 

"What enemies ?" Barney demanded. "I don't see any." 
"That's because the latter -day type are not nearly so easy 

to see and recognize as were the scary hobgoblins you met 
at the beginning of your technical career; but they're just 
as tough, and don't you forget it! The enemies of the ex- 
perienced technician are such things as over -confidence, sub- 
stitution of experience for thoroughness, unwillingness to 
admit and learn by mistakes, and a tendency to work me- 
chanically and automatically instead of thoughtfully." 

"Do you think I'nm like that ?" Barney asked in hurt tones. 
"Well, let's look at what yon just slid. When turning down 

the volume control of that little radio lead no effect on the 
hum, you immediately diagnosed open filter capacitors. You 
skimmed the surface of your experience and came up with 
the most -likely cause of the symptom, but you slid not reach 
deep enough for all possible canses. I know that at least 
twenty -four out of twenty -five cases with that kind of hum 
are due to open filters, but that doesn't justify closing vonr 
mind to the twenty -fifth possibility: filament-to- other -ele- 
ment- leakage in either the audio amplifier or output tube. 
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SERVICE MASTER... 

EVERY 1001 YOU NfEB 

99% Of THE TIME 

complete 23 -piece kit for radio, TV, 

and electronic service calls 

2 HANDLES: 

shockproof plastic. 
Regular 4" length 

. 2 "Stubby.) nter- 
changeable. Patented 
spring holds snap -in 
tools firmly in place. 

9 NUTDRIVERS: 

High Nickel chrome 
finish, 36" to %" 

3 STUBBY 

NUTDRIVERS : 

EXTENSION BLADE: 

Adds 7 ". Fits 
both handles. 

3 SCREWDRIVERS: 

Two slotted ... 

xl Phillips 

2 REAMERS: 

' /e -ié ' /e -%" 

ADJUSTABLE 
WRENCH: 

6" thin pattern, 
1" opening 

LONG NOSE PLIER: 

"Cushion Grip ", 
21/4" nose 

DIAGONAL PLIER: 
"Cushion Grip" 
hand -honed 
cutting edges 

ROLL UP KIT: 
Durable, plastic - 
coated canvas. 
Compact, easy - 
to- carry. 

Ask your distributor to show you kit 99 SM 

XCELITE, INC., 12 Bani, ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. 

Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 
CIRCLE NO. 240 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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That was your first mistake. A good 
technician keeps all possibilities in mind 
and eliminates them one by one. 

"You could have done this, of course, 
by doing exactly what you did after you 
found you had guessed wrong. I mean 
bridging filter units with a good capac- 
itor. That would have taken only sec- 
onds and would have revealed the 
capacitor was O.K., but you did not do 
it. That was your second error. Finally, 
you hesitated to admit to yourself you 
had made a complete boo -boo. You were 
tempted to leave in the new capacitor 
and charge the customer for it. That 
was Your third, and most serious, mis- 
take." 

"Now let's not make a federal case 
out of a little slip," Barney protested. 

"It's by a succession of unrepented 
`little slips' that a technician descends 
into shoddiness," Mac retorted. "I want 
you to be especially wary of taking 
short -cuts. All too often taking these is 

not proof of your technical prowess, as 
you seem to think. Instead they are 
temptations to bypass thoroughness and 
to substitute educated guessing for ade- 
quate step -by -step procedure. The short - 
cutter is the guy who replaces a whole 
handful of capacitors to cure an inter- 
mittent instead of finding the single unit 
responsible. He `touches up' i.f. trans- 
formers by ear or eye instead of taking 
time to use a signal generator and out- 
put meter or scope, and he bends ca- 
pacitor plates of a radio in an attempt 
to make r.f. and oscillator stages track 
into a misaligned i.f. channel. He uses 
on -hand, make -do parts instead of cor- 
rect replacements. 

"But what really scares me is your 
boast you can do most of your work 
without thinking and that you have re- 
duced much of it to a nearly automatic 
process. Did you ever stop to think that 
if you can do this -reduce your work to 
a set, inflexible procedure -you are no 
longer necessary? You have invited au- 
tomation to take over your job. The de- 
gree to which thinking is necessary in 
your work is the margin by which your 
job is safe -at least for the time being - 
from the rising tide of automation." 

"Now you've got one scared," Barney 
confessed. "How sloes a technician go 
about licking these latter -day enemies ?" 

"He considers each job a fresh chal- 
lenge, and he doesn't permit his experi- 
ence to get in the way of his powers 
of observation. All his faculties are kept 
keenly alert to spot obscure symptoms. 
He takes pride in doing the best possible 
job he knows how to do instead of 
merely satisfying an un- critical cus- 
tomer. He doesn't rely on what he al- 
ready knows; he constantly strives to 
learn something new from each job, no 
matter how small or routine it may 
seem. He reaches a diagnosis; he proves 
or disproves it with checks; then he 
makes the repair. He is sure of himself 

every step of the way. He uses method 
as a tool, but he never allows it to 
become his master." 

"It seems to me you're saying a good 
technician stays interested in his work," 
Barney said thoughtfully, "and that he 
never permits himself to become bored 
and careless simply because he does 
things easier than when he started. One 
way he does this is by constantly boost- 
ing his professional standards to keep 
them well above the level of his experi- 
ence. He demands more and more of 
himself. He insists on doing his work 
more expertly and efficiently. He is in- 
creasingly ashamed of mistakes and 
strives to learn from them so they will 
not be repeated. All of his faculties are 
kept constantly alert to discover some - 
thing new and significant in his Nvork. 

If something seems `funny,' he finds out 
why it's `funny.' In short, the demands 
a good technician makes of himself are 
almost as exacting as those of a scien- 
tist." 

"Precisely!" f\lac applauded. "There's 
no caste- system in knowledge, and a 
top -flight technician is a scientist in his 
attitude toward his work, if not in edu- 
cation and formal training. I like your 
idea, and I hereby appropriate it for 
use in my lecture on `Latter -Day Ene- 
mteS.' 

"Okay, you can have it, but I'll tell 
you one thing." 

"What's that ?" 
"You'll never again hear me say I can 

do service work without thinking or in 

my sleep," Barney promised. 

LOW- RIPPLE D.C. SUPPLY 

By PAUL H. FUGE 

THIS low- ripple, low -voltage d.c. 
power supply provides filtered volt - 

age that can be employed for transistor 
circuits. 

In the circuit shown, the effective ca- 
pacitance appearing across the 20 -v. out- 
put ter als is approximately 50,000 
µf. The values of the voltage divider RI 
and R2 are not critical. However, the re- 
sistance ratio between them should be on 
the order of 4 to 1. 

Using the component values shown in 
the diagram, the supply can deliver 
about 7 ma. at 20 volts. The ripple pres- 
ent at the output terminals is unde- 
tectable with a 25 mv.- per -inch sensitivity 
oscilloscope. 

If more current is required, the capaci- 
tance values should be increased and the 
values of resistors R1 and R2 should be 
decreased. 

Circuit for transistor power supply. 
0 
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SAVE UP TO 5449... 

Kit GD -983 

(Includes Bench! 
(5125.00 Down, os low 

os 527 per month) 

On This NEW Heathkit Version Of The 
Thomas "Coronado" All-Transistor Organ! 

A Professional Organist's Dream With A 1ic- 
ginner's Simplicity! 
That's the new Heathkit/Thomas "Coronado" 
All-Transistor Organ with every deluxe organ 
feature you've ever dreamed of for complete 
versatility! And it's all wrapped up in a luxurious 
piece of walnut furniture that will be the show- 
piece of any home. It's all yours to enjoy at a 
savings that can't be found anywhere else . 

up to $449! It's like getting 'h off! 
Simple To Build, Simple To Play! 
You don't have to be an electronics wizard to 
build it, nor a professional organist to play it. 
Famous Heath "Engi- nuity" has reduced as- 
sembly of this magnificient instrument to simple - 
to- perform steps that require no special talents, 
knowledge or tools. Makes a fascinating, en- 
joyable project for the entire family! And the 
famous Thomas "Musical Fun Book" is in- 
cluded to start you easily playing many favorite 
tunes immediately. A special, recorded, 48- lesson 
course is also available at a $30 savings to pro- 
vide you with a firm and lasting knowledge of 
music ... lets you learn at your leisure! Before 
you know it, you'll be creating the sounds of an 
entire orchestra! 
Each and every component in the GD -983 is a 

genuine Thomas factory -fabricated part. And 
its advanced all- transistor circuitry means less 
heat, better tone, longer life, and virtually 
trouble -free perfortua nee. 

Save S150 On The 

H eathkit/Thomas 

"Largo" Organ! 
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You e% en tune the organ yourself with the aid of 
a prealigned tone generator and a special count- 
ing method ... requires no special "musical ear "! 
What's It Like To Own This Beautiful Organ? 
Playing this luxurious Heathkit /Thomas "Coro- 
nado" is truly a rewarding activity that becomes 
more exciting, more fascinating each day! Just 
think of its many advantages! 
I. A Hobby For The Whole Family ... every 
one from Morn to Junior can share the fun and 
ease of building and playing it. Provides a 
creative common family interest. 
2. Develops Musical Interest & Expression . . . 

less complicated than other instruments, the 
organ is ideal for teaching children as well as 
grown -ups a priceless knowledge and appre- 
ciation of music. 
3. Parties Come Alive ... you're a one -man band 
when friends gather for an evening of fun. And 
teens love the rhythm and bounce of its wealth 
of musical effects. 
4. Provides A Wholesome Creative Outlet . . . 

helps you unwind, forget your problems, and 
ease tensions. 
Check the features, then send for the demon- 
stration record and hear it for yourself. You'll 
agree that there's not a better organ buy on the 
market today than the Heathkit/Thomas 
"Coronado "! 
Kit G D-983, Organ & matching walnut bench, 

290 lbs. Ge i9.00 

10 true organ voices Variable Repeat 
Percussion for additional effects Two 
37 -note keyboards 1 3-note heel & toe 
bass pedals 20 -watt peak power ampli- 
fier Walnut cabinet Transistorized 
plug -in tone generators ... warranted for 
five full years Expression pedal. 

Kit GD -2324, organ only, 158 lbs. 
$349.95 

CIRCLE NO. 187 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Compare These Fcatares Organs Costing 
Twice As Much! 

17 true organ voices Two full -size 44 -note 
keyboards Built -in 2 -speed Leslie speaker 
plus 2 -unit Main speaker system 28 notes of 
melodious chimes for hundreds of chime var- 
iations 1 3-note heel & toe pedal board, 
range C thru C New stereo chorus for excit- 
ing "stereo" meets Color -tone Attack, Re- 
peat & Sustain Percussion ... the only organ 
to give you all 3 Treble accent Reverb 
Manual Balance Pedal Volume Control 
Expression Pedal Headset outlet for private 
playing 5 -year warranty on transistor tone 
generators 75 -watt peak power transistor am- 
plifier Hand -crafted, full -bodied, walnut - 
finished cabinet, completely assembled 
Matching bench included. 

HEAR IT YOURSELF! 
Convince yourself by sending for a 7 ", 
331/4 demonstration record! Order 
No. GDA -983.2 for Deluxe GD -983 
organ, GDA-232-5 for low -cost GD- 
232A organ. Each record 50c. Do it 
now! 

J 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 15 -11 -1 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023 

Please reserve GD -983 
Organ for Nov. delivery. 

Enclosed is S 

Please send model 

Pleose send Free 1965 Heathkit Catalog. 

Nome 
(Please Print) 

Address 

City State Zip 
Prit., a sp,Ilisasle.r wbi.a In eking..lroevI,wK., CL- I 92 
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NEW 1965 GIANT CATALOG 

100's 
Ol 

new items 
d 

for 
liste 
lust time 

Ar 

Satisfaction 
GUARANTEED 

or your 
money 
back! 

ElOARONICS 

RÀ00- 
V 

Uto 
Lfrffit, r C11tt CJ MUMO'ÑOEt OILITar t'ttóó 

1NOVx ^pe.2'." 
CO , _- 

100's of pages 
packed with 

savings 

NO MONEY DOWN 
PLUS REVOLVING 
CHARGE ACCOUNT 

BURSTEIN -APPLEBEE CO. Dept. 49, 
1012 -14 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo. 

f Rush me the FREE 1965 B -A Catalog. 

NAME 

I ADDRESS 

ICm STATE 

FOR 38 YEARS THE 
OUTSTANDING 

MONIFV 
VINO 

I BUYING GUIDE FOR: 
Stereo & Hi -Fi Systems and Compo 

nents Tape Recorders Electronic 
Parts, Tubes, Books Phonos & Rec- 
ords Ham Gear Test Instruments 
and Kits Cameras and Film Public 
Address Citizens Band Transistor 
& FM -AM Radios. 

RUSH COUPON TODAY 
CIRCLE NO. 163 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

GET 

INTO ELECTRONICS 
V.T.I. training leads to success 
as technicians, field engineers, 
specialists in communications, 
guided missiles, computers, 
radar and automation. Basic & 
advanced courses in theory & 
laboratory. Electronic Engi- 
neering Technology and Elec- 
tronic Technology curricula 
both available. Assoc. degree in 
29 mos. B. S. also obtainable. 
G.I. approved. Graduates in all 
branches of electronics with 
major companies. Start Feb- 
ruary. September. Dorms, 
campus. High school graduate 
or equivalent. Write for catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. RD, Valparaiso, Indiana 
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BARGAIN T V 
NUNTI"? 

SERVICEMEN! 
Write for SENSATIONAL CATALOG 

HENSHAW RADIO SUPPLY 
- 3619 TROOST KANSAS CITY, MO. 

STUDENTS TEACHERS ENGINEERS SCIENTISTS 
Computer programming Is a requlred skill for today's 
engineers and scientists. It means higher pay, more 
rapid advancement, prestige t positions. Learn coin- 
puter fundamentals and FORTRAN (the universal 
language of engineering and science). Professional 
home .study course by qualified experts. Student prob- 
lems executed on commercial IBM computer. Very 
reasonable fee. Nonprofit corporation. Free details. 
Computer Department, ESR1 Corporation, Box 13281, 
Phoenix, Arizona. 

4.5 -MC. DETECTOR 
ALIGNMENT 

PROBE 
illANY TV sets use the quadrature 

method of FM detection in the 
audio section. As suggested by Westing- 
house, the detector probe shown in the 
sketch can be used to align such circuits 
using an off- the -air signal. The probe 
itself consists of a small length of coaxial 
cable feeding a 4.5 -mc. tuned circuit 
( can be a quadrature -coil assembly) , 
whose output is rectified and read out 
on a v.t.v.m. The tuned circuit is set to 
exactly 4.5 mc. with either an accurate 
signal generator or by connecting the 
probe to the grid of a normally operating 
gated -beam sound detector through a 
2 -pf. capacitor. The slug is tuned for 
maximum meter deflection. 

To align a quadrature detector from 
an off- the -air signal, connect the probe 
to the control grid of the detector; con- 
nect the ground side of the probe to 
chassis ground; and set the v.t.v.m. to 
a low -value negative d.c. scale. 

Tune in the strongest available TV 
signal and set the "Quieting" control 

T--- 1---" 
TO 4.5MC. 

SOUR EC 
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(usually a potentiometer located in the 
detector cathode circuit) to mid -range. 

Set the volume control to a low vol- 
ume level and adjust the set's quadrature 
coil for maximum speaker volume. Re- 
duce the signal strength at the antenna 
by using either an attenuator pad or 
loose coupling, and tune the FM limiter 
input and output coils for maximum 
negative voltage indication on the 
v.t.v.m. Reduce the antenna input until 
the v.t.v.m. indicates -1 volt. Re- adjust 
the set's quadrature coil for maximum 
speaker volume. 

With the strongest signal available, 
rotate the set's fine tuning control away 
from the best picture to the point where 
-2 volts is measured on the v.t.v.m. 
Reset the "Quieting" control for mini- 
mum noise or intercarrier buzz. If the 
manual fine -tuning range is inadequate, 
it may be necessary to set the tuner os- 
cillator slug for the -2 v. reading. In 
this event, reset the oscillator slug after 
the "Quieting" control is properly ad- 
justed. 

The same circuit can be used to tune 
almost any other oscillator to a partic- 
ular frequency if a tuned circuit for 
that frequency is substituted for the 
one shown in the sketch. 
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Regardless Of What You Pay For Other Color TV 

It Can't Perform As Well As This One... 

i 

And Yet A Heathki+ °Set Costs As Little As $399! 
Exclusive 1 -leath Features For Unequalled Per- 
formance! That's right. No matter how many 
of your hard -earned dollars you pay for 
another brand of color TV, none can equal 
the performance of the Heathkit All- Channel, 
High Fidelity 21" Color TV! Why'? All color 
sets require minor periodic adjustments to 
maintain peak picture performance. The 
Heathkit GR -53A is the only set with a 
"built -in service center" that provides the 
facilities for perfect picture adjustments. 
Heath's simple -to- follow instructions & de- 
tailed color photos show you exactly what to 
look for and how to achieve it ... quickly, 
easily! You become the expert! Result'? Beau- 
tiful, true -to -life color pictures day in and 
day out ... and no costly color TV service 
calls for simple picture alignment! 
And since you service & maintain the set 
yourself, a costly service contract isn't re- 
quired! Heath warrants the picture tube for 
1 year, all other parts for 90 days. 

No Trade -In Required! 
Keep your present set as a handy "second" 
set for the den, bedroom, children's room, etc. 

Quick & Easy To Assemble! 
No special skills or knowledge required. All 
critical assemblies are factory -built and test- 
ed. Simple step -by -step instructions take you 
from parts to picture in just 25 hours! 
Convenient Time -Pay Plan! 
Only 107;, down, and the rest in easy monthly 
installments. Get free catalog for full details. 
Finest Components, Most-Advanced Circuitry 
With the Heathkit GR-53A you're assured of 
the finest parts and most advanced color TV 
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circuitry that money can buy ... at up to 
S200 savings. You enjoy rock -steady pictures 
with no overlap or color fringing. 

But Don't Take Our Word For It! 
See the special articles on the Heathkit GR- 
53A in the May issue of Popular Electronics, 
June issue of Radio -TV Experimenter, Febru- 
ary issue of Popular Mechanics, April issue 
of Science & Mechanics, and the August issue 
of Radio- Electronics! 

Now Compare The Features .... And The 
Price! 
In addition to the ones already mentioned, 
there's the high definition 70` 21" color tube 
with anti -glare bonded safets glass; 2-1,000 
volt regulated picture power: 27 tube, 8 diode 
circuit; deluxe Standard- Kollsman VHF 
tuner with push -to -tune fine tuning for indi- 
vidual channels and transistorized UHF 
tuner for all -channel (2 -83) reception; auto- 
matic color control and gated AGC for peak 
performance; line thermistor for longer tube 
life; two hi -fi outputs plus tone control; trans- 
former operation; chassis & tube mounting 
on sturdy one -piece metal support for easy 
set -up and servicing; plus a low price of only 
S 399. 

Use The Coupon & Order Yours Now! 
And be sure to check the appropriate box to 
get your Free new 1965 Heathkit Catalog 
with complete descriptions & specifications 
of the GR -53A as well as over 250 easy -to- 
build kits! 

Kit GR -53A, chassis, tubes, mask, UHF & 
VHF turners, mounting kit, and special 
6" x 9" speaker, 127 lb $399.00 

CIRCLE NO. 187 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

The Only Color TV You 
Can Install 3 Ways! 

1. In New Heathkit Deluxe Walnut Cabinet (Illust. 
above), model GRA -53 -7, 85 lbs $115.00 

2. In Heathkit walnut- finished hardboard cabinet 
(Illust. below), model GRA -53 -6, 52 lbs.... $49.00 

3. In a wall, bookshelf, or custom cabinet! 

FREE! 1965 

Heathkit Catalog! 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 15 -11 -2 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023 

Enclosed is $ , plus shipping. 

Please send Model(s) 

Please send FREE 1965 Heathkit Catalog. 

Nome 
(Please Print) 

Address 

City State Zip 
CL-193 

Prices R. specifications subject to change without notice. 
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Tarzian offers 

FAST, DEPENDABLE 

TUNER REPAIR 

SERVICE (MAALIES) 

ONLY 

950 
INCLUDING 

ALL PARTS 
(except tubes) 

and LABOR 

24 -HOUR SERVICE 

1 YEAR WARRANTY 

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. maintains two complete, 
well- equipped Factory Service Centers- assisted 
by Engineering personnel -and staffed by spe- 
cialized technicians who handle ONLY tuner 
repairs on ALL makes and models. Tarzian -made 
tuners received one day will be repaired and 
shipped out the next. Allow a little more time for 
other tuners. 

One year guarantee against defective workman- 
ship and parts failure duc to normal usage. Cost 
-$9.50 per unit. $15 for UV combinations. Ab- 
solutely no additional, hidden charge for ANY 
parts, except tubes. You pay shipping costs. Re- 
placements on tuners beyond practical repair are 
available at low cost. 

When inquiring about repair service, always 
give TV make, chassis and Model number. Tuners 
repaired on approved, open accounts. Check with 
your local distributor for Sarkes Tarzian replace- 
ment tuners, replacement parts, or repair service. 
See your distributor, or use the address nearest 
you for fast factory repair service: 

\JSARKES TARZIAN, INC. 
537 South Walnut Street 

Bloomington, Indiana 

Tel: 332 -6055 

10654 Magnolia Blvd., 

North Hollywood, Calif. 

Tel: 769 -2720 

CIRCLE NO. 215 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

SCIENCE/ 
ENGINEERING 

Educationally- strong college courses in the fastest 
growing professional fields of Physics, Mathe- 
matics, Engineering (Nuclear, Electronic, Electri- 
cal); including Engineering Technology (Nuclear, 
Electronic). Optional four -quarter, all -year sched- 

ule permits completion of regular 4 -year B.S. 

degree courses in three years; and, A.S. degree 
courses in two years. Electronic Engineering in- 
cludes computer and space communication systems; 

and, laser /infrared engineering. Fall Quarter en- 

rollments limited. Write now to Director of Ad- 
missions, for Catalog W -11. 

NORTHRIDGE COLLEGE of 
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 

"In The San Fernando Valley" 
NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA 91325 
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TEST 8 9 [3 

EQUIPMENT 
PRODUCT REPORT 

.. .' v:siralr.r, r:: ::M V AMIN VII 

Seco Model 980 Color -Bar Generator 

For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 62 on coupon (page 15). 

THE Model 980, manufactured by 
Seco Electronics, Inc., is a complete 

portable color generator. It produces the 
necessary test signals for modern color - 
TV installation and service. 

Color bars are produced by the keyed 
offset carrier method. This method gives 
ten distinct vertical color bars, begin- 
ning with a yellow- orange, continuing 
through the various shades of red and 
blue, and finally ending with a green 
stripe on the extreme right side of the 
screen. In addition to color bars, the 
Model 980 provides a dot pattern, a 

crosshatch pattern, a vertical -bar pat- 
tern, and a horizontal -bar pattern. 

All signals are crystal -controlled. One 
section of a 12AZ7 (V1) is used as the 
master crystal- controlled oscillator using 
a 189 -kc. crystal. The frequency of this 
oscillator is within .0001% so that crawl 
and shading are kept to a minimum. The 
oscillator feeds its signal to the second 
section of V1, then to a keyer (3W5), 
which controls the output of a 3.56 -mc. 
oscillator. It also feeds a synchronizing 
driving pulse to the frequency dividers. 

The Model 980 warms up to peak 
stability in 15 seconds and remains 
stable all day long. This stability is 

achieved by low -ratio frequency division 
which does not use any harmonic higher 
than the seventh (see diagram). All six 

frequency dividers are of the cathode - 
coupled type with their grid returns go- 
ing through a high -value resistance to 
the positive side of the power supply. 
Variable supply and frequency control 
is provided by adjustable potentiometers 
for five of these multivibrators. The 
tightly coupled remaining multivibrator 
(V6) is driven by a pulse only two times 
its frequency and does not require po- 
tentiometer adjustment. 

The ten color bars originate as a rain- 
bow spectrum from a heterodyne be- 
tween the generator burst signal and 
receiver crystal frequency. Color de- 
modulators in the receiver sense the 
360 ° -per -cycle phase shift on each hori- 
zontal scan. Then, keying information 
blanks out nine spaces in the spectrum 
so that the color appears on the screen 
in a pattern of vertical stripes with a 
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For The tereophile With An Eye... 
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As Appreciative As His Ear... 

New Heathkif Deluxe Transistor Stereo! 
Luxurious New Walnut Cabinet Styling! 
Do you consider appearance as carefully as per- 
formance when choosing stereo components? 
If you do, then you'll delight in the new look 
of Heathkit Deluxe Transistor Stereo! Sleek, 
richly warm walnut cabinets. Clean, uncluttered 
charcoal gray upper front panels. Soft, refracted 
panel lighting. Hinged, lower front walnut panels 
to neatly conceal all secondary controls and 
avoid accidental system setting changes. Beauti- 
ful enough to capture the spotlight in any room! 

And The Sound? 
As modern and beautiful as the new styling. 
Transistor sound with its broad, clean, unmodi- 
fied response ... no compromising! Add cool, 
instant operation, simplicity of assembly and 
the low Heath prices ... and you have the best 
value in transistor stereo today - bar none! 

Under These Beautiful Cabinets ... 
you'll find the most advanced solid -state cir- 
cuitry. The magnificient Heathkit AJ -43 Stereo 
Tuner features 25 transistors and 9 diodes ... 
wide -band AM, FM & FM Stereo to satisfy any 
listening wish ... automatic switching to stereo 
plus an automatic stereo indicator light that 
signals when stereo is received ... filtered left & 

right channel outputs for direct, beat -free stereo 
recording ... separate AM & FM tuning meters 
... automatic frequency control to lock in de- 
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sired station for rock -steady, drift -free reception 
... automatic gain control that eliminates "blast- 
ing" or "fading" of incoming signals, keeps 
volume constant ... adjustable FM squelch to 
let you tune across the dial without annoying 
between -station noise ... stereo phase control 
for maximum separation, minimum distortion 
... and a factory -built & aligned FM "front - 
end" tuner and 5 -stage FM I.F. circuit board 
for quick, easy assembly! 

Matching Heathkit AA -21 Stereo Amplifier! 
This superb unit boasts a 26 transistor, 10 diode 
circuit that produces 70 watts continuous, 100 
watts IHF music power at ± 1 db from 13 to 
25,000 cps. And you enjoy complete freedom 
from microphonics, effortless transient response, 
and cool instant operation ... characteristics 
unobtainable in tube -types. 

In addition, there are complete controls, plus all 
inputs and outputs to handle any program source 
& most speaker impedances. Circuit safety is 

assured with 5 fast -acting, bi -metal circuit break- 
ers ... no fuses to replace ever! Transformerless 
output circuit and multiple feedback loops pro- 
vide fine fidelity and low distortion levels. 

With its encapsulated, epoxy -covered circuit 
modules and five stable circuit boards, the 
AA -21's assembly is fast, simple and fun ... 
requires no special skills or knowledge! 

CIRCLE NO. 187 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Please Your Ear, Your Eye 
& Your Sense Of Value! 
Choose this matched Heathkit Transistor Stereo 
pair now for better performance and appearance 
at lower cost! 
Kit A.1-43C, tuner, 19 lbs. $129.95 
Kit .A -21C, amplifier, 29 lbs. $149.95 

r 
NE.P,I.0m l06, FREE 1965 

HEATHKIT CATALOG 
See these and oser 250 other exciting 
Heathkits available in easy -to -build 
kit form. Save 50% or more by doing 
the easy assembly yourself) Send for 
your free catalog today 

L 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 15 -11 -3 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023 
In Canada: Daystrom, Ltd., Cooksville, Ontario 

Enclosed is $ plus shipping. 

Please send Kit 

Please send FREE 1965 Heathkit Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

(Please Print) 

J 

City State Zip 
Prices 8 specifications subject to change x, thost notice HF-177 -J 
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send for NEW FREE 
CRYSTAL CATALOG 

with NEW TRANSISTOR 
OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS 

BIG MODERN PLANTS 3 TO SERVE YOU BETTER 

i 

2 in Fort Myers 1 in Los Angeles 

HERMETICALLY SEALED 
PRECISION GROUND 

CUSTOM -MADE 
NON -OVEN CRYSTALS 

Top perfornl:ulee assured with (irate 
trolled throughout manufacture. Gold 1, il%er 'dating acts as electrode.. Crystal. are -pring 
mounted and sealed under c :lemon or tilled with inert ga.. Very high frequency stability. 
Mas. current eau:wily i- In millicvatt.s -5 for overtone I)31e. Conformity to military specifi- cations guranteell. 
1000KC to 1600KC (Fund. Freq.) 

Prices on Request 
1601KC to 2000KC (Fund. Freq.) .__.$5.00 ca. 200IKC to 2500KC (Fund. Freq.) 4.00 ea. 
2501 KC to 5000KC (Fund. Freq.) 3.50 ea. 
5001 KC to 7000KC (Fund. Freq.) 3.90 ea. 
7OCIKC to I0.000KC (Fund. Freq.) 3.25 ea. 
10.001 KC to 1 5.000KC (Fund. Freq.) 3.75 ea. 
15MC to 20MC (Fund. Freq.) 5.00 ea. 

OVERTONE CRYSTALS 
15MC to 30MC Third Overtone. $3.85 ea. 
30MC to 40MC Third Overtone 4.10 ea. 
4CMC to 65MC Third or Fifth Overtone 4.50 ea. 
65MC to IOOMC Fifth Overtone _ _ 6.00 ea. 

DRAKE 2 -B Receiver Crystals $4.00 
(All Channels -Order by Freq.) 

OVEN -TYPE CRYSTALS 
For Motorola, GE, Gonset, Bendix, etc. 
Add $2.00 per crystal to above prices 

SUB- MINIATURE PRICES slightly higher 
CITIZEN BAND Class "D" Crystals $2.95 
Over Sa,a au CH crystals in .tuck for all sets 
and channel.. Loth HC6 /ll and miniature types. 
To in-ore primer correlation and correct freq. 
operation. order by manufacturer model num- 
ber and el:annel. 

Amateur, Novice, Technician Sand Crystals 

.01% Tolerance ... $1.50 ea. - 80 meters (3701- 
3749 KC) 40 meters (7152 -7198 KC), 15 meters 
(7034 -7082 KC), 6 meters (8335 -8650 KC) within 1 KC 
FT -241 Lattice Crystals in all frequencies from 370 KC 
to 540 KC (all except 455 KC and 500 KC) .. S1.25 ea. 
Pin spacing ''h" Pin diameter .093 
Matched pairs - 15 cycles $2.50 er p pair 
200 KC Crystals $2.00 ea. 
455 KC Crystals $1.25 ea. 
500 KC Crystals $1.25 ea. 
100 KC Frequency Standard Crystals in 
HC13 /U holders $4.50 ea. 
Socket for FT -243 Crystal 15c ea. 
Dual Socket for FT -243 Crystals 15c ea. 
Sockets for MC -7 and FT -171 Crystals 25c ea. 
Ceramic Socket for HC6 /U Crystals 20c ea. 

NOW ... 48 HOUR SHIPMENT 

ALL TEXAS CRYSTALS are made to exacting 
i. pe.i tier .. quality checked, and uncondi- 
tionally guaranteed! 

Send for our new Citizen Band 
Crystal Interchangeability Chart 
with Texas Crystals Code System. 

ORDER FROM CLOSER PLANT 

tTEXAS CRVSTALS _ 

1ri:1'l'. R -111 Dis iion ,.( 1000 Crystal Drive 
FORT MYERS. FLORDA 
Phone 813 WE 6 -2109 

A N n 
4117 W. Jefferson Blvd. 
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 
Phone 213 -731 -2258 

CIRCLE NO. 229 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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VIDEO 

MIMER 

black bar between each. These stripes 
are used for alignment and troubleshoot- 
ing. 

Video information for dots, horizontal 
bars, and vertical bars is supplied by 
the 189 -kc. crystal shaper and interme- 
diate- frequency dividers. These pro- 
duce: a pattern of 54 dots for d.c. or 
static convergence; a crosshatch pattern 
for dynamic convergence, overscan, and 
linearity adjustments (6 horizontal lines, 
9 vertical lines); a vertical line pattern 
for adjusting dynamic horizontal con- 
vergence controls (9 vertical lines); and 
a horizontal line pattern for adjusting 
dynamic vertical convergence controls 
(6 horizontal lisses). 

1/2 VIO 
PHASE 

INV 
- /2 VIO 

R.F. 
OSC. 

T 

VII l 
OUTPUT 

MOD I1 

Recause the \lodel 980 warms up 
quickly and 11'IIG1(11S stable, it is equally 
adaptable to intermittent or continuous 
duty for color -TV work in homes or at 
the bench. Foolproof crystal- controlled 
color bars and a sturdy steel case de- 
velop the stability and ruggedness 
needed for tough use in truck or shop. 

Sync control is simple. Just two con- 
trols on the back of the instrument set 
vertical and horizontal hold. Two clip - 
on antenna leads hook the unit up to 
the TV set. Each unit is factory set to 
channel :3 and can be tuned to chan- 
nels 2 or 4 if required. 

The Model 980 color -signal generator 
is priced at $119.50. 

H. F. Parks Lab. ID -1017 Diode Tester 
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 63 on coupon (page 15). 

s 

+ í 
DIODE TESTER 

ti 

MODEL ID -1017 

INDICATIONS 
150M OIODI 
UNIDO IISI 

4 :. 
1 ONIr GRIM TAMP 1.11 DIODI O 

ONE? RID LAMP TM O1ODt 
TERMINALS RIVIRSIO. 

1 50714 TAMIS LIT. DIODE SNORTID 
4 NEITN/R TAMP LIT. 0100I OPEN. 

9 

ADVANTAGE is taken of the unilat- 
eral conductivity of diodes in the 

Model ID -1017 production -type diode 
tester manufactured by H. F. Parks Lab - 
oratory. This tester will check the 
printed polarity of the diode for correct- 
ness and will give a quantitative check 
that the diode is usable. 

As shown in the circuit diagram, two 

oppositely wired diodes are employed 
in series with two colored lamp indica- 
tors. The diode under test is simply 
connected to the terminals with polarity 
as indicated, the push- button switch is 
depressed, and the indication is given. 
If the diode's marked polarity is correct 
and it is usable, the green lamp will be 
illuminated. if the polarity is reversed, 
the red lamp will light. If both lamps 
light, then the diode being tested is 
shorted so that current passes equally 
in both directions. On the other hand, 
if neither lamp lights, then the diode is 
open -circuited. In either of these last 
two cases, the diode should be rejected. 

If a diode is already soldered into a 
circuit, it can, in many cases, be tested 
Without unsoldering. The load placed 
on the diode being tested is that of the 
No. 47 indicator lamp, which is 150 nia. 
at 6.3 volts, or less than one watt. 
Hence, any diode rated at one watt or 
more can be safely tested with this unit. 
The tester checks silicon. germanium, or 
selenium rectifiers readily. 

117V. 
A.C. 

6 3V., IA. 

°I 

RED 

1:7 
51 

%/ 
DIODE 
UNDER 
TEST 

BP2 
EILK 

PLI 
ORN 
#47 

02 

PL2 
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sa- 
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Which Stereo Receiver Is Your Best Value? 
BRAND IHF POWER TUNER CIRCUIT PRICE 

A 70 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo 

Transistor $369.95 

B 80 Watts 
AM -FM 
FM Stereo Tubes $374.50 

C 100 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo 

Transistor $619.95 

D 70 Watts FM Stereo Tubes $429.90 

E 66 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo 

Transistor $195.00 

F 60 Watts FM Stereo Tubes $354.45 

G 60 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo Tubes 

$273.90 

H 100 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo 

Transistor $579.90 

I 70 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo 

Tubes $269.95 

IF YOU CHOOSE E GO DIRECT TO THE COUPON 

& COLLECT $75 TO $425 SAVINGS! 

"E" is the Heathkit AR -13A All- Transistor, 
All -Mode Stereo Receiver. It's the first all - 
transistor stereo receiver kit. It costs from 
$75 to $425 less than the finest stereo receiv- 
ers on the market today. This alone makes 
the AR -13 unique. But dollar savings are 
only one reason why it's your best value. 

Even if you can afford to buy the costliest 
model, you can't buy better performance. 
Start with the AR -13A's 43- transistor, 18- 
diode circuit. It's your assurance of cool, 
instant, "hum- free" operation; long, 
trouble -free life; and the quick, clean, un- 
modified response of "transistor sound" 
. . . characteristics unobtainable in tube 
types. 

Next, there's wide -band AM, FM, FM 
Stereo tuning for distortion -free reception 
to delight the most critical ear. It has two 
preamps. And its two power amplifiers 
provide 66 watts of IHF Music Power, 40 
watts of continuous sine -wave power. And 
it's all housed inside one luxurious, com- 
pact walnut cabinet . . . just add two 
speakers for a complete stereo system. 

There are plenty of operating conveniences, 
too. Like automatic switching to stereo; 
automatic stereo indicator; filtered tape 
recorder outputs for direct "beat- free" 
stereo recording; dual- tandem controls for 
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simultaneous adjustment of volume, bass, 
and treble of both channels; 3 stereo in- 
puts; and a separate control for balancing 
both channels. The AM tuner features a 
high -gain RF stage and a high Q rod 
antenna. The FM tuner has a built -in line 
cord antenna plus external antenna con- 
nectors. 

In addition, there's a local- distance switch 
to prevent overloading in strong signal 
areas; a squelch control; AFC for drift - 
free reception; plus flywheel tuning, tuning 
meter, and lighted AM & FM slide -rule 
dials for fast, easy station selection. The 
secondary controls are concealed under 
the hinged lower front gold aluminum 
panel to prevent accidental system setting 
changes. Both of the AM and FM "front - 
ends" and the AM -FM I.F. strip are pre - 
assembled and prealigned to simplify 
construction. 

Compare its impressive specifications. 
Then go direct to the coupon, and order 
the AR -I3A. Now sit back and relax . . . 

you've just saved $75 to $425 without 
compromising! 

Kit AR -13A, 34 lbs. $195.00 

SPECIFICATIONS -AMPLIFIER: Power output per 
channel (Heath Rating): 20 v:afts /8 ohm load. (IHFM Music 
Power Output): 33 watts /5 ohm load. Power response: i1 db 
from 15 cps to 30 kc (s rated output. Harmonic distortion: 
(at rated output) Less than 1% as 20 cps; less than 0.3;;, ß 1 

CIRCLE NO. 187 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Ic, s than '_. h. 'o C. Intermodulatlon distortion: (at 
.,, 1 0, u0 d 5,000 cps signal mixed 4:1. 

Hun: & noise: '- l' ino, 50 do below rated output; Aux. 
output. Channel separation: 40 db. 

Input sensitivity: '1__. phono, ó MV. Outputs: 4, 8, & 16 

c : tan, rc carder outputs. Controls: 5. 

r_ S. , 1 "< 1' :tlon Mode; Dual Tandem Volume; 
Ea , d Tr: u u Co: trois. Balance Control; Phase Switch; Input 
Le. -sel Cor S. Push -Pull ONCFF S>.rteh. FM: Tuning 
range: 88 me to 108 mc. IF frequency: 10,7 mc. Frequency 
response: ±3 ob, 20 t Capture ratio: 10 db. 
Antenna: 300 m eo'. :or local r.o Muon). 
Quieting sensitivity: db of pu, -'. . Image 
rejection: "-: IF rejection:: b. Harmonic distortion: 
L STEREO MULTIPLEX: Channel separation: 

19 KC &38 KC suppres- 
sion: : SCA rejection: ?5 db do..n am rated 
o Wput. AM: Tuning range:- Imo. IF frequency: 455 
Fc. Sensitivity: =.0 (n- ,: 'n00 Fc. Image re- 
jection: 40 db. IF rejection: of 

_ 

. Harmonic 
distortion: ._ 400 cps with 

Hum and noise: -: Overall dimen- 
sions: 17- L H x 1a?:j- D. 

L 

FREE CATALOG 
Send for your Free copy to- 
day! Fully describes over 250 
exciting Heathkits at savings 
of 50% or more! Choose from 
the world's largest selection 
of quality instruments in easy - 
to- assemble kit form! 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 15 -11.4 
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023 

Enclosed is $195.00 plus freight. Please 
send Model AR -13A Stereo Receiver. 
Please send Free Heathkit Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
H F -173 
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WIhIYbother 
with makeshift 

twist -prong capacitor replacements ? 

When you substitute capacitor sizes and ratings, 

you leave yourself wide open for criticism 

of your work ... you risk your reputation .. . 

you stand to lose customers. It just doesn't 

pay to use makeshifts when it's so easy to get the 

exact replacement from your Sprague distributor! 

Get the right SIZE, 

right RATING every time 

with improved 

SPRAGUE 

TWIST-LOK® 

CAPACITORS! 

1,863 different capacitors to choose from! 

The industry's most complete selection of twist-prong capacitors, 

bar none. Greater reliability, too. Exclusive Sprague cover design 

provides a leak -proof seal which permits capacitors to withstand 

higher ripple currents. 

GET YOUR COPY of Sprague's corn. 

prehensive Electrolytic Capacitor 

Replacement Manual K-107 from 

your Sprague Distributor, or write 

Sprague Products Co., 51 Mar- 

shall Street, North Adams, Mass. 

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS 

.t,,.). 
72 

SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

CIRCLE NO. 131 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

The Model ID -1017 is housed in a 
small Bakelite box, measuring about 6" x 

4" x 2 ". It is available at a price of 
$19.95. 

Texas Crystals TC -3 
Alignment Generator 

I(î copy of manufacturer's brochure, 
circle No. 64 on coupon (page 15). 

THE Model TC -3 crystal oscillator 
with its three fixed frequencies 

should find a convenient spot on the 
service bench. It is useful as a signal 
source for aligning i.f. stages, radio front 
ends, and as a marker generator. The 
Texas Crystals unit measures only 5" x 

x 2 ". The transistor oscillator oper- 
ates on a standard 9 -volt battery, which 
should last a long time because of the 
low current drain. 

Although the oscillator is not modu- 
lated, there should be no difficulty in 
using it for frequency spotting or align- 
ment purposes. Three crystals arc 
plugged into the receptacles at the left 
of the unit, and one of these is selected 
for use by the center switch. A quarter - 
megohm pot at the right serves as out- 
put attenuator. The r.f. output voltage 
is about 100 mv. on the high end of 
the frequency range ( 3000 kc.) and 500 
inv. at the low end of the range (200 
kc.). In order to keep equipment "B +" 
voltage from damaging the unit, a small 
blocking capacitor of about 50 pf. 
should be inserted in series with the 
output. 

In addition to the three fundamental 
frequencies, harmonics of the oscillator 
can also be used. All output frequencies 
from the test oscillator are within 
±.002% tolerance. 

The Model TC -3 is supplied with a 
choice of three standard frequencies 
from the following: 255, 260, 265, 285, 
290, 295, 450, 455, and 460 kc. Crystals 
for special frequencies, such as 1000 kc. 
(frequency standard), 1610 kc. (high - 
end calibration of broadcast band for 
car radios), and 2708 kc. (tenth har- 
monic for CB frequency spotters), are 
also available for plugging into the os- 
cillator unit. 

The oscillator is priced at $29.95, ill- 

chiding battery and three standard cry s 

tals. 
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SB -200 KW Linear Amplifier $200! 
1200 watts P.E.P. input SSB -1000. watts CW 
80 through 10 meter band coverage Built-in 

SWR meter- Antenna relay -Solid -state power 
supply Automatic Level Control (ALC) 
Sheilded, fan -cooled amplifier compartment 
Pre -tuned cathode input circuit for maximum 
efficiency & low distortion Circuit - breaker 
power supply protection -no fuses Designed 
for 120/240 volt operation. 

Neat, compact and transportable (only 35 lbs.). 
The sturdy, yet lightweight construction of the 
SB -200 is achieved through the use of a heavy - 
gauge one -piece aluminum chassis that is parti- 
tioned for extra strength and isolation of circuits. 
Easy assembly is assured with clean, open circuit 
layout and high quality, well -rated components. 
The modern low -profile styling of the SB -200 
makes it a neat, compact desk -top linear that 
is ideal for use anywhere! 

Kit SB -200, 42 lbs. 5200.00 
Note: Unit suitable for overseas operation. 

SB -200 SPECIFICATIONS -Band coverage: 80, 40, 20, 15 & 
10 meters. Maximum power input: 1200 watts P.E.P. SSB, 
1000 watts CW. Driving power required: 100 watts. Duty 
cycle: SSB, continuous voice modulation; CW, 50% (key down 
time not to exceed 5 min.). Third order distortion: 30 db or 
better at 1000 watts P.E.P. Output impedance: 50 to 75 
ohm unbalanced; variable pi- output circuit. SWR not to exceed 
2:1. Input impedance: 52 ohm unbalanced; broad -band pre - 
tuned input circuit requires no tuning. Meter functions: 0 -100 
ma grid current, 0 -1000 ma plate current, 0.1000 relative power, 
1:1 to 3:1 SWR, 1500 to 3000 volts high voltage. Front panel 
controls: Load; Tune; Band; Relative Power Sensitivity; Meter 
Switch, Grid- Plate -Rel. Power -SWR -HV; and Power Switch, 
on /off. Tube complement: Two 572B/T -1601 (in parallel). 
Power requirements: 120 volts AC C1 16 amperes (max.), 
240 volts AC t 8 amperes (max.) Cabinet size: 14 '/8' W x 

6s /a" H x 133/4" D. Net weight: 35 lbs. 

P 

SB -300 SSB Receiver $265! 
Complete coverage of 80 through 10 meter 

amateur bands All crystals included, plus 
provision for VHF converters Hermetically 
sealed 2.1 kc crystal Bandpass filter Built -in 
100 kc crystal calibrator Smooth, non -back- 
lash venter dial mechanism 100 cps stability 
after initial warmup I kc dial calibrations - 
100 kc per dial revolution (provides bandspread 
equal to 10 feet per megacycle) Provision for 
transceive operation with SB -400 Transmitter 
Prebuilt linear master oscillator (L MO), wiring 
harness and two heavy -duty circuit boards for 
fast, easy assembly. 

Kit SB -300, less speaker...22 lbs. S265.00 
SBA -300 -1 Optional ,4M Crystal Filter (3.75 kc) 
I lb $19.95 
SBA -300 -2 Optional CW Crystal Filter (400 cps) 
I lb $19.95 
SBA -300 -3 (6 meter converter), 2 lbs... " 519.95 
SBA -300 -4 (2 meter converter), 2 lbs $19.95 
Export model available for 115/230 VAC, 50 -60 
cps; write for prices. 

SB -300 SPECIFICATIONS- Frequency range (megacycles): 
3.5 to 4.0, 7.0 to 7.5, 14.0 to 14.5, 21.0 to 21.5, 28.0 to 28.5, 
28.5 to 29.0, 29.0 to 29.5, 29.5 to 30. Intermediate frequency: 
3.395 megacycles. Frequency stability: 100 cps after warm - 
up. Visual dial accuracy: Within 200 cps on all bands. Elec- 
trical dial accuracy: Within 400 cps on all bands. Backlash: 
No more than 50 cps. Sensitivity: Less than 1 microvolt for 
15 db signal plus noise -to -noise ratio for 558 operation. Modes 
of operation: Switch selected: LSB, USB, CW, AM. Selec- 
tivity: SSB: 2.1 kc at 6 db down, 5.0 kc at 60 db down (crystal 
filter supplied). AM: 3.75 kc at 6 db down, 10 kc at 60 db 
down (crystal filter available as accessory). CW: 400 cps at 
6 db down, 2.5 kc at 60 db down (crystal filter available as 
accessory). Spurious response: Image and IF rejection better 
than 50 db. Internal spurious signals below equivalent antenna 
input of 1 microvolt. Power requirements: 120 volts AC, 
50/60 cps, 50 watts. Dimensions: 14 7/8 "W x 6s /e "H x 133/ "D. 

SB -400 SSB Transmitter $325! 
Built -in power supply Complete transceive 

capability with SB -300 Receiver Linear Master 
Oscillator frequency control Built -in antenna 
change -over relay All crystals supplied for 
complete 80 -IO meter coverage. Automatic 
lever control for higher talk power, minimum 
distortion 180 watts PEP SSB, 170 watts CW 

Crystal filter type SSB generation Operates 
SSB (upper or lower sideband) & CW VOX 
& PTT control in SSB operation, VOX operated 
CW break -in Crystal controlled heterodyne 
oscillators 1 kc dial calibration -100 kc per 
dial revolution Dial bandspread equal to 10 
feet per megacycle 500 kc coverage per band - 
switch position Switched 120 V AC for ex- 
ternal antenna relay Sturdy, lightweight, 
heavy -gauge aluminum construction throughout 

Neat, modern "Low -Boy" styling! Vari- 
able loading! 
Kit SB -400, 33 lbs. S325.00 
Export model available for 115/230 VAC, 50 -60 
cps; write for prices. 
SB -400 SPECIFICATIONS- Emission: SOB (upper or lower 
sideband) and CW. Power Input: 170 watts CW, 180 watts 
P.E.P. SSB. Power output: 100 watts (80 -15 meters), 80 watts 
(10 meters). Output impedance: 50 to 75 ohm -less than 
2:1 SWR. Frequency range: (mc) 3.5 -4.0; 7.0 -7.5; 14.0 -14.5; 
21.0 -21.5; 28.0- 28.5;28.5 -29.0; 29.0 -29.5; 29.5-30.0. Frequency 
stability: Less than 100 cps per hr. after 20 min. veal-mop. 
Carrier suppression: 50 db below peak output. Unwanted 
sideband suppression: 55 db g 1 kv. Intermodulation 
distortion: 30 db below peak output (two -tone test). Keying 
characteristics: Break -in CW provided by operating VOX 
from a keyed tone (Grid block keying). ALC characteristics: 
10 db nominal (.. 0.2 ma final grid current. Noise level: 40 
db down from single tone output. Visual dial accuracy: 
Within 200 cps (all bands). Electrical dial accuracy: Within 
400 cps (all bands). Audio input: High impedance micro- 
phone or phone patch. Audio frequency response: 350 to 
2450 CW at 6 db. Power requirements: 80 watts STBY, 260 
watts key down 0s 120 V AC line. Dimensions: 14%4" W x 

6s /e" Hx 133/4 "D. 

FREE 1965 CATALOG 
See the wide array of Heathkit 
Amateur Radio Equipment avail- 
able at tremendous do- it- yourself 
savings! Everything you need in 
"mobile" or "fixed" station gear 
with full descriptions and specifi- 
cations ... Send for Free copy! 

HEATH COMPANY, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023 
In Canada: Daystrom, Ltd., Cooksville, Ontario 

Enclosed is $ , plus shipping. 
Please send model(s) 
Please send free 1965 Heathkit Catalog. 

Dept. 15-11-5 

Name 

Address 

City 

(Please Print) 

State Zip 
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. AM-150 J 
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BUY ON TIME - 
Use Lafayette's 

famous Easy -Pay 
Credit plan ... up to 

24 Months 
to Pay 

LAFAYETTE 
RADIO ELECTRONICS 

FREE! 
1965 CATALOG No. 650 

Over 500 Pages! 
Featuring Everything 

in Electronics for 

HOME INDUSTRY LABORATORY 

from the "World's Hi -Fi & Electronics Center" 
Stereo Hi -Fi -All Famous Brands 
Plus Lafayette's Own Top -Rated 
Components 
Citizens Band -Transceivers, 
Walkie- Talkies and Accessories 
Tape Recorders Ham Gear 
Test Equipment 

Radios, TV's, and Accessories 
P.A. Equipment; Intercoms 
Cameras; Optical Goods 
Marine Equipment; 
Auto Accessories 
Musical Instruments; Tools; 
Books and MUCH MORE 

See the Largest Selection in Our 44 -Year History 

19950 
New LR -800 70 -Watt Complete 
AM -FM Stereo Multiplex Re- 
ceiver features a tuned nuvistor 
"front -end" and an FM "Stereo - 
Search" multiplex indicator. 
Excellent sensitivity, frequency 
response, and low distortion 
specs. Imported, 99- 0005WX. 

74 

2 for 
78.50 

9395 

New LT -325 AM /FM Multiplex Tuner combines 
simplicity, flexibility, and superb styling. 20 -Tube 
performance provides a great variety of features, 
including a new audible tone "Stereo Search Sys- 
tem." Imported, 99- 0001WX. 

HEADQUARTERS 
FOR THE HI -FI 
ENTHUSIAST 

Model SK -300 "Dec- 
or -ette V" Slim 5- 
Speaker System util- 
izes the 5 most im- 
portant speakers you 
may ever own. Four 
61/2" woofers and one 
21/2" cone -type tweet- 
er designed to give 
optimum performance 
in a 41/4" thin oil 
walnut enclosure. Re- 
sponse from 50 to 
18,000 cycles. Im- 
ported, 99- 0008WX. 

Lafayette 2- Station Transistorized Inter- 
corn features inter -unit tone calling, 
push- button operation and beautiful 
styling. A single 66 foot plug -in connect- 
ing cord allows for fast and simple hook- 
up. Powered by one inexpensive 9 -volt 
battery. AC power supply /battery charger 
available. Imported, 99 -4526. 

4995 
Model LA -224 24 -Watt 
Stereo Amplifier combines 
high performance, beautiful 
styling and low price to give 
you a truly brilliant stereo 
performer. Full control fa- 
cilities for integration with 
all hi -fi music sources. Im- 
ported, 99- 0017WX. 

Model RK -142 Deluxe Portable Tape Re- 
corder perfect for the home, school, or 
office. Records and plays 1/2 track mon- 
aural at two speeds. Specically de- 
signed lever type motion switch gives 
fool -proof operation. Complete with dy- 
namic microphone, connecting cables, 5995 
and empty 7" reel. Imported, 
99- 1512WX. 

995 

Mail The Attached Card or Coupon TODAY For Your FREE LAFAYETTE 1965 Catalog 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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LAFAYETTE is HEADQUARTERS 
For CB and AMATEUR EQUIPMENT 

........:.:.. 

e 
e 2295 

T 

"Explor -Air" 
4- band short 

wave receiver kit -an ideal 
way of introducing yourself 
or your children to the fas- 
cinating world of electronics 
and shortwave listening. De- 
tailed step -by -step instruc- 
tion book makes this kit a 

pleasure to build. 19 -0905. 
Cabinet available for 2.85. 
19 -0906 

6450 
Deluxe Model HA -63 Short- 
wave Receiver is an excel- 
lent choice for the begin- 
ning shortwave listener .or 
novice amateur. Covers 550 
KC to 30mc in 4 bands and 
features electrical band - 
spread on all frequencies. 7 
Tube circuitry gives out- 
standing selectivity and 
sensitivity. Imported, 
99- 2534WX 

10 

5995 
Three New Deluxe Lafayette 
Receivers for monitoring 
police, fire department, air- 
craft, civil defense, or com- 
mercial communications. 
10 -Tube performance fea- 
tures high sensitivity, vari- 
able squelch, and fully 
tuned RF stage. Imported. 
Model HA-50 30.5OMc 99.2525WX 
Model HA -55 108.136MC 99-2527WX 
Model HA -52 152 -174Mc 99-2526WX 

2595 
The New Model HA -115 
audio compressor amplifier 
instantly and automatically 
increases the "talking pow- 
er" of your citizens band 
transceiver by increasing 
the average modulation of 
the transmitter section. 
Works with all popular CB 
units. 42 -0117. 

2595 1995 

2 for 
49.95 

HE -29C 9 -Tran- 
sistor Walkie- 
Talkie provides 
two -way com- 

munications up to 1.5 miles. 
Powered by six penlight bat- 
teries with life expectancy 
of 55 hours. An AC power 
supply is also available. 
Specify channel. Imported, 
99- 3020CL. 

2 for 
38.75 

Model HA -85 6- 
Transistor "Walk - 
ie- Talkie" trans- 
mits and receives 

up to 1 mile. Ideal for sports, 
boating, construction and 
recreation. Complete with 
leather case, earphone, bat- 
teries, and crystals for the 
channel of your choice. Im- 
ported, 99- 3013CL. 

10,5 

2 for 
21.00 

The HA -70A -a wired pocket - 
size 3- transistor walkie- talkie 
with countless exciting short 
range applications. Complete 
with crystal, carrying case, 
and 9 -volt battery. Imported, 
99-3011L. 695 

Lafayette Stain- 
less Steel CB 
Mobile Antenna 
-an outstanding 
buy with out- 
standing fea- 
tures. Chrome 
plated swivel ball 
mount base per- 
mits mounting 
on any surface. 
Lug terminals 
for easy hook -up 
to coaxial cable. 
Imported, 
99- 3034WX. 

EXCLUSIVE LAFAYETTE WIRED TEST EQUIPMENT 

995 

New! 20,000 Ohms - 
Per -Volt Multitester 
at Lafayette's low, 
low price. Has every 
needed range for 
testing appliances, 
radio, etc. 40 mi- 

croampere meter movement and 1% 
precision resistor for accurate read- 
ings. Imported, 99 -5008. Pigskin 
carrying case available for 1.75, 
99 -5009. 

Lafayette VTVM with 
all the ranges and 
accuracy you need 
for audio, radio and 
TV applications. 
Giant 61/2" full -view 

meter accurately measures AC peak -to- 
peak, AC RMS, DC voltage, and resis- 
tance. Leather case and accessory RF 
probe available. 38 -0101 

1995 

Lafayette 
Tube Check- 
e packed 
with features 

at a price you can afford. Accurately 
checks over 1600 tubes including 
new compactrons and nuvistors. Handy, 
easy to read slide out tube chart. Im- 
ported, 99 -5011. 

LAFAY 

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR FREE 1965 CATALOG 
LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS 
Mail Order and L. I. Sales Center 

111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, L. I., New York 
New York, N. Y. 
100 Sixth Ave. 

Jamaica, N. Y. 
165-08 Liberty Ave. 

Brooklyn, N. Y. Scarsdale, N. Y. Paramus, N. J. 
2265 Bedford Ave. 691 Central 182 Route 17 

(Park) Ave. 

Bronx, N. Y. Newark, N. J. Plainfield, N.1. 
542 E. Fordham Rd. 24 Central Ave. 139 W. 2 St. 

Boston, Mass. Natick, Mass. 
584 Commonwealth Ave. 1400 Worcester St. 

New! New York City Store! Watch For Oaenine Soon! 

November, 1964 CIRCLE NO. 

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS 
Dept. RK4 -1 P.O. Box 10 
Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791 

Send me the FREE 1965 Lafayette Catalog 650 
$ enclosed; send me 

1 
(Prices do not include shipping charges). 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
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LAFAYETTE ...Headquarters For Citizens Band Equipment 

NEW! LAFAYETTE 23-CHANNEL CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED DUAL CONVERSION 

5 -WATT CB TRANSCEIVER WITH ADVANCED "RANGE -BOOST "CIRCUIT 
13 Tubes, 8 Diodes 
Low Noise Nuvistor RF & Mixer 
5 Double -tuned IF Transformers 

Model HB -400 
Only 950 

Frequency Synthesis For 23 Channel Crystal 
Oontrolled Transmit & Receive No Extra Crys- 
tals Needed u Dual Conversion Receiver with 
3 /10 uy Sensitivity Delta Tuning Variable 
Squelch, Variable Noise Limiter Illuminated 
"S" and RF Output Meter Push -to -Talk Ceramic 
Mike "Range- Boost" provides high average 
Modulation -increases Effective Range Built -in 
Dual Power Supply, 117VAC, 12VDC "Vari- 
Tilt" Mobile Bracket For Easy Installation Plug - 
in Facilities for Lafayette Selective Call Unit 

Compact, 12 "Wx10 "Dx5 "H 

CITIZENS BAND MANSCEIVFA 

Double Side Band Full Carrier 

NEW! LAFAYETTE ALL- TRANSISTOR DUAL CONVERSION 5 -WATT 

CB TRANSCEIVER FEATURING AUTHENTIC MECHANICAL FILTER 

Tolerance Crystals 
for Frequency Stability! 

Small, Compact - 
Only 3" High! 

100% Solid -State ... Full 5 -Watt Performance! 
11 Rugged Silicon Mesa Transistors Used in Critical 
Areas 
Small, Compact -Only 3" High! 
Low Battery Drain -Less Than 350 ma on Receive, 
850 ma on Transmit! 

MODEL HB -500 
13950 Only 

12 Crystal- Controlled Transmit & Receive Positions 
23 Channel Tunable Receiver with Spotting Switch 
15 Transistors, 5 diodes with Printed Circuit Con- 

structiqn Dual Conversion Receiver with 5/10 µV 
Sensitivity Mechanical Filter For Razor -Sharp Selec- 
tivity Variable Squelch, Automatic Noise Limiter, 
"S" meter Dependable Sealed Relay Switching Fits 
Anywhere -Only 11%6 "Wx6''6 "Dx3 "H For 12VDC (op- 
tional 117VAC Transistorized power Supply available) 

Supplied With Crystals for Channel 12, special 
Mobile bracket, Push -to -Talk Dynamic Mike and Mobile 
power cable. 

NEW! LAFAYETTE DELUXE 8- CHANNEL DUAL CONVERSION 5 -WATT 

CB TRANSCEIVER SUCCESSOR TO THE FAMOUS LAFAYETTE HE -20C 
Model HB -200 

ONLY 10950 
9 Tubes plus 3 Silicon Diodes plus 2 Crystal Diodes 

for 17 -Tube Performance Super Sensitivity -1 Micro- 
volt or Less 8 Crystal Receive Positions plus 8 Crystal 
Transmit Positions plus 23- Channel Tunable Receive 

Push -to -Talk Microphone Dependable Relay Switch- 
ing Illuminated Meter with 3- Position Switch Adjust- 
able Squelch and Automatic Noise Limiter Spotting 
Switch Built -in 117 Volt AC Power Supply with 12 
Volt DC Mobile Transistorized Power Supply Plug -in 
facilities for Lafayette Selective Call Unit With 
Bracket Handle, Push -to -Talk Ceramic Mike, Pair of 
Transmit and Receive Crystals for Channel 15 plus 
Crystal for Dual Conversion. 

FREESLafayette 1 Cl NDite: 
Lafayette 

516 -Pg. 
Radio Electron964 ics 

ata 
Corp.og , 

o 
ept.RK4 -1650. 

Wr, 
P.O. Box 10, Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 11791 
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Compression Preamp 
(Continued from page 33) 

Up to this point the amplifier response 
characteristics have referred to sine 
waves of various amplitudes. The reac- 
tion of a compression amplifier to voice 
is another matter. The amplifier does 
not keep all peaks the same amplitude 
but it does hold the average audio level 
constant. Thus when used in a p.a. sys- 
tem, for example, this circuit would give 
very close to the sanie average output 
volume over a 22 -db range of input voice 
levels to the microphone. 

Construction 
The circuit layout is not critical, but 

due to the high gain and low signal lev- 
els involved, good audio practice should 
be followed. The author's unit was built 
on a 3"x 4" piece of fiber board and 
mounted in a utility box. The original 
unit operated on a 223-volt battery. If an 
external power supply is to be used, care 
should be taken to reduce ripple to a 
minimum to eliminate any hum that 
might be present. 

The amplifier is designed to be driven 
by a medium -impedance low -level mi- 
crophone, about 500 to 2000 ohms. If it 
is desired to operate this unit with very 
high or very low impedance micro- 
phones, an impedance- matching trans- 
former must be added to achieve opti- 
mum performance. Once the microphone 
is matched to the amplifier, the level con- 
trol (R1) must be set for the best com- 
pression. 

Adjustment 
For best compression action, the aver- 

age input to the amplifier should be 
about 15 mv. This can be set by talking 
into the microphone at an average level 
and setting the signal level on the base of 
Q1 to average 15 mv. If no test equip- 
ment is available, the level can be set by 
listening to the output and varying the 
level control. The control should be set 
in the middle of the range of settings that 
produce a constant volume level. Once 
the level is set, it should then remain 
fixed. 

The output of the amplifier is about 
2.5 volts. This signal is large enough to 
drive high -level inputs to tape recorders, 
p.a. amplifiers, and modulators. The out- 
put is low impedance, but to prevent ex- 
cessive circuit loading, the input imped- 
ance of the driven amplifier should be 
in the order of approximately 2000 ohms 
or higher. 

The first time this amplifier was put to 
use the results were outstanding. The 
average output remained essentially con- 
stant with the microphone held at arm's 
length or next to the lips. There was no 
noticeable distortion at either micro- 
phone position. 

November, 1964 

Give your 
mobile installation this 

PROFESSIONAL 

SPR /N6 "TUNEUP! 
Brand new from the Antenna Specialists - 
the Professional touch to dress up 

and power up your mobile rig! 
Famous high -performance, low -noise 
A/S base -load design ... "17 -7" 
stainless steel whip (bend it in a full circle, 
snaps hack to perfect vertical!) .. . 

fine -tuning adapter built -in. Now - 
available with a beautiful, functional stainless 

steel shock spring! Complete with cable 
and connectors, wide choice of base moun-s. 
Tool over to your CB dealer today! 

M 124 ì-' "SUPER MAGGIE MOBILE" 
CB ANTENNAS 

(Newest "Hot Rod" to matdi perfectly the great M -1l7 "Super Magoon" base antenna) 

"SF RING" TUNE -UP FOR 
YOUR PRESENT ANTENNA! 
M -126 CONVERSION KIT 

Spring, adapter, wrench, all hardware 
tor addirg Shock Spring 

to M -67, 41 -73, M -74. 

iraI. the 
antenna 

TM "Stripes ci Quality" specialists co. 
,r 12435 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106 

Export Div.: 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside 77, N. Y 

(.m6.7 
111 

Send for details or our 
AC ELECTRIC GENERATORS 

Noise -free portable rover ... 12 model_ 

a /most 
forgot... 

CIRCLE NO. 155 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

SAY YOU SAW IT IN Electronics World 

SUB CARRIER DETECTOR 
for the reception of 

background music programs (continuous music with- 
out commercials) now being transmitted as hidden 
programs on the FM broadcast band from coast to 
coast. Use with any FM tuner. Detector plugs into 
existing multiplex output of tuner or easily wired 
into discriminator. 

kits $45.00 
self powered detectors $75.00 

MUSIC ASSOCIATED 
Sound Systems since 1950 

65 Glenwood Road, 
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 

phone 744 -3387, area code 201 

Tuner covers 26 -54 and 88 -174 MC 
in eight overlapping bands with 
good sensitivity. Ideal for use with 
amplifier or Hi -Fi to listen to Air- 
craft, CB, Fire, Police and other 
signals in the VHF bands. 

355A AM /FM TUNER 4995 
Order today or sena for free cotalog on full line 
of converters and receivers for every application. 

KUHN ELECTRONICS 
CINCINNATI 17, OHIO 
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DO YOU SAVE YOUR COPIES OF 

Electroi ics World 

Make sure they're kept neat and always 

handy for instant reference -with a hand- 

some file that's designed to hold a full 

year's copies! 

washable Kivar cover has a leather- 

like appearance 

available in maroon backing with black 

sides or black with maroon 

24 -karat solid gold leaf embossed letter- 

ing for magazine's name 

attractively priced at only $2.95 each, 3 

for $8.00, 6 for $15.00 

files are shipped to you prepaid and are 

fully guaranteed 

NOTE: these special -quantity prices apply for 
any combination of titles, so you can have them 
for all your favorite magazines. 

Order several today -for all the Ziff -Davis mag- 
azines: Popular Photography, Modern Bride, HiFi/ 

Stereo Review, Electronics World, Popular Elec- 
tronics, Flying, Car and Driver, Popular Boating, 
Amazing, and Fantastic, and for your other favor- 
ite publications, as well. (Ziff -Davis magazine files 
available in colors of your choice as noted in cou- 
pon. Those for other publications will be shipped 
in standard colors available.) 

Jesse Jones Box Corp., Dept. EW Box 5120 
Philadelphia 41, Pa. 

Please send me: (Fill in title, quantity and 
check appropriate column for color desired) 

MAGAZINE 
TITLE 

BLACK MAROON 
BACKING/ BACKING/ 

MAROON BLACK 
QUANTITY SIDES SIDES 

Electronics 
World 

$2.95 each, 3 for $8.00 or 6 for $15.00 - 
shipped prepaid - fully guaranteed 

Total amount enclosed 

Name 

Address 

City 
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Zone State 

High -Noise Environment 
(Continued from page 41) 

provides 100 -db acoustic output for a 

given input, according to the data sheet, 
and to establish other parameters around 
this figure, while actually 85 to 90 -db 
acoustic power reaches the ear with the 
stated electrical input in an earcup. This 
difference is not a matter of splitting 
hairs. Experience shows it to be a com- 
mon pitfall. 

Circuits 
Microphones, earphones, and earcups 

have been discussed at considerable 
length. What about the proverbial black 
boxes? Are there any circuit tricks that 
can be used in them to complement what 
we are trying to do with acoustic appa- 
ratus? 

Although recent years have seen many 
refinements in audio amplifier circuitry, 
there have been very few new concepts, 
particularly for our purposes. The first 
serious criterion involves the establish- 
ment of enough gain and enough power 
output to satisfy the headsets. Surprising 
as it may seem, this output in many ex- 
isting systems is marginal at best. Since 
headsets generally require little power, 
it is easy to take for granted that any 
amplifier will satisfy the need. Inade- 
quate understanding of the acoustic 
problem all too often results in power 
levels that are inadequate for proper 
operation. 

The problem is not too critical in a 
quiet environment. In a noisy area, how- 
ever, a respectable signal -to -noise ratio 
is important. Thus there should be at 
least 50 mw. of power available for each 
headset in the system. Remember that 
each listener can adjust his own listening 
level below this maximum. Making it 
necessary for him to do so is better prac- 
tice than providing power so marginal 
that intelligibility is impaired by a poor 
signal -to -noise ratio. 

Let's consider frequency response. 
One of the safest and most widely used 
approaches is to make the amplifier fiat 
across its operating range. Something is 
to be said, however, for "tailoring." This 
takes into account the frequency re- 
sponse characteristic of the microphone 
and the receiver element mounted in its 
earcup. Any problems they present in 
some portion of the audio spectrum may 
possibly be remedied in the amplifier. 
This sloping or tailoring is not to be con- 
fused with narrow -band filtering. 

There are only two electronic circuit 
concepts that may help over -all intelligi- 
bility: automatic gain control and peak 
clipping. Automatic gain control will 
hold amplifier output level relatively 
constant over a wide range of variation in 
input level -and the latter variation is 
considerable. It is easy to tell a man how 

to use a microphone, but there are too 
many factors influencing the speaking 
levels of different operating personnel. 

Consider just one example. When a 
boom -mounted differential noise- cancel- 
ling microphone is used in a noisy area, 
the standard instruction calls for posi- 
tioning the microphone in front of and 
approximately 3. " away from the lips for 
optimum results. Unfortunately, boom - 
mounted microphones are often posi- 
tioned under the chin or at a distance 
ranging from ;z" to 2" away from the 
mouth, which reduces electrical output 
drastically. If several people are working 
in one channel at the same time, and 
each has his own operating technique, 
input level will vary substantially from 
one to the other. Automatic gain control 
obviously permits listeners in the system 
to adjust once for the most suitable head- 
set level without having to reset con- 
stantly. 

There are some conditions in which a 
certain amount of peak clipping will also 
improve intelligibility. Removing tran- 
sient peaks permits increasing the aver- 
age power output of the remaining sig- 
nal. However, clipping increases the dis- 
tortion content. Tests indicate, however, 
that peak clipping as high as 10 to 12 db 
is tolerable. It is a matter of weighing 
the degree of clipping against the com- 
pensation of increased power. There is, 
of course, a point of diminishing returns. 

There is one serious consideration 
here. For clipping to provide full advan- 
tage, input signal from the microphones 
must be clean. This means either trans- 
mission from a quiet area or the use of a 
differential noise -cancelling microphone. 
Peak speech components should be at 
least 15 db higher than peak noise com- 
ponents. Thus, even with 10 db of clip- 
ping, a 5 -db S/N ratio is maintained. 

The foregoing can be considered in 
designing new systems. Can anything be 
done about inadequate performance in 
existing ones? Within limits, there are 
remedies. Where the design has used 
carbon microphones, conversion to dy- 
namic units can improve matters. A 
transistorized preamplifier can be incor- 
porated in the headset microphone as- 
sembly, designed to work from the d.c. 
supply intended for the carbon elements. 
The preamplifier serves two functions. It 
isolates the dynamic element itself from 
d.c. and it raises the element's electrical 
output to match that of a carbon micro- 
phone. We have used this "retrofit" ap- 
proach with great success many times. 

The technique permits use of dynamic 
microphones in conditions otherwise 
considered inappropriate. In situations 
requiring considerable headset cordage 
length, the microphone output from a 
dynamic is ordinarily lost. The preampli- 
fier removes restrictions on cordage 
length. Where personnel are mobile, this 
is a great advantage. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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i 
JUST TRY AND MAKE US 

...buy any indoor antennas but Channel Master! 
The line that moves in new directions. Once you discover 
it you'll never give it up, either. 

As the gentlemen above have learned, Channel Master 
indoor antennas are worth fighting for. Worth holding onto. 
Worth featuring BIG. 

Because Channel Master really blazes new trails. It's the 
most complete, most effective, most beautiful, most profit - 
packed line in the world. 

It offers the best series of step -up choices in the business: 
14 "all told ...one for every purpose and price. The custo- 
mer chooses from either UHF /VHF all -channel /FM Stereo, 

CHANNEL 
MASTER 

hands you 
the keys 
to the city... 

OR REAfORMANC( 
OFF¡C,/` 

Good Housekeeping : 
pFg4MfNI OR RE REfUNp 1p COMSJ 

or VHF/ FM Stereo models; all of them great for color. 

Know what you'll particularly like about most of the "all - 
channel 82's "- besides their looks and price? The outdoor - 
type elements. Yagis. Stacked Bow -Tie. Really revolutionary 
for indoor antennas. 

And each model is truly 2 antennas in 1 -made with 2 
separate and distinct UHF and VHF transmission lines. The 
VHF models? Time and again, they've proved their claim to 
be called best. 

Honestly -wouldn't it be a crime to buy anything but Chan- 
nel Master? Write for our full -line catalogue: New Directions 
in Indoor Antennas. 

New! Canaveral -82, Canaveral, New! Gamma, VU -82, Model 4000. 
Model 4006. Model 3720. Model 3723. All- channel and FM. 
All -channe' and FM. VHF /FM Stereo. VHF /FM Stereo. Exclusive Beam - 
VHF Dipole; plus more Best -seller at $9.95* $5.95* Reversing Circuit 
UHF gain than stacked 
dipole. $10.95* 

$14.95* 

Transistor- Amplified 
Apollo, VHF only. 
Model 3721. World's 
lowest noise level 
amplified indoor 
antenna. $29.95* 

Transistor- Amplified 
FM /Stereo. 
Top stereo 
reception. 
Model 3731. 
$19.95* 

. plus eight other models from $4.98* up. Including: In main photo above, extreme right, Aurora -82, $5.95 *. Second from right, 
Gamma -82 with 3- element UHF yagi, Model 4007, $6.95 *. Second from left, Alpha, VHF / FM Model 3722, $7.95 *. Left, Gamma.. 

CHANNEL MASTER ELLENVILLE, N.Y. .Fair-traded 
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ERSIN 

FIVE -CORE ' SOLDER 
Sold only by Radio Parts Distributors 

Based on cost comparison in current catalogs. 
MULTICORE SALES CORP., PORT WASHINGTON, N Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 130 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Because you've got to SEE it to BELIEVE 

it....we will send you a FREE sample! 

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW 

METHOD FOR MARKING 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Try this sample and you'll agree "Instant Lettering" is 
the easiest, quickest way to get professional lettering 
you've ever seen. Self- adhesive letters printed on a spe- 
cial plastic sheet are just pressed down into position on 
any equipment, drawing, schematic, etc. Transfers to prac- 
tically any surface. Looks like printing. 

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING SETS AT $4.95 EACH 

TITLES FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
TERMINAL & CHASSIS MARKING KIT 

METER & DIAL MARKING KIT 

With these three kits you can completely mark prototype 
electronic equipment from component parts to finished 
control panel and meters - and make them look like fin- 
ished production equipment. 
In stock at leading electronics distributors or direct. 

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE AND FOLDER 

THE DATAK CORPORATION 
63 71st STREET DEPT. 614.3 GUTTENBERG, NEW JERSEY 
CIRCLE NO. 122 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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SCR Ignition System 
(Continued from page 45) 

discharge the storage capacitor Cl when 
the system is turned off. 

Lead Fouling 
Lead fouling occurs in spark plugs in 

any normally operating automobile en- 
gine. Lead fouling deposits reduce resist- 
ance with temperature increase. At high 
rpm this resistance can drop low enough 
to cause misfire in an ordinary ignition 
system. Transistor systems improve the 
situation somewhat by slightly improv- 
ing rise time, and holding energy levels 
at or near the 30 milliwatt- second re- 
quirements to very high engine rpm's. 

A capacitive -discharge system with a 
rise time on the order of 2 ttsec. will fire 
even badly fouled plugs under most 
operating conditions since the voltage 
builds up faster than the RC time con- 
stant of the secondary circuit can drain 
it away. The end result is that the faster 
the rise time, the more reliably fouled 
plugs will fire, and plugs that might nor- 
mally be discarded at 10,000 to 25,000 
miles may work satisfactorily to well past 
50,000 miles. 

As with all solid -state ignition systems, 
the low current through the breaker 
points results in extremely long life for 
these contacts as well. 

Circuit Operation 
Returning to circuit operation, the dis- 

charge of Cl through the coil primary 
is controlled by silicon controlled recti- 
fier SCR1. C2 and R9 are a gate pulse - 
forming network which supplies a 
turn -on signal to the SCR gate each time 
Q3 conducts. D5 allows d.c. restoration 
of capacitor C2 and prevents reverse - 
polarity transients from being applied to 
the SCR gate. 

Q3 and the associated circuitry is used 
as a trigger- forming circuit to invert the 
point signal and cause the SCR to turn 
on only when the points open. This sec- 
tion also serves to make the operation of 
the circuit reliable with various amounts 
of primary and ground -current resistance 
(including ballasts) . R6 is a base -bias 
resistor used to turn on Q3 when the 
points open. R7 and R8 form a voltage 
divider to develop definite bias while the 
points are closed and Q3 is not conduct- 
ing in order to prevent false triggering 
due to primary ripple or noise. 

This system, designed around several 
unique circuit features involving sev- 
eral patents, represents a well- designed, 
reliable, and easily installed electronic 
ignition system. 

Construction and Installation 
Construction of a do- it- yourself unit 

will require locating suitable chassis and 
a 3" x 3" x 5" heat sink. A Bud "Mini- 

box" or LMB box could probably be used 
with a strap mounting for the trans- 
former which, because of the heat -sink 
mounting arrangement, is not equipped 
with mounting ears. The transformer is 
a special unit whose availability and 
price are shown in the parts list accom- 
panying Fig. 1. The heat sink and 
printed board are also available as is a 
complete kit of parts or a factory- assem- 
bled unit. 

Once the unit has been built, it can be 
mounted on the fire wall or on a fender 
ledge. Make sure that the heat sink and 
chassis are grounded properly. Discon- 
nect the two primary leads from the 
ignition coil. It is not necessary to re- 
move any ballast resistor or distributor 
capacitor. The 2- terminal insulated 
terminal boards are used for the coil, bat- 
tery, and distributor connections. One of 
the terminal boards is bolted onto the 
ignition -coil terminal to which the igni- 
tion switch (battery) lead had been con- 
nected. This lead, previously discon- 
nected from the coil, is now connected to 
the other terminal on the board to which 
the + 12 -volt leads in the circuit are tied. 
A lead from the negative side of Cl is 
tied to the terminal making contact with 
the coil -lead primary. (See TB1 in Fig. 
1.) 

The second terminal board is bolted 
onto the ignition -coil terminal to which 
the distributor ( breaker -point ) lead had 
been connected. This lead, previously 
disconnected from the coil, is now con- 
nected to the other terminal on the board 
to which the base lead of Q3 in the cir- 
cuit is tied. A lead from the negative side 
of the bridge rectifier ( and Q3 collector ) 
is connected to the terminal making con- 
tact with the other coil -lead primary. 
( See TB2 in Fig. 1.) This completes the 
installation and the unit is now ready for 
operation. 

The circuit has been extensively used 
and tested for some time and its perform- 
ance and reliability have been found to 
be outstanding. 

(Editor's Note: We would like to em- 
phasize that the above SCR automotive 
ignition systems, as described and shown, 
is intended for use only with cars which 
have the common 12 -volt negative - 
ground electrical system. 

The circuit is not suitable for use on 
cars that llave a positive -ground system 
nor for cars which employ 6 -volt electri- 
cal systens. 1Ve are sorry that we do not 
have any information on the circuit mod- 
ifications that would be required for 
these cases. For 6 -volt systems, an en- 
tirely different inverter transformer 
would be required in order to step up 
the lower voltage to 350 volts. With 
positive -ground cars, it would be neces- 
sary to use special insulated breaker 
points. These are not too readily avail- 
able and, in the case of some cars, might 
not be available at all.) 
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Clean it up...take it over... 
with this unique new 

Channel Master antenna 

The Coloray. A new kind of antenna GUARANTEED to make city 
(and suburban) TV sets give up the ghost, knock out interference. 
And has proved it time after time. Right out there in the field - 
among the tall buildings that cause 80 % of the city's TV troubles. 

The Coloray is so effective, in fact, that we dare guarantee it to do 
a better ghost- killing job than any other antenna on the market .. . 

regardless of size, type, or price ... or your money back! It is the 
only antenna in the world backed by such a guarantee. 

Enjoy Fringe- Area -Type Profits! No longer are you forced to sell 
metropolitan antennas on a low price, low profit basis. No longer 
need you envy fringe -area dealers their high profits on expensive. 
antennas. 

The Coloray gives you a real performance advantage ... that means 
big new profits from a waiting market willing to pay a little more for 
it. Model 3110 -G. Includes E.P.C. protective "Golden Overcoat." Also 
available in kit form, Models 3115 -G, 3116 -G. 

i 

Higher Front -To -Back Ratio Than 

a 10- Element Single -Channel Vagi. 

Compare polar pattern of Coloray with those 
of most commonly used city antennas. 

The secret! A transposed phasing harness 
with an impedance balancing Power Equalizer 

Circuit that is really unique. 

CHANNEL MASTER COLORAY 
hands you the key to the ghost city 

CHANNEL MASTER ELLENVILLE, N.Y. *Patent Pending 
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New 
General Electric 

SCR 

Hobby Manual 

SlUrdt (9L1t111C1 IttFillfte 

Bobby Mami 

only $1.00 

featuring 15 fascinating 
electronic projects for 
home and workshop 

including 
such handy items as: 

lamp dimmers and flashers 
stepless speed controls for 
electric trains, movie projectors 
AC /DC motor speed controls 
for hand tools and appliances 
temperature controls 
solid -state replacements for 
vacuum tube rectifiers 

If you like to enjoy yourself with new and inter- 

esting circuits, you'll race right to your workshop 

when you see our new Silicon Controlled Rectifier 
"Hobby Manual ". For only $1.00 you can have a 

great time with 15 different electronil; projects 
ranging from lamp dimmers and flashers to solid - 

state replacements for troublesome vacuum tube 
rectifiers. And every one of these circuits was 

created by the people who originally developed 

the Silicon Controlled Rectifier. Mail the coupon 

today. You'll be glad you did! 

r 
"Hobby Manual" 
Box A 
Auburn, New York 13022 
Please send me my copy of the "Hobby 
Manual" as advertised in Electronics World. 

I am enclosing $1.00. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
L. J 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

BOOK 
REVIEWS 

BASIC ELLÙhICIìY 
Rir (lllulUlt11Y1114S 

"STANDARD ELECTRONICS QUESTIONS 
AND ANSWERS" by S. M. Elonka & J. L. 
Bernstein. Published by McGraw -Hill 
Book Company, New York. Two vol- 
umes. 232 and 452 pages respectively. 
$8.50 per volume, $15.95 per set. 

These volumes can serve both as ref- 
erence works and as textbooks for techni- 
cians interested in up- grading their job 
skills. The authors have managed to 
cover an amazing amount of ground in 
non- technical language and in question - 
and- answer format. 

Volume 1 explains the basic principles 
of electronics without resorting to the 
mathematical approach. Individual 
chapters cover direct current, magne- 
tism, inductance, capacitance, alternat- 
ing current, vacuum tubes, semicon- 
ductors and transistors, voltage ampli- 
fiers, and power supplies. 

The second volume, subtitled "Indus- 
trial Applications," covers many of the 
basic industrial circuits in their simplest 
form. Subject matter includes oscillators, 
special circuits, transducers and sensors, 
control systems, closed- circuit and color 
TV, industrial processes and devices, and 
test equipment. 

Since the presentation is so clear, con- 
cise, and no- nonsense in its approach, 
these volumes could be studied with 
profit by beginners as well as more ex- 
perienced electronics personnel. 

* a * 

"PRACTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE HAND- 
BOOK" by Rufus P. Turner. Published 
by John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., New 
York. 225 pages. Two volumes. $5.90 
soft cover. 

This is a handy how- to- do -it- and -why 
manual for anyone whose work or hobby 
involves the use of an oscilloscope. In 
three preliminary chapters, the author 
explains oscilloscope principles, controls 
and adjustments, and accessories. For 
those familiar with the scope, this ma- 
terial can be skipped. The rest of Volume 
1 provides step -by -step instructions for 
tests and measurements of current, volt- 
age, frequency, phase as well as ampli- 
fier, receiver, and transmitter testing. 
This material is of particular interest 
to lab technicians, service technicians, 
hams, and electronics hobbyists. 

For the professional in industry and 

science, the second volume covers the 
features of a professional scope, record- 
ing, checking physical quantities, check- 
ing components, and performance 
checking on a wide range of equipment. 

The selective applications covered in 
these volumes comprise a handy, practi- 
cal reference work for those for whom 
the same publisher's "Encyclopedia on 
Cathode -Ray Oscilloscopes and Their 
Uses" is more comprehensive and ex- 
haustive than needed for their partic- 
ular jobs. 

o a u 

"KLYSTRON PRINCIPLES" by Robert H. 
Kantor & Peter Pipe. Published by 
Varian Associates, Palo Alto, California. 
226 pages. Price $6.95 plus 30 cents 
postage. Soft cover. 

This is the first of a series of eight 
programmed texts for use at the profes- 
sional and managerial level. The series 
will cover the theory of microwave tubes 
and devices. 

The approach is what the company 
calls "criterion programming." The pro- 
grams are all written for the non- special- 
ist college graduate. It is assumed that 
the reader may already have some 
knowledge of the subject hence the em- 
phasis is on material which is less fa- 
miliar. 

This volume includes an introduction 
to klystrons and covers both multi -cavity 
and reflex types. Each section begins 
with a list of the objectives of the in- 
struction and ends with a self -quiz. A 
summary and index is also included. The 
discussion includes principles of opera- 
tion, limitations, tuning methods, and 
typical values and efficiencies. 

* 

"DESIGN OF LOW -NOISE TRANSISTOR 
INPUT CIRCUITS" by William A. Rhein - 
felder. Published by Hayden Book Com- 
pany, Inc., New York. 151 pages. Price 
$3.95. Soft cover. 

This volume is written for students as 
well as design engineers and provides 
a wealth of practical material to assist 
in designing transistor circuits with the 
lowest noise possible. 

The first two chapters deal with noise 
factor and its measurement, while the 
third chapter is concerned with non- 
uniform noise. A summary of noise 
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Clean it up...take it over... with 

CHANNEL MASTER CROSSFIRES 
The world's most powerful TV/ FM antennas. Way -out farm 
country is snow country. Real weak signal. Without the right 
antenna, there's a good chance televiewers are seeing 
"spots" on their TV screen. Near fringes and often suburbia 
are also weak signal. Smart watchers know what to do about 
this problem in all these areas. They get the right Crossfire. 

Top snow removal team ! The revolutionary Golden Crossfire 
alone works on the principle of Proportional Energy Absorp- 
tion. Meaning? There are more driven elements working 
with greater efficiency on the Crossfire than in any other 
antenna. It actually delivers the highest antenna gain of all 
time. Cleanest, too. The unique transposed feed line cancels 
rear pick -up beautifully. Perfect for color. And exclusive 
E.P.C. "Golden Overcoat" protects against every type of 
corrosion. 

8 rugged, handsome Crossfire models are available ... 1 for 
every area and budget. Feature them and you've got the 
snow country, the near fringes, and the commuter belt 
... right where you want 'em! In your money belt. Shown 
above: 28- element Crossfire for deep- fringes. Model 3600. 

Model 3604, 11- element 
Crossfire Suburban 
...for high gain and 
top directivity. 

© 1964 CMC 

Now Channel Master 
Reduces Booster Prices 
Up to $10. 
World's most effective antenna amplifiers. 

... Because no boosters anywhere 
give you more extra signal power when 
and where you need it. Plus lowest pos- 
sible noise figure. Built -in lightning resist- 
ance. Complete line covers model for 
every purpose and area ... including an 
all -in -one rotator -TV amplifier. Write for 
catalog. 

WAS $39.95 

NOW! $2995 

Transistorized Telstar TV/FM, 

with 4 -set coupler. Model 0023B. 

CHANNEL MASTER hands you the keys to the 
= L L E N V I L L E, N.Y. 

country 
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OPEAT NEW 86011 KiTS i 
AT A NEW LOW PPIGE 
Have fun... save money... build the world's best 
stereo... with great new stereo kits from Scott. 
Scott's full - color instruction book and matching 
Part- Charts make these kits a breeze to put 
together ... and, they'll give you and your family 
years of trouble - free enjoyment. The LT -1108 
FM stereo tuner incorporates famous Scott Sonic 

LT- 110B FM Stereo Multiplex Tuner $139.95 

Monitor and factory - wired, pre - aligned silver - 
plated front end and Time - Switching multiplex 
sections for top reception and stereo quality even 

in fringe areas. The LK - 48B stereo amplifier 
includes switched front headphone output, powered 
center channel output for driving extension 
speakers, and many other unique Scott features. 

LK -48B 80 -Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit $129.95 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 --- - - - - -- - ---- - -- - -- rira -ri_ -, 
FREE 24 PAGE BOOKLET Dept. 160-11 

H. H. SCOTT, INC., 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. 
Rush me Scott's free 24 -page Custom Stereo Guide: 

Name Address 

City State Zip 

0 SCOTT 
Export: Scott International, 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. 

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto 1 -....1 
CIRCLE NO. 200 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

FREE 

Your new 
copy is 
waiting 

For fun and pride in assembly, for long years of pleasure 
and performance, for new adventures in creative electronics 

mail the coupon below and get Conar's brand new catalog of quality 
do- it- yourself and assembled kits and equipment. Read about items 
from TV set kits to transistor radios ... from VTVM's to scopes . . . 
from tube testers to tools. And every item in the Conar catalog is backed 
by a no- nonsense, no- loopholes, money -back guarantee ! See for yourself 
why Conar, a division of National 
Radio Institute, t just 

the 
the 

fastest growing entry in the quality 
kit and equipment business. 

NUM MIE MUMAIL THIS COUPON NOW111R111UM1 
COIlmn 3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington 16, D.C. I Please send me your new catalog. 

III Name 

II Address 

LI City State Z -Code 

IIIIMIN1111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111 
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sources in tubes and transistors is given 
in chapter 4. 

The next three chapters cover the 
design for low noise in detail, according 
to the nature of signal and noise in the 
various regions of interest. The final 
chapter presents some of the latest low - 
noise designs as used by leading manu- 
facturers in their commercial products. 

The treatment is, of necessity, mathe- 
matical but the author has provided an 
appendix svith pertinent gain formulas 
plus an extensive bibliography for those 
wishing supplementary_ information. 

ö ö ö 

"ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMERS" by 
Harold M. Nordenberg. Published by 
Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New 
York. 293 pages. Price $13.50. 

This book has been prepared for 
the electronic equipment engineer, the 
transformer design engineer, and the 
electronic part application engineer and 
is a complete guide to the design, con- 
struction, and application of electronic 
transformers. The author has chosen 
military transformers in his examples 
since they represent the latest design 
and constructional techniques in the 
industry. 

The text is divided into 11 chapters 
which deal with electronic part develop- 
ment; general information on transform- 
ers; electronic transformer materials; 
transformer tests; specification and 
selection; power, audio, and pulse trans- 
formers; specific types of transformer 
fabrication; power -transformer design; 
transformer faults; experimental types; 
and a look into the future of transformer 
development. 

This is an engineering text and the 
treatment is mathematical. The author 
has assumed an engineering degree or 
its equivalent on the part of his readers. 

a o 0 

"BASIC TRANSISTORS" & "BASIC ELEC- 

TRONICS" prepared by the New York 
Institute of Technology. Published by 
McGraw -Hill Book Corn -puny, New 
York. $7.95 and $6.95 respectively. Soft 
cover. 

These are two of the Institute's pro- 
grammed courses in the electronics field. 
The "Basic Electronics" course, or its 
equivalent, is pre -requisite for the "Basic 
Transistors" course. 

"Basic Electronics" assumes that the 
student has a background in electricity 
and devotes the entire book to basic 
electronic concepts. Mathematics are 
kept to a minimum and the text is well 
illustrated by means of simple, clear 
diagrams and graphs. The text is de- 
signed as a one -semester course but there 
is no reason why it couldn't be used in 
a home -study program. The material is 
self -checking. 

"Basic Transistors" is in the same 
programmed format and covers semi- 
conductor fundamentals; transistor fun- 
damentals; parameters, equivalent 
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THE 6201 
THE 312 
THE SPHERICON 
THE 315 -C 
THE COBREFLEX 

AND NOW... 

UNIVERSITY REVOLUTIONIZES 

THE ART OF SPEAKER 

DESIGN (again) WITH THE NEW, 

LOW -COST MUSTANG LINE! 
(Priced fron $19.00 to $32.00- guaranteed for five years!) 

LTV UNIVERSITY 

M -8, 8" Single -Cone 
Full -Range Speaker 
$19.00 

M -8D, 8" Two -Way 
Full -Range Speaker 
$19.50 

M -12, 12" Single - 
Cone Full -Range 
Speaker $20,50 

Ask any audiophile about the 6201, 312 and other 
professional University speakers. If he owns one, his 
eyes will light up, his praise will sound like poetry. 
Now, after extensive testing and experimentation 
with new types of cone materials, magnets, voice 
coils, even to the most minute part, University intro- 
duces Mustang -the first and only line of low -cost 
die -cast speakers so uncompromised in construction, 
they are unconditionally guaranteed for five years ! 

We invite you to compare Mustang to all other 
brands -including higher priced models. If you want 
exciting, yet natural, cleanly defined sound -if you 
want the "most" in dependability -if you want an 
ultra -thin speaker of highest quality, you want 
a University Mustang component speaker. 

November, 1964 

M -12D, 12" Two - 
Way Full -Range 
Speaker $21.00 

M -12T, 12" Three - 
Way Full -Range 
Speaker $32.00 

FEATURES (a few): Frequency response of unprece- 
dented uniformity -35 to beyond 22,000 cps with 
the Model M -12T! Longthrow voice coils for opti- 
mum bass with minimum power. New, specially 
treated curvilinear diaphragms to prevent undesirable 
resonances. All parts electroplated to prevent distor- 
tion caused by corrosion. Sturdy die -cast frames for 
precision alignment of all parts. Design permits front 
or rear baffle mounting. High (30 watt) power han- 
dling capacity. Optimum performance may even be 
achieved with amplifiers of under 10 watts. Write: 
Desk S -11, LTV University, 9500 West Reno, Okla- 
homa City, Oklahoma. 

CIRCLE NO. 231 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

LTV 
UNIVERSITY 

A 0/VISION OF LING.TEMCO.VOUGHT, INC 
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NEW SAMS BOOKS 
BRAND -NEW Enlarged 8th Edition 
of the famous Howard W. Sams 

Tube Substitution Handbook 
Now Lists Over 11,000 

Tube Substitutions! 
Still Only $1.50 

a.4tl The most complete and up -to- 
date DIRECT tube substitu- 
tion guide available -now lists 
over 11,000 substitutions for 
all types of receiving and pic - 
ture tubes. Contains 7 conven- 
ient sections: 1. Cross- reference 

L - of all American receiving tubes. 
2. Picture tube substitutions. 

3. Cross- reference of miniature tubes. 4. Industrial 
substitutes for receiving tubes. 5. Substitutions for 
communications and special- purpose tubes. 6 and 7 
-cross -reference of American and Foreign tubes. 
Each section tells when and how to make proper 
substitutions, and how to cross- reference between 
sections for additional substitutions. Worth its 
weight in gold in your tube caddy and on your 
bench. 128 pages; 5% x 8W. 

$150 Order TUB -8, still only. 

Short -Wave Listener's Guide 
by H. Charles Woodruff. Most useful of all books for 
the short -wave hobbyist. Four comprehensive sec- 
tions include: 1. Alphabetical listing of short -wave 
stations by country and city, plus call letters, power 
output, frequency, transmission times. 2. Listing of 
stations in numerical order by frequency, including 
location. 3. Six separate listings by 4 -hour periods 
throughout the day and night, showing what sta- 
tions are "on- the -air" during any given time period. 
4. Listing of clandestine stations operating from 
behind the "iron curtain," and communist -controlled 
stations operating in free countries. A fascinating 
and important book for every short -wave fan. 1 

64 pages; 5% x 8W. Order 51.0-I, only X25 

Howard W. Sams Transistor Specifications Manual 
Contains electrical and physical parameters for vir- 
tually all transistors now in use. Electrical param- 
eters include maximum collector to base, emitter 
to base, collector to emitter voltages; maximum 
collector amperes, power dissipation, and operating 
temperatures; also lists frequency gain and leakage 
parameters. Physical Outlines section provides phys- 
ical data, dimensions, and other information re- 
quired to install units. An invaluable reference for 
anyone working with semiconductors. 

$ 160 pages; 5% x 8%". Order HTA -1, only.... 295 

Sams Basic Electricity /Electronics (5 Vols.) 
New, unique positive training course worth 
hundreds of dollars. Uses the latest pro- 
grammed method for quick, effective 
learning. 
Vol. 1. Basic Principles & Applications 
Vol. 2. How AC & DC Circuits Work 
Vol. 3. Understanding Tube & Transistor Circuits 
Vol. 4. Understanding & Using Test Instruments 
Vol. 5. Motors & Generators -How They Work 
(Complete Set contains over 1300 pages; 1250 illustra- 
tions; 51 chapters; in sturdy slipcase) 
Order ECY -50, only $1995 

Fundamentals of Data Processing 
by Allen Lytel. A most timely introduction to mod- 
ern computer data processing methods. Explains 
how computers are built, how they work, and how 
to use them. Chapters cover: Computers and His- 
tory; Desk Calculators; Punched -Card Machines & 
Applications; The Language of Logic (Boolean Alge- 
bra); Functions of a Digital Computer; Computer 
Arithmetic; Storage & Memory; Input & Output 
Devices; Programming; Data Processing in Busi- 
ness; Computers in Science & Engineering; Com- 
puters in Industry; Analog Computers; A Business 
& Scientific Computer. 320 pages; 53. x 83Ç. $ 

Order DPS -1, (softbound), only 695 
Order DPH -1, (hardbound), only $7.95 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
Order from your Sams Distributor today, or mail 
to Howard W. Sams 8 Co., Inc., Dept. EW -11, 
4300 W. 62nd Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206 
Send me the following books: 

TUB -8 HTA -1 DPS -1 

SLG -1 ECY -50 DPH -1 

S enclosed. Send FREE Booklist 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

My Distributor is L se IN CANADA: A. C. Simmonds a Sons, Ltd., Toronto 7 J 
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circuits, and characteristic curves; pa- 
rameter calculations; bias stabilization; 
using characteristics curves and charts; 
audio amplifiers; tuned amplifiers; wide - 
band amplifiers; LC -type oscillators; 
transistor construction methods; reading 
transistor specifications; and transistor 
measurements. 

n O O 

"TRANSISTOR MANUAL" prepared and 
published by the Electronic Components 
& Devices Dept., Radio Corporation of 
America, Harrison, N.J. 377 pages. Price 
$1.50. Soft cover. 

This is a second edition of the manual 
and covers technical data on more than 
600 semiconductor devices and 45 "easy - 
to- build" circuits. 

More than 80 pages of revised, de- 
scriptive text in the manual are devoted 
to bringing the reader up -to -date on the 
latest semiconductor- device technology 
and applications. The text is fully illus- 
trated, written in an easy -to- understand 
style, and includes individual chapters 

on materials; junctions and devices; 
transistor design and circuit considera- 
tions; transistor characteristics and ap- 
plications; silicon rectifiers; silicon con- 
trolled rectifiers; tunnel, varactor, and 
other diodes; and details on how to in- 
terpret data. 

o * O 

"THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK" 
by A. F. Collins, revised by Robert 
Hertzberg. Published by Thomas Y. 
Crowell, Co., New York. 361 pages. 
Price $4.95. 

This is the completely revised and up- 
dated 11th Edition of a useful ham pub- 
lication. Written mainly for the Novice 
ham and would -be amateur operator, 
this volume covers radio fundamentals, 
basics of electricity, components, con- 
struction techniques, receiver and trans- 
mitter theory, FCC license requirements, 
antennas, mobile operation, test equip- 
ment, semiconductors, and the estab- 
lishment and operation of a ham station. 

The book is fully illustrated. 

USING ZENER DIODES 
By IRWIN MATH 

THE semiconductor equivalent of the 
gaseous regulator tube is the zener 

diode. The zener, unlike the gas -filled 
tube, is available in a wide range of 
voltages from about 2 to 30 volts. Mul- 
tiple zeners, in the same enclosure, ex- 
tend this range up to 200 volts and 
higher. Gas tubes, on the other hand, 
are usually limited to voltages in the 
75 to 150 volt range. Zener diodes are 
also produced with much greater cur- 
rent- handling capabilities than gas -filled 
tubes. 

The fundamental circuit for a zener 
diode regulator is shown in Fig. 1A. The 
zener is connected to the unregulated 
source (E ) through R,,, a series- limit- 
ing resistor. The value of R. is given by 
the expression: 

Re = (E1N - Eot r)¡(Ir, ma.r. + Iz,n) 
where I,rn,.r is usually obtained from the 
manufacturer's specifications or, as a rule 
of thumb, chosen to be 10% of the maxi- 
mum load current. 

An example will clearly illustrate how 
easily a zener regulator can be designed. 
Suppose a 10 -volt regulated supply at 
a maximum current of 100 ma. is desired 
for a piece of transistorized equipment, 
and a power supply of 15 volts is avail- 
able. Fig. 1B shows this situation. We 
will assume that the input never goes 
below 15 volts and the output current 
never exceeds 100 ma. The zener current 
will be chosen as 10% of 100 ma. or 10 
ma. R., can now be determined. 

R = (15 - 10)/(.1 +.01) =5/.11 
or 45.5 ohms. 

By referring to Fig. 1B, it can be seen 

that the current flowing through R,. is 
the zener current and the load current. 
Therefore, the power dissipated in R. is 
I -R or about .55 watt. We can then 
choose a 47 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor and be 
sure of reliable operation. The power 
that is dissipated in the zener diode is 
as follows: 

Power = E0,,p X Isener = 10 x .01 or 
.1 watt. 

Once this is known, a manufacturer's 
specification sheet collection can be con- 
sulted. Upon doing this we find that a 
1N758A will give an output of 10 volts, 
and can dissipate .4 watt, thus it will 
easily handle the .1 watt. Any other 
zener can be used if it meets the re- 
quirements. 

Fig. 1. (A) Basic zener -diode circuit. 
IBI Typical circuit discussed in text. 

(a) 

TO 
POWER 
SUPPLY 
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FOR OUR CUSTOMERS: A 10- MINUTE COURSE ON ( A I N A PHENOMENAL SUCCESS STORY 

Why the new 8000 
is the most demanded 
microphone (of its kind!) 

It's a cardioid. It's dynamic. 
It's shock -mounted. It offers 
variable impedance and uni- 
form wide -range response. It's 
designed and made by LTV! 
University and it's less than 
$50.00. Less than any other car - 
dioid! It's only $29.95. And it's 
sold with the world's only five -year 
microphone warranty! 

The new University 8000 is a "first" 
and "only." For those who like to be ex- 
clusive, that's one reason for buying it. 
The important reasons may be found in 
the following microphone buyers' guide! 
There Are Cardioids...and Cardlioids. All 
cardioids are essentially "deaf" to sounds 
originating from the rear. They're invalu- 
able for eliminating background sounds, 
for use in noisy and reverberant areas, for 
reducing feedback and for permitting a 
higher level of sound reinforcement be- 
fore feedback would normally occur. BUT 
-not every cardioid uses rugged dynamic 
generating elements. There are crystal 
cardioids which offer high sensitiviity and 
output. But their response is limited; 
deterioration is rapid due to heat, humid- 

ity, rough handling. The University 8000 
-a cardioid dynamic -is virtually in- 
destructible. 
Tape Recording. Cardioid mikes are 
essential for quality recordings. They 
pick up only the performer over a 

wide frontal area. They prevent the 
output of speakers from affecting 
the mike, thus eliminating feed- 
back squeal, and permit recordists 
to work from far or near. For stereo, 
only cardioids can assure proper 
balance, if both are matched. Uni- 
versity quality control makes any 

two 8000's absolutely identical "twins" 
to assure full stereo effect. 

November, 1964 

Public Address. Cardioids make micro- 
phone placement far less critical; permit 
greater amplifier output- without feed- 
back -than possible with omnis; assure 
superior intelligence indoors and out. For 
public address use, however, they must 
be extremely rugged. The 8000 can be 
handled without care. It can take extreme 
heat and humidity. The user can hit it, 
shout into it -even shoot a gun near it! 
It's also corrosion -proof. 

CIRCLE NO. 231 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

New University 8000: $29.95. 
With slide switch (the 8100):$31.50. 
Model DS -10 Desk Stand: $6.95. 

Realism. Wide range response is impor- 
tant. Uniform response is even more im- 
portant. The new 8000 offers wide -band 
response, extremely uniform to eliminate 
sibilants (hissing S's), bass boom and 
tinny treble. Its reproduction quality is 
virtually indistinguishable from the live 
performance. 

Cables, Long and Short. The 8000 has 
variable impedance -30/50 to 20,000 
ohms. With high impedance mikes, a 10- 
foot cable is maximum to avoid response 
loss and hum pickup. The 8000, sold with 
a 15 -foot cable, can also be used with 
longer cables to record without recorder 
noise, and make recordings with recorder 
out of sight. 

For complete specifications on the fab- 
ulous 8000 series, write Desk S -11M. 

LTV 
UNIVERSITY 
A DIVISION Of LING- TE,MCO- VOUGHT, ;VC. 

9500 West Reno, Oklahoma City, Okia. 
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LOW «Q" RESONANCE 
By JOSEPH TUSINSKI /Sr. Technical Instructor, The Technical Institute, Old Dominion College 

Resonance may occur when X,, does not equal X. Some circuits are resonated by a variable R. 

WIIEN the question is asked, "What determines 
resonance in a circuit ?" the answer invariably will 
be, "If the inductive reactance (XL.) equals the 

capacitive reactance ()Cr) of the circuit, resonance occurs." 
This relationship will be true in most cases dealing with 
radio -frequency circuits for the "Q" of these circuits is high. 

As to the question of what establishes the dividing line 
in deciding whether a circuit possesses a low "Q" or a high 
"Q," we will have to accept (for the time being) a simple 
statement that when the resistance of the circuit becomes 

RESULTANT 
CURRENL 

17,c 

(B) 

I( 

OI 

2 E 
> 

(A) 

>7 s E ) E 

90° 

E CE:J 
(C) (D) (E) 

Fig. 1. Phase relations in resistive and reactive circuits. 

0 T000 

EA.c. 

(A) 

I 
WHEN 
R =0 

I 
WHEN 
R =00 

> E A.C. 

OTOCO 

(B) 
Fig. 2. Variation of current with changes in resistance. 

a significant factor compared to the reactance of the cir- 
cuit, the circuit may be said to have low "Q ". In a low 
"Q" circuit the energy -storing ability of the circuit is low; 
that is, as much or more energy is being lost in the circuit 
as is stored. The energy is alternately stored in the magnetic 
field and then in the electric field. 

Resonance is established in the circuit when the power 
factor of the circuit is unity. Unity power factor exists when 
the external current is in phase with the applied voltage 
of the circuit. In some circuits, resonance occurs when the 
inductive reactance does not equal the capacitive reactance 
and a variable resistance may resonate the circuit. 

In a purely resistive circuit the voltage and current are 
in phase, and the magnitude of the current is determined by 
the value of resistance and the applied voltage. (Fig. 1A) 

In a series a.c. circuit that is composed of a reactance and 
resistance, the current will lead or lag the applied voltage. 
If the resistance of the circuit is zero, current will be 90° 
out of phase with voltage (Figs. 1B -1E). 

If we would draw a plot of the resultant current and 
applied voltage for conditions where the resistance was 
varied from zero ohms to infinity (open circuit), the result- 
ant would be a circle diagram, as shown in Fig. 2. 

If the resistance of the circuit is held to a constant value, 
and the reactance is made variable from zero to infinity, 

the circuit position is altered as is shown below in Fig. 3. 
In all of the preceding illustrations it should be noted 

that as the reactive element approaches zero the phase angle 
(o) between the current and voltage approaches zero. Also, 
as the reactance becomes much greater than the resistance 
the phase angle approaches 90 degrees. 

Combining both inductance and capacitance in a series 
circuit will result in a phase pattern as shown in Fig. 4. 
Note that resonance occurs when the phase angle is zero 
and the power factor of this series circuit is unity. 

XL 

-- 0 0 0 \--AN"- 
EA c, 

I WHEN 
Xc =CO 

XC VARIES 
FROM 0 TO CO 

- EA.C. 
(A) (8) 

Fig. 3. Variation of current with changes in reactance. 

XC VARIES 
FROM\ IOy TO 00 

/I Xc =OD 
XC a 

EA.C. E 

BELOW RESONANCE 

I WHEN 
Xc XL 

E 

ABOVE 
RESONANCE 

Fig. 4. Phase relations with both reactances and resistance. 

IR 

IxL 

E 

RESULTANT 
CURRENT 

I WHEN 
R < XL 

I WHEN 
R =00 I -- ̀ \ _ 00 

I APPROACHES INFINITY 
AS R APPROACHES ZERO 
(SHORT CIRCUIT) 

R VARIES FROM 0 TO 00 

E 

EA.C. EA.C. 

(A) (B) 
Fig. 5. Parallel circuits shown with resultant currents. 

Fig. 6. Addition of vectors in two branches of circuit. 
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In a series circuit it seems obvious that nothing unusual 
is happening and it may be concluded that whether the 
circuit has high or low "Q," resonance occurs when Xi, = X,. 

Fig. .5A shows a simple parallel circuit composed of an in- 
ductive reactance and a resistance. It can be seen that a circle 
is not formed by the current vector when a simple reactance 
and resistance are paralleled. 

Let its ru)vV look at conditions when a resistance (R') is 
placed in series vith the inductance of Fig. 5A and this 
added resistor is variable from zero ohms to infinity ( Fig. 6) . 

Some very interesting relationships may be observed. It 
may be seen that the line current is minimum when branch 
No. 2 resistance is infinite in value (open circuit). Then by 
varying R' the current starts to lag and passes through the 
maximum value when the vector passes through the center 
of the circle. When R' is adjusted to zero resistance, the 
maximum um phase angle (lagging) is formed and the current 

Ix 

Ix 

RANGE OF VARIATION OF CURRENT WHEN 
R' IS VARIED FROM ZERO TO INFINITY 

Fig. 7. Shaded area shows the range of current variation. 

IxC 

BRANCH 
NO.1 
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I N 

BRANCH 
NO.2 

Ix,_WHEN 
R=0-. 

CIRCLE MOVED TO JOIN THE 
CAPACITIVE CURRENT 

LINE CURRENT SUM OF 

INC AND Ixc 

UNITY POWER FACTOR 
(RESONANCE) 

E 

VARIATION OF CURRENT 
' WHEN R' IS VARIED FROM 

\r" ZERO OHMS TO INFINITY 

i BRANCH 
NO.1 

,BRANCH 
N0.2 

Ixc 

RESULTANT LINE 
CURRENT 

> E 

Ixc =Ixc AND BOTH ARE 
180° OUT OF PHASE, THE 
LINE CURRENT IS ZERO 

(A) EA c (B) 

Fig. 8. Conditions that exist in parallel RLC circuit. 

has decreased a slight amount. It should be kept in mind 
that when the current is maximum, the circuit impedance 
is minimum. Conversely, the current is minimum when the 
circuit impedance is maximum. Fig. 7 shows the range of 
current variation for the condition illustrated in Fig. 6. 

Let us replace the resistor in branch No. I with a capaci- 
tive reactance and plot the results. In this case branch 
will contain a variable resistance with a fixed inductance 
(Fig. SA). 

Note that in this case the maximum impedance (minimums 
current flow) does not occur at resonance, but when the 
circuit is purely inductive. Note also that resonance (unity 
power factor) can be produced even though the two re- 
actances and their currents are not equal in value. It can 
he seen from the illustrations how the resistance R', which 
in this case is comparable to the circuit reactance, sloes have 
a tremendous influence on circuit performance. As a matter 
of fact, a change in resistance will alter the frequency at 
which unity power factor ( hence, resonance) occurs. 

If the circuit resistance were negligible and if Xi, = Xc, 
the current would diminish to zero, indicating an infinite 
impedance at resonance. "'I's vVollld be the approximate 
condition for a h_gh -"Q" r.f. tuned circuit. (Fig. SB.) 
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SOLDERING TIPS 
FOR HI-FI KIT BUILDERS 

POSITION AND HOLD WIRE 
Joint must remain perfectly still until solder 
sets. An easy way to accomplish this is to 
hold the wire with a soldering aid. Blowing on 
solder will speed setting. 

USE PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT 
Virtually all radio and TV servicemen use 
Weller Dual Heat Soldering Guns. A Weller 
Expert Soldering Gun Kit includes everything 
you need for strong, noise -free connections. 

A Weller Dual Heat Gun is indispensable in 
electronic soldering. Heat and spotlight 
come on instantly when trigger is pulled. 
2 trigger positions let you switch instantly 
to low 100 -watt or high 140 -watt heat. Low 
heat prevents damage to components and 
prolongs tip life. High heat is ready when 
you need it. 
Kit includes gun in plastic utility case, 3 
tips, tip wrench, flux brush, soldering aid 
and solder. Model 8200PK $8.95. Weller 
Electric Corp., Easton, Pa. 

WORLD LEADER IN SOLDERING TECHNOLOGY 
CIRCLE NO. 235 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 91 
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No matter what job you have today 
CIE can help you move ahead 

i ...fast! 
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It's a fact. The men holding down high -paying, challenging 
jobs in electronics have one thing in common ... they know 
practical electronic theory. And now ... thanks to Cleveland 
Institute of Electronics ... you can join this select group of 
successful men. First, find "you" in the picture. Second, read 
about the CIE Program that matches your present occupa- 
tion. Third, fill out the postage -paid reply card and drop it 
in the nearest mail box. You'll soon see why modern, effec- 
tive CIE Home Study has helped thousands move ahead in 
electronics ... can do the same for you. But act now. The 
demand will never be greater for ambitious men who prepare 
themselves for the top jobs in electronics. 

()Radio -TV Servicemen: Boost your business fast. 
Get your Commercial FCC License and service mobile radios 
used by police and fire departments, taxi and truck fleets . 

also maintain marine electronics, broadcast station equipment, 
CB, etc. CIE's First Class FCC License program is the quick 
risk -free way to prepare for the tough FCC exam. Switching 
to a job in industry? With our comprehensive Electronics 
Technology program under your belt ... you're a cinch to 
get just the one you want. 

"Ham" Operators: Turn that hobby into a 
profitable profession. Prepare for a rewarding job at one of the 
country's 5,000 Commercial Radio and TV stations. CIE's 
Broadcast Engineering program will teach you how to select, 
use, maintain all types of Radio and TV station broadcasting 
equipment; also prepares you for the First Class FCC License. 

()Communications Specialists: Want a top job 
with a telephone company, a railroad, a pipeline company 
or any firm with a big stake in communications? CIE's 
Electronic Communications program will change that wish to 
reality. Covers mobile radio, microwave; carrier telephony, 
too, if you want it. Gets you a Second Class FCC Ticket. 

®Military Electronic Specialists: Staying in 
... or getting out, CIE's Electronics Technology program will 
help nail down your next promotion ... or land that first 
high -paying job in civilian life. You'll learn new electronic 
principles ... know how to apply them for troubleshooting 
all types of electronic equipment. 

()Electricians: Electronics is here to stay! CIE's 
Industrial Electronics and Automation program takes the 
mystery out of "exotic" new industrial control systems, 
electronic heating and welding, servomechanisms, solid state 
devices, ultrasonics, X -ray ... has everything you need to 
understand your new electronic equipment. 

©Ambitious Men ... anywhere: Electronics 
is the world's fastest -growing industry ... a 17 billion dollar 
business that's grown 400% in the last 10 years. Right now 
there are thousands of good steady jobs just waiting for 
trained men. CIE's Electronics Technology program provides 

complete understanding of electronics theory and funda- 
mentals . . . prepares you for the First Class Commercial 
FCC License. Whether you're in Electronics now ... or just 
thinking about changing to this exciting career field; whether 
you work in industry, business, government, or the military 

. this is the program for you. 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE HOME STUDY IS FAST, 
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTIVE. HERE'S WHY: 
Modern up -to -date material ... including three exciting new 
subjects. Every day ... the Electronics Industry sees new develop- 
ments in equipment, design methods, application techniques. 
CIE lesson material keeps pace. For example ... our new Trouble - 
shootimg lessons give you a fast, systematic method of locating 
faults on any electronic equipment. New lesson material on 
Transistors covers this vital subject clearly, concisely ... shows 
how they work, where and how you use them. And a new Micro- 
miniaturization lesson describes all types of micro components ... 
explains such critical subjects as integrated circuits and microwatt 
electronics. It's the kind of knowledge you want -the kind of 
knowledge you'll use! 

An FCC license ... or your money back. All CIE Programs 
(except Industrial Electronics and Advanced Engineering) are 
backed by our famous Commercial FCC License Warranty: 
"If you fail the FCC e.vani for the License specified after completing 
your program ... all tuition will he refunded." Compare this to any 
other FCC License offer. You'll see it's about as close to a sure 
thing as you'll ever find! 

"Check- point" programmed learning ... plus FCC Progress 
Reviews. CIE Home Study works! You learn at your best learning 
speed. All material comes in small, easy -to- understand segments 

... is "locked -in" by examples, diagrams, explanations. You learn 
thoroughly ... and remember what you learn! And FCC Licensing 
Programs include special Progress Reviews covering hundreds of 
questions and answers just like those on the FCC License Exam. 

Free nationwide job placement service ... for life, for every 
CIE graduate. Every 60 days ... while you're a student and after 
graduation CIE will send you an up -to -date list of many high - 
paying job opportunities with top companies across the country. 
We'll also provide you with 200 professionally -prepared resumes 
to help you land the job you want! 

Thirty years of experience ... highly qualified instructors ... 
accredited. Since 1934, Electronics home study has been Cleveland 
Institute's only business. Our instructors are experts in electronics 
and are currently training some 15,500 students. We are accredited 
by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study 
Council. This Commission has been approved by the U. S. Office 
of Education as a "nationally recognized accrediting agency" 
under the terms of Public Laws 82 -550 and 85 -864. 

Now is the time 
to make your move in Electronics 

Mail Reply Card Today 4,4 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
DEPT. EW -95 1776 East 17th Street Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
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TRANSISTORIZED COLOR -TV 

PATTERN GENERATOR 
This high- quality transistorized TV pattern generator can 
produce five varied alignment patterns, including color bars. 

By JAMES K. STEWART 

T HIS battery -powered, trat sistorized TV- test -signal 
generator can produce vertical lines, horizontal lines, 
crosshatch or dot patterns, or color bars, besides pro- 

ducing a distinctive marker to identify the center horizontal 
or vertical line. All functions within the circuit are crystal - 
controlled either directly or through frequency division. A 

Fig. 1. Block diagram shows interrelationship of circuits. 
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4.5 -mc. crystal- controlled oscillator is provided to check fine 
tuning and for adjustment of sound traps in the TV set. While 
r.f. output is crystal- controlled at channel 3, the unit also pro- 
vides positive- or negative -going video for direct injection 
purposes. 

The color bar presentation is of the offset -subcarrier type, 
the chromatic oscillator being offset 1 horizontal line fre- 
quency from the color -burst frequency (i.e., 3579.545 kc. 
color -burst frequency - 15.7.50 kc. line frequency 3563.795 
kc. offset- subcarrier frequency). This produces a phase dif- 
ference of 0° to 360° across each line, and if the chromatic 
oscillator is gated at 30° intervals, the output will produce 
bars of color corresponding to the phase difference between 
the two signals at the gated intervals. 

The unit can be battery- powered as power consumption is 
only 25 ma. at 9 v. Low -cost transistors and transformers are 
used throughout, making the generator cost less than a com- 
parable commercial unit while at the same time offering many 
useful features. 

The block diagram is shown in Fig. 1 while Fig. 2 and Fig. 
4 show the complete schematic. 

All line, dot, and sync pulses are timed from Q1, a 378 -kc. 
crystal -controlled oscillator. The sine -wave output of Q1 is 

fed to Q2 where it is shaped by D1 and L2 for sharp vertical 
line and crosshatch presentation, and for synchronization of 
Q3 and Q4, a 189 -kc. multivibrator. The pulse at Q2 emitter 
is coupled by D6 to dot mixer Q15. 

The 189 -kc. multivibrator produces square waves which 
are amplified by Q5 and used to key the chroma gate Q13 
and to synchronize Q6, the 31.5 -kc. blocking oscillator for a 
frequency division of 6. The chroma gate (Q13) is in a low - 
current state or cut off during the negative half cycles of the 
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189 -kc. square wave but is suddenly turned on during the 
positive half cycle. This is accomplished when the positive - 
going pulse overcomes the reverse bias on D4 which, in turn, 
throws a sudden forward biasing on the base of Q13 through 
D4 and R16. Q13 can then amplify the chroma frequency 
from Q14. The chroma burst is then fed to S1A where it can 
be switched to the emitter of Q17 to modulate the r.f. output. 
Since 189 kc. is the 12th harmonic of 15,750 cycles, 12 bursts 
are produced for each horizontal line. One burst is lost during 
horizontal retrace while another falls on the back porch of the 
horizontal sync pulse and acts as the sub -carrier burst, leaving 
10 bursts to be presented as color bars. 

The 31.5 -kc. blocking oscillator (Q6) synchronizes the 
15,7.50-cycle blocking oscillator (Q7) for horizontal sync, 
synchronizes the 4500 -cycle blocking oscillator (Q8) for a 

further frequency division of 7, and provides a vertical marker 
at horizontal frequency for horizontal centering and mark- 
ing the 5th color bar in cases where picture width might be 
such that only 9 bars would be visible on the screen, making 
identification otherwise difficult. 

The 4500 -cycle blocking oscillator Q8 is used only to sync 
the 900 -cycle blocking oscillator (Q9) for a further frequency 

division of 5. The 900 -cycle pulses are taken from the emitter 
of Q9 and coupled to the dot mixer through D5 and to S1A 
through D8. 

The 900 -cycle pulses are also used to sync the 300 -cycle 
blocking oscillator (Q10) for a further frequency division of 
3. The pulse at the emitter is used as a vertical centering 
marker and is fed to the modulator (Q17) through R62 and 
S2, and is also fed to the 60 -cycle blocking oscillator (Q11) 
for a further frequency division of 5 to provide the vertical 
sync pulses. The vertical sync is taken from Q11 emitter 
through D2 and R36 to the base of Q17 modulator. 

The positive d.c. voltage at Q11 emitter back biases D2 so 
that it is disconnected except during the negative pulse inter- 
val at the emitter. During this interval, the pulse forward 
biases D2 and is transferred to the modulator base (Q17). 
This negative pulse is of the correct polarity to forward bias 
Q17 for the pulse interval, thus producing modulation. Iden- 
tical action takes place with D3 from Q7, the horizontal sync 
blocking oscillator. Here it can be seen that D2 and D3 are 
connected back -to -back so that no interaction takes place 
between Q7, the 15.75 kc. blocking oscillator, and Q11. 

The negative pulses at Q2 collector are used to generate 

Fig. 2. Schematic and parts list for the sync circuit. These circuits are kept in step by a crystal -controlled oscillator. 

R1 -82,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R2,R18- 150,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R3 -150 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R4,R5,R7- 39,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R6,R17 -1000 ohm. 12 «. res. 
R8,R11,R14,R21 -2700 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
129- 56.0(10 ohm, I w. res. 
RI0,R12,R20,R25- 22,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
813,024,029,033 -360 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R15- 270,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R16,R23 -4700 ohm, I1 w. res. 
R19 -5000 ohm pot 
022 -100 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
026,R28,R32,R35- 500,000 ohm pot 
R27,R31 -470 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 

L2 

2107 
02 

378 NC 
SHAPER 

R30- 50,000 ohm pot 
R34- 220,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R36- 33,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R59,R62- 10,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
1263 -8200 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
C1,C7,C13 -120 pf. capacitor 
C2,C3,C8,C9 -82 pf. capacitor 
C4,C5,C6,C10 -39 pf. capacitor 
C11 -330 pf. capacitor 
C12,C40 -.001 µf. capacitor 
C14,C17,C19 -330 pf. capacitor 
C15 -.005 µf. capacitor 
C16 -.01 µf. capacitor 
C18 -.03 ef. capacitor 
C20 -100 µf., 15 v. elec. capacitor 

C41 -10 µf., 15 s. elec. capacitor 
T1,T2- Driver trans. 10,000 ohms to 2000 ohms 

c.t. (Lafayette TR -98 or equiv.) 
T3,T4,T5,T6 -Input trans. 100,000 ohms to 1000 

ohms (Lafayette TR -97 or equiv.) 
Xta1.1 -378 kc. ( surplus FT -241 holder marked 

channel 4 -20.4 mc. Available from Texas Crys- 
tals, Ft. Myers, Fla.) 

D1,D2,D3,D9 -1N34 crystal diode 
L1 -5 mhy. var. inductor (J. W. Miller 6322) 
L2,L8 -180 hy. peaking coil (J. W. Miller 6180) 
Q1,Q2 -2N107 transistor 
Q3, Q4,Q5,Q6,Q7,Q8,Q9,Q10,Q11 -2N396 transis- 

tor 
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SIA 8 SIB 
B 2 

D4 ANODE 53 

2N396 
OHO 
300, 
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09 

900, 
BL.OSC. 

2 N 396 
08 

4500, 
BL.OSC. 

R.F. 
AMP. 
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R33 

D2 D3 

SrNC. 

R36 
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Fig. 3. (Above, left) 31.5 kc., (center) 1 5.75 kc., (right) 4.5 kc. (Below, left) 900 cps, (center) 300 cps, and (right) 60 cps. 

the vertical lines; the network C19, L8, and R59 was added to 
eliminate overshoot of the pulse at Q17 emitter. D9 is used 
as a disconnect diode, being back biased except during the 
negative interval of the 378 -kc. pulse at its cathode. 

Alignment is not difficult if a reasonably good oscilloscope 
with a low- capacitance probe is at hand. This process is ex- 
plained as follows on a step -by -step basis. 

Fig. 4. Schematic and parts list 

R37,R45- 10,000 ohm, i/2 w. res. 
R38- 15.000 ohm pot, tapped at 10,000 ohms (Mal- 

lory, UT -153; with S6) 
R39,R40,R61- 330,000 ohm, t/2 w. res. 
R41 -8200 ohm, t/2 w. res. 
R42- 47,000 ohm, I/2 w. res. 
R43 -270 ohm, )/2 w. res. 
R44- 22,000 ohm, t/2 w. res. 
R46- 220,000 ohm, t/2 w. res. 
1147, R48 -4700 ohm, % w. res. 
R49.R50.R52,R56,R60- 39.000 ohm, % w. res. 
R51 -2700 ohm, '4 w. res. 
R53,R57- 270,000 ohm, I/2 w. res. 
R54 -100 ohm, % w. res. 
R55,R58 -1000 ohm, I/2 w. res. 
C21 -.25 4. capacitor 

Z 
561 2N396 

012 
VIDEO AMP. +9- 
POLARITY 

for 

Step One -189 -kc. multivibrator alignment. Place vertical 
input of scope to Q5 collector and horizontal input to Q2 col- 
lector. Adjust value of R9 (if necessary) to produce a stable 
figure -8 pattern on the scope. 

Step Two -31.5 -kc. blocking -oscillator alignment. Connect 
scope vertical input to junction of C8 and R19. Adjust R19 
for 5 pulses (6 spaces) between major pulses, indicating a 

the remainder of the circuit. Color bars, sound, 

C22,C24,C43 -10 µf., 15 v. elec. capacitor 
C23, C31, C37-82 pf, capacitor 
C25 -24 pf. capacitor 
C26,C32,C39 -3 pf. capacitor 
C27,C29,C36 -8 -50 pf. var. capacitor 
C28,C38 -.001 µf. capacitor 
C30 -47 pf. capacitor 
C33 -.O1 µf. capacitor 
C34-10 pf. capacitor 
C35 -15 pf. capacitor 
C42 -33 pf. capacitor 
C44,C45 -500 pf. capacitor 
C46 -120 pf. capacitor 
L3,L9 -TV sound pick -off coil (J. W. Miller 

1469) 
L4 -93 /thy. peaking coil (J. W. Miller 6177) 

C23 3 L4 I- 
R48 

and r.f. are crystal -controlled. 

L5 -9 t. =222 116" dia. 
L6 -8 t. 22S, dia. 
L7 -3 t. #22, Sn" dia. 
Note: L6 and L7 made of modified TV i.f. coil; L7 
added to coil form, Vs" spacing from L6. 
S1 -D.p. 5 -pos. min. switch 
S2,S3,S4,S5- S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
S6 -Part of R38 (Mallory US -26) 
Xtal 2- 3563.8 kc. crystal in HC -6 /U holder 
Xtal 3 -61.25 mc. crystal in HC -6 /U holder 
Xtal 4-4.5 mc. crystal in HC -6 /U holder 
D4,D5,D6,D7,D8,D10 -1N34 crystal diode 
J1,J2- Chassis -mount mic. connector 
B1 -9 v. battery 
Q12,Q15 -2N396 transistor 
Q13,Q14 -2N404 transistor 
Q16,Q17,Q18- 2N1683 transistor 

L5 C30 

C43 

R40 R46 XTAL 3 R53 
C26 

R44 

R38 

C22 

2N404 
013 

CHROMA 
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frequency division of 6. See Fig. 3 (top, 
left). 

Step Three- 15.75 -kc. blocking oscil- 
lator alignment. Vertical input of scope 
to junction of C11 and R26. Adjust R26 
for 1 pulse (2 spaces) midway on the 
discharge curve, indicating a frequency 
division of 2. See Fig. 3 (top, center). 

Step Four-4. 5-kc. blocking oscillator 
alignment. Vertical input of scope to 
junction of C12 and R28. Adjust R28 for 
6 pulses (7 spaces) on the discharge 
curve, indicating a frequency division of 
7. See Fig. 3 (top, right) . 

Step Fivc- 900 -cycle blocking oscilla- 
tor alignment. Vertical input of scope to 
junction of C15 and R:30. Adjust R30 
for 4 pulses (5 spaces) on the discharge 
curve, indicating a frequency division of 
5. See Fig. 3 (second row, left) . 

Step Six -300 -cycle blocking oscillator 
alignment. Vertical input of scope to 
junction of C16 and R32. Adjust R32 for 
2 pulses (3 spaces) on the discharge 
curve, indicating a frequency division of 
3. See Fig. 3 (second row, center) . 

Step Seven -60 -cycle blocking oscilla- 
tor alignment. Vertical input of scope to 
junction of C18 and R34. Adjust R35 for 
4 pulses (5 spaces) on the discharge 
curve, indicating a frequency division of 
5. See Fig. 3 (second ropy, right) . 

Step Eight- Connect the r.f. output to 
a color television set known to be in cor- 
rect operating condition, tune to channel 
3, and adjust L6 and L7 core for the 
strongest pattern presentation. Adjust 
C29 if necessary to bring the output 
within range of the receiver fine tuning. 
C36 should be adjusted to zero -beat the 
sound oscillator r.f. output against a 
known 4.5 -mc. signal. 

Step Nine -Turn the color oscillator 
on and adjust L3 for maximum color in- 
tensity without shifting of the color 
shade from the leading to lagging edge 
of the color bars. With all receiver con- 
trols set for correct color presentation, 
C27 can be adjusted as necessary to 
make the color bar presentation correct. 
Re- adjust L3 for best results. 

This completes the alignment of the 
unit. If any instability or failure to lock 
in occurs, recheck the alignment of the 
frequency division circuits. An incorrect 
count in any stage will naturally throw 
each succeeding count off. 

Construction 
Because the generator is completely 

transistorized, it lends itself very 
readily to etched circuit board con- 
struction. Two boards can be macle, one 
for the r.f. circuits and the other for 
the sync circuits, by following the 
instructions given in an etched circuit 
kit. 

These two boards can be mounted in a 
metal cabinet with the operating controls 
and output terminals mounted on the 
front panel. 
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Assemble the finest instrument 
your money can buy 

NEW ALL -TRANSISTOR 

fi 

4 highlights of 
musical superiority: 

PIPE ORGAN VOICING -each 
separate and distinct -32 in Re- 
cital Model- LIBRARY OF 
STOPS T" Kit feature adds count- 
less voices for instant plug -in. 

PIPE ORGAN TONE -all four 
families of pipe tone in all models 
-Schober Organs are played like 
pipe organs -Recital Model built 
entirely to AGO specifications. 

ALL -TRANSISTOR - Recital 
and Consolette II - instant re- 
sponse, easier assembly, longev- 
ity -full 5 year guarantee. 

REVERBATAPE® Unit - adds 
depth and power to electronic 
organs - converts smallest living 
room into an "auditorium." 

plus FULL THEATRE AND 
CHURCH VOICING, optional 
PERCUSSION, and many other 
quality features! 

FREE CATALOG - 
FREE "SAMPLER" RECORD 

hear 

before 

you 

build 

ELECTRONIC 
ORGAN 

NEW SCHOBER ALL -TRANSISTOR 
RECITAL MODEL - sounds and plays like 
fine pipe organ - compares musically to instru- 
ments costing 4 times the price! 

How is it possible to put so many superior musical 
features into every Schober Organ? 

How is it possible to acquire the skill needed to 
build a splendid organ - without any previous 
knowledge of electronics or music? 

While the completed organ is a complex instru- 
ment, the Schober Organ internal construction is 
especially designed for do-it-yourselfers. Thanks 
to printed circuitry the usual labor is eliminated 
and makes errors almost impossible. Many parts 
are supplied partially or fully assembled. For ex- 
ample, the keyboard with associated switches is 
supplied as an integral unit fully assembled. No 
woodworking is necessary - consoles come com- 
pletely assembled and finished. You simply follow 
detailed illustrated instructions for easy assembly. 

By saving the high cost of factory assembly and 
the usual retail store markup, you can put every- 
thing into the fine musical parts, and enjoy the 
finest instrument your money can buy. 

Many who could well afford to buy any organ 
have chosen to build a Schober Organ simply be- 
cause they prefer it musically. 

Schober Organs are available in kit form from $550 
- and you may purchase the complete set of kits, 
or you may spread the cost by ordering just the 
first unit for $21.79. Send coupon to The Schober 
Organ Corp., 43 W. 61st St., New York, N.Y. 10023. 

Schober Organ Kits are sold in the U. S. only by 

THE 9 eitete4 irtjt CORPORATION 

Dealers in principal countries. 

I The Schober Organ Corp., Dept. RN -34 

43 West 61st St., New York, N.Y. 10023 

Please send me, without cost or obligation, the Schober 
Organ Booklet with specifications of each model, details 
about Pointer System, 7 -inch "sampler" record included FREE. 

Enclosed find $2 for high -quality LP 10" SCHOBER DEMON- 
STRATION RECORD which fully illustrates all three models 
with different kinds of music ($2 refunded with purchase of 
first kit). 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP NO 
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"A professional 
quality TV 
system priced 
for the home ?" 

"Try this!" 

"I understand that professional TV systems 
use 75 ohm coax." 
"That's right. Because coax minimizes interference 
and ghosting." 
"How's that ?" 
"It's shielded- doesn't pick up noise. Also, it's 
unaffected by changing weather conditions. 
With 300 ohm twinlead, moisture can play 
havoc with the signal." 
"So, that's it." 
"What's more, you can feed coax thru all types 
of surfaces, even near metal, without interfering 
with performance." 
"I'd like to have a system with TV outlets all over 
the house - bedrooms, kitchen and patio." 
"The new two -transistor Blonder- Tongue Vamp 2 -75 
is easy to install and it can deliver sharp, clear 
pictures to as many as 8 TV outlets." 
"Sounds real professional. What about the cost ?" 
"The rugged, weatherproof amplifier with remote 
power supply lists for only $44.95." 
"I'm on my way to my dealer." 

(This message was paid for out of the gross profits of 
BLONDER -TONGUE, 9 Ailing St., Newark 2, N.J.) 

100 CIRCLE NO. 162 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

EW Lab Tested 
(Continued from page 24) 

cuits - r.f., i.f., and multiplex - pre - 
aligned. The only adjustment recom- 
mended on the completed tuner kit is a 
slight touch -up of the first i.f. trans- 
former, located on the front -end assem- 
bly. 

We measured the IHF usable sensi- 
tivity on a kit tuner, xvith no further 
alignment, at .3.9 ¡v. Careful instrument 
alignment made only a slight improve - 
ment to 3.4 ¡w. Its rated sensitivity is 
3 ;w. Judging from this, we would sug- 
gest that anyone building the tuner fol- 
low the manufacturer's recommenda- 
tions and not attempt any alignment. 
It is simply not needed. 

In accordance with specifications, the 
tuner proved to be fully limited for any 
signals over 10 ; w. We measured the 
total harmonic distortion at 100% modu- 
lation at 0.77 ( rated 0.6 %) . The capture 
ratio was 3.9 db (rated 3 db). Channel 
separation averaged about 22 db before 
alignment, and almost 30 db after align- 
ment. It is rated at 30 db at 1 kc. The 
frequency response was ± 1.5 db from 
30 to 15,000 cps on stereo, and ± 1 db 
on mono. Drift was very slight and was 
complete within about 7 minutes after 
turn -on. 

All in all, the Dlodel 2200 tuner net 
its specifications handily, within the lim- 
its of normal measurement error. Its only 
weakness was a bum level of - 51 db 
referred to 100% modulation. This could 
be heard during quiet periods, but slid 
not intrude on program material. The 
tuner handled easily and was non -crit- 
ical in tuning. We did find the "Stereo 
Check" system rather inconvenient since 
it only functions when the tuner is set 
to "Stereo" and the button is depressed, 
against a very stiff return spring. This, 
however, is a rather small sacrifice of 
convenience, when one considers that 
this easy -to -build and handsomely styled 
tuner sells for $92.50 in kit form or 
$119.95 factory wired. An oiled finished 
walnut cabinet is available for $19.95 
and a metal cover for $7.50. 

410 
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNowr ABOUT"- 
RECORniNr. PRicE 1. 

1965 TAPE 
_---- 

ANNUAL RorO C1100(,), ,,, §§,, 
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. lJ 

MAKING BETTER TAPES EII. 
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Know -it -all. 
It's easy to be an authority on tape when you have 
a copy of HiFi /Stereo Review's 1965 TAPE RE- 
CORDER ANNUAL handy. 

Look at the photo above. The special articles listed 
on the cover of this 132 -page factbook are just a 

few of the 23 complete features! You get expert tips 
by the dozens, on equipment- making better tapes - editing - copying - sound - on everything you 
need to know about tape recording. Plus... 
... a complete directory of stereo tape recorders! 
Over 100 photos - complete data on 230 models 
from thirty -three different manufacturers! All the 
model numbers, specifications, dimensions and 
prices! All the important information you need to 
compare the latest tape recorders, and select the 
finest one in your price range. 
Published for the first time (by the editors of HiFi/ 
Stereo Review), the 1965 TAPE RECORDER AN- 
NUAL is an indispensable guide for everyone who 

November, 1964 

wants better performance and greater versatility 
from his tape recorder. If you fit this description ... 

SEND JUST $1 NOW FOR YOUR COPY 

of the 1965 TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL 

FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! - - --. 
Ziff-Davis Service Division Dept. TR 
589 Broadway New York, N.Y. 10012 

Please send me a copy of the 1965 TAPE RECORDER 
ANNUAL. My dollar (plus 15¢ for shipping and han- 
dling; 25¢ outside U.S.A.) is enclosed. 

name please print EW -114 

address 

city state zip coge 
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Get Your First Class Commercial 

F. C. C. LICENSE 
awn r! 

Career opportunities in communi- 
cations electronics are almost 
unlimited. Prepare now. Let 
Grantham train you - by corre- 
spondence, or by classroom and 
laboratory instruction. Get your 
first class commercial F.C.C. license 
in as little as 3 months, or at a 
slower pace if you prefer. Then, 
continue in more -advanced elec- 
tronics training if you wish. Di- 
ploma awarded. Our catalog gives 
full details. 

Learn how our training can pre- 
pare you for your F.C.C. license ; 

write or telephone the School at any 
one of the teaching divisions listed 
below, and ask for "Catalog 46." 

Grantham School of Electronics 

1505 N. Western Av., Los Angeles, Cal. 90027 
(Phone: HO 9 -7878) 

408 Marion Street, Seattle, Wash. 98104 
(Phone: MA 2 -7227) 

3123 Gillham Road, Kansas City, Mo. 64109 
(Phone: JE I-6320) 

818 -18th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006 
(Phone: 298 -7460) 

QWCKWPhi'.0 
SCREW-HOLDING SCREWDRIVER 

MOTOR SPEED 

CONTROL 

A simple control for 117/230 
volt a.c. series -type motors. 

9-1 HE simple circuit shown in the 
1 sketch provides motor speed control 

for series -type motors and makes use of 
the counter e.m.f. induced into the rotat- 
ing armature by the residual magnetism 
during the half cycle that the SCR is 
blocking. Because counter e.m.f. is a 
function of motor speed, it can be used 
as an indication of speed changes for 
mechanical load variations. 

The gate firing circuit consists of R1 
and R2. During the positive half cycles, 
a fraction of the voltage developed at 
the rotor of R2 is compared with the 
counter e.m.f. developed in the rotating 
armature of the motor. When the SCR 
gate bias, set by R2, exceeds the counter 
e.m.f. of the motor, the SCR fires to ap- 
ply power to the motor for the remain- 
ing portion of the positive half cycle. 

Speed control is accomplished by 
varying the setting of R2. 

At no load and low speed, skip cycling 
occurs. This results in erratic motor 
speeds. Since no counter e.m.f. is in- 
duced in the armature when the motor is 
standing still, the SCR will fire at low 
bias (potentiometer) settings, causing 
the motor to accelerate to a point where 
the counter e.m.f. induced in the rotat- 
ing armature exceeds the gate firing bias 
of the SCR and prevents it from firing. 

The SCR is not able to fire again until 
the motor speed has reduced (due to 
friction losses ) to a value where the in- 
duced voltage in the rotating armature 
is less than the gate bias. At this time, 
the SCR fires again. Because the motor 
deceleration occurs over a number of 
cycles, there is no voltage applied to the 
motor, hence, the terni skip cycling. 

When a load is applied to the motor, 
its speed decreases thus reducing the 
counter e.m.f. The SCR then fires earlier 
in the cycle providing increased motor 
torque to the load. The circuit shown 
was designed for 117 -v. operation. For 
230 -v. lines, an RCA 40230 SCR would 
have to be used with a modified circuit. 

This information was extracted from 
RCA "Application Note SMA -34." 

The screwdriver that holds, starts and drives 
the screw ... now in a set that will handle all 
screw sizes in general use ... Plus Free, an 
aluminum screwdriver rack. A 56.80 value. 
Screwdrivers unconditionally guaranteed. 
Now at Dealers or write (Send cash with direct 
factory orders, save costly C.O.D. and postage 
costs.) 

KEDMAN COMPANY, Box 267, Salt Lake City, Utah $4110 
CIRCLE NO 192 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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RCA 
2N3228 

SERIES 
MOTOR 

THE 1965 
PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL 

S 5 
PHOTOCaR-Ai`fM 

1965 

24 BIG 
FULL 

COLOR 
PAGES 

Enjoy the 1965 PHOTOGRAPHY 
ANNUAL -a superb showcase of color 
and black -and -white photos by outstand- 
ing photographers the world over! 
Enjoy, too, the convenience of having 
this year's edition delivered to your home 
-immediately! But you'll have to send for 
your copy right now- the supply is going 
fast! 
Fill in and mail the special order form 
below- TODAY! (Note: Payment must 
be enclosed at this low price.) 

PARTIAL CONTENTS include these Portfolios: 
* War Pictures by the late renowned photo- 

grapher, Robert Capa. 

* Preview of a new glamor book by Sam Haskins, 
author of Five Girls. 

* Abstract color by Wynn Bullock. * DALI -the surrealist as Philippe Halsman sees 
him. 

* Unusual Nudes by Masaya Nakamura. 

* The Wonderful World of Children by Michael 
Pierce. 

PLUS Int'l. Portfolio, more color pages, etc. 

GET THE DELUXE 

GOLD -EMBOSSED LEATHERFLEX 

EDITION-only $2.50 prepaid. 

FILL IN, DETACH & MAIL 
THIS ORDER FORM TODAY! 

ZIFF -DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION Dept. PA 

589 Broadway New York, N.Y. 10012 

Please send my copy of the 1965 PHOTOGRAPHY 

ANNUAL as I've indicated below: 

Send me the regular edition. My ;1.25, plus 
150 tor shipping and handling (250 outside 
U.S.), is enclosed. 

Send me the Deluxe Leatherflex -Bound edition, 
postpaid. My $2.50 is enclosed. (Add 500 out- 
side U.S.) Allow two extra weeks for delivery. 

EW 114 
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ADDRESS 

1 

I CITY STATE ZIP CODE 

-(PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.) -- 
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ELE(:TH6NIC 
CROSSWORDS 

By DONALD W. MOFFAT 

(Answer on page 125) 

ACROSS 
1. Greek letter used to designate 

feedback factor. 
5. Unit of e.m.f. 
9. Adjacent divided by hypot- 

enuse. 
11. One element in table salt. 
13. Pentagon has five. 
14. Toward the center. 
15. Grid current (schematic nota- 

tion) . 

16. Province in southeastern Can- 
ada (abbr.). 

17. Paid public 
(abbr.) . 

18. Universal pronoun. 
19. Output resistance (schematic 

notation) . 

20. Called when flipping coins. 
21. Engineer's license (abbr.). 
22. Type of loudspeaker. 
24. One of the broadcast bands 

(abbr.) . 

26. Tight. 
28. Term which does not involve 

the square root of minus 1. 
30. Audio frequency range. 
31. Priest's white linen robe. 
33. Exclamation of resignation. 
34. Going up. 
36. Gathering for a single purpose. 
38. French "it." 
39. Titles of Roman rulers from 

Augustus to Hadrian. 
41. Preposition, having to do with. 
43. Undeflected CRT beam. 
45. Gear which transmits 

between two others. 
46. Anthropoid. 
47. Cloth in front of loudspeaker. 
48. Covered inside. 
49. Thought waves (abbr.). 
50. Common name for compounds 

containing sodium. 
51. A radioactive element (abbr.). 

DOWN 
1. West Indian drum. 
2. Voltage at the screen grid 

(schematic notation). 
3. Sesame plant. 
4. Concerning. 
5. Areas lacking. 

6. Predominant harmonics in 
square wave. 

7. Cover. 
announcement 8. Spring flower. 

9. Egyptian city. 
10. Short literary composition. 
11. Diminutive. 
12. Indicates current. 
22. Name of series tube in power - 

supply regulator. 
23. Audio characterized by 

rhythm. 
24. Closes up. 
25. Supports ceiling. 
26. Makes to specification. 
27. Female ham. 
29. Expose. 
30. Type of rectifier circuit. 
31. Old. 
32. Hillside (Scot.). 
35. For holding pieces of wood to- 

gether. 
37. Association of hams. 
40. Conveyance. 
42. Gave food. 
44. Part of a soldering iron. 
46. Picks up r.f. (abbr.). 

power 
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CB TRANSCEIVER 
WITH 24 BUILT -IN 
TEST CIRCUITS 

o 

9 WRITE FOR THE 
NAME OF YOUR 
NEAREST DEALER. 

INTERNATIONAL 
EXECUTIVE 750 -HB2 

Checks operating performance of 
24 circuits including filament, plate 
and input voltages, transmitter for- 
ward and reflected power, modula- 
tion, etc. This "years ahead" built - 
in test feature makes tune -up and 
servicing easy. Switch, located on 
transmitter /receiver unit, is used 
for selecting circuits. The 750 -HB2 
has 23- crystal controlled channels. 
Operates on 115 vac or 6 -12 vdc. 

INTERNATIONAL 
CRYSTAL MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 

-.w ..ä H .. 

..;:: ..,. 

18 NORTH LEE OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 
CIRCLE NO. 189 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Back Issues Available 
Use this coupon to order 

back issues of 
ELECTRONICS WORLD 

We have a limited supply of back 
issues that can be ordered on a 
first -come, first -served basis. 
Just fill in the coupon below, en- 
close your remittance in the 
amount of 65 each and mail. 

(Issues prior to 1963 
not available.) 

ZIFF -DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION 
Dept. BCEW, 589 Broadway 
New York 12, New York 
Please send the following back issues of ELEC- 
TRONICS WORLD. I am enclosing to cover 
the cost of the magazine, shipping and handling. 
Month _ Year 
Month Year 
Month Year 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
No charge or C.O.D. orders please. 

EW 
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Fig. 1. The small pilot lamp, with leads soldered to its base, 
is simply attached to the photocell window by means of trans- 
parent tape. Assembly is then enclosed in light -tight box. 

SIMPLE 
PHOTOELECTRIC 
AYIPLIFIER 
By RUFUS P. TURNER 

Lamp-photocell combination provides high 
d.c., a.c. gains for control circuitry. 

T HE familiar combination of low -voltage filament -type 
lamp and high -voltage photocell can provide amplifi- 
cation, both a.c. and d.c., under certain conditions of 

operation. The lamp -cell pair is far from being a high -fidelity 
device, but it has many possible applications in control 
systems. One distinct advantage is the excellent isolation of 
input and output circuits- superior to that of either transistors 
or vacuum tubes. 

The operating principle is simple: A cadmium sulphide 
photocell, biased with high d.c. voltage in series with a load 

SIGNAL INPUT 
(D.0 V.1 

NO 48 PILOT LAMP 
(2V., 60MA.) 

6 

Il 
90V. 

SIGNAL OUTPUT 
(D.C.V.) 

CADMIUM SULPHIDE PHOTOCELL 
(INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CS 120M6) 

Fig. 2. Circuit arrangement used to show d.c. amplification. 

Fig. 3. D.c. performance of the circuit with two load values. 
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resistor, is illuminated by a low -voltage lamp. The lamp is 
lighted by the input d.c. signal voltage and the photocell 
current is proportional to the brightness of the lamp. This 
current produces a voltage drop, which is the output d.c. 
signal, across the load resistor. When the lamp is dark, the 
photocell resistance is so high (1 megohm or better) that no 
output voltage is obtained. The d.c. voltage amplification 
results from the fact that the output -voltage swing is much 
greater than the input -voltage swing. To obtain a.c. amplifi- 
cation, the lamp brightness is modulated by injecting an 
a.c. input signal voltage in series with the lamp d.c. voltage. 

This system does not provide current amplification, al- 
though a small amount of power amplification may be ob- 
tained, as will be discussed later in this article. 

To test operation, a lamp -cell pair was constructed by 
taping a 2 -volt, 60 -ma. pilot lamp (No. 48, pink bead) to the 
transparent window of a cadmium sulphide photocell (Inter - 
national Rectifier CS 120 \16). For maximum illumination, 
the plane of the lamp filament must be parallel to the face 
of the cell. This lamp does not heat enough to affect the 
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Fig. 4. Note the non -linear voltage- current characteristics. 

14 16 e 2 

cell. The assembly, which is about the size of a quarter ( see 
Fig. 1), was placed in a light -tight box. 

Fig. 2 shows the d.c. amplifier circuit, while Fig. 3 shows 
the response of this circuit with the load resistance R = 1 

megohm and R = 10,000 ohms. Note that a 1.8 -volt input 
signal produces a 90 -volt output signal. The steepest and 
most linear portion of the 1- megohm response curve lies be- 
tween 0.8 -volt and 1 -volt input, corresponding to 10 -volt 
and 55 -volt output. In this region, an input voltage change 
of 0,2 volt thus produces a 45 -volt output change (voltage 
gain = 225 = 47 db). To obtain this gain, pre -bias the lamp 
to 0.8 -volt d.c., then add the 0.2 -volt d.c. input signal to this 
bias. The bottom curve shows lowered response when R is 

reduced to 10,000 ohms. Since the most favorable output 
signal voltage is developed across a 1- megohm resistance, the 
amplifier can feed only those d.c. loads higher than 1 meg- 
ohm. In some applications this is a disadvantage. 

The d.c. circuit does not produce current gain since the 
lamp (input) circuit draws more current than flows in the 
photocell (output) circuit. Fig. 4 shows the lamp d.c. volt- 
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ampere characteristic. Note that this is a 

non -linear response, the filament resist- 
ance varying with applied voltage from 
about 6 ohms at 0.1 volt to about 34 
ohms at 1.8 volts. 

Fig. 5 shows the a.c. amplifier circuit. 
Here, battery 131 through adjustment of 
rheostat R1, biases the lamp to the most 
favorable portion of the d.c. response 
curve. (This is around the 0.9 -volt, 
:37 -ma. point for the individual lamp 
used by the author. See Figs. :3 :nul 4.) 
The a.c.. signal is injected through trans- 
former T. The d_c. resistance of the sec- 
ondary winding of this transformer must 
be so low (1 ohm or less) that it sloes 

not significantly reduce the filament cur- 
rent. Also. the transformer must be able 
to handle the approximately (i0 -nia. 
Illaxinllllu filament current without satu- 
rating. and must have a 1:1 turns ratio. 
These conditions are all satisfied by the 
power transistor (nitpnt transformer 
specified in Fig. 5. The 1000 -Itf. capaci- 
tor, C, bypasses the input audio signal 
around the filament rheostat in the cir- 
cuit shown. 

The circuit lias a highest voltage gain 
of 29, or 29) db. corresponding to 3.8- 
volt r.in.s. output for 0.2 -volt r.m.s. in- 
put. The output resistance is I0.000 
ohms. \lcasured input current is 5 nia. 
r.in.s. These conditions show input 
power to be 1 milliwatt and output 
power :3,4 nlilliwatts, representing a 

power gain of :3.4. This is time equivalent 
of 5.3 db. 

The a.c. amplification is hest at low 
frequencies, because of the thermal lag 
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NO 48 
PILOT 
LAMP 

of the lamp filament (it just can't wink 
fast enough to keep up with high fre- 
quencies) and the limited frequency re- 
sponse of the photocell. Fig. (i shows the 
frequency response. The circuit was also 
tested with a Type 112 lens -type 12- 
volt flashlight bulb. This lamp has some- 
what better frequency response and 
gives approximately five tinges the volt- 
age gain at all paints on the curve ill 
Fig. (i, but it requires a d.c. bias current 
in time order of 200 milliamperes in this 
application. 

General Characteristics 

Good points Of this amplifier intlll(Ie 
(11 excellent input -output isolation. ( 2) 
high gain. 1:31 easy adaptability to a.c. 
or (I t.. (4) low current drain: 90 Ira. 

maximum with 1- meg_ohm load. and (5) 
simple circuitry. 

Its disadvantages for conventional ap- 
plications are: (1) poor frequency re- 
sponse, (2) high output impedance or 
resistance: 10,000 oliins to 1 tnetgohnl. 
and (:3) low input impedance or resist- 
ance: 6 to 40 ohms. 

The amplifier operates well into high - 
resistance instruments. such as (l.c. os- 

cilloscopes, w.t.y.nl.'s, :tn(1 potentiomet- 
rie recorders. Working into a standard 
1.5 -volt (1.c, v.t.v.nl., for example, it will 
give full -scale deflection on (i. î -Irv. in- 
put, after the initial deflection has been 
balanced out. As an a.c. amplifier. it also 
serves as a low- frequency, low -pass fil- 
ter giving :u1 average attenuation of ap- 
proximately 4 db per octave between 20 
and 200 cps. 

92 
90V. 

A.C. 
SIGNAL 
OUTPUT 

CADMIUM SULPHIDE PHOTOCELL 
(INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CS 12OM6) 

Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of the a.c. amplifier discussed. 

Fig. 6. Frequency response of author's a.c. amplifier. 
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EXPERIMENTERS! 
SCIENCE FAIR CONTESTANTS! 
ADVANCED CONSTRUCTORS! 

Design and build your own 
portable Hi -Fi Solid State 
Amplifier- Speaker! with the 

MOOG XP -2 KIT 
If you enjoy building electronic equipment 
from your own designs, then here is a kit 
concept planned especially for you. The Moog 
XP -2 kit contains all electronic components to 
build an integrated amplifier -loudspeaker with 
these advanced features: 

ALL SOLID STATE CIRCUITRY with two 
independent low noise inputs, separate bass 
and treble controls, and conservatively rated 
15 watt output. 

GENUINE JBL SPEAKER for low distortion 
and high efficiency. 

PRECISELY REGULATED A.C. SUPPLY 
doubles as battery charger. 

HEAVY -DUTY RECHARGEABLE BATTERY 
(optional) allows full -power operation with 
complete portability. 

TEXTBOOK -STYLE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET 
discusses every circuit feature in detail, gives 
all data necessary to design and build the 
cabinet, chassis. and circuit boards. and sug- 
gests circuit additions and modifications. 

Kit model XP -2 without battery $ 89.50 

Kit model XP -2 with battery $134.50 

L 

Dept. 1101, Trumansburg, N. Y. 
IT Send further information 
(- Send _ Kit(s) without battery r $89.50 

Send _ Kit(s) with battery ri $134.50 
Enclosed is FT check [T money order. No C.O.D.s 
please. Prices F.O.B. Trumansburg, N.Y. 
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PROFESSIONAL APPLIANCE 
SERVICING MEANS EXTRA 
INCOME FOR RADIO -TV 
REPAIRMEN. It's Fast - 
It's Easy to Learn 
Appliance sersking is it natural side -line for Radio - 
TV Repairmen. There are probably hundreds of 
broken appliances in your neighborhood that can 
mean extra profits for you. 

Now NRI offers a new. fast. easy course in 
Professional Appliance Servicing at a surprisingly 
low tuition rate. It includes appliance test equip- 
ment and covers- 

Small and Large flume Appliances 
Farm and Commercial Equipment 
Small Gasoline Engines 

There's a special course arrangement to prepare 
you for air conditioning and refrigeration. 
Send for FREE hook describing 
opportunities and details of 
training -plus a sample 
lesson. No obligation and no 
salesman will call. 
If you are in business fin roursel( 
c'wn.sr ses ran he la r drdur rihL. 

Appliance Di,ision. Dept. 511_ -I I 1 

National Radio Institute, Washington, D.C. 20016 

Please send Free Book on Professional Appliance 
Servicing and Sample Lesson. 
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Accredited Member National Home Study Council 
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MANY HOURS 
OF ROUT /NE 
WORK required to put 
together conventional 
circuitry are eliminated 
by the molecular 
circuitry used in 
this tiny video 
amplifier. 

106 

(Photo courtesy of Westinghouse 
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Will the Space Age 

eliminate your job in 
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and Automation 

Electronics? 
YOUR JOB IS IN DANGER if you work 
on the routine level where new automated 
manufacturing techniques are rapidly 
replacing men. And your job is in danger 
if you haven't learned enough about new 
developments in electronics to be of real 
value to your employer in the space age. 

November, 1964 

Protect your future through 
the New CREI Programs in 
Space Electronics 
Will the space age end your career in electronics? Or will 
it open up new opportunities for you? What happens 
depends on whether or not you supplement your education 
in electronics with the new knowledge needed to make 

you a valuable employee today. The new CREI Programs 
in Space Electronics offer you the up -to -date knowledge 
employers want and need. 

SPACE DATA SYSTEMS -Includes multi -channel 
recording, analog to digital conversion systems, data 
acquisition and processing. 

SPACECRAFT TRACKING AND CONTROL - 
Includes such areas of space technology as orbit calcu- 
lation and prediction, inertial guidance, electromagnetic 
wave generation, space surveillance and environment. 

AEROSPACE RADAR ENGINEERING -Includes spe- 
cialized knowledge of surveillance radar, antennas, 
receivers, components and microwave equipment used in 

space applications. 

The first extension programs developed specifically to 

help men in electronics apply their experience to the 
space gffort. 

Content developed to meet employment requirements 
as determined by consulting government and private 
organizations in the space field. Text material prepared in 

leading space- oriented organizations. 

CREI also offers specialized education in these important 
areas of electronics: Automation, Industrial, Nuclear, 
Servomechanisms, Computers, Radar, Communica- 
tions, Aeronautical, Navigational and Television. 

You are eligible for these programs if you work in elec- 
tronics and have a high school education. 

FREE BOOK gives full information on CREI programs. 

For your copy, mail postpaid card or 

CREI write: CREI, Dept. 1111 -B, 3224 
Sixteenth St., N. W., Washington, 
D. C. 20010 

Founded 1927 

THE CAPITOL. RADIO ENGINEERING INS-T 
Accredited Member of the National Home Study Council 
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Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Sub -' 
scription to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantas- 
tic Bargain Packed Catalog - Unheard of 
LOW, LOW, DISCOUNT PRICES on Brand 
Name Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools, 
Stereo Amps, Tuners, CB, Hi -Fi's, and 
thousands of other Electronic Bargains. 
Credit plan available. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

If you have a friend interested in electronics 
send his name and address for a FREE sub - 
scription also. 

OLSON ELECTRONICS, INC. 

312 S. Forge Street Akron, Ohio 44308 

CIRCLE NO. 203 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Your Postmaster Suggests: 

Always Include 

Your (ZIP CODE) Number 

in your 

Return Address 

when it's time to think of college 
you should read this 
FREE CAREER BOOKLET 
about electronics at 

MSOE 
MILWAUKEE Ms -220 L 

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Dept. EW -1164, 1025 N. Milwaukee Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 
Tell me about an engineering career through 
residence study in: 
,E Electrical fields Mechanical fields 

Name Age 

Address 

City, State 
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9 -INCH COLOR-TV SET 
COLOR -TV in Japan is getting a hard 

push from Japanese manufacturers 
in order to take advantage of the color 
transmission of the Summer Olympic 
Games, soon to be held in Tokyo. It is 

hoped that these programs will also be 
transmitted to the U.S. via communica- 
tions satellite. 

Many Japanese manufacturers have 
started production of 14-, 16 -, and 21- 
inch shadow -mask types of color sets in 
preparation for the expected demand. 
Some, however, have been experiment- 
ing with different approaches to a small - 
screen color set. Although development 
of such sets has been reported in the 
past, the GTC -9, using a 9 -inch, one -gun 
color CRT, and completely transistor- 
ized, has been made by Yaou Electric 
Co. Ltd., and is the first small- screen 
color -TV set being prepared for sale at 
the present. This new set is slightly 
deeper than the same company's 9 -inch 
black -and -white set. Both sets are shown 
in the photograph. 

The new 9 -inch color tube, called a 
"Colornetron," is a single -gun tube, sim- 
ilar in operation to the old one -gun 
Lawrence tube, and is a result of joint 
research by both loon and Kobe Kogyo 
Co. Ltd. Although complete details of 
both the color tube and associated color 
circuits are not available due to patent 
considerations, it is known that the tube 
uses a form of post -deflection accelera- 
tion and focusing in order to keep sweep 
requirements at a minimum and to per- 
mit the manufacturer to use readily 
available deflection components. This 
also helps reduce the price of the set 
(unknown at the present writing). 
Among the circuits used are "three in- 
terval automatic phase loop, offset sub - 
carrier demoduation, and a storage - 
counter circuit." It is not known just 
what these circuits are or how they op- 
erate since clearance has not been given 

yet by the company's patent attorney. 
The line -sequential system of color 

generation is used in this new tube. In 
this approach, color phosphors are laid 
down in fine horizontal lines with the 
three colors alternating down the screen. 
The electron beans is made to scan one 
color line at a time, modulating it with 
that color's video only. During the hori- 
zontal retrace interval, the video infor- 
mation is electronically switched so that 
the next colors video is now present as 
the electron beam sweeps that color line. 
This process continues down the screen 
so that each color line receives its own 
particular video while the beam is land- 
ing on it. 

This method of generating colors has 
not been used on the larger screen CRT's 
because in operation it appears that the 
colors "crawl" down the raster. This is 
due to the fact that on a large- screen 
tube, the scanning lines are relatively far 
apart. However, on a small- screen tube 
the raster lines are much closer together 
so that "color crawl" is not so apparent. 

In previous versions of the one -gun 
Lawrence tube, the beam -switching 
grid, located very near the faceplate, 
had to be excited by a relatively high - 
power r.f. source in order to guide the 
electron beam to the desired color phos- 
phor. Shielding had to be employed to 
snake sure that this r.f. power slid not 
leak out to canse interference to other 
receivers. In this new small color tube, 
switching the electron beam from line to 
line is done by conventional sweep tech- 
niques. 

Because of the single -gun technique, 
this new tube does not require conver- 
gence circuits, and also, not using a 
shadow mask, the tube does not need de- 
gaussing. hitercarrier sound is used. 

Power consumption is 22 watts from a 
12 -volt source and 30 watts from a 117 - 
volt line. 

The "Colornet" color -TV set shown at left uses a 9 -inch, one -gun CRT and is only 
slightly deeper than the same company's 9 -inch monochrome set shown at right. 
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Shielded Cables 
(Continued from page 38) 

in low- frequency equipment furnish 
weak signals which can be completely 
swamped by noise picked up from the 
brushes of a motor or the arcing of relay 
contacts. Even such mechanical noise 
sources as building vibrations due to 
trains or trucks can present serious inter- 
ference problems. For these reasons, 
especially good shielding is often re- 
quired. 

Coaxial cable is sometimes inadequate 
when it comes to solving noise and inter- 
ference problems and, in many applica- 
tions it is necessary to keep the signals 
completely insulated from ground. 
When many different signals are car- 
ried in a common cable, interference and 
crosstalk between them must be kept to 
a minimum. In this case, balanced, 
twisted -wire pairs in a shielded jacket 
are usually used. Shielded cables are 
available for all requirements, but again 
consideration must be given to size and 
weight. 

One manufacturer in the wire and 
cable field has developed a method of 
bonding I\lylar to very thin aluminum 
foil which combines the electrical shield- 
ing properties of aluminum with the 
tensile strength of Mylar. In addition, 
the Mylar portion can also serve as in- 
sulator and the bonding material can be 
colored to provide color -codes for the 
shielded cable. A good example of the 
advantages of this type of construction 
is shown in Fig. 5, a single -wire shielded 
cable suitable for audio and lower range 
r.f. signals. The center conductor is 

stranded, tinned copper, surrounded 
by a conventional insulator such as rub- 
ber, polyethylene, etc. This is covered 
with a spiral -wound Mylar- aluminum 
tape, the edges of which are folded over 
as shown. This "Z" bend provides con- 
tact between the aluminum foil and this 
has the same electrical effect as a solid 
aluminum tube. The outer Mylar layer 
also serves as insulating outer jacket 
for the cable. Since it would be difficult 
to make a soldered connection to the 
aluminum foil, a ground or drain wire 
runs between the aluminum foil shield 
and the inner insulator. This is a flat 
tinned ribbon which makes continuous 
contact with the aluminum foil and can 
be easily soldered to the chassis or the 
connector ground. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the advantages of 
aluminum foil in a multi -cable arrange- 
ment. Here the individual shields are in- 
sulated from each other by the Mylar 
portion of the tape which permits either 
individually selected grounds or a single 
common ground point for all shields. 
The drain wire is a conventional strand- 
ed wire and the internal conductors are 
a twisted pair, typical for that used in 
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make it easy on yourself 
See the direct answer -on only the 
range -scale you want- automatically 

No Reading Errors! No Multiplying! 
Accuracy ±3% full scale AC and DC. 
Sensitive 100 microampere meter move- 
ment. DC Volts in 7 ranges 0 -1500. (Input 
resistance 11 megohms). AC Volts (rms) 
in 7 ranges 0 -1500. AC Volts (peak -to- 
peak) in 7 ranges 0-1500. DC Current in 
3 ranges 0 -500 ma. Ohms in 7 ranges 
0 -1000 megohms. Single DC -AC ohms 
probe, Anti -parallax mirror. Swivel stand 
converts to carry -handle. Includes 11 /2 volt 
battery. Operates on 117 volts 50 -60 
cycle AC. 

Once you set the range switch, you 
automatically see only the scale you 
want in the range you want. Individ- 
ual full -size direct- reading scale for 
each range. Simplifies true reading of 
peak -to -peak voltages of complex 
waveforms in video, sync, and deflec- 
tion circuits, pulse circuits, radar sys- 
tems, etc. Includes DC current ranges, 
too. Net, $8995 

V O Matic 360 
Automatic VOM. See only the full scale 
you want and read the exact answer - 
directly, without multiplying. Burn -out 
proof meter movement. Net, $5995 
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Keep PEPand POWER 

under your hood... 
not blasting out your 

tailpipe! 
Your car isn't turbine - 
powered . . . yet up 
to 50 °ó of your gaso- 
line dollars jet away 
into thin air! The crime 
is incomplete combus- 
tion -and the criminal 
is standard ignition. 
The only answer is 

TRANSISTOR IGNI- 
TION the AEC -77A! 

ANNOUNCING 
THE NEW AEC -77A 50,000 -VOLT 
TRANSISTOR IGNITION SYSTEM 

The NEW AEC -77A 50,000 -volt transistor ignition sys- 
tem guarantees nearly twice the output of any 
standard or magneto ignition system in existence, 
regardless of price. The AEC -77A is a complete, in- 
tegrated system designed to replace outmoded stand- 
ard or magneto systems so that fire -power at the 
spark plugs can cause complete combustion, release 
full engine power under all conditions at all speeds. 

AEC -77A's constant high -voltage output increases gas 
mileage by 15%, keeps spark plugs and breaker 
points clean beyond 50,000 miles, fires fouled plugs, 
makes engine run far smoother, increases top speeds 
up to 10 %, eliminates 4 out of 5 "tune-ups". For 
the thousands of miles you will drive your car, you 
will always have that luxurious "brand -new" feeling. 

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES 
/ AEC -77A delivers 50,000 volts on 

open voltage tests . . . guaranteed 
to produce 30,000 volts output at 15 
milliamperes at full engine load. 
/ AEC -77A delivers 28,000 volts at 

cranking speed .. . guarantees in- 
stant starting in any weather. 
. / AEC -77A continues to deliver full 

voltage beyond 7,500 RPM while 
other ignitions fail to produce at all. 

The AEC -77A you order for your car with the coupon 
below is completely waterproof and shockproof. It 
has been tested under actual operational load with 4 
fouled and 4 operating spark plugs. Features tran- 
sistor types 2N1358A, 2N2493A, 2NI100A, 2N2210A, 
manufactured by General Motors Delco division on 
the same production line which produces transistors 
for the U. S. Minuteman Missile Program. Other 
quality components are supplied by Motorola, Mallory, 
Westinghouse and others. 
The AEC -77A installs in about 20 minutes without 
special tools. The regular price is $49.95 postpaid; 
introductory price, only $39.95. Use the coupon 
below, or see your local dealer. 

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS CO. 
387 PARK AVE. SO., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 
AEC -77A For Negative ground 6/12 v $39.95 
AEC77AP For Positive ground 6/12 v $39.95 
Kit $32.95 400:1 Coil $11.95 Ballast $1.95 I 
FREE BROCHURE ON AEC -77A SYSTEMS. EW -I1 
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audio work. h1 some cables the alumi- 
num layer is on the outside with the 
drain wire held in place by an outer 
jacket, usually made from neoprene rub- 
ber. Belden makes a variety of tape - 
shielded cables which are widely used 
in audio, stereo, and intercom applica- 
tions where good shielding is required. 
Signal separation as high as 90 db be- 
tween adjacent twisted -pair cables is 
possible and this is often required in 
high -gain, low -level applications. A 

number of other manufacturers also offer 
tape- shielded cables similar to those 
described. 

For instrumentation or other applica- 
tions where cable noise is a special prob- 
lem, Microdot now offers a process in 
which the surface of the dielectric' cover- 
ing the inner conductor is treated to 
dissipate electric-al energy. In effect. a 

resistive surface exists between the outer 
conductor and the dielectric'. hrterfer- 
ence between adjacent cables is thereby 
reduced and cable- generated noise, such 
as mechanic-al vibrations, etc., tends to 
dissipate in the resistive shell. While 
used primarily on coaxial cable, this 
process is also available for other types 
of shielded cables. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON 

AUDIO SWEEP GENERATOR 
By FRANK J. MANUS 

ROBERT H. Douglas beat me to the 
punch when his audio sweep gener- 

ator article was published in the August 
issue (page 71). But, having had some 
experience with this type of instrument, 
I would like to pass along some informa- 
tion and changes pertaining to his cir- 
cuit. 

Although I was unable to obtain the 
diodes listed for D1, I built the instru- 
ment intending to use a diode which had 
proved successful in another audio sweep 
generator I had built. This is the 1N536 
diode. Any of the 750 -ma. silicon top -hat 
diodes may be used as a voltage -sensitive 
capacitor in lieu of specially designed 
units and at ankh lower prices. How- 
ever, AIr. Douglas' circuit will not pro- 
vide a saw -tooth of sufficient amplitude 
to utilize the capacitance -change ability 
of the top -hat diodes. 

Increasing the "B +" voltage to 12 
volts will help without the need for high- 
er voltage transistors. With the 1N536 
diode, the circuit will sweep up to 11 
ko., but can be increased, as will be 
explained later. 

With the 12 -volt - "B-r" you should 
have 7.5 volts on the collectors of Q1 
and Q3 and 8 volts on Q2 and Q4. The 
other collector voltages are 4, 7.5, 6.7 
and 8.4 volts on Q5 to Q8 respectively. 
Base 2 of the inijunction transistor will 
be at 7.5 volts. 

The following are changes I have 
made in addition to increasing the ' B -' 
value. C21 is connected directly to R24 
since the logarithmic display is more 
Useful than the linear display. The sweep 
limit pot, R23, is replaced by an 82k 
resistor with C20 going to the junction 
of it and C21. (C1 is used to control 
sweep range.) Looking at R16 from the 
front, its right -hand lug is connected to 
ground. If other than a metal chassis is 
used, ground both transformer cases. 

They may be mounted on the same side 
if they are at least three inches apart. 

Alignment is as follows: Set Cl and 
T1 to their midpoints -S turns from the 
bottom for T1. Turn R16 fully clockwise 
for maximum output. Then set T2's slug 
4 turns from the bottom. Turn the in- 
strument on and after a minute, turn 
T2's slug outward until the pattern of 
Fig. :3 of the original article appears. 
\While adjusting T2's slug, amplitude of 
the display will be increasing. At a cer- 
tain point sine waves will appear with a 
gap between them. Bring the center of 
this gap to the left end of the display. 
This is the oscillator's null point where 
the sweep starts. Further slight adjust- 
ments of T I and 1'2 will result in a pat- 
tern without drift. 

Warm -up time is 2 -:3 minutes. After 
this time, pattern drift is clue to an in- 
sufficient sync' voltage for some scopes. 
Cl may be used to compensate for the 
slight drift which may occur when in the 
0 -11 kc. mode -C1 being at half mesh. 
Turning Cl slightly clockwise so the 
low- frequency end of the display moves 
away towards the left will increase the 
upper end of the sweep while also in- 
creasing the minimum frequency. A 
higher amplitude saw -tooth will give a 
20 -kc. sweep but this would necessitate 
redesigning the circuit. 

The upper frequency may be checked 
by counting cycles in a given short space 
with the scope's horizontal gain at maxi- 
mum and the right end of the display 
near the scope screen's center. Then 
compare it with an audio generator 
waveform until the saine number of 
cycles appear in the same space. 

The instrument can be checked out 
with sharp cut -off filters. Once the user 
becomes familiar with this instrument, 
he will see how useful it is in audio work 
such as in filter and crossover design. 
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Computer Input- Output 
(Continued from page 54) 

at these speeds the desired data may be 
many seconds away from the reading 
station. Because of this long access 
time, magnetic tape is used for bulk stor- 
age of data, and a high -speed memory is 
available internally in the central com- 
puter. Blocks of data from the tape can 
be transferred from time to time into the 
main memory of the computer. 

Printers 
Ultimately, the results of data process- 

ing and calculation must be presented in 
printed form. Punched cards and tapes 
are useful for presenting data to the com- 
puter, but humans prefer to have data 
presented to them in printed form. The 
printing device should be capable of pro- 
ducing numerals, alphabetic characters, 
punctuation marks, and some special 
symbols such as #, $, %, etc. 

Printers may be operated either on- 
line or off -line. In either case, high -speed 
printing is desirable. For on -line opera- 
tion, the printer is controlled by elec- 
trical signals from the central computer, 
and it is undesirable to keep the com- 
puter occupied too long with this "me- 
nial" task. For off -line operation, the 
printer converts data from card or tape 
to printed page. Here, too, speed is de- 

sirable, although not so critical, because 
of the large amount of data that must 
often be printed. 

The electric typewriter, in modified 
form, can be employed as a printer. 
Since it prints only one character at a 
time, this is a relatively slow device - 
typically 10 to 30 characters per second. 
A perforated tape unit may be incorpo- 
rated in the typewriter. With this ar- 
rangement, a typewritten copy can be 
produced from a perforated tape, or a 
perforated tape can be produced as the 
operator types in data. 

High -speed printers can print a whole 
line at a time and achieve speeds of 600 
to 1000 lines a minute. These printers 
employ solenoid -actuated hammers that 
press the paper and ribbon against a 
wheel or chain carrying raised letters, 
numerals, etc. So fast are the hammers 
that the wheel or chain revolves contin- 
uously and the hammer strikes as the 
desired character passes in front of the 
paper. 

We have shown in this article that the 
computer can not function alone but that 
it must be communicated with by means 
of various peripheral input -output de- 
vices. For the present, most computers 
employ punched cards, perforated tape, 
and magnetic equipment for this pur- 
pose. There is an increasing use, how- 
ever, of magnetic and optical readers 
that are able to convert printed infor- 
mation into electrical signals. 
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AUTOMATIC 

TRANSISTORIZED 

BATTERY CHARGER 
CHARGES 6, 8 or 12 V. BATTERIES 
FULL 6 AMP RATE 
HEAVY GUAGE ALUMINUM CASE 
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CIRCUIT BREAKER 
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Dlr. Net 
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Solve Electronics n 
Problems Fast 
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ment . specifically designed 
for electronic engineers and tech- 
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Semiconductor Rectifiers 
(Continued from page 30) 

in the order of 10 milliamperes, as in- 
dicated in Fig. 5. 

With its low voltage drop when in 
conduction, germanium rectifiers are 
used in relatively low -voltage power 
supplies where its superior efficiency is 
desirable. Also, in some applications 
germanium rectifier diodes have been 
credited with developing less radio in- 
terference than typical silicon rectifiers 
because of the lower conducting voltage 
of germanium and its favorable corn- 
mutating characteristics. 

Outside of the foregoing exceptions, 
new rectifier -equipment designs use sili- 
con diodes almost exclusively in appli- 
cations ranging from `B- plus" supplies 
delivering a few hundred milliamperes 
to power -conversion equipment deliver- 
ing as much as 100,000 amperes d.c. to 
electrolytic aluminum refinement proc- 
esses. 

Success with Silicon Rectifiers 
While silicon has proven to be the 

key to expanded use of d.c. in many 
applications because of its long term 
reliability, compactness, and attractive 
costs, equipment designers have found 
certain precautions necessary in its use 
if headaches and premature failures are 
to be avoided. 

While a typical silicon rectifier may 
sustain 1000 volts indefinitely without 
damage, a 1500 -volt transient spike 
lasting only a few millionths of a second 
may destroy the rectification character- 
istics by causing a short circuit across 
the junction. Transient disturbances are 
practically unavoidable in useful recti- 
fier circuits due to such circumstances as 
switching, lightning, and commutation. 
(In fact, short transients as high as 5600 
volts have been measured on seemingly 
innocent 120 -volt a.c. distribution lines.) 
For this reason, successful silicon recti- 
fiers generally incorporate healthy volt- 
age safety factors, transient filters or 
suppressors, or a combination of these 
precautions. In the past few years, so- 
called "controlled- avalanche" silicon 
rectifiers introduced by some manufac- 
turers have demonstrated their ability to 
operate in many transient -prone appli- 
cations without separate suppressors or 
high safety factors. These controlled - 
avalanche rectifiers have zener -diode 
type characteristics in their reverse 
blocking direction that can clip voltage 
transients and dissipate transient energy 
without damage to themselves. Ex- 
pressed differently, these rectifiers have 
their own built -in transient voltage sup- 
pression, similar to some types of sele- 
nium rectifiers. 

Because of the high current densities 
at which silicon rectifiers are rated to op- 

erate, little margin is available for heavy 
overloads and short circuits compared to 
selenium or tube rectifiers. A typical sili- 
con rectifier capable of carrying one am- 
pere continuously will fail with three am- 
peres flowing through it for only one 
second. Fifteen amperes will damage it 
in less than 0.01 second. Such quick 
failure when a short circuit or other 
circuit malfunction occurs requires spe- 
cial fast fuses or circuit breakers if the 
rectifier is expected to survive. Where 
heavy inrush currents flow into the ca- 
pacitor filter when a power supply is 
energized, a surge resistor is often used 
to limit currents within the silicon recti- 
fier's rating. Where neither of these ap- 
proaches is feasible, rectifiers with 
higher surge current ratings are used. 
For example, the earlier- mentioned rec- 
tifier which failed in one second with a 
three -ampere overload can be replaced 
by one that can carry 30 amperes for 
several seconds without failing, thereby 
allowing overload protection by means 
of conventional branch circuit fuses. 
This ten -fold improvement in surge cur- 
rent capability costs about 25 times the 
price of the smaller rectifier, a slight 
premium over the cost of an expendable 
special high -speed fuse. 

Applications 
The circuits in which semiconductor 

rectifiers are used to convert a.c. power 
to d.c. power are almost too limitless to 
catalogue. They range from simple half - 
wave rectifier circuits which employ a 
single rectifier diode cell for low- current 
applications to 24 or more phase cir- 
cuits which use literally hundreds of 
individual diodes in series and parallel 
connected arrays for heavy industrial ap- 
plications. Design engineers base their 
selection of a particular circuit on such 
factors as the voltage and current re- 
quirements, ripple voltage on the d.c. 
output, the transformer design, and 
over -all economics. Table 2 illustrates 
five basic rectifier circuits commonly 
used with semiconductor types together 
with the voltage and current relation- 
ships characteristic of each. 

Many overlook- some of the useful 
tasks other than power rectification that 
semiconductor rectifier diodes can per- 
form. Here are three typical applica- 
tions. 

Fig. 6A shows a two -step voltage con- 
trol. A silicon rectifier in series with the 
a.c. line prevents the negative half cycle 
from reaching the load, thereby reduc- 
ing the r.m.s. voltage on the load to 70 %. 

With a suitable selector switch, the sim- 
ple circuit shown provides almost loss - 
less two -step control of voltage in such 
loads as incandescent lamps, soldering 
irons, and universal motors. 

Fig. 6B shows a reverse current relay 
replacement. When the d.c. generator is 
driven, it charges the battery and sup- 
plies current to the load. When the gen- 
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erator slows down or stops, its terminal 
voltage drops below the battery voltage. 
The rectifier diode prevents battery cur- 
rent from discharging through the low - 
resistance generator winding. Typical 
applications are emergency power sup- 
plies, automotive generators, and rail- 
road car lighting. 

Fig. 6C is a power -logic circuit. The 
rectifier diodes control the operation of 
two loads over a single pair of wires. 
When switch A is closed, only load A is 
energized from the a.c. supply. Switch 
B controls only load B. 

The alert designer, engineer, or tech- 
nician will find countless other uses for 
these easy -to -use and economical semi- 
conductor rectifier cells in his favorite 
applications. 

INEXPENSIVE NANOAMP METER 

By DONALD BELANGER 

WITH silicon semiconductors be- 
coming commonplace on both the 

engineer's and technician's bench, a 
need for sensitive measuring equipment 
exists. Nano- (10-9) and picoammeters 
(10.12) are not very common; however, 
most persons involved in electronics have 
d.c. vacuum -tube voltmeters. The low 
leakage currents of silicon devices may 
be readily measured by the use of such 
a meter and an external voltage source. 

The input resistance of many v.t.- 
v.m: s is 11 megohms. For each volt ap- 
pearing across the 11 -meg resistance, 
90.9 nanoamperes must flow through it. 
Whether the v.t.v.m.'s lowest scale is 1, 
1.2, 1.5, or 3 volts does not matter. What 
does matter is the accuracy of the 11 
megohms and the basic accuracy of the 
voltmeter. 

Suppose the v.t.v.m. in the figure reads 
.56 volt. Since the current is equal to 
90.9 nanoamps per volt (across 11 
megs), the leakage current flowing in 
the silicon diode is .56 x 90.9 = 50.9 
nanoamps. 

By putting a 1.1 -meg resistor across 
the input to the v.t.v.m. we have a cur- 
rent meter that reads 1 volt per micro - 
amp. For v.t.v.m.'s with high input im- 
pedance, such as the Hewlett -Packard 
410, they may be shunted to the desired 
current range in a similar manner. 

To achieve the proper voltage for the 
measurement, an external voltage source 
must be used, and it should be adjusted 
for slightly over the voltage at which the 
measurement is to be made. For exam- 
ple, assume the reverse current is to he 
measured at a reverse voltage of 10 volts 
and the meter reads .8 volt at slightly 
over 10 volts input. The voltage source 
should then be set to exactly 10.8 volts 
to offset the voltmeter loss. 

This technique may also be used to 
measure saturation currents at low volt- 
ages. 

+0 

VOLTAGE 
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0 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
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New WHO solid state 
transceiver 
Ideal for business and 
personal communications 

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE: 
The CB -10 is a completely transistorized, extremely compact 
transmitter /receiver offering five -channel operation and the 
highest performance levels yet achieved in solid state CB 
transceiver design. 
Its three stage transmitter is rated for full authorized power 
with maximum modulation capability. The dual- conversion 
receiver provides excellent adjacent -channel and image 
rejection A series -type noise limiter drastically cuts auto 
and local interference A special jack permits use of an 
external paging or P.A. speaker Receiver sensitivity is 
less than 1 Ay S/N ratio Power requirement is just 1.0 
amps on transmit (max. modulation) and 0.2 amps on receive. 

ACTUAL SIZE: 
2% inches high, 6 inches wide, 9% inches deep. 

ACTUAL PRICE: 14995 
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you can buy BELOW WHOLESALE! 
You can now save over 70% on professional quality 
power tools by buying by mail from the factory. New 
catalog shows guaranteed savings on Tilt Arbor Power 
Saws, Precision Belt Sanders, Jointer -Planers, 
Radial Drill Presses, etc. Over 500,000 satisfied users. 

American Machine 
& Tool Co. Dept. EW -114 
Royersford, Pa. 19468 

B. S. Degree in 36 months 
Small professionally- oriented college. Four -quarter 
year permits completion of B.S. Degree in three 
years. Summer attendance optional. Engineering: 
Electrical (electronics or power option), Mechan- 
ical, Civil, Chemical, Aeronautical. Business Ad- 
ministration: General Business, Accounting, Motor 
Transport Administration. One -year Drafting - 
Design Certificate program. Graduate placement 
outstanding. Founded 1884. Rich heritage. Ex- 
cellent faculty. Small classes. 200 -acre campus. 
Well equipped labs. New library. Residence halls. 
Modest costs. Enter Jan., March, June, Sept. For 
Catalog and View Book, write Director of Admis- 
sions today. 

16114 College Avenue Angola, Indiana 

Vibration Instrumentation 
(Continued from page 58) 

of the vibration signal, it is necessary to 
switch in an integrating network whose 
time constant depends on the operating 
frequency range of the instrument. Fig. 
5B shows the basic form of an inte- 
grating circuit consisting of a simple RC 
network (R1, Cl) which converts the 
signal to a velocity -proportional signal 
across Cl. Assuming that R1 is much 
greater than the capacitive reactance of 
C1, the voltage across Cl is inversely 
proportional to the frequency when 
compared to the input voltage of the 
network. When it is necessary to meas- 
ure the displacement component of the 
vibration, the signal is fed to a second 
integrating network (R2, C2) and a 
displacement -proportional signal ap- 
pears across C2. The voltage across C2 
is inversely proportional to the square of 
the frequency. Thus, conversions of ac- 
celeration potentials can be obtained by 
merely switching in the appropriate net- 
work to give velocity and displacement 
readings on the meter. To compensate 
for the insertion losses of the integrating 
networks, the signal is applied to a fixed, 
stable amplifier (A_). 

The output of A connects to an indi- 
cating meter which may be calibrated in 
terms of peak, peak -to -peak, or average 
values of the measured variables. In ad- 
dition, a high -impedance output jack 
provides a connection to an oscilloscope 
when it is desired to simultaneously ob- 
serve the vibration waveforms. If a 
permanent record is required, a record- 
ing galvanometer may be connected to 
the low- impedance jack. An auxiliary 
output terminal may be used to feed 
automatic control or warning devices for 
the detection of dangerous vibrations. 

Internal calibration of the instrument 
is accomplished by switching in a feed- 
back network at the output of A0, 
which applies a 400 -cps oscillation to 
the input of Al. The signal is adjusted 
by a calibrated attenuator to the proper 
value which permits a direct reading of 
the measured parameter on the indi- 
cating meter. 

If the vibration waveform is not sinus- 
oidal, a vibration meter cannot give in- 
formation about the frequencies of the 
individual vibration components. For 
this reason, it is often necessary to em- 
ploy a vibration analyzer to separate the 
frequency components of any complex 
signal within the range of the instrument 
and indicate their magnitudes. Vibra- 
tion analyzers can be operated directly 
from the output of the transducer sys- 
tem, or if greater sensitivity is required, 
from the electrical output of the vibra- 
tion meter. Several types of analyzers 
are available for evaluating the wave - 
shape of complex vibrations, the choice 
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of which is determined by the amount 
of detailed information required to solve 
a particular vibration problem. 

If, for example, a detailed analysis of 
the vibration spectrum is not essential, 
an octave -band analyzer is adequate for 
rapid measurement. This instrument is 

particularly useful in the analysis of 
broadband acoustic noise or airborne 
vibration, such as that produced by jet - 
engine turbulence, where there exists a 
random distribution of sound energy 
spread over a wide band of frequencies. 
Such an analyzer comprises a preampli- 
fier which feeds the transducer signal to 
a set of bandpass filters. The filters di- 
vide the audio spectrum into bands of 
one octave (2:1 frequency ratio) in 
width and are designed \vith center 
frequencies ranging from 20 cps at the 
lowest band to 15,000 cps at the highest 
band. The signal is then applied to a 
band -level attenuator and an output 
amplifier which drives an indicating 
meter. A monitor output feed is taken 
through an isolated stage which pre- 
vents any load from affecting the meter 
indication. 

If the vibration signal is a periodic 
complex wave rather than one of a ran- 
dom nature, each individual frequency 
component can be readily separated 
with a wave analyzer. A typical instru- 
ment of this type employs a set of nar- 
row- bandwidth filters in a tunable het- 
erodyne system which operates in a fre- 
quency range of 10 cps to 50 kc. This 
device includes a preamp circuit which 
incorporates a 50 -kc. low -pass filter to 
reduce response to signals beyond the 
operating frequency range of the unit. 
This filtering is necessary to attenuate 
the i.f. filter frequency that could other- 
wise introduce serious measurement er- 
rors. The i.f. is the difference frequency 
produced by beating the transducer 
signal with a stable variable- frequency 
oscillator. Included in the i.f. circuit is 

a group of four highly selective crystal 
filters whose bandwidth can be switched 
to 5, 10, 20, or 50 cps, depending on the 
degree of resolution required. Thus, 
each filter output contains only signals 
relating to its bandwidth and excludes 
information from adjacent bands so that 
frequency components close to each 
other which have a considerable dif- 
ference in amplitude may be accurately 
measured. 

The amplified output of the instru- 
ment drives a metering circuit and sup- 
plies voltage to a chart recorder. If de- 
sired, the basic wave -analysis system 
can be extended by adding a servo de- 
vice to provide continuous automatic 
tuning throughout the operating fre- 
quency spectrum. Instruments of this 
type are particularly effective in the 
vibration analysis of rotating and re- 
ciprocating machinery, electric motors 
and turbines. 
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Lampkin 105 -B 
Frequency Me- 
ter. 0.1 to 175 
MC and up. Price 
$260.00, net. 

Type 205 -A FM 
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There's little competition . . .. few fussy cus- 
tomers to satisfy . a welcome change 
from AM /FM and TV repair! It's not too late 
to make a start toward bigger money! 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. 
MFM Division, Bradenton, Florida 

LAMPKIN MFM DIVISION 

LABORATORIES, INC. BRADENTON, FLA. 

At no obligation to me, please send free 
booklet and information on Lampkin 
meters. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

CIRCLE NO. 128 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

IT'S A 

SHOCKER 
TRANSNI TOR 

MARK 5 

Really, little else needs to be said. The 
Delta Mark 5 provides the highest 
performance of any transistorized 
ignition system on the market 
today. 

The Mark 5 features 2 transistors, 
Zener diode, the exclusive Cascade 
circuitry, a high -ratio coil, bal- 
last resistor and it fits all 6 or 12 

negative ground cars. 

It sells the world over the $39.95. 
By using the coupon in this ad, 
you can now get a $10.00 dis- 
count. Why wait? 

General 
Automotive Products 
P 0 BOX 607 GRAND JUNCTION, COLORADO 81502 

For information on the Delta Mark 
10 Thunderbolt, see article by Brice 
Ward in this issue. The Mark 10 is 
now available for $49.50. 

Enclosed is $29.95 $49.50. Send me 
Mark 5 Transnitor Mark 10 Thunder- 

bolt today. I understand the unit is guar- 
anteed for 50,000 miles or for 3 years. 

name 

street address city state 

Mail Coupon & Check to General Auto- 
motive Products, P.O. Box 607, Grand 
Junction, Colorado 81502. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
Sz LITERATUßE 

Additional information on the items 
covered in this section is available 
from the manufacturers. Each item 
is identified by a code number. To 
obtain further details, simply fill in 
the coupon appearing on page 15. 

COMPONENTS TOOLS TEST EQUIPMENT HI -FI AUDIO CB HAM COMMUNICATIONS 

TRANSISTOR TEST SETS 
1 Quan -Tech Laboratories is currently intro- 

ducing three new noise test sets which pro- 
vide a convenient means of making rapid meas- 
urements of electrical noise in transistors as an 

aid to elimination of failure -prone devices prior 
to installation as well as to achieve optimum 
signal -to -noise ratio. 

The three units are similar except for their 
collector- current and frequency ranges. 1'he 
Models 510, 511, and 512 have collector- current 
ranges of 0.1 to IO nia., 3 to 300 µa., and 10 µa. 
to I ma., respectively. Noise voltage and current 
spectral densities are measured in the Models 510 
and 511 at I kc. and in the Model 512 broad -band 
noise figure measurements are made over a fre- 
quency range from 10 cps to 15.7 kc. 

SAFETY VENTED BATTERY 

2 
General Electric's Battery Product Section 
has developed a new resealing safety vent 

which, according to the company. makes nickel - 
cadmium battery power more practical for a 
variety of electronics products. 

The new vent is now standard on all of the 
firm's sealed, cylindrical -cell batteries. A guard 
against the results of inadvertent cell or battery 
abuse, the vent assures a continuous safe power 
source for cordless appliances. 

The resealing safety vent relieves pressure 
build -up caused by overcharging and thus pre- 
vents cell rupture or escape of large amounts 
of gases. 

SOLAR -CELL MODULES 
International Rectifier Corporation has an- 
nounced a series of compact, high -efficiency 

round silicon solar -cell modules for the conver- 
sion of radiant energy into electrical energy for 
powering electronic devices. 

An efficiency of up to 10 percent is achieved 
in the S -2900 series. The devices are compact, 
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measuring only 1.123 inches in diameter, with 
a cell area of one inch. The active area of the 
module is 0.7834 in.2 

The load voltage for the series is 0.4 volt and 
the load current ranges up to 120 ma. minimum. 
Output power is up to 48 mw. niinitnutn and 
the efficiency rating is up to 10 percent, based 
on an illumination level of 100 mw./cm. (aver- 
age bright sunlight). 

BREADBOARD CIRCUIT KIT 

4 
Buckeye Stamping Company is now offering 
a solderless breadboard circuit kit especially 

for transistor circuit designers and experimenters. 
Model BB -1 is equipped with two types of 

plug -in connectors, a sturdy perforated chassis, 
and an optional d.c. power supply. Included are 
40 T -3 connectors which have three electrically 
connected lugs for plugging in a number of 
components. and 10 T -3S connectors which have 
three electrically isolated lugs for accepting in- 
dividual component leads. 

The optional power supply, Model PS -100, is 
a dual- voltage, transistor regulated unit which 
has individual controls and can supply up to 
30 ma. simultaneously from two outputs. 

PAY -TV TRANSMISSION CABLE 

5 
Amphenol Cable has introduced a new dou- 
ble- shield cable designed to replace present 

solid- and braid -shielded television transmission 
cable. Designated 621 -149, the new cable is de- 
signed primarily for pay -TV and community - 
cable applications. It has a solid copper center 

conductor insulated with a polyethylene -foam 
dielectric, over which a thin copper foil has been 
longitudinally wrapped. A .standard copper -wire 
braid laver covers the 'foil and the entire cable 
is jacketed in black polyvinyl chloride. 

PICOMINIATURE TRANSFORMERS 
6 Microtran Company is now offering its pico- 

miniature transformer series in open -frame 
construction. Developed for application in equip- 
ment using micro- circuitry modules, the units 
measure .375" x .250" x .406" and weigh .05 
ounce. They are supplied with 4" #30 color - 
coded leads. 

Available in seven impedance ranges from 3.2 
to 25.000 ohms. the transformers are vacuum 
resin impregnated to assure long life. 

INDUSTRIAL LASER 
1 Raytheon Company has announced the de- 

velopment of a new high -repetition -rate laser 
developed especially for industrial applications. 

The Model LE -1 features precisely controlled 
reproducibility for use in repetitive manufactur- 
ing processes. It is expected to be used for micro - 

drilling, micro -welding, micro -metal removal, and 
precision hole drilling. Typical applications in- 

elude balancing gyros and balance wheels, trim- 
ming resistors, and drilling filters and spinnerets 
for the textile industry. 

This water -cooled laser employs a 63t" x %" 
ruby rod and is capable of producing more than 
10 joules of energy per pulse at a rate of one 
per second. Pulse width is variable from 1 to 
10 milliseconds. 

CIRCUIT -BREAKER PLUG 

o 
Hopax Electric, Inc. has developed a circuit- 

U breaker plug which is designed to fit on the 
end of a cord to protect power tools and electrical 
equipment from fire hazard and damage. 

The unit will automatically cut off power 
when motor or appliances are overloaded. A re- 
set lever resets the circuit breaker. The units 
are available in from 3 to 10 amps and carry 
UL approval. 

MOLDED WIREWOUND RESISTOR 

9 
International Resistance Company has just 
introduced a new t / -watt molded wirewound 

resistor which the company claims offers tight 
tolerance and exceptional stability at low cost. 

In its hot -clamp termination, a special cup -lead 
assembly is actually heated and flowed around 
the resistance wire, tightly imbedding several 
turns of the wire in the cup. This prevents wire 
shifting and shorting often caused by adverse 
operating conditions. The resistors have a 
phenolic plastic jacket and electroplated leads. 

The BW -20 is identical in size and shape to 
ordinary tom, -watt composition resistors. It is 
available in resistances from .24 ohm to 750 ohms 
in EIA/MIL standard values with tolerances of 
± 5% and ± 10 %. Units with ± 2% tolerance 
are available on special request. 

NEW ZENER DIODE 
1OTrio Laboratories, Inc. has developed the 
"Superreg " -a synthesized ideal zener diode. 

According to the company, the unit offers all the 
capabilities of the zener principle without the 
limitations imposed by the unalterable character- 
istics of the silicon atom. Like the zener, the 
new diode can be connected across a d.c. voltage 
source to provide a regulated d.c. output that is 
stabilized at a fixed level. Unlike the zencr, how- 
ever, the new unit provides output voltage that 
can he adjusted ±10% from its nominal value 
without derating or degrading its performance. 

Zener impedance is on the order of a few 
milliohnts; a typical 12 -volt unit exhibits a 
voltage change of 0.006 volt for a 2 -amp load 
swing. 

11 

AUTOMATIC CAPACITANCE BRIDGE 
General Radio Company has announced an 
automatic capacitance bridge which selects 

range, achieves balance, and presents the meas- 
ured value in digital in -line form. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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The Type 1680 -A includes a built -in transistor 
oscillator (If'0, 400. and 1000 cps) as well as 

bridge and detector circuits. It measures parallel 
capacitance from 0.01 pi. to 1000 µf. at 120 

cps. Basic accuracy is ±0.1% of reading. The 
bridge also measures dissipation factor from 
0.0001 to 1.0 and parallel conductance from 0.1 

nanomho to 1 mho. 
The bridge is available in rack and bench 

versions. 

MULTICONDUCTOR CABLE 

12 
Flexible Circuits Inc. is now marketing its 
"Circuits rip" custom wiring which offers 

the advantages of pre- positioned conductors, 
lower installed cost, fewer assembly errors, and 
weight and space savings,. 

"Circuitstrip" can be manufactured from t/s" 
to 10" wide in continuous lengths. Conductors 

can he solid flat, solid round. or stranded wire 
with spacing to suit customer requirements. It 
is available in all popular insulating materials, 
the most economical being polyester or vinyl. 

13 

CALIBRATION INSTRUMENT 
Mcdicon has developed a precision instru- 
ment for calibrating electromagnetic flow 

meter probes. 
Designed for compactness and case of use, 

the Alodel II -_000 is completely self -contained and 
requires only the availability of saline solution 

to perform calibrations. Calibration ranges are 
0 -30, 0 -160, 0 -900, and 0 -6000 ml. /min. 

Basically, the kit consists of two receptacles 
for saline solution, a constant flow pump, and 
a precision flow monitor. Two Lucite standards 
mounted in one receptacle provide support for 
the "Flo- Probe" and a section of artificial 
artery. The probe can be surrounded with saline 
to simulate in vivo environments. 

MAGNETIC CEMENT 

14 
GC Electronics has added a magnetic cement 
to its line of chemicals for the electronics 

industry. The product is designed for the quick 
and simple repair of flyback and yoke cores, 
broken ferrite loop antennas, iron cores and 
slugs. 

According to the company, the new cement 
can permanently bond all powdered iron -core 
components. 

15 

SEALED LEAD -ACID BATTERIES 
The Electric Storage Battery Company is 

now offering a completely redesigned lead - 
acid storage battery which is compact and light- 
weight, sealed against leakage of acid and gases, 
and requires no maintenance except recharging. 

The new battery has been especially designed 
to serve as a versatile and economical high -power 
source for such portable electrical devices as TV 
sets, tools, lanterns, home appliances, and toes. 
It can be built into the tools or appliances it is 

powering or can be carried by shoulder strap 
or belt hooks for Outboard power applications. 

The battery is now available in (i- and 12 -volt 
ratings as the MF -1 and All -2 respectively. 

HI -FI - AUDIO PRODUCTS 

NEW RECORDING TAPE 
Pfanstichl Chemical Corporation has recently 

I introduced a new line of magnetic tapes 
which is being offered in two quality grades. 

This professional tape is made of a plastic hase 
and is guaranteed to be splice -free. It comes in 
standard reel sizes in both 1.5- and 1 -mil thick- 
nesses and features low print through and high 
fidelity. 

A high- frequency response tape made of poly- 
ester in 1 -mil and .5 -mil thicknesses is also avail- 
able in standard reel sizes. 

11 

BOOKSHELF SPEAKER 
Acoustic Research, Inc. has added the AR -4 

bookshelf speaker to its line of acoustic sus- 
pension speakers. Designated the AR -4, it has an 
8" woofer and 31/2" wide -dispersion tweeter. 

The speaker measures 19" x 10" x 9" in depth 
and is available in oiled walnut and unfinished 
versions. 

18 

TAPE TEMPO REGULATOR 
Gotham Audio Corporation is handling the 
U.S. distribution of the "Eltro" Model MLR 

38/15 tempo regulator designed to be used with 
any professional tape recorder. 

The unit is simply placed in front of any 
recorder using its wind motors and playback 
amplifier(s). It features a unique rotating head 
assembly and a variable speed capstan drive which 
permit a tempo range from 50 -I8l) of normal 
speed without change of pitch. and a pitch change 

M ATTER 
WHAT KIND OF AUTOMOBILE YOU OWN 

Micro -Kit THUNDERBOLT MK 10 CAPACITIVE DISCHARGE - SCR 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEM IS THE ONLY 
IGNITION UNIT OF ITS KIND AVAILABLE! 

IT IS THE IGNITION SYSTEM OF THE FUTURE, NOW! MICRO -KIT COMBINES ALL OF THE 
ACKNOWLEDGED ADVANTAGES OF CAPACITIVE DISCHARGE WITH THOSE OF SOLID STATE 
ELECTRONICS! MICRO -KIT OFFERS ALL OF THE ORDINARY TRANSISTORIZED SYSTEM AD- 
VANTAGES PLUS THE HERE -TO -FOR UNOBTAINABLE ADVANTAGES OF CAPACITIVE DIS- 
CHARGE (SEE JULY '62 CAR AND DRIVER). 

Offers TRANSISTOR performance - PLUS - SUPERIOR COLD STARTING ABILITY 
(ordinary transistor systems fall far short of advertised ability) 

Offers TRANSISTOR performance - PLUS . USES EXISTING COIL (No extras to buy) 

Offers TRANSISTOR performance - PLUS - EASE OF INSTALLATION Only 10 minutes for 
slow people (Entire system in one "Micro" package) 

SEE JUNE '64 POPULAR ELECTRONICS SEE NOV. '64 ELECTRONICS WORLD SEE 
JULY '64 MOTOR TREND 

send $39.95 to MICRO -KIT CO., BOX 494, Dept. EW11 PARAMOUNT, CALIF. 90724 (Calif. Res. Add 4%) 

November, 1964 CIRCLE NO. 255 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

POSTPAI D 

FUN TO 
BUILD 

COMPLETE 
INSTRUCTIONS 
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of approximately seven half tones above and over 
three octaves below normal without change of 
tempo. 

The unit is available on special order for stereo, 
three -track and four -track tape in widths up to 
one inch. 

19 

TAPE PLAYER FOR CARS 
J. Herbert Orr Enterprises is now marketing 
a new cartridge -type tape player designed to 

be used in cars. 
The "AutoMate" is designed to accept a sealed, 

transparent cartridge containing a continous two- 
track magnetic tape. The player can be loaded 
and unloaded in a second. The two -track tapes 
are available in half -hour and one -hour lengths. 

the unit incorporates a special universal brack- 
et to permit rapid installation and at no time is 

it necessary to remove the car radio to make the 
installation. The player can be suspended front 
the instrument panel or mounted on the trans- 
mission "hump." Simple plug -in -type fittings 
connect the unit to the vehicle radio and speaker 
system. 

The player contains its own transistorized am- 
plifier- oscillator circuit. A simple switch serves to 

disconnect the vehicle's antenna from the radio 
while the tape player is in operation. 

20 

TRANSISTORIZED RECORDER 
Alec) Electronics, Inc. is now marketing two 
trans is tar i ted tape recorders, the "Executive 

64" and the "Senior 75." Both models use 7 tran- 
sistors and both come complete with accessories. 

Ilue "Executive tit" is a three -speed model 
F.: ; 'í ips) with tone control, level 

control, mrcl vu meter. It is powered by six "C" 
cells or an a.c. adapter. It also has a remote - 
control dvmtmic microphone. 

The "Senior 75" will handle 5" reels and has a 

full watt of audio power. It has a remote -control 
dynamic microphone, level, and su meter, fast - 
forward. and tape indexer. It is completely push- 
button controlled and operates from "ll" cells or 
from its built -in adapter. 

21 

LOW- IMPEDANCE MIKES 
Sonotone Corporation has just introduced a 

new line of ceramic microphones in lots -im- 
pedance versions especially for transistorized ap- 
plications. 

The new ceramic microphones cover a range of 
input impedances (high and low) from 10,000 

ohms through 5 me;gohms. Frequency responses 
of 20(1-9000 cps for speech anti 50- 12,000 cps for 
music pickup are now available. Open- circuit 
sensitivity up to -49 db re 1 v./microbar can be 
realized. 

Available in slier die -cast hand and table mod- 
els and in high -impact plastic cases, all mikes 
come complete with necessary hardware. Factory 
matched pairs for stereo applications are in- 
cluded in the line. 

REVERBERATION KIT 

22 
Cleveland Electronics, Inc. has announced the 
availability of an altransistor reverberation 

kit for use with 12 -volt negative ground car 
radios. This unit has an electromechanical device 
to reverberate the incoming sound which it am- 
plifies and plays through a separate speaker. 

Its power supply is 12.6 volts d.c. (negative 
ground) with a 2 -watt power output and a 

current of 0.7 amp. It includes a complete fader 
control between speakers with switch off and 
volume control of the rear speaker with the 
switch on. 

The Model RU -104 standard kit is for automo- 
biles not requiring speaker and grille while the 
deluxe Model RU -10I is for cars requiring a 
speaker and grille. 

23 

TRANSISTOR STEREO RECORDER 
Chancellor Electronics, Inc. is marketing a 

transistorized tape recorders made by Oki 
Electric Industry Co., Ltd., of Tokyo. 

The Model 555 is a 4-track stereo recorder. The 
amplifier circuits are of the OT 1, type, containing 
27 transistors, 6 diodes, and 4. silicon rectifiers. A 
pair of detachable 2 -way slim -line speaker's employ 
highly effective baffle systems and back -loaded 
screen dampers for more powerful reproduction 
of the bass. 

Tape speed is 71/2 & 11/ ips and the unit trill 
handle up to 7" reels. frequency response is 20- 
22,000 cps at 71/2 ips and '0- 15,000 cps at .3T1/4 ips. 
Signal -lo -noise ratio is butter than 50 db. The 
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ARE YOU CASHING -IN 

ON THE PROFITABLE 
' 

ri 

2 -WAY RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS ? 

* Motorola will train you for this rewarding, elite profession * Send for our FREE EVALUATION EXAM. Prove to yourself that 
you are ready to learn FM 2 -way radio servicing. 

Opportunities in 2 -way radio servicing are virtually unlimited. 
Just one of the hundreds of successful Motorola Service 

Stations writes, we would be pleased to interview any graduate 
of your school that has received some training in 2 -way radio 
maintenance. We are an established firm, 10 years old, with 
a promise of expansion governed by our ability to obtain corn - 

petent technicians." Get all the facts today. There is no 
obligation and no salesman will call. 

MOTOROLA TRAINING INSTITUTE 
1515 West Augusta Blvd. Chicago 51, Illinois Dept. AEF441 

Send me FREE entrance exam. 

Send full details on Home Study Course on FM 2 -way Radio 
Servicing 
Send me details on 
License. 

how you can help me prepare for an FCC 

Name Occupation 

Address 
r 

City Zone State 

CIRCLE NO. 201 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

I 

00. /,NS*4 

\ 

4. \ 

Static In Your 
Profit Picture 

The unanswered call can be expensive . . . too 
expensive to afford. If callers can't reach you, they 
can't do business with you. Telephone answering 
service solves this problem for pennies a day. Look 
for the answering service displaying this emblem. 

or write to Associated Telephone Answering 
Exchanges, Inc., 

777 14th Street, Washington, D. C. 

CIRCLE NO. 157 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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u tstal ur h:utnol ttith n1, tu s.i\ (la.il, 
f:ithcr sariatiun uurv be ill the high Il.it t. 

I i í ntc.) or lots- CIO. Io :)o Inc.) rutge. Special 
I7c(lucncics are :nailablc on rc(lucsl. 

\II models arc housed in blue sins] laminated 
steel cabinets measuring 11" long x I'1 í" wide x 
762' deep. 7he weight is )1 1) pounds. 
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1 00-MW. CB TRANSCEIVER 
Gaulle Industries Corpui)itiuit has added a 

I00 -m1v. tausccivcr to its line of into -usa} 
radio equipment. 

The \loden C -iii) protides license -free dual- 
channel communiuitiom in the 27 -nu. hand. 'I he 
battery -puttered unit employs adirrued sulid- 
state circuitry. 1. canoes include: Itou tnslal -cnn- 
trolled ch:utntls- provision fur either penlight 
cells or nickel tadntiunt hatci ics. loss iull)cdaint 
earphone jack. built-in antenna and speaker; 
microphone. and high- impact lrlastit fahinct. 

Extended range results futur eel 711 unit nut 
put and better than 1 µt. sensititits-. 7 hi- unit 
uscìglis less than lito pounds a11t1 ((titnures ii X 
4" x 

unit opiates Iron) 117 c., f0 cps nr lion) ;n car 
23-C1-1ANNEL TRANSCEIVER h,tlut hs wc;ins uf n spe( ial ins tut iatailehle 

as an n1,titnnal acccssurti. 
I ulal woiglll ul Ole unil t ,n,dcr and speak- 

cis) is 21.0 pounds. 
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STEREO TAPE RECORDER 
Latascnc Radio Llcruonifs (.urput.utiun has 
added the "Criterion 10110" to ils line of 

lape icon del s. 

I he recorder is a selfcuntained. -I -hark stereo 
lape unit into) poi ,ting u;nisislorüctl stele. pre - 
;unplifiel, anti plush 1,1111 poulet antplilitus utlticlr 
dcliser ti ts;tlis pur (11.11111( 1. l III ccspleul up la 
[inn gitcs tctluentu irspnnscs of -,11-1-i,(11111 cps C 
71 2 ills, d1. 111111)11 cps br il)s. and lt -- )11(1(1 cps 

I %s if), all -'- :1 (II). \\ ow and flutter is kept to 
712 i1,. lus using a hcasi-duti -1-polc 

Ct 1,acilnr -snarl ni4,lnr. 
An aulomait shut -off fcatuc cicclricalls and 

nterllanirdl tenons t h e rcuurl(-r In unto Ial 1,0si- 
timt at the end of the tape. Sound -with -sound 

recordings arc made possible with sepal (han- 
nel reculd cunlrols. l wu tí' s) 1" speakers wüh 
atliust:(hle sting panels deflect sound Inn proper 
strieen sC pat ado)). 

ILnncd in a genuine teaksst,,,d cthim el. the re- 
culder m-astites 17,1- is-, i 7 t" h. s !: .5 (1. 

CB- HAM -COMMUNICATIONS 

MONITOR RECEIVER 

25 
Rcgcott Ilctunuits, 1nc. is nest oil) mg its 
J' -Un (ally \I has I,CCn de- 

s elnpcd spot ihu iiv as a fire police dcpaltnunt 
alt ling urteil tr. 

1 he unit is compluielt il,ntsistoiii(d and Ica - 
1111-i-s a :1 -usas putter sult1,is whit'h petmiis op- 
c-ralinn on 117 tolls ay.. 12 suns dot., or soils an 
optional baucrt pack. 1 lie Lail -sale emergency 
battery is :uuunuuicallt actis:ted if there is a 

¡solver-line lailnrc. Nickel-cadmium r(ihargeal)le 
batteries ale used in Ihc built -in pack. 

I ont basil mod) Is ale :mailable: single- channel 

November, 1964 

21 
IDtik \I:n l., I)it isiuu ol 1)t n.ts(:ut Corpora- 
tiun is uutt nitcring a 2t-tli.unn1 .\ \I t-auts- 

ecitcr Iur (.iliicns I3and setsìr. 
"Ihc AlutleI AV1-a2i "(:ubra." ts-ith integral 

crtslal st nth) conies tuntl)Ite and reads to 
operate. 1 hc dnuhlc-anllelaion supcncet receiser 

protides ttsu separate i.f. (refine))) it-s ;nid tuso 
stages of if. antplifuation fur cifccuisc rcjcctiun 
of adjaccnl- channel images ut- usher type, of in- 
tellcicncc to achicut- liner s(rlsilivits and selectiv- 
ity. 

. -A dual -purpose ureter on the front panel meas- 
tires inantiug signal sirengill on recelve and rel- 
ative '.potter uulinn' on transmit. Delta -runt 
control protides fine tilting. An adjuseulule 
stlucltii (.11114,1 olimin:ues hnckgrvuncl noise and 
silences tits 1e(CI\el' dining stand -vv. 

1 he n;ntsislniircil a.c.-d.c. pauser supph (Iper- 
ates on 1/.111 117 s. a.c. and 12 t. tl.c. Roth potter 
cables :uu iu(Iuded (operation at ti solos d.c. is 

not a, ai Ws-). 
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CRYSTAL FILTERS 
\Int nrola's (. nul un u n iu u in ras I)is ision has 
dcteluled itut nett l>IIIisinn ttuslat filler,, le- 

signed tir o h,innel IYeducnes .pet at ion it) two - 
way radio s(sirtns operating on trquench.: in the 
25 --ill ont. and Lill-17-1 uu. hands. 

Used 1. ill( lease Ilu rcceptiun hicaüout:nuc of 
eutnntuniutiimu rcu -hers. the ni-us luandp1ss fil- 
ters exhibit ii I-dh bandwidth at ' -7kc. itntere(1 
on Ihc desired carrier frequents: a IT di) hand - 
widt1i.1 60 Lc. maximum: and a 2.ró1/ 'fame), Milt 
of 122(1 Lc. nlaxinnnn. OIhct (flametrristic, include 
ultimate al lonl,uinn at 1e1111cm:iris in presintit 
In [fie p :lstbnd ul at least =:1 ill) and a maximum 
insert ion lors ut (i d1/. 1 he liners require ictmi- 
nalitlg intloedanc cs nl l(1 illu s. 
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V.H.F. -FM TWO -WAY RADIO 
Acrnilautital I ICi.units. 111t. lias annutntccd 
a nest s.h.f. -I -AI ivy. (),Il ladin hat is cunt- 

pletelt u;utsisto ircd ;nid lemur. extremely lout 
barters 

1 he Model li A I- l) weighs milt 7 pounds. n 

.su(os ;und lscs plue in i u tnsillors tu I(iiiitalc 
traintenance. I he set innut1,mates a stnlitlht 
sscitrh tshieh allows the t aim))) to keep tun 
scia rtadt to hansllit 5ä1h mils 711 zeta. drain. It 
Ito prmtisinit sur Ihr i.nll un.s -1.16,il1 n 
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Big console sounds front; a Look - 
shelf size sneaker system? Soinds 
impossible? No, it sounds great! 
But, UTAH magic doesn't stop 
there wits the all new PRO. Like 
the chameleon, the PF O also 
changes actors to match any 
changing rxum decor. The front of 
th s beautiful Walnut cab net has 
a snap out grille, which can be 
changed in seconds. A Nice sulec- 
ticn of decorator color fatrC are 
available, aid the grilles can be 
changed to accent any rocm color 
sc"teme. PRJ IS TRULY CQNP4CT. 
It's dimensions of 12 x 13° x 24" 
pack the finest acousticat engi- 
neering folyd anywhere. This 3- 
speaker high-compliance system 
attests to the real magic cf UTAH 
electronic sound enginee'ir g. 

Model DRO $9950 net 

Exciting PRO features: 
Bookshelf size, :insole 
so Ind 
Sn sp -nut accent ;r Ile 
Acoustic suspens m 
high- compliance uofer 
in a sealed cabin :t 
Hand -rubbed 'ä ' 'walnut 
veneer cabinet 
Adeanced aeoes:ìe 
en tineering 
Conponents -3 ¡tall 
sp:akers. a 1e" ucofer, 
a" midrange, 31a' tweeter 
íacjustable le fell 
Sealed enciosare - heavily 
damped with Ebe glass 
Power rating -4C vans 
Im sedance-E obis 
Frequency Reepar_- 
50.'19,500 cps 
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tit 

Get 
your 
own' 
copy! 
It's only 
$ i i O 

The 1965 STEREO /HI -FI DIREC- 
TORY is so valuable, even your best 
friend won't be able to wrest your 
copy away! 
In 180 photo -packed pages, you get 
authoritative prices and performance 
data on over 2,000 components from 
170 manufacturers! 
This all -new Buyer's Guide gives you 
vital statistics on speakers, tuners, 
receivers, turntables, changers, cart - 
ridges-on every hi -fi component man- 
ufactured today! Use it to compare 
similar items, dollar- for -dollar, fea- 
ture- for -feature, before you buy, and 
avoid excessive prices, disappoint- 
ment, and costly mistakes! 
The 1965 STEREO /HI -FI DIREC- 
TORY also contains...an up- to -the- 
minute listing of every hi -fi dealer in 
the country...and a complete run- 
down of all the FM stereo multiplex 
stations in the U.S. and Canada! 
But most important -if you want to 
get top value on every hi -fi component 
you buy during the next twelve 
months... 

SEND JUST $1 NOW FOR YOUR COPY OF 
THE 1965 STEREO /HI -FI DIRECTORY 

I- -- FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON RIGHT NOW! --, 
Ziff -Davis Service Division, Dept. SH 
589 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012 

Please send me a copy of the 1965 STEREO /HI -FI 
DIRECTORY. My dollar, plus 15C for shipping and 
handling, (25C outside U.S.) is enclosed. 

me please print EW 114 

address 

L_ 
ctY 

122 

state v p code 

tone- squelch device for "private channel" opera- 
tion. 

Housed in an all -aluminum cabinet, the unit 
is designed for dash mounting inside the vehicle 
or, where space is at a premium. may be mounted 
in the trunk. In this latter type of installation, 
the set is operated from a compact remote -con- 
trol panel. 

The Model liAT I 5 comes complete with micro- 
phone, whip antenna, all mounting hardware, 
and crystals for single -channel operation ill the 
1.I8-I 7.1 me. range. The set may be equipped for 
dual -channel operation at slight additional cost. 

NEW HAM RECEIVER 

30 
iIannnarlund Manufacturing Company has 

redesigned its I1O145Y amateur receiver to 
In,n ide improved operating features and is now 
(Meting it as the IV-1115A. 

Added features include separate detectors for 
:A \I. S.SIS, and c.'v., better electrical and mechani- 
cal stability, silicon rectifiers. and universal 11.i/ 
231). 511 /tin cps operation. 

General specifications arc: 540 kc. to 30 mc. 
tuning in four bands: calibrated electrical band - 

spread on 40. 40, 20. l',. and 1(1 meter hands: dual 
conversion above III Mr.: siy- pesitiun crystal filler 
plus adj astable ,slot filter with up to 611- db :Ulcou- 
alion; adjustable high -stability b.f.o. for SSB and 
c.w.: I -µv. sensitivity gives 10:1 signal -to -noise 
ratio. 

31 

TRANSISTORIZED CB UNIT 
Lafayette Radio Electronics Corporation has 
added an all-transistor unit to ils line of CB 

equipment. .1 he II B-500 transceiver's receiving 
sct lion features a 455 -kc. mechanical filter which 

provides 60 -db attenuation at III kc. on either side 
of the center frequency. Sensitkity is better than 
.5 µv. for 10 -db signal- touoise ratio. 

There arc 12 crystal transmit /receive positions 
and Un' 23- channel receiver vernier tuning control 
provides versatile Operation. The use of 1; tran- 

i tors, 3 diodes. a /cher diode. :Ind a thc-ntistur 
('fers a low current of less than I amp at IUU' -e 

modulate' transmission. 
The transceiver includes an "S" meter, phone 

jack, lose-loss SO-29 jack, and push -to- 
talk dynamic microphone. .A 12 -volt d.c. mobile 
power supply is built -in and a fixed -station solid - 

state a.c. power supply is available. The unit 
measures 11 -7/16" x 6- 11 /16" x 3 -3/32" 

32 

PHASE COMPARATOR 
Specific Products is now Marketing a new 
phase comparator and tinting receiver ele- 

signed to receive the 24 -hour continuous broad- 
casts of the NBS MAVV1l 20- and 60 -kc. trans- 
missions. 

Designated the Model VI..A -26. the new receiver 
is arranged so that tinting pulses on 60-kc. from 

NBS will be usable. Of all -solid -state construc- 
tion, it can be used to feed a recorder directly. 
When used with an external recorder, it is entirely 
adequate for frequency accuracies of 5 parts in 
loo. If higher accuracies or faster read -out is 

required, the company's \lodel SRA servo phase 
shifter can be used in conjunction with the 
V LA -26. 

Standard frequency to be calibrated is 100 kc. 
normal. However, the unit can be supplied to 
operate with lanc. input if required. 

33 

REMOTE -CONTROL SET 
Communications Service, Inc. has announced 
a new and improved version of its transistor- 

ized remote phone which is designed to work with 
two -way radio systems to allow the base station to 
be remotely controlled from a distance. 

The control function can be accomplished over 
a single pair of normal -grade telephone wires. 
The phone is completely transistorized and oper- 

ates from a standard 117 -volt source. It is de- 
signed to control and operate two ft-equcncy 
transmitters and receivers. It cooles complete 
with inteicont Il unctions, as well as the neccssaly 
controls too- continuous tone systems. 

34 

EXTENDER AMPLIFIER 
Entree, lnc-. is now (('feting a new extender 
antplilìc- designed to feed low and high o.At.f. 

and f \1 band signals into :t transmission line. 
1 he Model 1.11E 501 R has uyo rnttplll let-Mi- 

nais: one is used tu extend feeder lines; the second 
( 211 (lb). ntay be used to split the lime or feed 
a distribution amplifier. I he 'well-matching input 
terminals makes the unit suitable for use as a 

bridging amplifier ashen combined with a direc- 
tional coupler. 

()titer features include separate low. and high - 
band gain and tilt controls, flat hi:queocv re- 
sponse, long -life silicon rectifiers; 10,1100 -hour 
tubes. and highly reliable coutpactrons through- 
out. 

CB TRANSCEIVER 

35 
Tinned Scientific Laboratories note ntarket- 
ing a nt'y CB uansccitet which Itas Item 

traden;uned "Contact... 
.Aiming the features is a t anslurent control 

strip on the front panel that pernuiIr illumination 
of the control markings. making them more read- 
able t he flout panel itself is sloped to imprtne 
visibility and control adjustment..A not het feature 
is a set of external cystal Sockets. for u anstnitting 
and receiving. that eliminates the necessity for 
groping inside the set to insert the proper channel 
crystals. 

'Floe 23- channel transceiver has an easy- utount 
automobile bracket that holds the radio in place 
with four knobs. "I he unit also has a p.a. system. 
earphone jack, illuminated meter, press -to -talk 
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band mike, channel- spotting switch, and built -in 
117 v.a.c. and 12 -volt d.c. power supply. 

36 

SELECTIVE- CALLING UNIT 
Cadre Industries Corp. has developed the 
Model 524 which provides 24 tone combina- 

tions in a unique three -tone sequential system. 
Designed to work with the firm's solid -state 5 -watt 
transceivers and other 12 -volt two -way radios, this 
compact encoder -decoder uses a special resonant 
reed relay with a new and more reliable tone 
generator. 

The unit is completely transistorized and cur- 
rent drain is negligible. Connections are made 
through the speaker and power supply of the 
transceiver, with a microphone adapter plug 
furnished. 

31 

COMPACT CB SET 
The Hallicrafters Co. is now marketing the 
CB -9, a compact tube transceiver in the low - 

price class. 
The unit offers six crystal -controlled channels 

plus full- channel receiver tuning with spotting 
switch and "S" meter. It employs the firm's new 
all- electronic push -to -talk circuitry. Full 100% 
modulation and receiver sensitivity of I µv. for 
10 -db signal -to -noise ratio are claimed. Output 
is 3.2 watts. 

The CB -9 incorporates the "drop -down" chas- 

sis feature, greatly simplifying crystal changes 
and service. Weighing only 14 pounds, the unit 
measures 12" x 7" x 5 ". It is furnished ready to 
operate either base or mobile, including power 
cords and mobile mounting bracket. 

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CATALOGUE 
Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. is now offer - 

3 ing a I2 -page catalogue of integrated circuits 
from such firms as Fairchild, Motorola, Philco, 
Siliconix, and Westinghouse which the distrib- 
utor is prepared to supply from stock. 

The ring- binder -punched catalogue includes 
216 circuit packages and accessories, rueful to de- 
sign, applications, systems, and evaluation engi- 
neers. 

39 

ZENER DIODE EVALUATION 
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc. has 
published the results of a year -long reliability 

ccaluation of the company's 10 -watt zener diode 
line in a 12 -page brochure. 

Graphically illustrated, the booklet presents a 
discussion of the importance of specific reliability 
tests and gives a detailed description of proce- 
dures for high -reliability fabrication and evalua- 
tion. 

ELECTRONIC ORGANS 

40 
The Schobcr Organ Corporation has recently 
issued a catalogue of its electronic organ kits. 

1 he brochure includes illustrations, a price list, 
demonstration record, and a listing of instruction 
hooks available. It also contains a section on 
facts and questions about the company's organs. 

41 

TRANSFORMER CATALOGUE 
Microtran Company, Inc. has announced the 
publication of an 8 -page catalogue of trans- 

formers available from stock. The listing contains 

information on the firm's line of low -level, her- 
metically sealed chopper input transformers, 
printed -circuit miniature open-frame transform- 
ers, and contour -molded microminiature, sub- 
miniature, and miniature transformers. Illustra- 
tions are included. 

42 

TV CAMERA LENS SELECTION 
Cohn Electronics, Inc., Kin -Tel Division is 
offering a guide to lens selection for TV 

cameras. Printed in two colors, the 4 -page data 
sheet includes field -of -view tables, depth -of -field 
tables, lens selection chart, and discussions of 
zoom lenses and the properties of fixed focal 
length lenses. 

43 

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT 
General Radiotelephone Company's Instru- 
mentation Division has issued an 8 -page 

illustrated catalogue which describes its line of 
frequency measurement r.f. generator equipment. 
Complete with technical specifications and prices, 
the listing highlights the firm's "counter- genera- 
tors," which combine a direct readout frequency 
counter with an r.f. generator that can be 
monitored by the counter section while it is being 
used. 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

A 44 
Heath Company is now offering a flyer list- 
ing prices and specifications on its "Heath - 

kit" line of electronic products, including CB 
equipment, units for marine use, stereo and hi -fi 
items, amateur radio products, and test instru- 
ments. The 32 -page booklet is fully illustrated 
with drawings and photographs. 

SCR DESIGN GUIDES 

45 
IInternational Rectifier Corporation is now 
distributing two design guides, both relating 

to SCR's and one to power rectifiers as well. The 
first study (AD -513) deals with the type of fuses 
and associated circuitry necessary to protect the 

ANOTHER 

CB GREAT 

109 
slightly higher west of Rockies 

5 

Courier 
INCLUDES TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY; MOUNTING BRACKETS; 2 POWER CORDS & MICROPHONE 

FEATURING: 
12 Crystal -Controlled Transmit 
and Receive Channels 
Tunable Receive - 23 Channels 
Transistorized Power Supply 
P. A. Facility 

Illuminated "S" & "RF" Meter 
Illuminated Dial 
Single Knob Tuning 
Chrome Cabinet 
Noise -cancelling Mike 
Made in U.S.A. 

World famous manufacturers of quality CB & BB equipment including Courier 23, Courier 
1M, Courier 30B, Fleet Courier, Port- ALab, Transistorized Power Supply, Linear Amplifier. 

Vim. `V'.11. electronics communications, inc. 56 hamilton ave., white plains, n. v. 

November, 1964 

e.c.i. electronics communications, Inc. 
56 hamilton ave., dept Wll 

white plains, n. y. 

Please send me full details about the 
e.c.i. Courier 12 and all other e.c.i. 
citizens band products. 
name 

address 

city state 
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rj SELLING THAT 

RECORDER? 

1 BUYING A I 
RECEIVER? 

Nt 
Pr 

ELECTRONICS WORLD runs a Hot 
Line into the 201,000 electronics 
professionals who buy the magazine 
each month. And, for only 35¢ a 

word, a personal classified ad will 
help you make your connection. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD has the 
largest audience of its kind in the 
world, and this creates an ideal 
market place for you. Actually, when 
you get together with your co -pro- 
fessionals, you may find that many 
are near neighbors. Yet your mutual 
needs may be met only through the 
medium of our classified columns. 

Take advantage of our special per- 

sonal rate of 35¢ a word (including 
name and address) 

NO MINIMUM REQUIRED 

a saving of 25¢ a word 
from our commercial 
rate of 60¢. 

A small investment can bring quick 
results, and complete data is 

printed in the Classified Advertis- 
ing Section. Write your ad and mail 

it today, with your payment to: 

MARTIN LINCOLN 

Classified Advertising Manager 
ELECTRONICS WORLD 

One Park Ave., N. Y., N. Y. 10016 

JANUARY ISSUE CLOSES NOV. 5th 

silicon rectifier and controlled rectifier without 
degrading the performance of the rectifier assem- 

bly as a whole. 
The second study (AD -514) offers constructive 

suggestions for the design engineer facing the 
problem of the rate -of -rise of forward voltage. 
Both guides are illustrated with graphs. 

46 

CCTV CATALOGUE 
Blonder- Tongue Laboratories, Inc. describes 
the company's full line of CC.I V equipment 

in a new catalogue recently released. The listing 
covers cameras, monitors. lenses. housings, and 
video and distribution equipment and accessories 
for educational, institutional, and industrial use. 

41 

DIODE ENGINEERING DATA 
N ttionat Transistor, a subsidiary of ITT, 
has just released a 4 -page engineering data 

sheet covering miniature glass silicon computer 
diodes. The bulletin. designated B- 10412, lists the 
specifications and characteristics for more than 
150 different EIA types. including pertinent mili- 
tary specifications where applicable. 

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

48 
Laeccraft Dlfg. Co., Inc. is now making a ail - 
able an 8 -page catalogue prescu[ing the 

company's s line of Iautpholders, indicator lights. 
pilot -light sockets, special assemblies, and wiring 
harnesses. 

Printed in two colors. the listing is illustrated 
with dimensional drawings and contains cata- 
logue number charts and specifications. 

LASER CAPACITORS 

49 
Cornell- Dubilier Electronics is now distribut- 
ing a 16 -page brochure which covers design 

considerations for the application of low-induc- 
tive energy- storage laser pumping capacitors. 
Among the topics discussed are electrical factors, 
environmental factors, dielectric materials, "Q," 
and physical factors. 

Iltusr:ued tcitlt graphs and photographs, the 
reference also contains a listing of the company's 
low -inductance capacitors. 

R.F. COAXIAL FILTERS 
Bird 

d 

Electronli ic Cororion ha recency p 

5 J shc a -pa 
p at 

ge guide on 
s 

how to specify 
nil 

n 

- 

r.f. coaxial filter to avoid over -design. Nine 
graphs or drawings are provided in the bulletin. 
which deals with the practical application to 
over -all system performance of such filter param- 
eters as cut -off frequency. insertion loss, and 
selective stop -band attenuation. Also described 
are preferred test methods. 

POWER SUPPLY CATALOGUE 
Cl Repco, Inc. has announced publication of a 

52 -page catalogue covering complete speci- 
fications for its line of voltage- and current -regu- 
lated power supplies. as well as a glossary of 
power -supply ternis and explanations of regu- 
lated power- supply capabilities. 

Of special interest are VIS tootle signaling de- 
vices, two new lines of modular power supplies. 
various programmers, high -voltage isolation en- 
closures and various rack and panel adapters. The 
listing (B -648) is designed for engineers and pur- 
chasing agents. 

52 

INDUCTOR SELECTOR CHART 
Aladdin Electronics has made available a 

chart for the selection of inductors which 
includes 27 physical shapes and sizes. The draw- 
ings and photographs on the chart are cross - 

referenced to engineering bulletins which contain 
performance data for the units shown. 

Intended for design engineers and purchasing 
personnel, the list covers both fixed and variable 
types of inductors. 

PHONO DRIVE CHART 

53 
Walsco Electronics, a division of GC- Textron 

J Electronics, Inc., has announced the avail- 
ability of a 22" x 34" wall chart containing com- 
plete listings of all popular round rubber belts, 
rubber tires, Bat rubber belts, and fabric drive 

belts. Also included are idler wheels, pressure 
rollers, turret drives, pulleys, drive wheels, inter - 
wheels, and miscellaneous phono drive items. All 
units are illustrated actual size on the front side 
of the chart, and the reverse gives full cross - 

reference information. 
The chart is aimed for those in phono recorder 

servicing and carries the designation FR- 236 -W. 

54 

FERRITE MEMORY CORES 
RCA Electronic Components and Devices is 

now offering a quick -reference guide which 
summarizes the pertinent data on the firm's most 
widely used ferrite memory cores. 

The 81/" x II" guide is punched and tapped 
for insertion into technical data binders. Infor- 
mation on the company's new wide -temperature 
range, low -drive cores as well as conventional 
cores is included. 

ADHESIVE PROPERTIES 

55 
Emerson & Inc. is now making 
available a tiro -tone reference chart. suitable 

for wall mounting, which describes the com- 
pany's "Eccoboncl" adhesives. Products with simi- 
lar properties. such as general -purpose liquid 
epoxy adhesives. general -purpose epoxy pastes, 
or electrically conductive adhesives are grouped 
together. In each of these groups, properties such 
as bond strength. service temperature, thermal 
conductivity. and volume resistivity are defined. 

In addition to illustrations, the chart also in- 
cluded a reference to the technical bulletin that 
discusses the product in detail. 

56 

MAGNETIC TAPES 
Reeves Souudcraft, a dis ision of Reeves In- 
dustries Inc., has published a ti -page brochure 

describing the electromagnetic and physical prop- 
erties of magnetic tapes. 

The color catalogue provides both properties 
and complete specifications for \Iylar and cellu- 
lose acetate base tapes for sound recording. 

HARNESS TYING METHOD 

51 
The Thomas & Betts Co. has released a 
4 -page technical bulletin (T -75) describing 

high -speed tying, clamping, and identification of 
wire bundles and harnesses through the use of 
the firm's "Tv -Rap" tics. 

Full -size illustrations of cable tics, mountable 
cable straps, identification ties and plates are 
provided, along with catalogue information on 
the range of bundle accommodated and tensile 
unlocking strength. Various accessories are shown, 
and both the twist -type and the self -locking "Ty- 
Raps" are discussed. 

RELAY TYPES 

58 
Potter & Brundield Division has just pub- 
lishcd a 12 -page illustated catalogue which 

includes data and prices of more than 511 relay 
series. .1 he listing offers a selection of new solid- 
state time -delay relays, sensitive polarized relays, 

and general purpose relays. 
Among the products offered arc mercury - 

wetted contact, high- performance, special pur- 
pose, telephone, atad power relays. 

ZENER DIODES 

59 
Motorola Semiconductor Products Division 

`J is offering a I9 -page cross -reference and in- 

terchangeability glide for zoner and reference 
diodes. The brochure lists over 4000 device types, 

together with their nearest equivalents and 
recommended replacement types. The replace- 

ment chart is keyed tu voltage and power ratings. 

CAPACITOR REPLACEMENT 
Sprague Products Company, 51 Marshall St., 

North Adams, Mass, is offering a revised 48 -page 

edition of its electrolytic capacitor replacement 
manual. The booklet covers 291 different units 
for use in TV sets, home radios, auto radios, 
and portable radios. 

The manual, available for IOF, lists original 
part numbers, followed by ratings. the recom- 
mended company replacements, and list prices. 
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COMMUNICATIONS SLIDE -RULE 

Electro -Voice Inc., Buchanan, Michigan has just introduced their latest 
"Q Dial" circular slide -rule. 

This is a useful compilation of frequently used reference material for 
efficient ham and CB communications and provides, in addition, logging 
space for all states and U.S. possessions on three modes of transmission. 

It includes capital, time zone, conversion factor to GMT, CB district 
and prefixes, amateur prefixes, etc. for all U.S. possessions and states. It 
lists amateur radio allocations from 3.5 -144 mc., lists QSL bureaus, covers 
NBS radio services, lists "Q" signals and c.w. abbreviations, includes an 
ARRL phonetic alphabet and the most commonly employed 10 -code sig- 
nals, a Universal 'Tinte Conversion and Morse Code charts, and the 
standard R -S -T reporting system. 

The rule is available for $1.00 a copy from the company or its dis- 
tributors. . 

Answer to 

Electronic 

Crosswords 

Appearing on 

page 103 

PHOTO 
Page Credit 
22 Allied Radio Corporation 
24 Eico Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. 
27, 28, 29...General Electric Company 
37 Phelps -Dodge Corporation 
38 FXR- Amphenol 
38 (Figs. 5 & 6) 

Belden Manufacturing Co. 
40 Roanwell Corp. 
48, 49, 50 Motorola Inc. 

CREDITS 
Page Credit 
53 (photo) Control Data Corp. 
53 (card), 54 (bottom) IBM 
54 (top) Univac Div., Sperry Rand Corp. 
54 (center) Friden, Inc. 
55 Litton Industries 
68 Seco Electronics, Inc. 
70 H F. Parks Laboratory 
72 Texas Crystals 

SOLDER CHARACTERISTICS 
SOLDER is an alloy consisting of a mixture of lead nd 

tin, both having low -temperature melting points. Tin 
has a melting point about 460 °F while lead melts at about 
625 °F. When the two are combined, they have a lower melting 
point than either one alone. The lowest melting point (eu- 
tectic) is reached when the mixture is about 62% tin and 
38% lead. This percentage, usually written as 62/38, melts 
at about 361'F. Graph, taken from a recent issue of 11C.-t 
Victor "Technical Tips," shows the various solid and liquid 
states of tin and lead alloys over a given temperature range. 

Since tin is more expensive than lead, the cheaper solder 
of 40/60 or 50/50 is used. However, in printed- circuit re- 
pairs, a 60/40 mixture is recommended because a lower 
temperature is required to melt the solder, thus protecting 
the circuit components. A 
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NEW Transistorized TV- FM 

2 -Set Color -Coupler has no 
signal loss ...(Actually gives a 

signal boost of over 7 DB) 

Now even in fringe and weak signal areas, you 
can run two sets from one antenna without loss 
or any interference between sets! 

The Winegard Transistor Color- Coupler (Model 
EC -230) has linear frequency response across both TV 
and FM bands. Isolation between sets 15 DB, with 
exact match into 300 ohms. This means No Smear, 
No line ghosts, No picture degradation, No interference 
between sets! Works perfectly with Color and FM as 
well as black and white. Works with signals from 25 
microvolts to 45,000 microvolts. 300 ohm input, two 
300 ohm outputs -no -strip terminals. $17.95 list. 

Write for complete specifications or ask your distributor. 

Win e a 
ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

3003 -K Kirkwood, Burlington, Iowa 
CIRCLE NO. 237 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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ELECTRONICS 
MARKET PLACE 

COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services. 60C per word (including 
must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agenc ies. Frequency discount: 5% 

READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. 35C per word (including name and address). 

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set 
to publisher's approval- Closing Date: 5th of the 2nd preceding month (for example, March issue closes January 
ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016 

name and address). Minimum order $6.00. Payment 
for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance. 

No Minimum! Payment most accompany copy. 

in bold caps at 10C extra per word. All copy subject 
5th). Send order and remittance to: Martin Lincoln, 

FOR SALE 

TRANSISTOR Ignition coils, components, kits. Advice 
Free. Anderson Engineering. Wrentham 5, Mass. 

JUST starting in TV service? Write for free 32 page 
catalog of service order books, invoices, job tickets, 
phone message books, statements and file systems. 
Oelrich Publications, 6556 W. Higgins Rd. Chicago, 
III. 60656. 

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop - 
erscopes, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 10C. 
Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 

TRANSISTORIZED Products importers catalog. $1.00. 
Intercontinental. CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan. 

DIAGRAMS for repairing Radios $1.00. Television $2.50. 
Give make model. Diagram Service, Box 1151 E, Man- 
chester, Connecticut 06042. 

INVESTIGATORS, free brochure, latest subminiature 
electronic surveillance equipment. Ace Electronics, 
11500 -1 NW 7th Ave., Miami 50, Fla. 

CANADIANS -Giant Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs. 
Electronics. Hi-Fi, Shortwave, Amateur, Citizens Radio. 
Rush $1.00 (Refunded). ETCO. Dept. Z, 464 McGill, 
Montreal, Canada. 

NEW transistor buried treasure, coin detectors. Kits, 
assembled models. $19.95 up. Free catalog. Relco, 
A -22, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas. 

WEBBER Labs. Transistorized converter kit $5.00. Two 
models using car radio 30 -5OMc or 100- 200Mc, one 
Mc spread. Easily constructed. Webber, 40 Morris, 
Lynn, Mass. 

COPYRIGHTED theory gravitation caused by pushing 
radiation from stars. Important spaceage implica- 
tions. $1.00 refundable. Carnahan, 4407 Ave. H, 

Austin, Texas. 

RESISTORS precision carbon- deposit. Guaranteed 1% 
accuracy. 1/2 watt 8C. 1 watt 12C 2 watt 15C. Rock 
Distributing Co., 902 Corwin Road, Rochester 10, N.Y. 

CONVERT any television to sensitive, big- screen oscil- 
loscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic 
experience necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Relco, 
Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas. 

COMPLETE KNIFE catalog 25C. Hunting, Pocket, Util- 
ity. Heartstone, Dept. ZD, Seneca Falls, New York. 

TV CAMERAS, transmitters, converters, etc. Lowest 
factory prices. Catalog 105. Vanguard, 190 -48 99th 
Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423. 

SALVAGE CIRCUIT BOARDS packed with dozens of tran- 
sistors, diodes, miniature transformers, capacitors, 
etc. Assortment "A" $5.00, "B" $4.00, "C" $3.00, all 
different, postpaid. ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, 434 
Paterson Road, Dayton, Ohio 45419 

TAPE RECORDER & TELEVISION SALE. Latest models, 
$10.00 above cost. Arkay Sales, 22 -02 Riverside Ave., 
Medford, Mass. 02155. 

$100.00 WEEKLY Spare Time selling Banshee TS -30 
Transistor Ignition Systems and Coils. Big Demand. 
Free money making Brochure. Slep Electronics, Draw- 
er, 178ZD -EW Ellenton, Fla. 33532. 

LOS ANGELES: visit A -OK ELECTRONICS, 5405 Holly- 
wood Blvd. Phone: 465 -8773. SURPLUS TEST EQUIP- 
MENT AND SMALL PARTS -resistors, capacitors, 
meters, diodes, transistors, etc. ALL NEW, VERY LOW 

PRICES 9 AM to 6 PM Monday thru Saturday. 

DIAGRAMS Radios $1.00 Televisions $1.50. Schematics, 
618 Fourth Street, Newark, N.J. 07107. 

RESISTORS, NEWEST TYPE METAL OXIDE FILM, 1 /e, 1/4, 

1/2, 1 watt $.07 -$.12 each, 18- 470,000 ohms RESISTOR 
KITS, COPPER CIRCUIT BOARD, CAPACITORS, BATTERY 

MOTORS, HIGH BARRIER TERMINAL BLOCKS, etc. 
Write: FARNSWORTH ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, 88 

Berkeley St., Rochester 7, New York. 

METERS -Surplus, new, used, panel and portable. Send 
for list. Hanchett, Box 1898, Riverside, Calif. 

NEW! Elecom 1 -Watt 13 transistor CB transceiver, pair 
for $85.00. Further details free. Hans Kaiser, 69 
Heidelberg, ROB 1054, W. Germany. 

HEAT SHRINKABLE TUBING -4 foot assortment 89C. 
Free catalog. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, BLUFFTON, 
OHIO. 

With every $10 Order 

per tube 

OZ4 6AT6 6C 06 

183 6478 6C F6 

IH5 6AU4 6CG7' 

113 6A1J5 6C58 
114 6A U6 6CM7 

1T4 6AV6 ( N IU4 6AW8 
Ix2 6A%4 
35B6 68A6 
554 66C5 
5V4 6806 
5Y3 66G6 
6A6 6BH6 
6A8 6816 
6AB4 681.7 
RAC] 61354 
RAGS 66N6 
6455 68Q6 6C25 
6AL5 6826 6D6 
6AN86C4 65A4 
6A55 656 6DE6 
6AS5 6C B6 6DQ6 

Otker tubas and CRT's 

6EM5 
6F6 
656 
615 

616 

6557 
6SH7 
6517 
65x7 
6317 

One Year 
Guaranteed 

6V6 
6W4 
6W6 
6 %4 

6X5 
747 
748 
'.B6 
787 
768 
7C5 

N7 

2BH7 
2816 
2HY7 
2C5 
2CA5 
2SN7 
25Q7 

2516 
25Z6 
35W4 
35Z3 

F 
35Z5 

12aD6 5016 

24E6 24 

R E E ! 
27 

=AT; 

6K6 6SN7 
2457 

47 

61(7 65Q7 
12Ax7 

75 26A6 
77 6Q7 6SR7 126 D6 

664 657 1213E6 
878 4 6547 6X8 128F6 

at lo w rIcts_ send for ho flat 
NO SUBSTITUTIONS WITHOUT YOUR PERMISSION 

I PICTURE 
TUBES 

1395 1 rr GDer. 
taaminizer 

Pay Due Oa Dud 
COO owiD, odd 

fh Greer 

Mutuel Cnnduclance tab tatted á0r, 

;dwell 

o,e0 Brandto 
d Lode Der 

lobo am new, 
or used and so 

TUBE .C' nest ELECTRONIC CLEANER 

CARTONS 
TUBE 

CARTONS 
HIGH GLOSS 

CLAY COATED 
I.AI:K 

NII II LI IN 

PA /4 TIT I, 

all purpose 
ELECTRONIC 

CLEANER 

79ç 

Nit rooNIC 

cieaner 

IDRE,tplr 
CO EL 

DIODES/RECTIFIERS 

1 l6.iC PBCi, SeDSatlOnal 

t !'reslirr. <a Success are T'our.c as an 
ELECTRONIC EXPERT! 

Etecdrdué SOLDER 
(No Limit) from this list. 

64165 6917 
6AU6 616 6V6 

SACi 6K6 6W4 

Console 
Seit Service 

Tube Tester 

MR COMM CUSTOMERS ONLY by 
oal arro,ernero -',0 :6. bL e,,6.,e 

ama , bargom, ore available 

COMPLETE RADIO SERVICING AND 
BASIC ELECTRONICS COURSE ONLY $100 

ff 
New PRACTICAL TV TRAINING C 

ONLY $3.50 

Dept EW 11 4217 University Ave., San Diego , Calif. 9 2 1 0 5 

CIRCLE NO. 
126 

172 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

TERMS: Add 3c per tube 
shipping. Orders under $5.00 
add 3c per tube shipping 
plus 50c handling. Canadian 
orders add approximate 
postage. Send 25% deposit 
on C.O.D. orders. No C.O.D. 
orders under $5.00 or to 
Canada. No 24 hr. free offer 
on personal check orders 
5 -DAY MONEY BACK OFFER' 

"TAB ", SILICON 
*NEWEST 

Piv /Rms 
50/35 

.05 
Piv /Rms 
400/280 

.20 
Piv /Rms 
800/560 

.48 
ALL TESTS 

750MA* 
TYPE! LOW 

Piv /Rms 
100/70 

. 
-09 _ 

Piv /Rms 
500/350 

X24 
Piv /Rms 
900/630 

.55 
AC & DC 

DIODES 
LEAKAGE 

Piv /Rms 
200/140 

.12 
Piv /Rms 
600/420 

.32 
Piv /Rms 
1000/700 

.70 
& FWD 

Fa«n 
Gtd.: 

Piv /Rms 
300/210 

.16 
Piv /Rms 
700/490 

.40 
Piv /Rms 

_ 
1100/770 

.75 
& LOAD! 

1700 Piv/ 1200 RMS @ 750 Ma 
$1.20 @ .......... - . 10 for $10 

Same 1100 piv /770 RMS 9.75 @ 16 for $11 

"TAB ' * SCR's * TRANSISTORS * 
Full Leads Factory Tested & Gtd! 
PNP SOWatt /15Amp HEPOwer 1036 Pekg 
2N441, 442. 277. 278. 05501 up t0 
50 olts/ VCBO 51.25 a . 5 for $5 
2N278, 443. 174 up Co 80v $3 @ 2 for 55. 
PNP/ IOWatt /3A- 2N155,156.235.242.254. 
255, 256, 257, 301. 351: 635 4 , 4 for 
PNP /Signal up to 350MW 705. 225 
NPN /Signal IF, RF, OSC. TOS, OV5, 025 
PNP 2N670/300MW 635 @. 4 for $1 
PNP 21.4671 /1Wat1 050 @ 3 for $1 
Silicon PNP TOS & 70111. PCkg 225 @ 5 
7036 TO3 Pckg Mica Mtg Kit 5 for $1 
Power Heat Sink Finned 80 Sq $1.25 @ 5 
3Amp /T03 /Pwr Transistors Untested! ....10 
Stabistor Diodes up to One watt 
Silicon Diodes 35Amp Studs Untested 
Silicon Diodes epoxy /750Ma Untested ....25 

DIO DES!!! 
U.S.A. Mfg. 

411111101 _''' 

! c I 

$1 
@. 6 for S1 

@, 6 for SI 

for $I 
for SS 

for $1 
S for SI 
3 for $1 

for $1 

2N1038 4/S1, 1039 3/$1, 1045 2/$1, 11141 $1 
2N538. 539, 540/3 Amp 2 for $1 
Zener 50/611V Auto Ignition $1 
100V Auto Ignition Transistor $3 
Kit ZeDrrc 4(10 Mw to 111W A.H. tr1 3 for $1 

SILICON 
DC 

AMPS 
3 

12 
18* 
35 

100 
240 
D.C. 

AMPS 
3 

12 
18* 
35 

100 
240 
"SCR" 

PRV 7A 
25 .50 
50 .85 

100 1.35 
150 1.65 
200 1.85 

POWER 
50P10 

35Rm5 
.12 
.40 
.25 
.85 

1.75 
4.50 

300Piv 
210Rm5 

.40 
1.00 
1.00 
2.25 
3.75 

16.50 
SILICON 

16A 
.85 

1.20 
1.80 
2.20 
2.50 

DIODES 
10OPiv 
70Rms 

.18 

.60 
.45 

1.10 
2.15 
5 .770 

400Piv 
280Rm5 

1 
1 
2.50 
4 

24 
CONTROLLED 

25A 
1.20 
1.40 
2.20 
2.70 
3.00 

_ 

.45 
25 
30 

60 
50 

PRV 
250 
300 
400 
500 
600 

STUDS & P.F.* 
150P1v 200Piv 

105Rms 140RmS 
.22 .30 
.70 .85 
.60 .85 

1.40 1.60 
2.50 3.10 
6.90 8.40 

500PIy 600Piv 
350RmS 420RmS 

.50 .60 
1.40 1.55 

Query Query 
2.85 3.40 
5.65 8.00 

Query Query 
RECTIFIERS! 
7A 16A 25A 

2.40 2.75 3.20 
2.70 3.20 3.60 
3.25 3.60 4.25 
4.00 4.45 4.90 
4.50 5.15 5.65 

Silicon Diodes 386 Amp Studs Untested 12 for S1 
Glass Diodes 1N34/48'60'64 Untested 20 for $1 

TERMS: Money Back Guarantee! 

F.O.B. N.Y.C. Add 51Mí Charges "TAB" Out 18th year. 52 Min- order 
or for C.O.D. 25 % Dep. Prices 
shown subject to Change. 

111 -WP Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N. Y. 
Send 256 Phone: RECtor 2 -6245 for Catalog 
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-PRICE 
SILICON 

CONT. RECT. 

7 
PRV Amp 

70 .90 
140 1.30 

1!( 200 1.50 
250 1. 111 300 2.15 

TESTED 
25 

Amp 
1.90 
2.25 
2.40 
2.60 
2.85 
3.10 - - 
- - - 

WAR- 
COMPANION 
RECTIFIERS 

11/2 2 25 
Amp Amp Amp - - 1.00 

.35 .40 1.20 

.40 .45 1.30 

.45 .50 2.00 

.50 .55 2.15 - - 

.60 .65 2.45 

.65 .72 

.75 .85 

.85 .95 
1.00 1.10 
1.20 1.25 - 

ILI 350 2.40 
..INO- 400 2.75 

400 3.15 
500 3.45 
700 4.85 

SCRs 
700 - 
900 
900 - 

1000 - 
VARIACS 

1 AMP.. 110V .... 5.50 7 AMP. .110V ..14.95 
2 AMP.. 110V .... 7.50 11'2 10 AMP. 110V ...18.95 
4 AMP 230V ....15.94 20 AMP. 110V ...29.95 

METERS 
SQUARE 

11/2" 
O.1MA 82.95 ea. 
0 -2MA $2.95 ea. 
0 -100 MV $2.95 ea. 
0 -500 MMA 52.95 ea. 
0 -100 MMA $3.95 ea. 

4 
AC Volts 0 -2: 3: 5: 10; 

15: 25; or 50.$2.75 ea. 
DC -MA 0 -250. 150 

or 100 54.95 ea. 
DC Volts 300 $5.95 ea. 
AC MA 0 -150 53.00 ea. 
DC Volts 0 -25 
200. 300 or 500$4.95 ea. 

3" 
0 -30 VDC 55.25 ea. 
0-5 MA DC 53.95 ea. 

ROUND 
2 

0 -200 VAC $4.49 ea. 
''5'' meter 0.9 83.75 ea. 

0 -200 MA DC..$4.25 ea. 
0 -200 MMA ...$4.95 ea 
0 -100 MMA ...$5.25 ea. 
O -1 MA (Arbitrary 
Scale) $3.95 ea. 

3,. 

0 -150 VAC 3" 
Rd. $4.95 ea. 

0.1 MA (Arbitrary 
Scale) $3.95 ea. 

0.150 VDC Weston 
(dual scale) .$4.95 ea. 

0 -150 VDC 84.75 ea. 
0 -20 MA DC 

- 

$3.95 ea. 
0-5A AC (marked 

0 -150) 53.75 ea. 
0 -75 VDC $3.95 ca. 

41/2" 
0-50 VDC (4 scales basic 

O -1 MADCI .$4.50 ea. 

MONTHLY SPECIALS 
Solenoid Guardian No. 16AC 115 VAC -2 lb. 111111 

1.79 ea. 12 for 20.00 
Spectrum Analyzer Veetron SA -20 s Band Plug -In 
Model =20-5 8225.00 
Dumont = 322 Scope dual beam DC or AC Coupled 

excellent Condition with manual nual $369.00 a 
SCR 70 ()PST Amps. 

proof 
. or 5 100 

Switch n'e Rust proof 6A -125V uter for $4.50 
Germanium Diodes .. .Computer type -4852.19 
Micro Switches V3.1 SPOT 4 '1.75 
Micro Switches ISMI SPOT 4'1.75 
Transformer 110V PRI 1100 VCT -400 MA ..3.95 

ASSORTED RELAYS -QUANTITIES 
WRITE FOR PRICES. 

All Shipments FOB NYC 

ADVANCE ELECTRONICS 
79 Cortlandt St., New York 7, N.Y. RE 2 -0270 

CIRCLE NO. 152 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

FREE catalog: Wholesale electronic parts and equip- 
ment. Western Components, Box 2581, El Cajon, Calif. 

PRINTED Circuit Boards. High Quality, Fast Delivery. 
Free Catalog and Sample. Lehighton Electronics, Box 

281, Lehighton, Penna. 18235. 

PUNCHED Tape Photo -Electric Reader And Transport. 
Potter Model 907C Transistorized perforated photo- 
electric tape reader, 600 digits per second. Unused. 
Original cost $8,182.00. Best Offer. Stuart J. Myers, 
Warren, Penna. 

ATTENTION: Antique Edison Cylinder Phonographs 
Released From Storage. Display Price sheet sent. Tracy 
Storage, 114 State, Brewer, Maine. 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 
AND INSTRUCTION 

FCC LICENSE in six weeks. First class radio telephone. 
Results guaranteed. Elkins Radio School, 2603C, In- 
wood, Dallas, Texas. 

USED Correspondence Courses and Books sold and 
rented. Money back guarantee. Catalog free. (Courses 
Bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama. 

ELECTRONICS! Associate degree -29 months. Techni- 
cians, field engineers, specialists in communications, 
missiles, computers, radar, automation. Start February, 
September. Valparaiso Technical Institute, Dept. N, 
Valparaiso, Indiana. 

HIGHLY -EFFECTIVE home study review for FCC com- 
mercial phone exams. Free Literature! Cook's School 
of Electronics, Box 10682, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235 (Es- 
tablished 1945, Jackson. Miss.) 

REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5) weeks 
Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job placement free. 
Radio Engineering Institute, 1336 Main Street, Sara- 
sota, Fla. 

BE YOUR OWN Television Repairman! Instruction Book, 
$1.25. Abrilz, Westhampton Beach, N.Y. 11978. 

DRAFTING, Blueprint reading, schematics. Send $2.00 
first lesson. Complete home course $25.00. Prior Inc., 
23.09 169 St., Whitestone 57, N. Y. 

November, 1964 

TUBES 

TUBES -TV, Radio, Transmitting And Industrial Types 
At Sensibly Low Prices. New, Guaranteed, 1st Qual- 
ity. Top Name Brands Only. Write For Free Catalog 
or Call WAlker 5 -7000, Barry Electronics, 512 Broad- 
way, New York N.Y. 10012. 

RADIO & TV Tubes -33C each. Send for free list. 
Cornell. 4215 -W University, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

BEFORE you buy receiving tubes, test equipment, Hi -fi 
components, kits, parts, etc.... send for your giant 
free Zalytron current catalog, featuring Standard brand 
tubes; RCA, GE, etc. -all brand new premium quality 
individually boxed. One year guarantee -all at biggest 
discounts in America! We serve professional service- 
men, hobbyists, experimenters, engineers, technicians. 
Why pay more? Zalytron Tube Corp., 469 -W Jericho 
Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y. 

7" TV test tube -$6.99. Tubes -6146 -$2.95: 6211 
(12AU7 equiv.) 39k, 3 for $1.00. Germanium diodes, 
tested, equiv. 1N34. 1N60 etc., 30 for $1.00. Tophat 
silicon rectifiers, 750 MA -1000 piv 75e. Transistors, 
tubes, resistors, condensers etc., bargain priced. Free 
catalog. Arcturus Electronics, Dept. ZD, 502 -22nd St., 
Union City, N.J. 07087. 

ELECTRONIC TUBES -Top Brands SOLD at substantial 
savings! (Minimum Order $15.00) Authorized GE Dis- 
tributor. Send for FREE Buyers' Guide for all your 
Tube Requirements. TOP CASH PAID for your excess 
inventory (New ONLY -Commercial Quantities). Metro- 
politan Supply Corp., 443 Park Avenue South, New 
York. N.Y. 10016. 212 -MU 6-2834. 

TAPE AND RECORDERS 

RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 Different -all major 
labels -free brochure. Stereo -Parti, 1616 -E. W. Ter- 
race Way, Santa Rosa, California. 

SAVE 30 -60% Stereo music on tape. Free bargain cat- 
alog/blank tape /recorders /Norelco speakers. Saxitone, 
1776 Columbia Road, Washington, D.C. 

RENT 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES -When you narrow it 
down it has to be TRIMOR- Goodbye to partial satis- 
faction- Service and Dependability our keynote -ALL 
LABELS and TITLES--No Deposit- Postpaid both ways 
(48 States). Write for FREE BROCHURE and TAPE CATA- 

LOG. TRIMOR Company, Dept. TR, P.O. Box 748, Flush- 
ing, New York 11352. 

TAPEMATES MAKES AVAILABLE TO YOU -ALL 4 -TRACK 
STEREO TAPES -ALL LABELS -POSTPAID TO YOUR DOOR 

-AT 40% COMBINED SAVINGS. FOR FREE BROCHURE 
WRITE TAPEMATES CLUB, 5280 -E W. PICO BLVD., LOS 

ANGELES, CALIF. 90019. 

WINDSOR Tape Club members HEAR BEFORE THEY BUY. 
Free "samplers" of new releases. Save on tape pur - 
chases. -All major labels. Free brochure. Windsor Tape 
Club. Dept. E, Windsor, Calif. 

BEFORE renting Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid both 
ways -no deposit- immediate delivery. Quality -De- 
pendability- Service- Satisfaction -prevail here. If 
you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial order 
will prove this is no idle boast. Free Catalog. Gold 
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station, 
Hialeah, Fla. 33012. 

SOUND effects. Montages portray harbor -foghorn, 
street scenes, camping, many others. Stereo tape, 
$5.00. Specify tracks. Sountage, Box 176, Levittown, 
New York 11756. 

SCOTCH recording tape at big discounts. Brookline 
Electronics, 2831 West 23rd St., Brooklyn, New York 
11224 

EQUIPMENT 

HEAR Aircraft, Tower Emergencies, weather. Portable 
9 Transistor AM -FM -VHF Aircraft receiver. Beautiful 
Black with Gold Trim. $26.50. Free Details. Transco, 
Box 13482, North County Station, St. Louis 38, Mo. 

TRANSISTORIZED Television Translators, Rebroadcast 
25 miles, F.C.C. approved, Battery Powered. Anderson 
Company, Piedmont, S. Dak. 

ELECTRONIC equipment designed, modified or built 
to your specifications. Pacific Electro Mechanical Ind., 
Route 2, Box 390, Lincoln, California 95648 

FREE electronics catalog. Tremendous bargains. Elec- 
trolabs, Department C -108E, Hewlett, New York 11557. 

WALKIE- TALKIES- Communicate with friends, business 
associates, up to 5 miles. Service, construction, busi- 
ness, boating, hunting, Fire Dept., Police. Free De- 
tails, Sheirr Electronics Lab, Dept. G, 1182 Kenniston 
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90019 

GREGORY ELECTRONICS 
RECONDITIONED FM 

2 -WAY RADIO SAVINGS 
THIS IS A PARTIAL LIST - 

WRITE FOR NEW FALL '64 
E- X- P- A- N -D -E -D CATALOG 

Extra Special Purchase 
Reconditioned General Electric 

Voice Commander 
Personal FM 

Transmitter- Receiver 
132 to 172 MC. 1 W 

_ 
. :_...._.-...-,.. ._-... ._..-._.n 

kf .. 
,.., _.,---;',-'.. 

PRICE, including Brand 
New rechargeable Nickel 
Cadmium Battery Pack 

$178 
If crystals and tuning is 
desired. add $40.00. 

The General Electric 
VOICE COMMANDER 
I Personal Transmit- 
ter- Receiver is a 

high performance, 
completely self -con- 
tained two -way FM 

Radio. Extremely 
compact and light- 
weight, the VOICE 
COMMANDER is sim- 
ple to operate and 
easily hand carried. 

Except for the final 
stages of the trans- 
mitter, the VOICE 
COMMANDER is com- 
pletely transistor- 
ized. 

We also have the 
proper chargers 
for these units, GE 
Model -4EP27A10, 
Price: $18. 

If additional nickel 
Cadmium Battery 
Packs are required. 
they are available 
at a price of 
$25.00 each. 

MOTOROLA 450 -470mc 
T44A6, 6/12 volts, complete with all accessories, 

less crystals 
. '' - .r. and antenna. 

$108 

Same unit less accessories. 
T44A6A, 6/12 volts, complete with all 
accessories, less crystals and antenna. 
Same unit less accessories. 

$78 

$128 
$98 

RCA 25 -54mc CMF40 
6/12v 40 watts. Vibrator power supply. Fully nar- 

row banded. 
Complete with 
all accesso- 
ries, less crys- 
tals and an- 
tenna. 

$178 
(Same unit without accessories, $148.) 
Same unit tuned to your frequency including brand 
new antenna, ready for installation. $218 

We Buy Late Model Equipment for Cash 
-Write; Wire or Phone! 

cRcoA, GREGORY 
ELECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 

249 Rt. 46 Phone 773 -7550 
Saddle Brook, N.J. Area Code 201 
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BRAND NEW 
UNITED'S FIRST QUALITY 
TUBES DISCOUNTS up to U V °'° OFF 

GUARANTEED ONE FULL YEAR! NOT USED! NO PULLS! WHY PAY MORE ? 

Tube 
0A2 
083 
OA4G 
OB2 
OB3 
0C3 
OD3 
003 
074 
024 
1A3 
185 
1A6 
1A7 
LABS 
1AE4 
IAF4 
IAG4 
IAJ5 
IAX2 
1B3 . 

1BS . 

105 . 

106 
1DN5 
1D5GP 
107 
108 
1E5GP 
1E7 
IF4 
1F5 
IF6 
103 
104 
106 
IH4 
1H5 
IH6 
133 
135 
1J6 
11(3 
iL4 
1LA4 
1LA5 
ILA6 
1LB4 
1LC5 
1LC6 
ILDS 
1LE3 
1LG5 
1LH4 
1LN5 
1N5 
1P5 
105 
104 
1R5 
154 
155 
174 
175 
I U4 
IUS 
IV . 

1X26 
122 
2A3 
2A5 
2A6 
2A7 
2AF4A 
2AH2 
2852 
2B3 . 

207 
2BN4 
2CY5 
2021W 
2EA5 
2EN5 
2E05 
2FH5 
2FQ5 
2F55 
201(5 
2CW5 
2HK5 
2X2 . 

2X2A 
3A2 . 

3A3 . 

3A4 . 

3A5 . 

3AF4 
3AL5 
3AT2 
3AU6 
3AV6 
3AW3 
382 . 

387 
3BA6 
3BC5 
3BE6 
3BN4 
3BN6 
3BU8 
3876 
31326 
3CB6 
3CE5 
3CF6 
3C56 
3CYS 
306 . 

31304 

Price 
..80 
..90 
1.35 
..80 
1.20 
..75 
..73 

2.75 
1.20 
..77 
..73 
..73 
.73 

1.39 
..77 
1.34 
1.30 
2.20 
..48 
..60 
..77 
..98 
..73 
..73 
..53 
..98 
.78 

2.20 
..98 
..87 
..68 
.73 

1.20 
..77 
..69 
..80 
..95 
..87 
..73 
..77 
..98 
..98 
..77 
..66 
.87 

2.50 
.87 
.87 

1.05 
..87 
1.95 

.87 
1.98 
.87 

..57 

..87 

..98 

..98 

..80 
.75 

1.05 
..70 
..70 
..80 
..70 
.63 

1.05 
.80 

3.25 
2.50 
1.25 
1.10 
1.50 
..93 
1.23 
..70 
..98 
..70 
..62 
.68 
.79 
.68 
.49 

1.65 
..74 
.99 

1.47 
..59 
2.40 

.98 

.60 
1.30 
1.20 
..74 
.58 

1.10 
.99 

..44 

..71 

..52 -40 
.72 

3.45 
1.35 

.49 

.61 

.54 

.76 
..73 
.76 

..56 
..54 
..54 
..56 
.62 

..56 
.69 

1.48 
..83 

Tube 
30 K6 
3076 
31324 
3EH7 
3EJ7 
3E05 
3FH5 
3F55 
301(5 
3GW5 
3HA5 
3HK5 
3H58 
304 
3S4 . 

3V4 
4AU6 
4AV6 
4BA6 
4BC5 
4BC8 
481.8 
4BN6 
4807 
48S8 
4BU8 
4826 
4BZ7 
4CB6 
4C56 
4CY5 
4DE6 
4DK6 
4076 
4EH7 
4EJ7 
4EM6 
4E58 
4EW6 
4GK5 
40 M6 
4058 
4025 
4026 
4HC7 
4HM6 
4H58 
4HT6 
4JC6 
4306 
5AM8 
5AN8 
5805 
5804 
5858 
5878 
5AV8 
5824 
5138 . 

50C3 
513E8 
58117 
51307 
5808 
5BT8 
5BW8 
5CG8 
5CL8 
5CM8 
SCQ8 
5CZ5 
50E8 
5034 ...77 
5E88 
5E58 
SEU8 
5E`w6 
5FG7 
SFVB 
SGHB 
5GM6 
50X6 
5HC7 
5H08 
536 
51(68 
574 
5T8 
5U4 
5U8 
5V3 
5V4 
5V6 
5W4 
5X4 
5X8 
5Y3 
5Z3 . 
5Z4 . 

683 . 

6A4 
6A5 
686 . 

6A7 
68807 
6A8M 
6AB4 
6865 
6887 
6AC5 
6AC7 
6807 
68E5 
6AF3 

6AF4A 
6AF6 
6AF1I 
6805 

Price 
..58 
..52 
..79 
..60 
..60 
..86 
..63 
..74 
.59 

..53 

..99 
.59 

1.29 
.61 

..73 

..61 

..52 
.40 

..85 
.56 

1.00 
..61 
..72 
..99 
.96 

..71 
.56 

1.00 
..55 
..59 
..70 
..60 
..58 
..53 
..60 
..60 
..94 
1.90 
..56 
..59 
.58 

1.29 
1.49 

.59 

.73 
..56 
..71 
.99 

1.64 
1.64 
..77 
..88 
.52 

1.40 
1.75 
..81 
..98 
.73 

1.30 
..50 
..81 
.84 

..99 
..81 
.79 

1.31 
..79 
.74 

..88 
.82 

..70 

..81 
..78 
1.11 
..78 
..56 
..67 
..77 
.62 

1.04 
.54 

1.49 
..80 
.70 

1.24 
.84 

..84 

..58 

..82 
.88 

1.45 
.54 

1.75 
..90 
..80 
..44 
1.50 
1.75 
2.75 

.78 
3.00 
1.95 
1.10 
1.10 
1.15 
.44 

3.00 
1.00 
1.95 
..93 
3.25 
2.50 
..71 
.99 

..99 
2.50 
1.98 
..68 

Tube 
6807 
6AH4 
6AH6 
64135 
6AJ8 
6ÁK5 
6A116 
GALS 
6ÁL7 
6AL11 
6AM8 
6ÁN4 
GANS 
GANG 
6AN8 
61105 
6AQ6 
6ÁQ7 
6808 
GARS 
6AR6 
6AR8 
68011 
6855 
6856 
61157 
6858 
68511 
6876 
6878 
6A U4 
68135 
6A U6 
6AU7 
6AU8 
6AV5 
6AVG 
6AV11 
6AW8 
68X3 
641X4 
61X5 
6A X7 
68X8 
6873 
6828 
6134 . 

665 . 

667 . 

6138 . 

6010 
6nÁ3 
66ÁG 
68A7 
6BA8 
6BC4 
6BC5 
6BC7 
6BC8 
GODS 
6606 
613E3 
GREG 
6BF5 
6BF6 
GBF8 
6006 
6BH6 
6EH8 
61336 
6EJ7 
6/3.18 
601(4 
601(5 
681(7 
60L7 
6BL8 
6BN4 
GONG 
6BN8 
6005 
GROG' 

6CU6 
6BQ7 
6BR8 
61358 
6BÚ8 
6BV8 
6BW8 
66X7 
61375 
61376 
61378 
6826 
61327 
6828 
6C4 . 

605 . 

6C6 . 

6CÁ 
6CA7 
6C10 
6CA4 
6CAS 
6CBS 
6CBA 
6CD6 
6CF6 
6C07 
6CG8 
6CK4 
6CL6 
6CL6 
6CM6 
6CM7 
6CM8 
6CN7 
6CQ4 
6CQ7 

Price 
1.35 
.79 

1.05 
1.95 
1.73 
..90 
..80 
.35 

2.10 
1.05 

. .76 
1.59 
2.65 
2.45 

.91 
.52 

1.00 
1.73 
..77 
..53 
.87 

2.00 
1.70 
. .59 
.78 

2.75 
.83 

1.98 
..47 
..84 
.83 

..50 

. .50 

..70 

..85 

..89 

. .39 
1.65 
..88 
..93 
..64 
.73 
.62 

1.45 
. .59 
1.30 
3.80 
4.00 
2.00 
2.00 
1.39 
1.15 
. .48 
..98 
.88 

2.10 
..59 
.88 

1.00 
1.20 
. .55 
..71 

. .53 

..88 
.42 

1.70 
1.65 
.66 

. .94 

..63 

..77 
1.45 
1.78 

.91 

.84 
1.05 

. .97 
.60 

. .70 

. .74 

..63 
. 

1.08 
.98 

. .80 

. .93 
.68 

1.23 
1.35 
1.09 
1.24 

. .60 
.64 
.54 
.99 

1.06 
. .43 
1.40 
..87 
.88 

1.35 
1.55 

. .47 
.77 

2.05 
..53 
1.47 
..95 
..59 -78 
..69 
..92 
.77 

1.45 
.67 

1.02 
.68 

1.35 
1.80 

Tube 
6CQ8 
6CR6 
6C56 
6057 
6CÚ5 
6CU6 
6CQ8 
6CW4 
6CW5 
6CX8 
6CY5 
6CY7 
6CZ5 
6CZ7 
604 
6D6 
6010 
6DA4 605 
GOBS 
6DC6 
6DC8 
60E4 
613E6 
6DE7 
6006 
6038 
6DK6 
GONG 
6DN7 
6005 
61306 
6DR7 
6054 
GOSS 
6075 
6076 
6078 
6DV4 
6OW4 
6DWS 
6DZ4 
6E5 . 

6EÁ7 
6E88 
6E135 
6E08 
GEMS 
GEHT 
6EH8 
6EJ7 
GEMS 
GEM7 
6EQ7 
6E05 
6E55 
6E58 
6E77 
6EU7 
6EU8 
6EV5 
6EW6 
6EW7 
6E76 
6EX6 
6E25 
6E28 
6FA7 
6FD7 
6E37 
6F4 
6FSGT 
6F5M 
606 
6F6M 
6F7 
6FÁ 
6FG5 
6FG7 
6608 
6FH5 
6FJ5 
6FM7 
6FQ7 
6FS5 
6FV6 
6FV8 
6FW5 
6FW8 
6FY5 
605 
606G 
6GE5 
6GF5 
6GH8 
6085 
601(6 
6GL7 
60 M5 
6GM6 
60NÁ 
60R7 
6075 
6GV5 
60 V6 
6GW6 
6GW8 
60X6 
60X8 
GOYS 
60Y6 
6025 
6HAS 
6H F5 
6HF8 
6HG8 
6HJ8 
6HK5 
6HL8 

Price 
..90 
..58 
..55 
..67 
.56 

1.05 
.99 

1.09 
78 

1.82 
..68 

69 
1.80 
1.95 
1.75 

.67 
1.95 

66 
1.28 
..67 
1.30 
1.33 
..68 
..59 
..73 
.60 

1.17 
..57 
1.76 
1.35 
1.89 
1.05 

73 
1.40 
1.30 
..79 
..51 
.92 

2.65 
..90 
.99 
.78 

2.25 
.88 
.77 
.71 
.91 

1.33 
.59 
.77 
.77 
.75 
.80 
.70 
.88 
.68 

1.39 
1.04 

.66 

.77 

.73 

.55 
..78 
.73 

3.65 
..88 

93 
1.32 

83 
1.79 
2.35 
1.10 
1.50 

.67 
1.25 
2.50 
1.25 
2.15 
..67 
-65 
73 

2.25 
..77 
..56 
..74 
..68 
.77 

1.96 
4.25 
1.25 
1.23 
1.00 
.92 

1.75 
..78 
..59 
.77 

2.35 -78 
..58 
..92 
.78 

1.00 
.98 

1.85 
1.00 
1.50 

.55 
1.25 
.53 
.60 
.53 
.99 

1.90 
..97 
.79 

..80 
..59 
..71 

Tube 
61458 
6HZ6 
6H6 
6J4 
6366 
6JC8 
6JE6 
63E8 
6J5 
6J6 
637 
638 
6311 
6.016 
6.018 
6J88 
6378 
63V8 . 

6328 . 

686 . 

6147 
61(70 
6K8GT 
6K8M 
61(11 
6KD8 
61(78 
6KU8 
6828 
6LB8 
6L5 
6L6CA 
6L6GB 
6L6G 
6L6GC 
6L6M 
6L7 1.05 
6M11 
6N6 1.45 
6N7 
6P5 
60707 
607 -M 
6811 
607 1.25 
654 
657 
658 
6541707 
6S87 -M 
65B7Y 
6507 
6507 
6565 
6507 
6507 . 

65137 
65J7GT 
6537 -M 
65K70T 
651(7 -M 
651.707 
65N7 . 

6507 
6557 
6527 
6T4 
6T8 
6U5 
6U8 
673 
G V GOT 
6V6M 
6W4 
6W6 
6X4 
6X5 
6X8 
676 
784 
785 
786 
787 
788 
7AD7 
7AF7 
7/107 
7ÁH7 
78117 
784 
785 
7B6 
7137 
788 
7C5 
7C6 
7C7 . 

7E5 
7E6 
7E7 
7EY6 
7 F7 
7FÁ 
707 
7137 
71408 
7J7 . 

71(7 
7L7 
7 N7 
707 
7R7 
757 
777 
7W7 
7X6 
7X7 
7Y4 

Price 
.79 

. .56 
.56 

2.95 
..98 
.74 

2.00 
..98 

92 
. .69 
1.65 
1.40 
1.83 
.55 

1.85 
..68 
1.03 
..68 
..83 
..61 

95 
..75 
.87 

1.85 
1.50 

.62 

.80 
1.05 
.67 

1.00 
90 

1.40 
1.50 

.98 
1.65 

.2.50 

.1.85 

. ..96 
..95 
1.27 
1.45 

.1.05 

...49 
..90 
.74 
.97 

1.25 
1.15 
1.35 
..70 
1.00 
..75 
1.10 
..97 
.90 

1.02 
.63 

1.46 
..81 
..63 
..92 
1.00 
..95 
.95 

..96 
.83 

1 
..81 
1.10 

2 
2.550 
..60 
..69 
..39 
..51 
..78 
1.00 

.87 
7 

1.815 
..87 
..66 
1.15 
1.45 
.87 

1.25 
..63 
1.45 
..87 
..87 

7 
1.285 
1.35 
..87 
..89 
..87 
1.15 
1.25 
..73 
1.75 
88 

1.25 
1.35 
1.67 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 

5 1.99 

..87 
87 

1.85 
1.85 
1.25 
1.85 

67 

Tube 
7Y7 . 

7Z4 
8AU8 
SAWS 
8BH8 
8605 
8CG7 
BCM7 
8CN7 
8CS7 
8CX8 
8E68 
8EM5 
8E77 
BFQ7 
BGNB 
8JV8 
81(A8 
988 
9AU7 
9BR7 
9CL8 
9EA8 
9UÁ 
1041011 
10605 
100 
100E 7 
10E07 
1OEM7 
1OEW7 
10GN8 
1013TÁ 
10388 
101(ÚB 
IOC 
11CY7 
11.1E8 
1IKV8 
1284 
1285 
1286 
1287 
12A8 
12811 
12885 
12ÁC6 
12A06 
128E6 
128E7 
128E3 
12806 
12806 
12836 
12ÁL5 
1281.8 
12ÁL11 
12875 
128T6 
128T7 
12A U6 
12AÚ7 
12AV5 
12AV6 
12ÁV7 
12AW6 
12AX3 
128X4 
128X6 
128X7 
12877 
12827 
1284 
12886 
12887 
12606 
128E3 
128E6 
12606 
12BH7 
12BK5 
12806 
126136 
12606/ 

CUG 
1213R7 
12BV7 
128W4 
12877 
12826 
120Z7 
12C5 
12CÁ5 
12CNS 
12CR6 
12056 
12CT8 
12CÚ6/ 

006 
120X6 
1204 
12005 
120E5 
12DE8 
12018 
121306 
12DQ7 
12057 
12075 
12077 
12078 
120W7 
12DW8 
12078 
120Z6 
12E86 
12EC8 
12E05 
12E06 

Price 
1.25 
. .87 
-88 
..91 
..87 
..61 
..61 
.69 

..95 
.72 

..89 
.92 
.84 

1.08 
..54 
..97 
..93 
..84 
..98 
.67 

1.32 
. .77 
.66 

..80 
1.09 
.89 

.1.03 
. .73 
..86 
1.75 
..97 
..93 
1.12 
.92 

1.07 
. .73 
.73 
.89 

1.52 
. .59 
..95 
.85 

1.45 
3.00 
1.74 
..58 
..53 
. .55 
..48 
. .92 
. .71 
.65 

. .60 

..60 

. .45 
.93 

1.06 
. .58 
. .48 
. .74 
.49 

..59 

..93 

. .39 

..80 

..98 

. .63 

..65 

..62 
.61 

1.42 
.84 

. .66 
.49 

..82 

. .48 

. .67 

..51 

..58 

. .75 

. .98 
.54 

..97 
1.11 
. .72 
.74 

1.09 
..75 
. .75 
. .84 
..56 
. .60 
..54 
..65 
.63 

1.60 

1.05 
..52 
..67 
..67 
..60 
. .81 
.85 

1.02 
1.33 
..82 
..74 
. .77 
.76 

1.20 
..87 
1.75 
. .60 
.99 

1.38 
..60 
..60 

Tube Price Tube Price 
12EK6 ..60 17328 .. 93 
12EL6 ..48 
I2EL8 ..86 

17LO8 1.20 
17W6 .. .68 

12E26 .55 
12F5 1.50 

IBA5 99 
18FW6 47 

12F8 ..64 
12E86 ..77 

18FX6 . .51 
I8FY6 84 

12FK6 -48 
12FM6 .48 

19 75 
19AU4 85 

12F08 . .78 
12FR8 . .95 

19806 1.35 
1908 .1.05 

12FX5 ..64 
12FX8 . .88 

19CL8 57 
19E88 77 

120A6 ..63 
12GC6 1.04 

191468 1.44 
19JN6 1.20 

120E5 .93 
120W6 1.02 

1909 .. .75 
1978 .83 

1235 .. ..95 
12J8 .. ..82 

2050 1.05 
21EX6 1.47 

1285 ..73 
121(80 ..87 

21075 1.02 
228133 74 

12K8M 2.75 
I2L6 . -71 

22BW3 1.43 
22DE4 .67 

121.8 -50 
12Q707 

22306 1.06 
2587 .3.00 

1.35 
12Q7M 2.50 

25AC5 2.00 
25AK4 . .66 

12R5 .75 
1258707 

25865 1.00 
258X4 .68 

.87 
12SA7M 

2588 .1.73 
25885 .89 

2.50 
12507 ..78 

25806 1.12 
25C5 51 

125 F5 GT 
.98 

25CA5 1.85 
25CD6 1.50 

125F5M 
1.75 

2501(4 1.05 
2513146 1.50 

126F7GT 
.65 

25EH5 53 
25FS .. 56 

125F7M 
1.75 

25L6 .. .55 
25W4 . 66 

12507 ..95 
12507M 

2525 .1.10 
2526 .73 

1.10 
125137 1.39 

27085 1.59 
32E75 53 

1253707 
.99 

32L7 . .85 
33017 1.40 

12537M 
1.75 

34D05 . .51 
34005 79 

I25K7CT 
.93 

35A5 
3585 

. .85 

. .95 
1251(7 -M 

2.00 
3505 
35EHS 

49 
55 

125L7 ..78 
125147 .65 

35L6 
35W4 

. .58 
40 

1250701 
.89 

3514 
3523 

1.63 
1.20 

12507 ..98 
12U7 . ..60 

35Z5 
SOAS 

.58 
1.49 

1276 . ..62 
12W6 ...69 

SOBS 
SOCS 

.68 
12X4 . .45 
130E7 ..73 

SODC4 46 
5OEH5 95 

131307 .72 
13EM7 1.22 

SOHC6 86 
50HK6 54 

13FD7 ..84 
13FM7 .78 

5OL6 59 
50X6 67 

13GF7 .78 
1484 1.25 

5076 .95 
5077 .1.10 

1485 
1487 

1.10 
.87 

6OFX5 60 
70L7 89 

14AF7 
1486 

1.35 
.87 

1171.7 .2.50 
11787 3.95 

1468 
14C5 

1.75 
1.50 

117P7 3.95 
117Z3 83 

14C7 
14E6 

1.75 
1.25 

22 95 
24A . 95 

14E7 
14F7 

1.25 
.87 

26 
27 

..1.10 

..1.50 
14FÁ 
14078 

1.75 
. .80 

28D7 
30 

.1.50 ..1.15 
14137 
14J7 

1.60 
1.45 

32 
33 

..1.00 
85 

14N7 
14Q7 

1.25 -87 34 
35.51 

79 
. ..eS 

14R7 
1457 ..1.65 

.87 36 
37 

95 
70 

14W7 
14x7 

1.25 
1.25 

38 
39/44 

90 
..85 

14Y4 
15ÁF11 

1.25 41 
42 

.95 
..1.25 

1.95 
15CW5 1.15 

43 
45 

..1.20 

..2.00 
15057 1.29 
15HB6 1.28 

46 
47 

95 ..2.10 
151(18 . .83 
16803 1.42 

48 
50 

..3.50 

..1.45 
16066 ..57 
178X3 ..51 

53 
55 

..2.98 

..1.90 
17A X4 ..65 
178Y3 ..68 

56 
57 

95 ..1.35 
178E3 .57 
17606 1.10 

58 
59 

..1.85 

..2.50 
17653 . .86 
17C5 .56 

71A 
75 

. ..95 

..1.90 
17C9 .1.18 
1704 .67 

76 
77 

..1.40 ..1.25 
170E4 1.29 
170M4 ..78 

78 
80 

..1.15 

..1.25 
170(16 1.04 
17007 1.85 

81 
82 

..1.25 ..1.23 
170E5 1.70 
17035 . .99 

83 
84/624 

.2.10 
.95 

170V5 . .99 
17GW6 1.01 

85 
5881 

.98 
.2.95 

17H3 .95 
17HC8 1.18 

6336 .5.95 
6146 .3.95 

17J06 1.12 
171.6 . ..56 

6550 .3.75 
807 ....70 

TERMS: Minimum order $5.00 exclusive of postage. Remit full price plus postag NO 

C.O.D. The above list does not reflect our entire stock as we have one of the I rgest 

selections of SPECIAL PURPOSE, BROADCAST 8 TV TUBES in the U.S. Write for quot lion. 

UNITED RADIO CO 

ABOVE PRICES 

SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

WITHOUT NOTICE 

ESTABLISHED 1920 SEND FOR COMPLETE 

BOX 1000R, NEWARK, N.J. PARTS CATALOG 

CIRCLE NO. 233 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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HIGH FIDELITY 

LOW, LOW quotes: all components and recorders. Hi -Fi, 
Roslyn 9, Penna. 

HI -FI Components, Tape Recorders, at guaranteed 
We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back 

guarantee. Two-year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations 
Free. Hi- Fidelity Center, 1797 (L) 1st Avenue, N.Y., 
N.Y. 10028 

HI -Fl components, tape recorders, sleep learn equip- 
ment, tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dressner, 
1523 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park 10, N.Y. 

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog #E11W 
and lowest quotations on your individual component, 
tape recorder or system requirements. Electronic 
Values, Inc. 200 West 20th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10011. 

FREE -$1.00 Value "Miracle" Record cleaning cloth 
with every quotation on HIFI EQUIPMENT. Our "ROCK 
BOTTOM" prices on NAME BRAND amplifiers- tuners- 
taperecorders -speakers- FRANCHISED -59 YEARS IN 
BUSINESS. Write for this month's specials -NOW! 
Rabsons 57th St., Inc., Dept. 569, 119 W. 57th St., 
New York, New York 10019. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICES 

TV Tuners Rebuilt and Aligned per manufacturers spe- 
cification. Only $9.50. Any Make UHF or VHF. We ship 
COD Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with 
tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure. 
JW Electronics. Box 51B. Bloomington, Indiana. 

RCA Test Equipment, Authorized Repair & Calibration 
Center, Nationwide. Edwin Bohr /Electronics, Box 4457, 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37415. 

TELEVISION Tuners -Rebuilt, Air Tested $9.00 Plus 
Shipping. Guaranteed. Texas Tuners, Box 222, Robert 
Lee, Texas 76945. 

METERS -Multimeters Repaired and Calibrated. Free 
estimates -Catalog. Bigelow Electronics, Box 71 -F, 
Bluffton, Ohio. 

RECORDS 

DISCOUNT Records, All Labels -Free Lists. Write Cliff 
House, Box 42 -H, Utica, N.Y. 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

PHOTOGRAPHS and Transparencies wanted -To $500.00 
each. Valuable information -Free, Write Intraphoto- 
EW, Box 74607, Hollywood 90004. 

AIRCRAFT RADIO 

WANTED Aircraft Radio Sets -Collins: 51R3- 51X -51Y 
-51V -51Z, Bendix: T -21; R21; DFA -70; RA -18C; MK-7; 
GSA -1, Test Sets: ARC- Boonton -Collins -Hewlett- 
Packard. Highest prices paid. J. Lee, Box 105, New 
Haven, Conn. 

PRINTING 

1000 BUSINESS Cards $3.90. Samples. MTL Printing, 
Box 947, Chicago 90. 

1965 DESK Calendars, your name, call, address, 
Three $1.00. Morgan Printing, 443 Euclid, Akron, Ohio 
44307 -3. 

HYPNOTISM 

FREE Hypnotism, Self- Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Cat- 
alog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345. 

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM, 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 

MEDICAL FILM -Adults only -"Childbirth" one reel, 
8mm $7.50; 16mm $14.95. International W, Greenvale, 
Long Island, New York. 

SCIENCE Bargains- Request Free Giant Catalog "C1" 
-148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, 
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War surplus bargains. 
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey. 
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RECHARGEABLE 
BATTERIES 

Leak proof. 

Power output remains 
constant; does not 
fade away like other 
batteries. 

Will outlast most toys 
and appliances. 

Cannot overcharge. 

CHARGER WITH 

2 "D" BATTERIES 

$9135 

*FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE 
"Within five years after 
purchase, this battery will 
be replaced without charge 
due to any defect in mate. 
rials or workmanship." 

Never throw batteries 
away again -Pays for it- 
self in an amazingly short 
time. 
For use in toys, flashlights, portable radios, 
phonographs, tape recorders, appliances 
and other battery operated products. 
"C" batteries and additional "D" batteries 
available -see coupon. 

CONSUMER SERVICE COMPANY 
160 Mercer Street, New York, N. Y. 10012 

Enclosed is j ....... .....___ ..................... Please send the following: 

...._........._..... Chargers and 2 "D" batteries at 9.95 plus 75e for 
postage and handling. 

_.._- .__... Boxes of 2 "C" batteries (with charger adapter) 
at 4.98. 

____ Boxes of 2 "D" batteries at 5.98 
........___.._ Chargers without batteries at 5.98 plus 75c for 

postage and handling. 
(N. Y. C. residents please add 4% sales tax.) 
Foreign orders $1.15 additional. 

Name.___._.._....._..._.._ ._............_....._.._._..... 
(ester e.,a) 

City. _........_.... ..._.._._......._ .............. State.__..___..._ Zip Cade.._._._.... 
Sorry -No charges or C.O.D. orders. 

EW -114 

November, 1964 

WANTED 

QUICKSILVER. Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed. 
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 

CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want 
unused. Clean radio and TV receiving, transmitting 
special purpose. Magnetrons, Klystrons, broadcast 
types. Want military and commercial lab /test equip- 
ment. Want commercial Ham Receivers and Trans- 
mitters. For a Fair Deal write: Barry Electronics, 512 
Broadway, New York, New York 10012 (Walker 5- 7000). 

URGENT, NEED IMMEDIATELY. Very high prices paid. 
Freight prepaid. AN /GRC; PRC; APR; ARC; ALT; URM; 
UPM; TS -We also buy all military and commercial 
test, radar, and communication equipment. CALL COL- 
LECT. IT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO HEAR OUR HIGH 
OFFER. SPACE ELECTRONICS, 4178 PARK AVENUE, 
BRONX, N.Y. (212) CY 9 -0300. 

TAPE PUNCH and tape reader mechanisms 7 or 8 
channels, wanted, Kompass, 16 Bois Sauvage, Brussels 
I, Belgium. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

JEEPS - $62.50, Transmitters - $6.18, Typewriters - $4.15, Walkie- Talkies, Oscilloscopes, Multimeters. 
Typical Surplus Prices. Exciting Details Free. Enter- 
prises, Box 402 -B8, Jamaica 30, N.Y. 

JEEPS $64.50 ... Boats $6.18 ... Typewriters $4.15 
. Airplanes, Electronics Equipment, 100,000 Bar- 

gains Typically like These Direct From Government in 
Your Area. For Complete Directory and Surplus Cata- 
log Send Only $1.00. Surplus Service, Box 820 -K, 
Holland, Michigan. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

ACCORDIONS, GUITARS, BAND INSTRUMENTS! Save 1/2. 
Famous makes, free home trial. Easy terms. Trades. 
Free Discount catalogs. Mention instrument. Interna- 
tional Music Mart, Dept. EW, 5535 Belmont, Chicago, 
41. 

BOOKS 

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published, 
promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage, 
120 West 31 St., New York 1. 

TECHNICAL Manuals for surplus electronics- Stamp 
for list. Books, Box 184, Riverdale, Maryland. 

PATENTS 

INVENTIONS: Ideas developed for Cash Royalty sales. 
Raymond Lee, 1606G Bush Building, New York City 36. 

COINS 

TWENTY page #27 Retail price list of USA and 
Canadian coins 10e. Our retail selling prices on 
thousands of coins and coin collectors supplies. Bry- 
son Incorporated, 612 -Z White, Toledo 5, Ohio. 

HELP WANTED 

EARN Extra money selling advertising book matches. 
Free Samples furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. MD -114, 
Chicago 32, III. 

REAL ESTATE 

WIN Government Oil Leases, Opportunities for Se- 
curity wealth. Mineral Enterprises, 383A Elsie Street, 
San Francisco, Calif. 94110. 

FLORIDA Water Wonderland -Homesites, Cottagesites, 
Mobilesites, Campsites. Established area. $390.00 full 
price, $5.00 month. Swimming, fishing, boating, hunt- 
ing. Write, Lake Weir, Box 38be, Silver Springs, Fla. 
Ad 610701F -1). 

[OLUMPIA 6EM1 
HEWLETT -PACKARD BARGAIN SPECIALS! 

MODEL 400C VTVM: Excell,.,t,.,,,,, li i,,,,, .5 69.50 624C "X" BAND TEST SET & SIG. GEN.: 
. like new 1200.00 

MODEL 608B SIGNAL GENERATOR: I04110 \l('. F:xcellent condition. Lab cherked! 
Reduce,) to 595.00 205 AG AUDIO GENERATOR: Excel. Lab 
checked' 295.00 

BERKELEY MODEL 550 COUNTER: _ 1 -11111 
IC. Complete. t,. :,,,l, 
Special! $449.50 

MORE SIGNAL GENERATORS @ LOW PRICES! 
NAVY LP SIG. GEN.: 9.5 ILo.50 

Power 
51e. Fx.$i OS.OU Ilent condition. LESS Power Suplll' `P J 

TS -4978 URR: 2- 400 M:'. : MII- o'er. r 
Model S ::.1 Exreneni 

version 
1:u, ,,...ked' 350.00 

TEKTRONIX BUYS OF THE MONTH! 
MODEL 511A RACK MOUNT OSCILLOSCOPE: 

Excel I,.:: $195.00 
MODEL 511 AD CABINET: Excel. condition. 249.50 
R -105 ARR -15 RECEIVER: 1.5.18 Mc. Has, ,,,Ilìl:. PTO 0s ci Ii.: orr! Excel cond... 59.50 

JE N'i iS VACUUM VARIABLE CAPACITOR. 
Like I-('S 3Va. I(1- :11111 )I \I F' n 111 1Cc. Like new! worth :111 Dock.: Unl >' 

r 
S 19.95 

TELETYPE SPECIALS! 
FRX -D TELETYPE TAPE PERFORATOR DISTRIBUTOR. This 

t 

s Combo 3lodel. For full dope see Feb /6.1 C.Q. With 1111 V. )ch. Not Checked motor. Complete, good c odd- Checked Out thin .. o ......$ 65.00 S 90.00 
MODEL 14 PERFORATOR: 

With keyboard 69.50 94.50 Less Keyboard 49.50 74.50 MODEL 15 PAGE PRINTER: 
MODEL 19 TELETYPEWRITER SET 165.00 250.00 
TD TAPE DISTRIBUTOR: 

Excellent B,1a 
TS -383A, GG TT DISTORTION TEST 

SET, Chec kcum out n:i guaran- te,:l. A ::,]unnit n i,:.::::1' 295.00 
u 

ALL ABOVE nits with sync motors less tables METAL TABLES: For $15.00 

150.00 

65.00 80.00 

RECEIVER SPECIALS! PRIDE OF THE NAVY! 
Checked out! Guar. w /AC Power Supplies! 

RBA: 13.600 1Cr. Direct reading freq. dial. $95.00 
RBB: 000 Ice -4 MC. Direct tending 

. ....:..........$75. fre,l 00 
RBC: 1 -27 Mr. Direct reading freq. dial ... $95.00 
Plug -In Tuners for APR -1,4, RDO. Checked & Guar.! 
TN -I APR 1: 34 -00 :a.. Brand new $24.95 
TN -18 APR 4: 3101.1 1:101 Mr. Brand new 59.95 
TN -19, APR -4: 10001- 2'1111 Sic. Excellent 59.95 
TN -54 APR -4: 2150-41001 Me. Excellent 125.00 
CV- 253 /ALR TUNER for APR -4: 38.11)00 Mc. 

in 4 bands. New 250.00 

WE NEED EQUIP.- HIGHEST $$ PAID! 
We will pav top dollar if you will write us IMME- 
DIATELY! We urgently want: BC -610 (models H 
and I preferred), SP -600, R -388, R -390, TED, TCS, 
TRC, CV43 /APR -9, TN -131 /APR -9, ARC- 34, -52. 
Test Equipment, Aircraft Comm. Equip-, GRC, 
PRC, ALL SG Signal Generators. We pay freight! 

COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS 
4365 WEST PICO BLVD. LOS ANGELES 19, CALIF. 

CIRCLE NO. 167 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

SILICON RECTIFIER SALE 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

FULLY GUAR'NT'D NEWEST TYPE 

AMERICAN MADE FULLY TESTED 

750 MA- SILICON "TOP -HAT" DIODES 
LOW LEAKAGE FULL LEAD LENGTH 

PIV /RMS 
50/35 
.05 ea 

NV RMS 
100'70 
.09 ea 

PIV RMS 
200/140 
.12 ea 

PIV /RMS 
3001210 
.16 ea 

PIV'RMS 
400/280 

.20 ea 

Ply RMS 
500/350 
.24 ea 

PIV RMS 
600/420 

.32 ea 

PIV RMS 
700'490 

.40 ea 
PIV RMS 
80Ó/56O 
.48 ea 

PIV RMS 
900'630 

.55 ea 

Ply 'RMS 
1000/700 

.70 ea 

PIV RMS 
1100/770 

.75 ea 

ALL TESTS AC & DC & FWD & LOAD 
SILICON POWER DIODE STUDS 

D.C. 50 PIV 100 PIV 150 PIV 200 PIV 
AMPS 35 RMS 70 RMS 105 RMS 140 RMS 

3 .12 .18 .22 .30 
12 .45 .65 .75 .90 
33 .90 1.15 1.50 1.70 
50 1.60 1.90 2.30 2.80 

100 1.75 2.15 2.55 3.15 
D.C. 300 PIV 400 PIV 500 PIV 600 PIV 

AMPS 210 RMS 280 RMS 350 RMS 450 RMS 
3 .40 .45 .55 .65 

12 1.30 1.35 1.50 1.70 33 2.35 2.55 3.00 3.50 
511 3.50 4.20 5.25 7.00 

1101 3.75 4.60 5.65 8.00 
"SCR" SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS "SCR" 

7 16 25 7 16 25 
PRV AMP AMP AMP PRV AMP AMP AMP 

23 .50 .85 1.20 
50 .85 1.20 1.40 

1100 1.35 1.80 2.20 
150 1.60 2.10 2.65 
200 1.75 2.40 2.90 

250 2.30 2.65 3.10 
:1:111 2.60 3.00 3.40 
400 3.00 3.40 4.15 
100 3.75 4.25 4.75 
0110 4.00 5.00 5.25 

Money Back guarantee. $2.00 min. order. Orders 
F.O.B. NYC. Include check or money order. Shpg. 
charges plus. C.O.D. orders 25% down. 

Warren Electronic Components 
230 MERCER ST. N.Y. 10012 N.Y. OR -3 -2620 
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OF THE WORLD'S FINEST 
GOV'T. SURPLUS 

ELECTRONIC BARGAINS 
TELEPHONE- TELETYPE -TELEGRAPH: 

Model 14 AT Teletype Used: $69.95 
Paper Tape: 3/9" 900 Ft Roll: 250 -30 f /$3 -60 f /$5 
Telegraph Repeater WE- 61824A New: 34.95 
TP -7 Portable Repeater New: 12.95 
TG -30 Telegraph Repeater -Used: $14.95 New: 19.95 
TG -31 Telegraph Repeater New: 16.95 
PE -250 Telephone Ringer Used: 4.95 
EE -8 Field Telephone Used: 12.95 
BD -71 Switchboard -6 line Used: 9.95 
BD -72 Switchboard -12 Line Used: 18.95 
BD -89 Switchboard -20 Mag. & 40 CB lines Used: 59.50 
BD -95 Switchboard -Cordless New: 24.95 

MICROPHONES: 
T -30 Throat Microphone -Used: 3 f /$1.00 New: $ .75 
T -45 Lip Microphone Used -Each: .75 
RS -38 Microphone Button only New: 1.50 
T -17 Microphone Carbon Re -Cond: 6.95 
T -26 Microphone Carbon -Used $1.00.... New: 1.75 
T -24/M Microphone Carbon New: 4.95 

HANDSETS: 
TS -9 Butterfly Switch -Used $2.95..Re -Cond: $ 3.95 
TS -13 Butterfly Switch w /PL- 55 /PL -68- 

Used: $4.95 New: 6.95 
H -22/U Butterfly Switch w /PL- 55/PL -68 Used: 4.95 
0170312 Sound Powered New: 7.95 

HEADSETS: 
HS -33 Headset: with chamois cushions .New: $ 7.95 

with rubber cushions . .New: 6.95 
HS -23 Headset: with chamois cushions .New: 6.95 

with rubber cushions .New: 5.95 
Chamois Cushions only 1.50 
Rubber Cushions only 1.00 
HB -7 Headband only for HS -33/23 New: 3.00 
ANBH -1 Element only, for HS -33 New: 3.00 
H -63 Headset with Boom Microphone Used: 3.95 
HS -30 Headset -Hearing Aid Type - 

Used: 75C New: 1.00 
CODE EQUIPMENT: 

TG -34 Keyer -Code Practice Used: $24.95 
TG -10 Keyer -Code Practice Used: 14.95 
VO-3 Code Oscillator Used: 12.95 
MX- 333/GG Code Tape Puller New: 12.95 
Blank Paper Tape: 3/8" 900 Ft. Roll 250 ea. 30 /$3.60/$5 
Address Dept. EW Prices F.O.B., Lima. O. 
25% Deposit on C.O.D.'s Minimum Order $5.00 

SEND FOR BIG FREE CATALOG! 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
2133 ELIDA RD. Box 1105 LIMA, OHIO 
CIRCLE NO. 181 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder, 
phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog 
free! Sleep- Learning Association, Box 24 -ZD, Olympia, 
Washington. 
LEARN while asleep. Remarkable, scientific. 92% ef- 
fective. Details free. ASR Foundation, Box 721, Dept. 
e.g., Lexington, Kentucky. 

INVENTIONS WANTED 

INVENTORS. We will develop, help 3e11 your idea or 
invention, patented or unpatented. Our national manu- 
facturer clients are urgently seeking new items for out- 
right cash sale or royalties. Financial assistance avail- 
able. 10 years proven performance. For free informa- 
tion, write Dept. 42, Wall Street Invention Brokerage, 
79 Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y. 

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 

FOREIGN- U.S.A. Hot listings. All -year jobs now hir- 
ing. Transportation. Family relocation. Stamped re- 

turnable envelope. Global, Box 286 -W, Oroville, Calif. 

"RW" NOVEMBER BARGAINS 
HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE Rated for 5(1KV with VOM or 

V1'VM. 11as 5110 Meg HIVoltage resistor. Large 
High quality probe that sells for over $ 2.95 $12.00. BRAND NEW 

ovt 

ARC -1 TRANSCEIVER S Meter AM. 10O1561nc 16 
chart. Xtal controlled ANL. AVC. & Squelch. with 
all 29 tubes. 24vDC dynamotor & orig. 24.95 Schematic. Used Good . 

LAZY MAN'S Q -Ser -Novadio Beam Filter with 
loory handpass for G.V.. Single .signals lee- 2.49 deity the easy way-Just plug it in. NEW 

RT- 82 /APX.6 TRANSCEIVER- 1290MC, Corn. 1g lag 
oleic with 31 tulles. Excellent condition .400 

ARC -3 TWO METER XMTR l(10-156MC, 8 remote 
Xtal controlled preset channels, with two $32As. 
two 61.6 modulators, 5 other tubes A 17.95 
schematic. Excellent 

Write for Bulletin #40 -Loads of Bargains 
Send Money Order or Cheek with Order 

Minimum Order $2.50 
Please Include Postage -Excess Promptly Refunded. 
Minimum C.O.D. Order $10.00 with 25% Deposit. 

R. W. ELECTRONICS, INC. 
2430 So. Michigan Ave. Dept. 1173 
Chicago. Illinois 60616 Phone CAlumet 5 -1281 

Rectifiers & Transistors 
750 ma. Silicon Diodes Silicon Power Diode 
"Epoxy" or "Top Hat" 3 amps. 
PIV PIV PIV PIV 

50 50 600 250 25 6C 300 30C 
100 70 '700 300 50 BC 400 350 
200 100 *800 380 100 14C 500 450 
400 150 '900 480 150 180 600 550 
500 200 *Top hat only 200 250 All tests 

Full Leads, Tested, Gua anteed, American made. 
10 watt Silicon Zener studs, 5v.- 100v., 

any voltage $1.25 ea. 
10 watt Silicon diffused stud power regu- 

lators & double anode clippers, 10v- 
120v, any voltage $1.49 ea. 

Hi- Voltage- Silicon epoxy diode, 21/2 "x3/6 "xl /2 ", 
mounting holes, 8" glass insulated leads, original 
factory package. 
HOFFMAN -3000 piv -200 ma. (orig. cost 

$15.00) $1.95 ea. 
HOFFMAN -6000 piv (3000 piv tap) -200 

ma. (orig. cost $30.00) $4.50 ea. 
Thermistor, glass bead, 1200 ohms, 

600'F, factory packed by Victory Engr., 
32A3, long leads 2 for $1.00 

20 Watt Germanium 
(internal heat sink) 

2n1038 6 for $1.00 2n1042 4 for $1.00 
2n1039 4 for $1.00 2n1043 3 for $1.00 
2n1040 3 for $1.00 2n1044 2 for $1.00 
2n1041 2 for $1.00 2n1045 700 

150 Watt Germanium Hi -Freq Power 
100 volts, 10 amp 2n1046 $1.50 ea. 
100 volts, 20 amp 2n1907 $1.95 ea. 

150 Watt Germanium Power 
2n250 3/$1.00 2n457 800 

n458 80 2n251 2/$1.00 2n1021 $1.00 
2n456 700 2n1022 $1.25 
Kemtron - 1n43 - 250, Sylvania - 1N69A - 250 
2n702- 100mc, Silicon 400, 2n703- 150mc, Sili- 
con -600 
Germanium switching transistors, 150 mw, long 
leads, tested 6 pnp- $1.00, 6 npn -$1.00 
Small- signal transistors, flat case, short printed 
circuit board leads, new assorted, tested 15/$1.00 
Nickel- Cadmium Battery -61/2 
5 amp -hrs. 

SILICON CONTROLLED 

oz. -6 "x2 "x1/2 " - 
$1.25 ea. 

RECTIFIERS 
PRV 7 

amp 
16 
amp 

25 
amp PRV 7 

amp 
16 

amp 
25 

amp 
25 
50 

.30 

.60 
.60 
.90 

.90 
1.10 

200 
300 

1.50 
2.30 

2.10 
2.70 

2.60 
3.10 

100 
150 

1.00 
1.30 

1.50 
1.80 

1.80 
2.30 

400 
500 

2.70 
3.45 

3.10 
3.95 

3.85 
4.45 

ALL TESTS STUD TYPE 600 3.70 4.70 4.90 
Money back guarantee, $2.00 min. order, include 
postage. Catalogue 250. 

Electronic Components Co. 
Box 2902 Baton Rouge, La. 70821 

CIRCLE NO. 257 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning 
terms, frequency discounts, closing dates, etc. 

1 2 3 

6 7 8 

11 12 13 

16 17 18 

21 22 23 

26 27 28 

31 32 33 

Words @ .35 Reader Rate 

4 

9 

14 

19 

24 

29 

34 

@ .60 Commercial Rate 
Insert time(s) Total Enclosed $ 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY_ 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

ZONE STATE 

SIGNATURE 
WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or of state (New York) counts as one 
word each. Zone or Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does 
not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols 
such as 35mm, COD, PO, AC, etc., count as one word. Hyphenated words count as two words. EW -1164 

FOREIGN Employment. Construction, other work proj- 
ects. Good paying overseas jobs with extras, travel 
expenses. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau, Dept. D, 

Bradenton Beach, Florida. 

EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Get a better job & earn 
more! Send only $2.00 for expert, complete Resume 
Writing Instructions. J. Ross, 80 -34 Kent St., Jamaica 
32, N.Y., Dept. EW. 

FOREIGN U.S. employment, Big construction projects. 
All trades. Salaries up to $1,600 monthly with travel 
expenses, extras. Write only: Foreign U.S. Employment 
Bureau, Dept. D -8, The State Building, Portland, Maine. 

MUSIC 

POEMS Wanted for songs and records. Send poems. 
Crown Music. 49 -RB West 32, New York 1. 

PERSONALS 

BORROW $1,233 Airmail! Repay $54 for twenty -nine 
months. State licensed. Postal Finance, Dept. 15V, 
Kansas City 1, Kansas. 

ONLY $35.92 Monthly repays $800.00 (thirty payments). 
Borrow $100 -$1,000 entirely by airmail. Write today. 
Bankers Investment Company, 92 -A, Hutchinson, 
Kansas 67501. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

INVESTIGATE Accidents -Earn $750 to $1,000 monthly. 
Men urgently needed. Car furnished. Business ex- 
penses paid. No selling. No college education nec- 
essary. Pick own job location. Investigate full time. 
Or earn $6.44 hour spare time. Write for Free Litera- 
ture. No obligation. Universal, CZ -11, 6801 Hillcrest, 
Dallas 5, Texas. 

I Made $40,000.00 Year by Mail Order! Helped others 
make money! Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, 
Box 3566 -N, Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma. 
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GET IT from GOODHEART! 
ALBAND SSB RCVR BARGAIN: Hallicrafters R 45/ 

ARR -7, 550 kc to 43 me continuous: Voice, CW, 
31CW; 

c 

2 IIF's, 2 IF'.s: S- meter; 455 kc Xtl: 6 se- 
lect choices. l',vr required 270 c 110 ma dc, 6.3 
v 4 A ac. Less p,vr spiv, w /Handbook, other data, 
checked. aligned, clean, 1005/ grid, fob 149.50 Los Ang. 
Same 3v/60 cy pvr sply, ready to use.. . .179.50 

1 Add $20 for SSB Product Detector installed.) 
TIME PAY PLAN: Any purchase totaling 1000 $160.(10 or more. (10,11 payment only.... 
ARC 5 Q 5'er Itevr 140 -530 kc w /85 kc 1F 's. Use 

el0t1 converter for above or other rc rs. Check,,) 
ectrically, w'lois of teeh. data. ,v /spline 14.95 knob. 9 lbs fob Los Ang.............. 

(Add $3 for extra-,lean selected unit.) 
AN /APR -4 RECEIVING SET: Tune :18 to 11100 me. In- 

cludes 'r. \ -I6. 1 i , 18; AI'R --1: plug: band- 179.50 book: checked. grtd 010. fob Los Angeles 
Add $60 for TN-19, 075 -2200 alb) $!'_'5 for 
TN 54, _175 --]000 add S:[0 for AM 1'\I 
of the ,v /60 , ca,,, spiy: add f::: Pit: e 
Panod:nte r: 3n m ± I' t, rt e TP- 1 t I; Sadd 5123 for 
IMP Panad:lpter v, 5" ('ft. :t0 nu C. 

LM FREQ. METER 12.5 k: to 2 hio. helm. 
Rw t. meter & signal source. 

Inc 
(W for AM. accuracy 

.(11 96 ' Ott catit,. Clean, checked, 1005/ 57.50 grttl, w /plug, data. 16 His fob LA 
Add 822 for LM silly vv /plugs, data, or $10 for EAO, 
converts for 1.3f ,v'part,. data. included. 
TS-323/UR, 20 -400 n similar GERT.SCII FM -l. 

Crystal. 001! \V /handbook supplement giving 
supplementary Ott check points & instruct. to ' closely approach crystal a curac \V/ 
sc mn cti', instruct., puer spiv data, clean, 199.50 checked. 100:1 grid, fob 1.0, Ang 

GEN. RADIO .805 -C MICROVOLTER 16 kc to `D 1 nc. 
2 into 371x, ohms. Like V, IPOr,'e 750.00 grid. vv: book. Regular ,227,0. only 

MEAS. CORP. .80 SIGNAL GEN. 2- -100 n e, 315.00 ''a'/. Vo call], to I:1,0110 n.. :- ,- rrledt 
ROLLINS .30A tTS- 608:1'1 M I ttlt:V01-TEI1 40.7 to 

400 mc tip to 10 V /MO 5n :hmp, up tp 1295.00 10 watts t W. Regular S18.(1111í. only . . . 

AN /USM16 BORG- WARNER SIG. GENERATOR 10 -44:1 
- ystat calibrator ±.(11r2'/ Up to 

lfíc0.000 ry catit,. -1 di). Into 50 ohms. & 1.0 v 
uncalib. A.M., Onu te 1000 1 . F.M. .-12.5 kc to 
17.5 in _ rouges. ,dev, a- P.M. 
50- 5U11(fe pps, t -311 ecu ,V11. 1- 10111C1us 

c,. 
delay. 

Actl. Cost $13.7 50. AN, USAI.16 front 12000.00 
Commercial Model i. B -M 

.... 
7411 ... ... 2500.00 

GEN. RADIO 2. for -the -price 'of.1 -Sale! Sig. Gen. 
.10210 each in its ,'n cabinet ,V /p'r ,..ply, 
Cady to 1u ()V 'All. 

own 
cant,. to 1.0 ' into 

150 ohms, ±2 db. 1'hOOSe 411.250 inc or 397.50 2511 -941) nt c, either only ... c. 
(Or both for S7tt5.011) . 

LAN ANTHONY- PATTERN Wheatstone Bridge is -- Lilt/ 
'ate! 0rigl0:flly $^_1511, C(rleponds to later 

10,,drl switch arrant!enfen) at $í'14n0, but many pre- 
f. th, Anthon1.latterf 111- e "nt.ct.rt,i.t- 995.00 -., . :,, sr,ar1 c f ^_ : :n noir 

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC. 
Ilex 1220 -A, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213 

Phones: Area 213. otllee 272.5707, messages 275.5342 
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SEND ELECTRONICS WORLD 

EVERY 

MONTH 

name 

Electronics \1mcicl 

address 

city zone 

state 

Check one: 3 years for $12 
El 2 years for $9 1 year for $5 

In the U.S., and possessions. 
Payment enclosed Bill me 

Foreign rates: Canada and Pan American 
Union countries, add 50¢ per 
year; all other foreign countries, 
add $1.00 per year. 

New Renewal 
I I 

Mail to: 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
Dept. 0028, 1255 Portland Place, 

Boulder, Colorado 80301 

November, 1964 

AMAZING Mail Order Profits using proven methods. 
Research, 3207 -H Southern Hills, Springfield, Mo. 

HOW And Where to Raise Capital. Details Free. Finan- 
cial, Box 785 -H, Springfield, Mo. 65801. 

HIGHLY WEEKLY EARNINGS! Address -mail letters fea- 
turing real merchandise. Get $10 with every order - 
keep $8 profit. Supplies furnished. Free particulars. 
Modern Merchandising, Box 357, Oceanside, N.Y. 

FREE REPORT: "609 Unusual, Successful Businesses." 
Box 122 -ZDA, Wheeling, III. 

"PROFITS IN MAIL ORDER" Step -by -step instructions! 
Send $2.00. Steadman Company, Essex, Mass. 01929. 

SELL CB Equipment -Dealerships available to aggres- 
sive people who can sell Citizens Band Radio full or 
part time. Knox Electronic, Dept. 194, Galesburg, 
Ill. 61401. 

FREE Book "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses." 
Work home! Plymouth -717K, Brooklyn 4, New York. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SAVE $200 to $2,000 on European automobiles deliv- 
ered at low, low factory tax -free prices by using our 
direct shipment plan. Delivery guaranteed, references 
available. Tourist and Military deliveries available in 
Europe. Information on all models and makes Eurauto, 
Postbus 333, Rotterdam, Holland. 

JUST released! 50,000 words of inspiration and truth 
projected upon a backdrop of Universal Laws and 
Principles. Fourteen issues of Lemurian Viewpoint in 
binder. $2.50 postpaid. Lemurian Viewpoint, Dept. 5, 
Ramona, Calif. 92065. 

HOME -BREW recipes, instructions. Tamos Company, 
Box 7724, Station C, Atlanta, Georgia 30309. 

BEER, like bread, is better homemade. New Home - 
brew Kit makes it for 2C a bottle. Easy step -by -step 
instructions, plus hydrometer for perfect carbonation, 
no guesswork. $2.00, no COD. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Evinco -F, Box 3144 Glenstone Station, Springfield. Mo. 
65804. 

GOLD, treasure, coin locator, $2.00 complete. Guaran- 
teed. Treasures -14, Ashland, Oregon. 

QUANTITY TUBE BUYERS 

WHY PAY MORE? 
Rad -Tel's Quality BRAND NEW 

TUBES 1 
UP 

FREE 
Your Choice 

1B3-1G3 

1K3 -1J3 
with the 

purchase of 
every 

10 TUBES 

*Mfrs. Sug. list price 

1 year GUARANTEE 
Tubes branded - boxed 

Rad -Tel 

SEND FOR 

TUBE CIRCULAR 

WITH 600 TYPES 

TERMS: 25% deposit on all 

orders, balance COD. Orders 

under $5 add $1 handling 
charge plus postage. Orders 
over S5 plus postage. 

Type Price 

OZ4 

163 
1135 

102 

3CB6 

.79 

.79 

.77 

.82 

56 

.63 

S,4 .60 
5118 .84 

5Y3 .46 

GAF4 1.01 

6AL5 .47 

6AM8 .78 

6A05 .53 

6904 .85 

6AÚ6 .52 

6906 .41 

6AX4 66 

Type Price 

6BE6 .55 

6606 I.70 
6606 1.12 

6807 1.00 

6CB6 .55 

6CG7 .61 

6006 1.10 
616 .71 

6K6 .63 

654 .52 

6557 .65 

6T8 

6U8 

606 
6W4 

6X8 

7007 

.85 

.83 

.54 

.6l 

.80 

.65 

Type Price 

12AT7 .76 

12007 .61 

12ÁV6 .41 

12054 .67 

12057 .63 

126A6 .50 
12BE6 .53 
12887 .77 

12BL6 .56 
12BY7 .77 

258061.17 

25L6 

35C5 
35'-04 

3525 

SOCS 

50L6 

.57 

.51 

.42 

.60 

.53 

.61 

RAD -TEL TUBE COMPANY 
I Dept. EW 55 CHAMBERS ST., NEWARK, N. J. 07105 
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XMA 
PRE- 

S 
DOUBLE BONUS 

r BONUS #1 

í) nr $ 
WORTH OF 

Transistors 
Diodes 
Rectifiers 
Knobs 
Condensers 
Coils, etc. 

Add 250 f r handling 

SAL_E_ 
P BONUS t2 
L t ANY $1.00 

U ' POLY PAK 
LISTED BE- 

S LOW FREE 

BOTH BONUS AND 2 FREE WITH $10.00 ORDERS 

FACTORY 
TESTED SEMI- KON- DUCTORS 

25 GERMANIUM DIODES, 1N34, 1 -048 equals $1 

25 EPDXY RECTIFIERS, axial lead, 750 mil, untested $1 

25 TOP HAT RECTIFIERS, 750 mil, untested $1 

1s PNP TRANSISTORS, asst types and cases $1 

15 NPN TRANSISTORS, asst types and cases Sl 
1 2N706 EPITAXIAL PLANAR silicon npn 500mw 300mc 51 

2 500 -MC MESA T018 CASE TRANSISTORS, pnp 2N964 $1 

2 'MESA' 4 -WATT TRANSISTORS, npn, silicon, TO5 S1 

2 25 -AMP SILICON STUD RECTIFIERS Si 

PRE -XMAS SPECIAL 
30 TRANSISTORS: r.f., i.f., audio, 30 
switching, etc. 105 cose. Untested FOR 5100 

15 TEXAS SWITCHING TRANSISTORS, TOS pnp -n npn $1 

2 1N429 TYPE ZENER REFERENCES, 6 volts $1 

3 2 -WATT SIZE leper references, axial leads, 1V 51 

6 UPRITE ZENER DIODES, silicon, assorted voltages 51 

2 TRANSITRON 2N341, 1 -watt, npn, silicon, TO8 $1 

3 20W TRANSISTORS TOS case, 2N1038, 'n heat sink S1 

5 GENERAL ELECTRIC 2N107 PNP TRANSISTORS $1 

3 CBS -20 -WATT TRANSISTORS, pnp, stud, 2N1320 51 

4 GENERAL ELECTRIC 2N170 PNP RF TRANSISTORS-51 
4 CK721 TRANSISTORS, new aluminum case, pnp S1 

10 -10 -WATT POWER Transistors, T03 case, untested $1 

85 WATT 2N424 
Silicon Transistor 

MESA NPN 
Worth $32 100 

TEXAS 150 WATT 
Switching Ignition, 98 15A, IOMC. like 
201907, 2N1046 
100V. worth $18. 

6 AMP 1000V RECTIFIER STUD 2 for 1.49 

6 SYLVANIA 750 MIL 400V TOP HAT rectifiers 51 

10 RAYTHEON CK722 TRANSISTORS, pnp Si 
3 300 -MC TRANSISTORS, like 2N1264, TOS case $1 

10 30 -MC TRANSISTORS, TOS case, with shield Si 
1 2N718 NPN SILICON PLANAR, 1W 150MC, 300MW Si 
TEXAS 3N35 TETRODE 15OMC SILICON transir, TO5 51 

3 2N255 POWER TRANSISTORS or equal, T03 case 51 

4 2N112 EQUALS, if, ose, TO22 case Si 

20W SILICON MESA, 2N1648, T010 transistor, stud $1 

3 -50 -WATT transistors, goldplated, TO36, untested $1 

1 AMP 600V EPDXY rectifiers, silver axial leads $1 

10 ZENER DIODES, gold, axial leads, untested $1 

HI -FI SPECIAL! 4" SQ. 
ELECTROSTATIC TWEETER 
Made by Lorenz, ITT. for $ 149 Grundig. Never before of- 
fered. A natural for hi -fi 
enthusiast. Buy 2 for - 
stereo. Illustration resem- 
bles tweeter In stock. In- 2 FOR 2.50 clades hookup. 

3- TRANSISTOR SUBMINIATURE AMPLIFIER 
Only 3 "x2 "x1/4" 95 
Printed Circuit IN/Transistors 

WORLIYS ROST $1 PARTS PAKS 
30 POWER RESISTORS to SOW, to 24K ohms $1 

50 MICA CAPACITORS to .01mí, silvers too $1 

10 TANTALUM ELECTROLYTICS, $15.00 value 51 

35 2 -WATT RESISTORS, popular asstd. values, 5% too S1 

30 SPRAGUE 'YELLOW MYLAR' CONDENSERS to lmfd S1 

100 ASST HALF WATT RESISTORS, 5% too 51 

60 HI -Q RESISTORS, I /a, 1, 2W to 1 meg, 5% too $1 

10 RCA PHONO PLUG -n -JACK SETS, tuners amps $1 

SO TERMINAL STRIPS, asst 1 -to -10 lug types Si 

SO COILS 8 CHOKES, rf -if, ose- peaking, etc $1 

10 TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS, Smf to 100mf 51 

40 PRECISION RESISTORS, I /I, 1, 2W, 1% Si 

60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS, to .Smf to 1KV 51 

40 DISC CONDENSERS, 27mmf to .05mf to 1 KV $1 

60 TUBE SOCKETS, receptacles, audio, plugs $1 

SO 1 -WATT RESISTORS, popular values, asstd, 5% too $1 

60 CERAMIC CONDENSERS, discs, npo's, to .05mf 51 

4 TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS, worth $25 Si 

40 WORLD'S SMALLEST RESISTORS, 5% too, 1 /10W 51 

$25 PARTS SURPRISE, wide assortment of parts S1 

TRANSITRON SCRs 
TESTED SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 

BRAND 
NEW 

LOWEST 
PRICES 

PRV 7 Amp 
s0 L' 1.00 

100 L'. 1.50 
150 1.75 
200 1.95 
250 C 2.25 
300 C!.2.69 
350 ' 2.95 
400 - 3.25 

1 Amp 
1.25 
1.95 
2.25 
2.75 
2.95 
3.19 
3.50 

25 Amp 
1.50 
2.25 
2.75 
2.95 
3.25 
3.50 
4.25 
4.50 

10 WATT STUD ZENERS 
E 5V 04V ' 42v C 70V 100V 
E 6V 20V - 45V C 80V C 110V 

12V 0 24V 60V 90V C 124V 
WRITE FOR OTHER VOLTAGES 

$149 

POLY 
AKS 

TERMS: Send Check, money order. 
Add postage -avg. wt. per pak 1 

lb. Rated net 30 days. COD 25 % . 

FREE XMAS CATALOG 
P.O. BOX 942W 

SO. LYNNFIELD, MASS. 
"PAK- KING" of the world 
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Never 
Needs 
Batteries! 

Small enough to 
carry in your 
pocket or purse ... 
yet SO POWERFUL 

that it throws a 

brilliant beam 

of light up to 
150 yards. 

This beautifully 
designed Life Lite 

PAYS FOR ITSELF 

in a relatively 
short time because 

it NEVER NEEDS 

BATTERIES! 

EASILY RECHARGED 

S 
only... 

Simply separate 2 halves, 
insert prongs into any 
electrical outlet (110 AC) 

Ideal for Christmas! 

FREE GIFT... 
at no extra charge, 
this hand- 

some men's 

dresser valet. 

re 
I. CONSUMER SERVICE COMPANY 

160 Mercer Street, New York, N. Y. 10012 

Enclosed is $ for - flashlights at $7.95 ea. plus 
.75c ea. for postage and handling. (N. Y. C. residents 
please add 4% sales tax). Foreign orders $1.15 additional. 

Name 

Address 

(.......................... PLEASE PPIMT) 

City__ .................. ............................... State.................. Zip Code .............................. 

Sorry-No charges or C.O.D. orders. EW -114 
2 
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ADVERTISERS INDEX 

READER 
SERVICE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE NO. 

READER 
SERVICE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE NO. 

152 Advance Electronics 127 193 Kinematix, Inc. 113 

154 Allied Radio 61, 62 Kuhn Electronics 79 

249 Allied Radio 5 194 Lafayette Radio 

American Institute of 
Electronics 74, 75, 76, 77, 78 

Engineering & Technology 111 128 Lampkin Laboratories, Inc. 117 

American Machine & Tool Co. ....116 138 Lesa 113 

155 Antenna Specialists Co., The 79 129 Mallory & 
T 
Co., Inc., P. R. 59 

157 Associated Telephone Answering 255 Micro -Kit Co. 119 
Exchanges, Inc. 120 

Milwaukee School of Engineering ..110 
161 Automotive Electronics Co. 112 

241 Moog Co., R. A. 105 
121 B & K Manufacturing Co. 111 

201 Motorola Training Institute 120 
162 Blonder Tongue 100 

130 Multicore Sales Corp. 82 
137 Bogen Communications Division ... 14 

Music Associated 79 
163 Burstein -Applebee Co. 66 

Capitol Radio Engineering 
National Radio Institute .... 9, 10, 105 

Institute, The ....106, 107, 108, 109 Northridge College of Science 
& Engineering 68 

Channel Master 81, 83, 85 
242 Nortronics Co. 24 

Cleveland Institute of 
Electronics 92, 93, 94, 95, 114 Oelrich Publications 111 

167 Columbia Electronics 129 203 Olson Electronics, Inc. 110 

245 Conar 86 206 Poly Paks 131 

170 Concertone 16 RCA Electronic Components and 
Devices FOURTH COVER 

172 Cornell Electronics Co. 126 
RCA Institutes, Inc. .... 18, 19, 20, 21 

122 Datak 82 R. W. Electronics 130 

123 Delco Radio 11 207 Rad -Tel Tube Co. 131 

253 ECI Electronics Communications 254 Record Club of America 17 
Inc. 123 

213 Sams & Co., Inc., Howard W. .... 88 
178 EICO Electronic Instrument Co., 

Inc. 26 
215 Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. 68 

216 Schober Organ Corporation, The .. 99 
ESRI Corporation 66 

200 Scott Co., Inc., H. H. 86 
180 Electro- Voice, Inc. SECOND COVER .. 

217 Shure Brothers, Inc. 1 

179 Electronic Chemical Corp. 8 
131 Sprague Products Co. 72 

257 Electronic Components Co. 130 223 Superscope, Inc. 12, 13 

181 Fair Radio Sales 130 Sylvania 25 

246 Finney Company, The 6, 7 225 "TAB" 126 

182 Fisher Radio Corporation 23 229 Texas Crystals 70 

256 General Automotive Products 117 Tri -State College 116 

135 General Electric 2 133 Triplett Electrical Instrument 
Company, The THIRD COVER 

136 General Electric 115 
233 United Radio Co. 128 

General Electric 84 
231 University Loudspeakers, Inc. .. 87, 89 

243 Goodheart Co., R. E. 131 232 Utah Electronics Corp. 121 

Grantham School of Electronics ...102 Valparaiso Technical Institute .... 66 

185 Gregory Electronic Corporation ..127 252 Viking of Minneapolis, Inc. 4 

186 Hallicrafters 116 Warren Electronic Components ...129 

187 Heath Company .... 65, 67, 69, 71, 73 235 Weller Electronics Company 91 

Henshaw Radio Supply 66 236 Wen Products, Inc. 60 

189 International Crystal 237 Winegard Antenna Systems 125 

Manufacturing Co., Inc. 103 238 Workman Electronics Inc. 114 

192 Kedman Company 102 240 Xcelite, Inc. 64 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ... . 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131 

Printed in U.S.A. 
ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING 
AND WORLD'S NEWEST Hand Size v0-M's 

MODEL 310-C 
World's Newest 

Volt- Ohm -Milliammeter 

MODEL 310 
111,89x.1.0 SHIELD. 

'04,1 

1200V 

300 
60 

12 

4 t 

MODEL 310 

World's Largest Selling 
Volt -Ohm- Milliammete r 

BOTH TESTERS 

SHOWN 

ACTUAL SIZE 

HAND SIZE AND LIGHTWEIGHT, but with the features of full - 
size V- O -M's. 

2 20,000 OHMS PER VOLT DC; 5,000 AC (310)- 15,000 AC (310 -C). 

3 EXCLUSIVE SINGLE SELECTOR SWITCH speeds circuit and 
range settings. The first miniature V -O -M's with this exclusive 
feature for quick, fool -proof selection of all ranges. 

SELF -SHIELDED Bar -Ring instrument; permits checking in strong magnetic fields. 
FITTING INTERCHANGEABLE test prod tip into top of tester makes it the common 
probe, thereby freeing one hand. UNBREAKABLE plastic meter window. BANANA - 
TYPE JACKS -positive connection and long life. 

Model 310 -$37.50 Model 310 -C- $44.50 Model 369 Leather Case -$3.20 

ALL PRICES ARE SUGGESTED U.S.A. USER NET, SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO 

310 -C PLUS FEATURES 
1. Fully enclosed lever range switch 
2. 15,000 Ohms per volt AC 

(20,000 0/V DC same as 310) 

3. Reversing switch for DC measure- 
ments 

MODELS 100 AND 100 -C 
Comprehensive test sets. Model 100 
includes: Model 310 V -O -M, Model 10 

Clamp -on Ammeter Adapter; Model 
101 Line Separator; Model 379 Leather 
Case; Model 311 leads. ($67.10 Value 
Separate Unit Purchase Price.). 
MODEL 100 -U.S.A. User Net $64.50 

MODEL 100 -C- 
Same as above, but 
with Model 310 -C. 
Net $71.50 

t 1I'I,.I'11 FIELD ENGIN EERS ELECTRICAL. RADIO, TV, AND APPLIANCE SERVICEMEN ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS FACTORY MAINTENANCE MEN ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS HOME OWNERS, HOBBYISTS 

THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF VOM's AVAILABLE FROM YOUR TRIPLETT DISTRIBUTOR'S STOCK 
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'CAL Si:MS RC-23 

THE BRAND NEW RC-23! 

Latest and best edition of the famous RCA Receiving Tube Niznual 

Loo4 at the great new features of the best selling tube mammal ir the industry 

* A record 608 data-packed pages 

* Irr addition to data on over 1,000 rece ving tubes, he RC-23 includes dita 13-1 

colo and B&W picture tubes, voltage-firence tubes, vo-tageregulator tubis 

* Ne..w format, new type-face for easier rending 

* Popular circuit section with its many t rre y, practi:al tuDe applicaticns 

* RE.vised and expanded Applicatio-is GLice covering 42 s:ecific fJrcticn classiricat ons 

Now available from you- local authorized 3CA Tube Distrioutor 

RCP ELECTPONIC COMFONEN-S AND DEvICES, HAF.F-ISON, N J 

The Most Trusted Name in Electrorics 
T) 
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